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As far as the properties of mathematics refer to reality, they are not certain: 

and as far as they are certain, they do not refer to reality. 

A. Einstein 
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CHAPTER 0 INTRODUCTION 

In this thesis a discrete switch-level model for digital CMOS circuits is developed. It describes 

the logic behaviour statie as well as dynamic - of transistor networks and captures logic faults 

due to conflicts, undefmed gates, hazards, charge-sharing, imperfectness of transistors, and 

relative-timing problems. Although the theory is directed towards CMOS, it is applicable to 

every PET (field effect transistor) technology. 

In section 0.0 we place discrete switch-level models into perspective with other aspects of 

CMOS circuit design. Section 0.1 gives a general motivation for switch-level modelling. In 

section 0.2 the goal of our model and an informal introduction to the model are given. Section 

0.3 motivates our approach and gives an outline of the thesis. Section 0.4 gives an overview of 

other discrete switch-level circuit models and relates the model presented in this thesis to these 

models. Finally, in section 0.5 some notational conventions used throughout the thesis are given. 

0.0 Global introduction 

Since Complementary Metal Oxide Silicon (CMOS) has become the major technology for 

digital circuits, our model concentrates on describing the behaviour of CMOS transistor 

networks. In this section we explain the place of the model with respect to other circuit design 

aspects. 

We believe that design activities should, like design methods, be based on a top-down 

hierarchical approach. The intended design trajectory of digital circuits is depicted in figure O.O. 

Starting at the top level with a circuit specification, the first step consists of the design of a 

network of components that performs the specified behaviour. These components themselves 

also have the form of circuit specifications, and hence this step can be repeated until the derived 

network has a suitable form, for instance, until all components are from some set of basic 

components (which not necessarily need to be logic gates, cf. [El] and [Ber2]). The next step is 

to construct. for each component. a CMOS transistor network implementing this component. 

The last step before fabrication leads to the geometrie layout at the bottom level. 
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We will now consider some of these levels in more detail. 

Specifications 
The kind of specifications we consider regards a circuit as a black box with a number of 

external binary input and output terminals (see figure 0.1). The relation between input events 

and output events is called the communication behaviour and can be given by a - possibly 

CSP-like [Hoa2] - expression, as in [Mal], [BeS], and [El], or by some state transition graph 

(where states are - completely or partly defined by the values of the inputs and outputs), as in 

[HP]. Besides the communication behaviour, timing constraints must be specified. In case of 

synchronous networks (see below) a typical timing constraint gives an upper bound on the 

amount of time the circuit may use to reach a stable internal state after receiving an input 

change. In case of asynchronous networks (see below) two distinct timing constraints are 

traditionally distinguished, namely fundamental mode and input-output mode [BrzE]. 

Fundamental mode means that the environment of the circuit will not send the next input change 

until the circuit has internally reached a stable state. Input-output mode means that the next 

input change will be sent by the environment only after the expected output change is 

accomplished by the circuit, which may occur before the circuit has internally reached a stable 

state. Notice that both modes mainly restrict the environment of the circuit, and that for 

fundamental mode this restriction on the environment is much stronger than it is for input-output 

mode. 

circuit specification 
! 

· network of components ':::) 
l 

networkof transistors 
! 

0 

:Sl 
layout t t 

figure 0.0 : Circuit design trajectory figure 0.1 : Part of specification 

Nttwork:s of components 

Networks of components can be synchronous or asynchronous. In synchronous networks the 

synchronisation of the computation (steps) is realised by a global clock. In asynchronous 

networks this synchronisation is realised by the communication between the components in the 

network. In order to verify whether a network of components behaves as specified, a formal 

model describing the behaviour of networks of components is needed, e.g. [BrzSl] or [Se]. 

Models describing the behaviour of networks of components are called gate-level models. To 

derive such networks from a circuit specification a number of decomposition methods have been 

developed, e.g. [El], [Mal], [BeS], and [Ber2]. 
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Networks of transistors 
While components can be usefully modelled as unidirectional and binary elements, transistors 

used in a more general way display behaviour that cannot be captured by such restricted models. 

Transistors are bidirectional devices and they are actually used as such in practical designs (e.g. 

in [Berl)). The behaviour of transistors cannot be specified using binary values only; we return 

to this point in section 0.2. For these reasons gate-level models are not suitable to describe the 

behaviour of transistor networks. Models describing the behaviour of networks of transistors are 

called transistor models or switch-level models. They can describe transistor networks at various 

levels of abstraction. The most significant distinction is between continuous transistor models 

and discrete transistor models, the latter abstracting from the continuous physical behaviour of 

transistors, voltage changes, etc. A discrete switch-level model intends to function as an 

intermediate model - at transistor level - between the discrete higher level models on the 

one hand, and the - continuous - lower level models on the other hand (cf. section 0.1). The 

formal relation between the - discrete - specification and - discrete gate-level models on the 

one hand and switch-level models on the other hand is very important (see below and section 

0.1), and can more easily be given for discrete switch-level models. We therefore focus our 

attention on discrete switch-level models. 

Por a discrete switch-level model two relations are of major importance. The first is the relation 

to the underlying technology, which is necessary to validate the adequacy of the model. It 

describes the correspondence between physical behaviour and modelled behaviour. Which 

means that it relates physical correctness of a circuit, that is, absence of undesired behaviour in 

reality or in some continuous model, on the one hand, and correctness of that circuit within thC 
discrete model, that is, no detection of undesired behaviour by the model, on the other hand. In 

section 0.2 we discuss the notion 'undesired behaviour' and describe the types of faults we 

consider in our model. Since a discrete model abstracts from the {continuous) physical 

behaviour, correctness within the discrete model need not correspond exactly with physical 

correctness. The model is called optimistic if physically correct behaviour of a circuit implies 

correctness of the modelled behaviour. In that case, only physical incorrectness of a circuit can 

be concluded (from incorrectness within the model) but not physical correctness. The model is 

called pessimistic (or conservative, cf. [StB]) if incorrect physical behaviour implies 

incorrectness of the modelled behaviour. In this case, physical correctness can be concluded 

(from correctness within the model). A model that mixes optimism and pessimism is useless for 

forma! verification purposes {although it may be useful in early stages of design exploration): no 

conclusions about the physical behaviour can be drawn from such a model. Since we wish to 

verify the physical correctness of circuits, we will accept a tendency to pessimism but none to 

optimism. Too much pessimism, however, leads to rejecting too many correct circuits. And 

hence, in order to describe realistically many correct circuits accurately, this tendency to 
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pessimism must be sufficiently small, i.e., the model must be sufficiently accurate in describing 

circuit behaviour. 

The second relation that is of importance for switch-level circuit models is the relation to circuit 

specifications. We will consider only specifications of circuits (or components) placed in an 

asynchronous environment. This means that (i) we consider only the fundamental mode 

assumption and the input-output mode assumption, but we do not give any absolute delay 

estimates, and (ii) (statie and dynamic) hazards and runt pulses on the outputs must be avoided. 

This does not mean that the model cannot be used for synchronous circuits since components 

placed in a synchronous environment can be regarded as components in an asynchronous 

environment with the fundamental mode assumption, where, depending on the synchronous 

protocol of the environment, hazards may sometimes be neglected. The relation to specifications 

is discussed in chapter 7. 

Whether the model conveniently describes physical reality cannot be proven, since it is logically 

impossible to formalise the relation between modelled behaviour and real behaviour; the best 

one can do is to give the relation to a lower level model of the same reality. The relation to 

physical reality, or to some lower level continuous model, is given intuitively throughout the 

thesis. On the one hand, we concentrate on studying the physical aspects carefully and defining 

the necessary notions in an intuitively correct and accurate way. On the other hand, once the 

notions are defined, our model is purely mathematical, and we study the properties of the 

defined notions and the relations between them. Despite the restrictions of a discrete model we 

have the impression that our model correctly describes a sufficiently large class of circuits. 

0.1 Motivation 

Tuis section gives a general motivation for studying discrete switch-level circuit models. This is 

done by giving a number of goals for which a formal switch-level model is required. The 

motivation for our model in particular for our approach and with respect to other switch-level 

models - is given later (sections 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4). 

As said above a discrete switch-level circuit model intends to build a bridge between the 

discrete higher levels (specification, gate-level) and the continuous lower levels (continuous 

transistor models, layout models). The first two goals below illustrate this 'bridge function'. 

The first goal is to lay a format mathematical basis for proving correctness of higher level 

models, calculi, and design methods or strategies, both gate-level and switch-level. In order to 

prove the correctness of a circuit model (e.g. gate-level: [BrzSl], [Se], switch-level: [Hoa2], 

[BeS], [Se], [BrzY], [BeK]) or of decomposition, transformation and calculation rules of a 

calculus (e.g. gate-level: [El}, [Mal}, [BeS], switch-level: [Berl], [Ber2], [Kl], [K2]), an 
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underlying mathematica! model is required as a semantic domain. 

The second goal is the verification or derivation of the exact conditions for correct behaviour of 

a switch-level design, e.g. with respect to delay restrictions. A switch-level model enables the 

verification of a designed circuit before implementing it in hardware, thus providing a valuable 

check along the path to the (expensive) fabrication step. Moreover, a switch-level model can 

guide the translation of a switch-level design to a lower level implementation; the conditions for 

correctness of a lower level implementation (e.g. layout) of a logic design can be derived with 

the switch-level model. These conditions are required for the translation of a design to this 

lower level, e.g., relative-delay restrictions for transistors can be derived with a switch-level 

model and they constrain relative sizes of the transistors (a layout-level concern). 

Furthermore, a switch-level model is able to predict the behaviour of a design in case of certain 

hardware errors such as stuck-at faults, which is important with respect to testing. For these 

goals it may be attractive to build a switch-level simulator, for which an underlying formal 

model evidently is required. That is, a discrete switch-level model is useful for fault analysis. 

Finally, a discrete switch-level circuit model may help to understand the basic problems of 

switch-level design and may thereby lay a (formal) basis fora switch-level design method. 

0.2 Informal introduction to the model 

Our model intends to describe the logical behaviour of switch-level circuits in such a way that 

(A) this description is intuitively correct and accurate such that possible 'undesired behaviour', 

or 'logic faults', can be detected, and (B) the description is formal as a result of which the 

mathematica! properties of the defined notions can be investigated, and the relation to the 

circuit's specification can be formalised. 

Undesired behaviour includes undefined switch-gates, (statie and transient) conflicts, and (statie 

and dynamic) hazards. They can, among other things, be caused by charge-sharing, by relative 

timing of signals, or by imperfectness of switches. We return to these phenomena later on. 

In order to give the relation to the specification it is necessary to investigate two types of 

behaviour: (1) initia/ behaviour, i.e., the behaviour of a circuit with stable inputs when the 

previous state of the circuit is unknown; and (2) dynamic behaviour, i.e., the behaviour of a 

circuit starting in a - known - state when the input-values change. The main questions to be 

answered are: 'What are the possible resulting states?', and: 'Are these resulting states correct, 

i.e., free of undesired behaviour?'. 

In case (1), all possible stable and oscillating states must be considered as possible resulting 

states, whereas the knowledge about the previous state in (2) can restrict the states to be 

considered as possible resulting states, viz. to those that are reachable from the starting state. 
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On the other hand, in case (2), also possible 'intermediate' states can be considered and must be 

checked for undesired behaviour. As a result of this, the two types of behaviour are essentially 

different. The two central notions in our model concerning correctness of behaviour are well

matchedness and well-functioning; the former is related to (1) above and the Jatter to (2) above. 

Por a thorough introduction to digital design using CMOS we refer to [WE], [MC], or [Brac]. 

We now proceed with a simplified explanation of switch-level circuits and address some of the 

aspects we are interested in. By means of simple examples we illustrate the subtlety of some 

types of 'undesired behaviour' and 'logic faults'. 

A switch-level circuit can be regarded as a collection of sources and transistors connected by 

wires. In our model wires and switches are connected at nodes. Our model then studies the 

behaviour of arbitrary networks of switches and wires connected at nodes. All nodes connected 

to sources are treated as inputs. We discuss several aspects separately. 

~ 

There are two types of sources: high-voltage sources (connected to POWER), which we call 

'H-sources', and low-voltage sources (connected to GROUND), which we call 'L-sources'. 

Conventionally, a connection to an H-source represents the logical 'l' (or true), and a 

connection to an L-source represents the logical 'O' (or fa/se). 

~ 
Anode represents a point on a wire, or, if the wire is assumed to cause no delay, the complete 

wire. A node is called high if it is connected, via a path of zero or more conducting switches, to 

an H-source but not connected to an L-source; it is called low if it is connected to an L-source 

hut not connected to an H-source; if it is not connected to any source it is calledfloating; and if 

it is connected to both kinds of sources it is called conflicting (or fighting). Since conflicts can 

damage the circuit, they must be avoided (see 'states' below). 

Switches 
Two types of switches are considered: the n-switch and the p-switch (modelling the n-mos 

enhancement mode transistor and p-mos enhancement mode transistor). They are depicted as in 

figure 0.2 below. A switch is connected to three nodes: one gate node (labelled gin figure 0.2) 

and two pass nodes. 

figure 0.2: n-switch: 

g 

p-switch : -ch-
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The simplified behaviour of switches is as follows. The voltage value on the gate controls 

the switching state of the transistor. lf the switching state is conducting (or ON) the pass nodes 

are connected, and if the switching state is nonconducting (or OFF) the pass nodes are 

disconnected. An n-switch is in the conducting state if the gate is high, and in the 

nonconducting state if the gate is low. A p-switch behaves in a converse fashion; it is 

conducting if the gate is low, and nonconducting if the gate is high. Transistors are, however, 

not perfect switches; n-transistors are able to pass low voltages well, but, due to threshold 

effects, they "mutilate" high voltages. Similarly, p-transistors are able to pass high voltages well, 

but they "mutilate" low voltages (see chapter 6 for amore detailed explanation). Switches are 

bidirectional with respect to the connection of the pass nodes, and unidirectional with respect to 

the influence of the value at the gate node on the conductance state. 

We distinguish two types of inconsistency with respect to switches: type 0, if the conductance 

state of a switch does not correspond to the gate value; and type 1, if the switch is conducting, 

and therefore the pass nodes are connected, but the pass nodes have different states. 

States 

A state of a circuit with a given source-connection is determined by the states of the nodes and 

the switches in the circuit.Anode can have state ~, {L} , {H} , or {L,H} (corresponding with 

floating, low, high, and conflicting). A switch can have states 1 or 0 (corresponding with 

conducting and nonconducting). In chapter l, this choice is explained in more detail. 

The states of nodes will be subdivided later on in order to increase the accuracy of the model, 

e.g. with respect to charge storage or imperfectness of switches. The notion of state will be 

extended even further in order to model various types Qf delay (see 'delays' below). We now 

give some elementary examples. 

First consider the circuit depicted in figure 0.3a, where xo and x1 are input nodes and z is an 

output node. lf xo and x1 are not directly connected to sources, the state of both of them clearly. 

is ~ in the resulting global state, but the state of the switches and therefore the state of z in the 

resulting global state is unclear. Floating or conflicting gate nodes are called undefined and 

should not occur in stable states of properly designed circuits. The second type of undesired 

behaviour occurs if .xo is low and x1 is high. Since both switches are, due to their gate value, 

conducting in the resulting state, this source-connection (i.e. input combination) leads to a 

(statie) conflict onz. 

H H 

z .-q-, 
figure 0.3a figure 0.3b L 
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Now consider the circuit depicted in figure 0.3b; it is the usual CMOS implementation of an 

inverter. Node x is the input and y is the output. Let x be connected to an H-source, and let the 

circuit be in the (resulting, stable) state where the p-switch is nonconducting, the n-switch is 

conducting, and node y is low. H now x is changed to low, this will cause both switches to 

change state, viz. the p-switch from 0 to 1 and the n-switch from 1 to 0. Depending on the 

relative timing of these actions, node y will change directly from low to high, or via an 

intermediate and transient - floating or conflicting state. Such a transient conflict can also 

damage the circuit (if it continues long enough), and is therefore also considered to be undesired 

behaviour. In this example, it can be avoided by restricting the delays (see 'delays' below). Ina 

lower level modelling the switching from 1 to 0 can be regarded as increasing the internal 

resistance of the switch from "practically O" to "practically oo", and the switching from 0 to 1 as 

decreasing the intemal resistance. Avoiding the transient conflict now means that the intemal 

resistances are not allowed to be close enough to "practically O" simultaneously and long 

enough to be able to cause a 'damaging' conflict on y. Notice also that the switching period in 

the lower level model is abstracted to a 'switching point action'; this will lead to a correctness 

criterion on state transitions (section 1.4). 

Delays 

In order to be able to capture 'relative-timing' variations and investigate the effects of delays, we 

distinguish three logic types of delay: wire-delay, pass-delay, and reaction-delay. Wire-delay 

models the time it takes a voltage transition to pass from one end of a wire to the other. 

Pass-delay is comparable to wire-delay and models the time it takes a voltage transition to pass 

from one pass node of a conducting switch to the other. Reaction-delay models the time it takes 

fora switch to adapt its conductance state to the state of the gate node. We will study relative, 

abstract delays which are assumed to be nonnegative and finite. Restrictions on delays are often 

necessary to guarantee correct functioning of a circuit (e.g. in the inverter example above). 

These delay restrictions restrict the lower level implementation of the circuit, e.g" with respect 

to transistor sizes. It is possible that these delay restrictions cannot be met by any physical 

implementation of the circuit, which, of course, makes the translation to the layout level (see 

section 0.0) impossible. Although it is important to notice this, it does not bother us in this study 

of abstract circuits; it is an aspect of the technology and not one of the logic behaviour of 

abstract circuits. The study of the consequences of delay restrictions for a lower level 

implementation, and of the sort of delay restrictions that are feasible in current technology are 

entirely different topics and fall outside the scope of this thesis. 
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Charae Storage 

The capability of nodes and wires to store charge is modelled by means of a notion of capaci

tance. This notion is used only to model charge storage. The delays caused by capacitances can 

be modelled as pass-delays or wire-delays. The study of the relation between capacitances and 

delays falls outside the scope of this thesis. Capacitance values retain the previous states of 

nodes, and can therefore also be high, low, floating, or conflicting. Capacitances are assumed to 

be large enough to maintain - temporarily - a controlled switch in its conductance state if this 

state is consistent (type O; see 'switches' above) with the capacitance value of the gate node. Of 

course, capacitance values are assumed to be so small that they can be overruled by source 

values. Although conflicts at capacitance level (mostly due to charge-sharing) are considered to 

be harmless, they can cause undefinedness of gates (cf. chapter 4). In order for the model to be 

accurate enough to "explain" sequential behaviour of circuits the modelling of charge storage is 

necessary. 

Resistances 
The resistances we consider (briefly) in our model (section 4.3) are assumed to be so small that 

a passing signal is capable of charging a node or a wire (and controlling a switch), but so large 

that a signal that did not pass such a resistance overrules a conflicting signal that passed the 

resistance. For the circuit depicted in figure 0.4a, an n-mos inverter, this means that if input 

node x is low, and, consequently, switch s is nonconducting, output node y will be charged 

and become high. H node x is high, and, consequently, switch s is conducting, the low signal 

from the L-source will overrule the high signal that passed the resistance and y will become 

low. This kind of usage of resistances (pull-up, pull-down) is typical for n-mos and p-mos. 

Since CMOS hardly uses resistances (with some exceptions, e.g. in [Ma2]) we will almost 

completely (except briefly in section 4.3) ignore resistances (cf. section 0.3). Abstracting from 

resistances, however, means that we need to be careful with conclusions about the resulting 

state. We will explain this by means of the following example. 

In the circuit depicted in figure -0.4b it may seem obvious that the resulting state, with x , y , 
and z connected to L, H, and L respectively, is the state where both switches are non

conducting and x, y, and z are low, high and low respectively. 

H 

,-}' 
L 

figure 0.4a 

x~z 
L y L 

figure 0.4b 
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However, the circuit depicted in figure 0.4b could be an abstraction from the circuit depicted in 

figure 0.4c. For the circuit depicted in figure 0.4c it is possible that both switches in the 

resulting state are conducting; nodes x, Yo. and z1 are low; and nodes Yl and Z(l are high (in Yo: 
the connection to the source in x overrules the connection to the source in Y1). So besides the 

obvious one mentioned above, another resulting state is possible. In the abstract circuit (fig. 

0.4b) this will be modelled as a possible resulting state with both switches conducting and all 

three nodes conflicting. By the way, notice that the circuit depicted in figure 0.4c consists of an 

n-mos inverter and a p-mos inverter connected in a cycle, as depicted in figure 0.4d. 

H H 

X~Zl 
L YO Y 1 zo L 

figure 0.4c figure 0.4d 

0.3 Approach and Outline 

Since the behaviour of switch-level circuits is complex, we start by making a number of 

assumptions and abstractions. Once we have modelled this "simplified" reality, we refine the 

model and weaken the assumptions. This approach enables us to study the various aspects of 

switch-level circuits in isolation and keep our grip on the theory. Furthermore, it enables the 

investigation of the consequences of each refinement. Convenient assumptions and abstractions 

are: 

(a) perfect switches : switches are assumed to be perfect, which means that the pass nodes are 

disconnected if the switch is nonconducting, and, if the switch is conducting, the pass 

nodes are connected and, hence, have exactly the same voltage value ; 

(b) pass-delays and wire-delays are negligible; 

(c) reaction-delays are uniform (, positive, and finite) : all inconsistent (type 0; cf. 'switches' 

in section 0.2) switches change their conductance states simultaneously ; 

(d) no charge storage : the capability of nodes (wires) to store charge is not considered ; 

(e) no resistances : resistances are not considered. 

It is important to understand the difference between (a), (b) and (c) on the one hand, and (d) and 

(e) on the other hand. Restrictions (a), (b), and (c) make assumptions about aspects of reality, 

e.g., assume a specific delay-value, and the model should therefore be interpreted in a 

(restricted) reality that fulfills these assumptions. Restrictions (d) and (e) abstract from aspects 
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of reality, which means that the model does not take certain aspect of reality into account (but 

does not restrict the 'reality' that is described). The consequence for the model-reality relation 

(section 0.0) is that as far as (a). (b), and (c) are concerned, the model is allowed to be 

optimistic, viz. if these assumptions are irrealistic, and as far as (d) and (e) are concemed, the 

model must be pessimistic, and will indeed be pessimistic in those cases where the correct 

functioning of a circuit depends on charge storage (e.g. a latch) or resistances (e.g. a pull-up). 

Outline of the thesis 
In chapter 1 all assumptions and abstractions mentioned above are used and their convenience is 

explained. A basic model is developed which serves as a starting point for the extended models 

given in later chapters. The basic ingredients of the model are defined (relative to the 

assumptions). Since charge storage is not modelled in the basic model ((d) above), and therefore 

sequential behaviour cannot be modelled, we concentrate on the analysis of initial behaviour, 

i.e., on well-matchedness (see section 0.2). It turns out that well-matchedness cannot, in general, 

be calculated efficiently (even in this restricted model). 

Chapter 2 defmes several classes of acyclic circuits, for which well-matchedness can be 

calculated efficiently. Well-matchedness for these circuit classes is investigated and 

characterised by a surprisingly simple formula. 

In chapters 3, 4, and 5 the assumptions (c), (d), and (b) are relaxed. The effects of delays and 

charge storage are studied and the notions defined in the basic model are redefined in order to 

capture delays and charge storage. The properties of the new notions and their relation to the old 

notions are investigated. Besides well-matchedness also well-functioning (see section 0.2) is 

defined. Restrictions on delays (see section 0.2) are formalised. In chapter 4 the effects of the 

omission of restriction (e) above are also regarded (but not developed in detail). 

In chapter 6 the imperfectness of switches is explained and formalised (restriction (a)). The 

main notion in this chapter is called mutilation degree. The mutilation degree of signals is a new 

notion that enables a concise and elegant description of the effects of the imperfectness of 

switches. It can be calculated separate from the notions defined in the previous chapters. 

Consequently, this extension does not affect the underlying model. Additional correctness 

criteria, depending on the design rules regarding imperfectness of switches, are formulated. 

In chapter 7 the relation between modelled behaviour of circuits and specified behaviour of 

circuits is studied. The main goal is to analyse what kind of correctness criteria are required to 

link modelled behaviour to specified behaviour, and to demonstrate that these criteria can be 

expressed in our model. The fundamental mode assumption as well as the input-output mode 

assumption (section 0.0) are considered. 

Bach chapter ends with a summary and discussion of the results obtained. 

Finally, in chapter 8 concluding remarks and suggestions for further research are made. 
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0.4 Other discrete switch-level circuit models 

In this section some of the features of other discrete switch-level circuit models are discussed. 

There is no pretension (or intention) of giving a complete historica! overview of the 

development of discrete switch-level modelling. At some places, a comparison to our approach 

is given. At the end of the section some concluding remarks are made. 

In [Bryl], Bryant presents a model that uses temary node states (0 and 1 for low and high 

voltage values, and X for an unknown or intermediate value) and temary switch states (0 and 1 

for off and on respectively, and X for unknown). The values at nodes are extended with 

strengths to denote charge storage (non-driven 'retained' signals) and resistances (driven signals 

that passed a resistance). The disadvantage of using temary values is that the unknown value X 

is used for floating, for improper charge-storage, as well as for short circuits (conflicts), and, 

consequently, leaves no possibility of distinguishing between the possibly damaging conflicts 

and the -in first instance- hannless other two phenomena. The model uses a unit (reaction-) 

delay, that is, all transistors switch with the same delay after their gate values change. The 

effects of imperfectness of switches are not taken into account. Bryant's model, and also the 

models discussed in the next paragraph, have no intentional pessimism or optimism (see section 

0.0), with the result that they mix optimism and pessimism. 

The models presented in [BrzSl], [BrzS2], [Se], [SBrz], and [SBry], are based on Bryant's 

model. In these models the fundamental mode assumption (section 0.0) is made. Delays are 

extended to arbitrary delays, with the assumption that delays are inertial, which means that if the 

gate is unstable for only a short period of time, the switch state does not have to change. In our 

model such unstable periods are classified as incorrect because of the danger of runt pulses (cf. 

section 1.4, criterion cstO). The arbitrary delay model leads to so-called transient cycles, which 

are cycles of oscillating states with an infinite delay at one of the gates. These transient cycles 

are excluded from circuit behaviour, using the reasonable assumption of finite delays. We will 

demonstrate that the transient cycles can be avoided by modelling delays with the help of 

countdown functions (cf. section 3.0). 

In [BrzY] a similar model is used to explain the effects of imperfectness of switches. The 

modelling of this imperfectness is given only for combinational circuits. Different models are 

required for the different design rules described in chapter 6 of this thesis. The ideas presented 

in [BrzY] are used in [BrzSl] and [Se] to give a similar modelling of the effects of the 

imperfectness of switches, also for sequentia! circuits (still under the fundamental mode 

assumption). Por this purpose, different models are presented, some of which use the assumption 

"good paths override bad paths" (cf. [BrzSl] and [Se.appendix), models 2 and 4). This 
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assumption leads to a far too optimistic modelling of behaviour. For instance, in the circuit 

depicted in figure 0.5, these models predict a 0-output at node y when the input x is 1 (and, 

hence, both transistors are conducting), totally neglecting the certain (damaging) conflict. 

1 

figure 0.5 

,-q-, 
0 

The model presented in [Wil] is also based on Bryant's model, but uses a four-valued node state 

(extendable to (3N+l)-valued, see next paragraph). The main goal of the presented model and 

logic is to achieve composability. The circuits that are considered are combinational circuits in a 

statie environment (fundamental mode!). Imperfectness of switches is not taken into account. 

The logic presented, though elegant, is complicated even for these statie circuits. 

In [Hal], Hayes proposes the basic ideas of a four-valued node state, comparable to the ones 

used in this thesis. Delays, however, are modelled is a completely different way. The 

imperfectness of switches is handled in a traditional way, namely, by avoiding problems due to 

imperfectness by using traditional complementary circuitry (with, e.g. a block of n-transistors 

for the connection to 0). In [Ha2] it is explained how the four-valued node state can be extended 

to a (3N+l)-valued node state using a kind of strength for three of the four original values. In 

this model, a translation step is required from a transistor network to a so-called CSA network, 

consisting of connectors, switches, and attenuators. An additional element, called a 'well', is 

used to model the rise and fall delays of transistors due to charge storage effects. The theory 

presented is directed towards design, and gives no complete description of the modelled 

behavioural aspects. 

In [ZH], Hoare and Zhou give a convincing motivation for discrete switch-level modelling. The 

model presented in [ZH] and [Hoa2] uses a four-valued node state that is equal (except for 

notation) to P({L,H}) used here. The switch behaviour is not defined in case the gate is 

undefined (floating or conflicting), thereby possibly excluding the possibility to detect undesired 

behaviour. This danger seems to be the most imminent in the initialisation phase, where possible 

incorrect stable states may remain undetected. The approach is directed towards simulation, and 

describes a number of phases of circuit behaviour. Certain types of undesired transient 

behaviour, like transient conflicts and transient charge-sharing at gates, cannot be detected. 
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Most of the models discussed above are less detailed than the model presented in this thesis, in 

particular with respect to node states (recall our objections against the X-state) and w.r.t. the 

consequences of delays. Consequently, some of them (like [ZH]) can be considered as less 

accurate higher-level discrete switch-level circuit models, and would, in order to verify or 

correct the way they model circuit behaviour, require a more detailed model, like the one 

presented in this thesis, as a semantic domain. The models are often strongly directed towards 

the efficiency of simulation based on the model Without doubt a noble goal, but it should not 

lead to an unnoticed loss of accuracy. In our opinion, modelling of reality should have accuracy 

as the primary goal. The second most important goal, efficiency, is to be achieved by 

mathematical manipulation of the derived model (and, hence, keeping track of possible 

exchanges of accuracy for efficiency). 

What we missed in the models we have discussed above is a well-defined relation between the 

modelled behaviour and specified behaviour (although often suggested intuitively). Some of the 

models only deal with combinational circuits. All of them use, implicitly or explicitly, the 

fundamental mode assumption (section 0.0). The effects of imperfectness of switches are usually 

also neglected. 

A number of the features of these models have influenced the way circuit behaviour is modelled 

in this thesis. As said in [Wi2], a forma! comparison between models has two main advantages. 

The first one is already mentioned above, namely, the validation of simpler models using more 

accurate models as semantic domain. Another advantage is that results that can be proved easily 

in some models, can possibly, on account of this comparison, be used in others. 

0.5 Notational remarks 

The set of functions from A to Bis denoted as A-. B . Consequently, F = A _, B denotes that 

F is the set of functions from A to B, and f E A _, B denotes that f is a function from A to B. 

Operator -. is right binding, that is, A -+ B -+ C must be read as A -+ (B -+ C) . 

Function application is denoted by the infix operator · ('dot'; [Hoo]). Operator · is left binding, 

that is, f·x·y must be read as (f.x).y . 

Operators · and _, bind stronger than all other operators. 

The set of natural numbers is denoted by IN (and includes zero: OEIN). The set of Boolean values 

is denoted by IB . We use 18 = {0,1} , where 0 and 1 correspond withfalse and true respectively. 

Predicates on a set are not formally distinguished from subsets of that set (cf. [Hoo]). So we can 

write U·x instead of x E U, and the powerset 1'(X) of a set X satisfies 1'<.X) = X B. 
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The priority of operators is defined as follows, in order of decreasing binding power: 

• , -i with highest binding power 

",u,n 
E,f,S:,<,~.~ 

= '" 
A,V 

with lowest binding power 

Instead of operator = and {::::} we often use = . 
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The set of infinite lists over a set A and the set of non-empty finite lists over a set A are 

denoted as Ci»(A) and C*(A) respectively. 

(J;o(A) = IN -i A 

C*(A) = (u m : ls:m. : { i : OS:i<m : i} -i A ) 

The length of a list L e f,11J(A} u C*(A) is denoted as #·L , with the obvious convention that 

#·L = 1J1J if L e f,11J(A) . Elements of a list L are called Li , for 00< #·L . 

The catenation of lists W and Ll is denoted as cat·W·Ll , and the repetition of a finite list 

L is denoted as *[L] . 

The notation for quantifications is adopted from [DF]. We will introduce it informally here. 

Universal quantification, i.e. generalized conjunction, is denoted by (A l : R : E ) , where A 

is the quantifier, l is a list of bound variables, R is a predicate that delineates the range of the 

bound variables, and E is the quantified expression. In general, both R and E will contain 

variables from l . Likewise, we denote existential quantification, union and intersection using 

quantifiers B, u, and n respectively. 

Besides the usual notation, we also use quantification for sets. So {3} can also be denoted by 

{i 1 i=3 } or by {i: i=3: i} . Variables that range over numbers, range over natural numbers. 

So {3} can also be denoted by {i: 3s:i<4: i} . 

The following denotation of proofs is also adopted from [DF]. For expressions E and G, an 

expression of the form E => G will often be proved by introduction of intermediate expressions. 

For instance, if we can prove E => G by proving E = F and F => G , we record this proof as 
follows: 

E 

= {hint why E = F } 

F 

=> {hint why F => G } 

G 
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This notation prevents us from writing down intermediate expressions like F twice. The major 

advantage of this denotation is that verification of proofs is extremely simple (viz. stepwise 

using the hints). Throughout the thesis, the presentation of proofs is given the attention it 

deserves (cf. [Gas], where, besides the presentation, also some heuristics for proof design are 

discussed). 

We will use a number of notions and results from Lattice Theory, of which an overview of 

theory and terminology is given in appendix A. 
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CHAPTER 1 BASIC MODEL 

The model presented in this chapter is a basic model; it serves as a framework for the extended 

models given in later chapters. The restrictions mentioned in section 0.3 are used, which are: 

(a) switches are perfect; 

(b) wire-delays and pass-delays are zero; 

(c) reaction-delay is uniform, positive, and finite; 

(d) no capability for charge storage exists; 

(e) resistances are neglected. 

Restrictions (a,d,e) are convenient, since they allow a simple notion of state. Restrictions (b,c) 

are convenient. since they lead to a simple next-state function. The simplifications resulting 

front these restrictions, and thereby also the convenience of these assumptions, are explained 

further in sections 1.1 and 1.2. 

Since charge storage is not modelled in this basic model ((d) above), sequentia! behaviour of 

circuits cannot be modelled. Although we are interested in dynamic as well as in initia! 

behaviour of circuits (cf. section 0.2), we therefore concentrate in this chapter on initial 

behaviour. In later chapters dynamic behaviour will also be modelled. 

The chapter is organized as follows. 

In the first section a forma! representation of circuits is presented. In the second section circuit 

states are defined. The behaviour of circuits is analysed in the third section, where a number of 

key notions in the model are defined, including the main correctness criterion for initia! 

behaviour. This criterion is expressed in the notion well-matchedness. This notion is investigated 

further in the fourth section, where a number of its properties are derived. In the fifth section 

two additional correctness criteria for initia! behaviour are defined. 

In the final section the major results derived in chapter 1 are summarised and discussed. 
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1.0 Representation of circuits 

In tltls section, a formal representation of circuits is given. 

The kind of circuits we want to study can be regarded as arbitrary collections of sources and 

switches connected by wires. All connections to sources, permanent connections as well as 

inputs, are treated in the same way; they are left out of the format circuit representation and are 

taken care of by suitably chosen source-connections (see below). Since we assume that wire

delay is negligible, thus assuming that all points on a wire have exactly the same voltage value, 

a wire can be represented by one node. Consequently, a circuit can be viewed as a set of nodes 

and a set of switches. A switch can be characterized by its type, its gate node, and its pass 

nodes. 

1.0 Definition 

A circuit is a quintuple (N,SW,t,g,pn) , where: 

N is a finite set {set of nodes} 

SW is a finite set 

N nSW=~ 
t e SW -1 { {L},{H}} 

g e SW-+ N 

pn E SW -1B2N 

{set of switches} 

{switch type} 

{switch gate} 

{switch pass node pair} 

where B2N is the set of two-element-bags over N . 

The set of circuits is called CIR . 

Typical names used for element& of CIR are C and Ci; for elements of N: x, y, and z; and 

for elements of SW: s and si. 
Fora switch s, t·s = {L} denotes that s is a p-switch, and t·s = {H} denotes that s is an 

n-switch. The reason for choosing {L} and {H} as switch types, and not for instance more 

descriptive names like pst and nst , has to do with the elegance of definitions and will become 

clear later on. 

Blements of B2N are two-element bags. A bag with element& x and y is denoted by [x,y] ; 

evidently [x,y] = [y,x] . 

1.1 Eumple 

Circuit Co = ({x,y,z},{s},{(s,{H})},{(s,y) },{ (s,[x,z]H) consists of one n-switch. The 

familiar drawing is : x--6--z 
s 
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Source-connections 
Two types of sources are considered: low-voltage sources (connected to GROUND), called 

L-sources, and high-voltage sources (connected to POWER), called H-sources. 

A circuit node can be directly connected to an H-source, to an L-source, to neither or to both of 

them. Such a direct connection can be to a permanent source or through an input of the circuit. 

For a circuit C = (N,SW,t,g,pn) , the direct connection to sources (for all circuit nodes) is 

represented by a function y, y E N -1 1({L,H}), called the source-connection of C, with the 

obvious convention that : 

He y·x {::::} "node x is directly connected to an H-source" 

Le y·x {::::} "node x is directly connected to an L-source" 

where 'directly' means 'without switches in between'. 

1.2 Example 

Consider circuit Co (ex. 1.1) with source-connection Yo = {(x,{L}),(y,{H}),(z,~)} . This 

situation is drawn as : H 
x Y1 

L --c::::J- z 

1.1 Circuit states 

We are interested in the possible behaviour of a circuit in combination with a source

connection, say C = {N,SW,t,g,pn) with y. This means that we want to analyse the states of 

C that may occur as results of y. In order to do so, we first define the notion 'state', then 

analyse which states can be 'stable' or 'oscillating', and finally consider correctness criteria for 

these states. We define a circuit state as a combination of a node-state and a switch-state; these 

states are introduced in this section. The circuit behaviour is investigated in the next section. 

Node-states 

The state of a node describes what types of sources the node is ('indirectly') connected to. Since 

two types of sources are considered, the state of a node can have four values, viz. no connection 

to a source, a connection to an L-source but no connection to an H-source or vice versa, and 

connections to both types of sources. We want to be able to distinguish all four possibilities. 

First of all, the connections to a single source-type must be distinguished from the other 

possibilities, because (A) these single-source connections represent the logical values (cf. section 

0.2) and therefore are necessary to relate circuit behaviour to specified behaviour (which often is 

in terms of Boolean values), and (B) they determine (correct) switch behaviour, as explained in 

sect. 1.2. Finally, we want to distinguish 'no connection' from 'both connections', since we allow 

the former to occur in a correct circuit state but not the latter (since it can damage the circuit). 
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We therefore choose the elements of 1'( { L,H}) to represent the state of a node, with the 

obvious interpretation. A global state of all the nodes, called a node-state of the circuit, can then 

be represented by an element of N _.1'({L,H}). 

Since charge storage and resistances are not considered and switches are assumed to be perfect 

(restrictions (d),(e),(a)), the four values ~. {L}, {H}, and {L,H} are sufficient to describe node

states in the basic model. They will be subdivided later on when these restrictions are weakened 

(chapters 4 and 6). 

Notice that multiple connections to the same source type are not distinguished from single 

connections to that source type. 

1.3 Definition 
The set of node-states NST and the (partial) order Ç on NST are defined by : 

NST = N _.1'({L,H}) 

A Ç r = (Ax: N·x: Ä·x i;;; r·x) , for {Ä,r} ~ NST 

Typical elements of NST will be called r , ri, or A , and, in case they specifically denote 

source-connections: y , 'Yi , or 5 . 
The top and bottom element of NST , denoted by T and 1 , then satisfy: 

(Ax: N·x: (T·x = {L,H}) A (l·x = ~)) 

Let r be a node-state and x a circuit node. r·x can equal ~. {L}, {H}, or {L,H}, in which 

cases we say that x isfloating, low, high, or conflicting respectively. 

Node-states in a circuit C with source-connection y are intuitively interpreted as follows: 

1.4 Node-state r is called a resulting state of C and y if, for all xEN : 

HE r.x {::::} "as a result of y node x is (via some conducting path) 

connected to an H-source" 

LE r.x {::::} "as a result of y node x is (via some conducting path) 

connected to an L-source" 

1.5 Example 

Consider again circuit Co with source-connection Yo from example 1.2. Since the gate 

of the n-switch is high, the switch will be conducting. As a result of this, the pass nodes 

x and z will be connected and therefore have the same state. Since x and z are connected 

only to an L-source, their state is {L}. The resulting node-state is: 

{(x,{L}),(y,{H}),(z,{L})}. 
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Before we can analyse resulting states (informally described in 1.4 above) any further, we need 

to consider the behaviour of switches more closely. As a start, we defme switch-states. 

Switch-states 

The state of a switch can be either conducting or nonconducting. Elements of SW -+ IR 

represent switch-states of circuits, where the range value '1' denotes that the switch is 

conducting, and 'O' denotes that the switch is nonconducting. Typical names used for switch

states are Q and Qi . 

1.6 Definition 

The set of switch-states SST and the (partial) order ::; on SST are defmed by : 

SST= SW-+ IR 

Qo::; Q1 = (As: SW·s: Qo·s => Q1·s) , for {Qo.Q1} !;;; SST 

The top and bottom element of SST are denoted by 1 and f . They satisfy: 

(As: SW·s: T·s /\ -,f·s) 

B&mm:k 
A third value for switches can be considered, viz" in the case that the switch gate is floating or 

conflicting, and hence, the conductance state of the switch is not well-defined. A value denoting 

an 'unknown' state of the switch may seem appropriate, like, for instance, the 'X' in some of the 

models discussed in section 0.4 (like [Bryl], [Bry2], [BryS], [BrzSI], [BrzS2], and [Se]). 

Tbis, however, would lead - in our model - to a proliferation of states, both node-states and 

switch-states. This can be understood as follows. If a switch is in an 'unknown' state, the output 

of the switch (i.e. the non-driven pass node) will be in an 'unknown' state also (instead of ~. 

{L}, {H}, or {L,H}). But now one can distinguish different 'unknown' states for nodes, viz. 

depending on the state of the driving pass node. Making this distinction would lead to a further 

clifferentiation of switch-states. 

In our model, we do not need such an 'unknown' state for switches. lnstead, we will check 

switches on 'undefinedness' by considering their gate values (see 'gate defmedness' in the next 

section) in all resulting states. To make sure we detect all possible malbehaviours (i.e. all 

possible incorrect resulting states) we allow both states of a switch if the gate is floating or 

conflicting. 

o (end remark) 
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Circuit etetes 

The node-state and the switch-state of a circuit affect each other. We therefore choose objects 

from SSTxNST to represent circuit states. Henceforth, we will often call circuit states simply 

states. Typical names we use for states are Il and Ili . 

1.7 Definition 

The set of circuit states STO and the (componentwise) order Ç on STO are defined by: 

STO = SSTxNST 

1.8 Properties 

a (1'({L,H});;;) and (IB,::}) are complete lattices 

b (NST,Ç) and (SST.~) are complete lattices 

c (STO,Ç) is a complete lattice 

Property l.8a is trivial, l.8b follows from l.8a, and l.8c follows from l.8b. 

Rem ark 
Most of the notions defined in this chapter are defined w.r.t. a specific circuit, say C. For 

instance, node-states and switch-states are defined w.r.t. a specific circuit (cf. def. 1.3 and 1.6). 

The dependency of the notions on C is not mentioned, except when there is a danger of 

confusion otherwise (in that case we add a subscript C). 

1.2 Circuit behaviour 

The state of a switch is well-defined if its gate node is either high or low. Namely, an n-switch 

is conducting if the gate is high, and nonconducting if the gate is low. A p-switch behaves in a 

converse fashion; it is conducting if the gate is low, and nonconducting if the gate is high. 

H, however, the gate is eithèr floating or conflicting, then it is not clear whether the state of the 

switch is conducting or nonconducting. We shall show that, as a result of this, there are 

combinations (C,y) for which we cannot adhere to the intuitive interpretation of resulting state 

as given above (remark 1.4). In example 1.9 below such a case is given. 

H all switches are well-defined in all resulting states (which therefore adhere to 1.4), the 

combination (C,y) is called well-matched. In the sequel we will define the notion well-matched, 

and the resulting state(s) in case of well-matchedness. 
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We first investigate in what way a node-state affects a switch-state and vice versa. In order to 

do so, we will consider the case that the node-state is (possibly by magie) fixed, and investigate 

the possible resulting switch-state(s) (regardless of the effect such switch-state would have on 

the node-state). Similarly, we will consider the case that the switch-state is (possibly by magie) 

fixed, and investigate the possible resulting node-state(s). Later on, we will incorporate the 

results on these influences in circuit behaviour, and define stability of states, a notion of state 

transition, and oscillation of states. Here, the essence of restrictions (b) and (c), i.e., zero wire 

and pass-delay, and unit reaction-delay, will become clear. Finally, these notions are used to 

define well-matchedness and the resulting states. 

1.9 Example 

Circuit Co (ex. 1.1) with source-connection 'Yl = {(x,{L}),(y.~),(z,~)} (figure 1.0a) is a 

case for which it is unclear what the resulting state is. Since the state of a switch with 

floating gate is not well-defined, the switch can be either nonconducting or conducting. 

As a result, the resulting node-state can be either 'Yl or {(x,{L}),(y,~). (z,{L})} . Since 

the gate of the switch is floating, the switch will be called not gate-defined-0. Resulting 

states should have only gate-defined-0 switches. 

Remark 

x IY 
L ----C:::::::::: z 

s 

figure 1.0a: ex. 1.9 

H 
x IY 

L --c::::::i- z 
s 

figure l.Ob: ex. 1.10 

The numbering of the notion gate-defined (with -0) results from the fact that this notion will be 

refined in later chapters. The same remark holds for the notions stableO, feasibleO, and WMO 

defined later on. 

The following example informally introduces two consistency notions for states, and a stability 

notion for states. 

UO Example 

Consider circuit Co with source-connection 'Yo from example 1.2: see figure 1.0b. 

First consider a state (Qo.ro) with -iQo·s /\ (f'o·Y = {H}) , that is, a nonconducting 

n-switch with high gate. Since an n-switch with high gate is supposed to be(come) 

conducting, such Qo and ro are called inconsistent. Now consider a state (Qi,ri) with 

Q1·s A (rrx"" f'1·z) , that is, a conducting switch with pass nodes that have different 

states. Since a conducting switch is supposed to connect its pass nodes, and hence, they 

should have the same state, such Q1 and r1 are also called inconsistent. 
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The two examples of inconsistency are, however, essentially different. In the first case 

(Qo and ro) the inconsistency is caused by the influence of the node-state on the 

switch-state, i.e., the node-state demands a change in the switch-state. In the second case 

the inconsistency is caused by the influence of the switch-state on the node-state, i.e., the 

switch-state demands a change in the node-state. These types of inconsistency are called 

inconsistent-0 and inconsistent-1 respectively. If the switch-state and the node-state are 

consistent (both types simultaneously) and the node-state corresponds to the given 

source-connection, the state is called stable. A.s explained in example 1.5 the current 

example bas only one stable state, viz. ({(s,1)},{(x,{L}),(y,{H}),(z,{L})}) 

o (end example 1.10) 

Fixed node-state 
We will analyse, fora fixed node-state ï, which switch-states can result from r. The state of 

a switch depends only on its type and on the state of its gate node, and not, for instance, on the 

states of its pass nodes. As mentioned above the state of a switch, say s, is well-defined if its 

gate is low or high, viz. by Q·s = (t·s = ï·(g·s)) . A switch with low or high gate is called gate 

defined-0. A circuit state with all switches gate defined-0 is called completely gate defined-0. 

If the state of a switch corresponds in the above described way with the state of its gate node, it 

is called consistent-0. That is, if the gate of a switch s is high or low, then s is consistent-0 only 

if Q·s = (t·s = Ï·(g·s)) . But if the gate of a switch s is floating or conflicting, then s is 

consistent-0 regardless of the value of Q·s . If all switches are consistent-0, the switch-state is 

called completely consistent-0. 

1.11 Definition 

gdO E NST -+ SW -+ IB and cgdO E STO -+ IB are defined by : 

gdO·Ï·s = (ï·(g·s) E { {L},{H}}) 

cgdO·(Q,I') = (As: SW·s : gdO·Ï·s) 

(c)gdO stands for (completely) gate defined-0. 

1.12 Definition 

consistentO e NST -+ SST -+ SW -+ IB and cocoO E NST -+ SST -+ IB are defined by : 

consistentO·ï·Q·s = ( gdO·Ï·s ~ (Q·s = (t·s = ï-(g·s)))) 

cocoO·Ï·Q = (As: SW·s: consistentO·Ï·Q·s) 

consistentO stands for consistent-0, and cocoO for completely consistent-0. 

The completely consistent-0 switch-states can be regarded as results of the fixed node-state r . 
The reason for constraining switch behaviour only if the switch is gate defined-0, is that we 

want to detect all possible resulting states. 
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In 1.13 below some properties of the above defined notions are given. Notice that if each gate is 

either high or low in a specific node-state, only one switch-state corresponds to this node-state 

(1.13c). 

1.13 P.roperties 

a ,gdO·r·s =} (A Q: SST·Q: consistentO·r·Q·s) , for NST·r A SW·s 
b #·(cocoO·r) = 2#-(SWVJdO·O , for NST·r 

c (gdO·r = SW) = (#-(cocoO·D = 1) , for NST·r 

Since property l.13a is a direct consequence of definition 1.12, and property l.13c follows 

immediately from l.13b, we only prove l.13b. 

Proof of l.13b 

0 

Let r be a node-state. Then: 

#·(cocoO·D 

= { definition 1.12} 

#-{Q 1 SST·Q A (As: SW·s: consistentO·r·Q·s)} 

= {definition 1.12} 

#·{Q i SST·Q A (As: SW·s: gdO·r·s =} (Q·s = (t·s = r·(g·s))))} 

= {calculus, using the definition of SST (1.6)} 

#·{Q 1 SST·Q A (As: gdO·r·s: Q·s = (t·s = r·(g·s))) A (As: ,gdO·r·s: Q·s E IB)} 

= {calculus, #·IB = 2 , and #·bgdO·D = #·(SW\gdO·D} 
l#·gdO·r x 2#-CSW'VJdO·O 

= {calculus} 

2#-CSW'VJdO·O 

Resulting switch-state 

As argued above, the switch-states that correspond to a node-state r are those that are 

completely consistent-0 with r. In other words, a switch-state Q corresponds to a node-state r if 

cocoO·r·Q (0) 

Fixed switch-state 

Let C = (N,SW,t,g,pn) be a circuit and y a source-connection. We will analyse, for a fi.xed 

switch-state Q , which node-states can be resulting from Q . Let r be such a resulting node

state of C , y , and Q . Recall that r must adhere to the intuitive interpretation given in 1.4. 

To be able to formalise 1.4 we define when nodes are connected via a conducting path. Bach 

switch, when conducting, establishes a basic conducting path between its pass nodes. The 

relation conducting path is the reflexive and transitive closure (defined in appendix A) of the 
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relation basic conducting path. 

1.14 Definition 

bcp and cp, both of type SST-+ B2N-+ R, are defined by: 

bcp·Q·b = (Es: SW·s A Q·s: b = pn·s) 

cp·Q is the reflexive and transitive closure of bcp·Q 

(b)cp stands for (basic) conducting path. 

Notice that nodes x and y are, as a result of Q , connected via a conducting path if and only 

if cp·Q·[x,y] . 

With the help of 1.4 we will analyse the properties that r must satisfy in order to be a 

resulting state of C, y, and Q . Firstly, as a result of y , all nodes x with HE y·x are 

connected to an H-source, so HE r·x must hold (similar for L). This is concisely expressed as 
y Ç r ; condition ( 1) below. Furthermore, if a switch is conducting, its pass nodes are connected 

and wi1l therefore have the same state (condition (2) below; recall that switches are assumed to 

be perfect). Condition (2) is called consistent-1, and is defined similarly to consistent-0 in 

definition 1.15 below. 

Y ç r 
(Ax,y: bcp·Q·[x,y]: r.x = r.y) 

1.15 Definition 

consistentl e NST -i SST -+ SW -+ IB and cocol e NST -+ SST -+ IB are defined by : 

consistentl·r·Q·s = ( Q·s => (Ax,y: pn·s = [x,y] : r.x = r.y)) 

cocoJ·r·Q = (As: SW·s: consistentI·r·Q·s) 

consistentl stands for consistent-!, and cocol for completely consistent-1. 

Notice that cocol·r·Q = (Ax,y: bcp·Q·[x,y] : r.x = r.y) , that is, cocol·r·Q equals (2). 

(1) 

(2) 

The following example shows that conditions (1) and (2) are not sufficient to characterise 

resulting states. 

1.16 Bxample 

Consider circuit ( {x},'/J,'/J,'/J,'/J} consisting of one node only, with source-connection y 

defined by y·x = '/J . Now all node-states of this circuit satisfy conditions (l) and (2), that 

is, x can have state '/J, {L}, {H}, or {L,H}. Notice that only the first state (with 

r·x = '/J ) adheres to the intuitive interpretation given in 1.4. The other states suggest a 

miraculous connection of x to absent sources. 
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Similar examples can be given for circuits that do contain switches, e.g., for Co with 'Yo 

(ex. 1.2) and Q such that Q·s , four node-states exist that satisfy (1) and (2), but only 

one of them adheres to 1.4. 

Clearly, anode x is connected to an H-source if and only if a conducting path between x and an 

H-source (i.e" a node y with H € y·y ) exists (similar for L). In other words: the state of a node 

equals the union of its reachable sources, that is, for resulting state r : 
(Ax: N·x: r.x = (u y: cp·Q·[x,y]: y·y)) (3) 

Notice that, on account of (3), the node-state resulting from the fixed switch-state Q is unique. 

In fact, this resulting state is the smallest one satisfying (1) and (2). Notice also that, on account 

ofreflexivity and transitivity of cp·Q (def. 1.14), condition (3) implies conditions (1) and (2). 

The resulting node-state for a fixed switch-state Q can be nicely expressed with the following 

function. 

1.17 Definition 

The response function R € NST -> SST _, NST is defined as : 

R·y·Q·x = (u y: cp·Q·[x,y] : 'Y·Y) 

Resultinit node-state 

Conditions (1), (2), and (3) can now be reformulated as: For a fixed switch-state Q and a 

source-conneetion 'Y , the resulting node-state is: R ·y·Q . 

Our earlier observation "(3) :? (1) A (2)" is formalised in property U8a below. 

1.18 Properties 

a (y Ç R·y·Q) A cocol-(R·y·Q)·Q 

b bcp and cp are monotonie with respect to the order ~ on the domain (SST) and the 

order s;;; on their eodomain (1(B2N)) 

c R ·y is monotonie with respect to the order ~ on the domain (SST) and the order ç on 

its codomain (NST). 

Proof of l.18b,c 

D 

Let Qo and Q1 be given such that {Qo.Q1} i;;; SST and Qo::) Q1 . lt is easily verified 

(using def. 1.14) that bcp·Qo i;;; bcp·Q1 . As a result : cp·Qo c; cp·Q1 . Using the 

definition of R·y (1.17) it is easily seen that R·r·Qo Ç R·r·Q1 . 
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Rçtmlting state& 

We will now combine the results from the (magical) cases with fixed node-state and fixed 

switch-state respectively. Fora circuit with a specific source-connection we want to determine 

the possible resulting states. Resulting states are those states the circuit can either rernain in, or 

can return to infinitely often. The states the circuit can remain in are called stable. The states the 

circuit can return to infmitely often are called oscillating. In order to define oscillations, some 

notion of state transition is required. For the latter notion the restrictions (b) and (c) on delays 

will be used. 

Stability of states can be defined easily; a state is stable if the switch-state and the node-state 

match according to (0) and (3) above. 

1.19 Definition 
stableO E NST -+ STO -1 18 is defined by : 

stableO·y-(Q,I) = ( cocoO·r·Q A (r = R·y·Q)) 

Notice that this is a weak notion of stability in the sense that, although the node-state and the 

switch-state match (stability is possibly), there may be more than one switch-state that matches 

the node-state (stability is not certain), viz. if the node-state is not completely gate defined-0. 

Notice also that, on account of property l.13c, if the node-state is completely gate defined-0, 

then only one switch-state matches the node-state (stability is certain), and, hence, the notion of 

stability is strong for "correct" states. 

1.20 Bxample 

a Consider again circuit Co with source-connection 'Yo (ex. 1.2 and 1.5). Regardless of 

the conductance state of switch s, the two states where x, y, z have values {L}, {H}, ~ 

respectively, are not stable-0. Namely, if the state of s is 0 then ,consistentO·r·Q·s; 

and if the state of s is 1 then ~onsistentl·r·Q·s, and hence (property l.18a) 

r * R·y·Q . The only stable state of Co w.r.t. Yo is the state where s, x, y, and z have 

states 1, {L}, {H}, and {L} respectively. 

b It is possible for a circuit to have more than one stable state w.r.t. a specific source

connection. Consider, for insta:rtce, circuit C1 = {{x,y},{s},{(s,{H})},{(s,y)},{(s,[x,y])}) 

with source-connection y= {(x,{H}),(y.~)}, as depicted in figure 1.la. Now two states 

are stable: ({(s,O)},y) and ({(s,l)},{(x,{H}),(y,{H})}). Notice that only the latter is 

completely gate defined-0. 
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c A circuit can have more than one completely gate defined-0 stable state. Consider circuit 

C2 depicted in figure 1.lb with source connection Y2 = {(x,{H}),(y,~),(z,{L})} . Circuit 

C2 bas four stable states w.r.t. Y2, viz. the states where S(), sz, x, y, z have the values: 

l, 0, {H}, {H}, {L} ; 0, 1, {H}, {L}, {L} ; 0, 0, {H}, ~. {L} ; and 1. 1, {L,H}, {L,H}, 

{L,H} respectively. Notice that only the first two are completely gate defined-0. 

d Consider circuit C2 with source-connection 'Y3 = {(x,{L}),(y,~),(z,{H})} , as depicted in 

figure 1.lc. It is an inverter with the output fed back to the input. Now consider the 

states IIo and II1 defined as (with the same notation as above) 0, 1, {L}, {H}, {H} 

and 1, 0, {L}, {L}, {H} respectively. Both states satisfy (3) hut do not satisfy (0). 

According to (0) the high value of y in state IIo would lead to values 1 and 0 for so and 

s1 respectively. Now using (3) we observe that state IIo leads to state II1. Similarly, state 

II1 leads to IIo. Such a cycle of states is called oscillating (where a similar remark as for 

stability, on weakness and strongness, is applicable). 

H~y 
s so s l 

figure l.la: Ci. y figure Llc: Ci, 'Y3 

Besides stable states we are interested in oscillating states (see example 1.20d above), since they 

are also possible resulting states. In order to define oscillations, we need to consider possible 

state transitions. Now assuming that wire and pass-delays are zero (restriction (b)), all states 

(Q,[') will satisfy r = R·y·Q. We therefore restrict ourselves to those elements of STO that 

satisfy (3). Assuming a unit, positive, and finite reaction-delay (restriction (c)) all possible next 

states (Qi.r1) of a state (Qo.ro) will satisfy cocoO·ro·Q1 . Notice that restrictions (b) and (c) 

lead toa nice next-state function, called nextO·y (def. 1.21 below). 

Fora circuit state II, nextO·y·ll is the set of possible next states. 

1.21 Definition 

nextO E NST -+ STO -+ 'P(STO) is defined by : 

nextO·y-(Q,[') = {Ql : cocoO·r·Ql : (Ql, R·y·Ql) } 

In following chapters variation of delays will lead to a revision of the next-state function. 

In properties 1.22a,b,c alternative definitions for nextO and stableO are given. Property l.22e 

expresses that for completely gate defmed-0 states the next state is unique. 
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1.22 Properties 

a nextO·y-(Qo.roHQi.r1) = ( cocoO·ro·Q1 A (r1 = R·y·Q1) ) 

b stableO·y·Il = nextO·y·Il·Il 

c cocoO·(R·y·Q)·Q = stableO·y·(Q, R·y·Q) 
d #·(nextO·y·(Q,r)) = 2#·(SW\gdO·D 

e cgdO·Il = (#·(nextO·y·Il) = 1) 

Properties l.22a,b follow directly from definitions 1.21 and 1.19. Property c follows from a and 

b. Properties l.22d,e follow directly from definition 1.21 and properties 1.13b and 1.13c. 

The transitive closure (nextO·y)+ of nextO·y is defined in the usual way, viz. (nextO·y)+·Ilo is 

the smallest set M satisfying (nextO·y·flo i;; M) A (A Il: Il E M: nextO·y·Il i;; M). 

The set of all stable and all oscillating states is called f easibleO·y . 

1.23 Definition 

f easibleO E NST -+ STO -+ IB is defined by : 

feasibleO·y·Il = (ne.xtO·y)+·Il·Il 

1.24 Property 

Proof 

D 

Por all y: stableO·y !;;feasibleO·y 

stableo;y.fl 

= {property l.22b} 

nextO·y· Il· Il 

'* {def. (nextO·y)+} 

(nextO·y)+·Il·Il 

= {def. 1.23} 

feasibleO·y· Il 

Well-matchec:lness 

At the start of this section, we observed that for some combinations (C,y) it is impossible to 

define the resulting states in such a way that they adhere to the intuitive interpretation given in 

remark 1.4 (recall example 1.9). Tuis is a result of the possible occurrence of floating or 

conflicting gates in resulting states, and the undefinedness of switches this causes. We have 

overcome part of this problem by allowing all possible behaviours for gate-undefined switches. 

In this way we are able to observe fill possible resulting states within the model, also those that 
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denote possible malbehaviour of the circuit. A consequence of this is, however, that some of the 

resulting states within the model, i.e., some of the feasible states, need not correspond to 

physical behaviour (as resulting states) at all, namely, if they contain gate-undefined switches. 

Our first correctness criterion, expressed in the notion well-matched defined below, therefore 

requires that all feasible states contain only gate-defined switches. 

This requirement may be too severe, namely, for some combinations (C;y) it is clear what the 

resulting node-state is, although it is not clear, due to gate-undefined switches, what the 

resulting switch-state is (see ex. l.26a below). We feel, however, that correctly designed circuits 

should not contain undefined switches in any possible resulting state. This explains the 

- possibly too severe - correctness criterion mentioned above, and the pessimism of the model 

resulting from it. 

1.25 Definition 

WMO E CIR -i NST -i IR is defined by : 

WMO·C·y = ( feasibleO·y s;; cgdO ) 

WMO stands for well-matched-0. 

Well-matchedness expresses the possibility to predict (within the model) the resulting state(s) 

for a circuit with a specific source-connection. In case of well-matchedness, the set of possible 

resulting states is f easibleO·y . 

1.26 Example 

a Consider circuit Co from example 1.1 with source-connection y4 = {(x,~).(y,~).(z,~)} . 

Now feasibleO·y contains two states, viz. ({(s,O)},y4) and ({(s,l)},y4). Since these 

states are not completely gate-defined, Co and y4 are not well-matched. 

b Consider again the combinations circuit - source-connection given in example l.20a-d. 

Por Co.ro (1.20a) only one feasible state exists, viz. the stable state mentioned in 1.20a. 

Since this state is completely gate defined-0, WMO·Co·Yo holds. 

Both Ci.y and C2.'Y2 (1.20a,b) have stable states that are not completely gate defined-0 

(see 1.20a,b). As a result (use prop. 1.24) ,wMO·Ci·Y A ,wMO·C2·Y2. 

The fourth combination (C2.Y3 from 1.20d) is also not well-matched. Namely, state (1',T) 

is stable (and hence feasible), but not completely gate defined-0. 

Two additional correctness criteria will be formulated later on (section 1.4). 

Except for these additional correctness criteria the modelling is now complete. The remainder of 

this chapter contains (mathematical) consequences of the definitions. 
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The evaluation of WMO by its definition is rather complex; the set feasibleO•y cannot be 

calculated efficiently. Namely, the number of switch-states is 2#·SW, for each state (Q, R·y·Q) 

the successors (i.e. nextO·y-(Q, R·y·Q)) must be calculated, and, finally, the feasible states must 

be selected. In order to find equivalent expressions for WMO that are more convenient, we will 

investigate WMO more closely. 

On account of property 1.24 it is easily seen that: 

1.27 Property 

Proof 

D 

(A C,y : CIR·C A NST·y: WMO·C·y ::} ( stableO·y !;;; cgdO ) ) 

Let C and y be such that CIR·C A NST·y. Then: 

WMO·C·y 

= {def. 1.25} 

feasibleO·y !;;; cgdO 

::} {prop. 1.24} 

stableO·y !;;; cgdO 

Good mathematica! practice now leads to the question whether or not the converse of the above 

property holds. Since it is difficult to get a grip on the notions feasibleO·y , stableO·y , and 

cgdO , it is not intuitively obvious whether or not this converse property bolds. 

The converse of property 1.27 turns out to be true (theorem 1.28 below). Theorem 1.28 requires 

a lengtby proof, for which reason we have banished it to appendix BO. 

1.28 Theorem 

(A C,y: CIR·C A NST·y: WMO·C·y = ( stableO·y !;;; cgdO)) 

The complete proof of 1.28 is given in appendix BO. In an attempt to give some intuition for 

theorem 1.28, we give a global outline of the proof bere. 

The proof given in appendix BO is a constructive one: Por a cycle of m , with 1 ~ m , 

feasible states (Qhri) , ~i<m , satisfying : 

(Ai : OO<m : nextO·y.(Q;,riHQï+i.r ï+V ) , with (Q.i,r m) = (Qo.r o) • 

a stable state (A,QJ) is constructed that satisfies, for all s E SW : 

(Ei : OO<m : "gdO·ri•S) ::} -igdO·!!.·s . 

This means that a switch is gate defined-0 in the constructed stable state only if it is gate 

defined-0 in all feasible states of the cycle. Since for all feasible states such a cycle 

exists (use def. 1.23), the property follows from this construction and the def. of WMO. 
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Notice that 1.28 is a powerful theorem. The evaluation of WMO by this theorem is much easier 

than by its definition (see above), since calculating the set stableO·y is much easier than 

calculating feasibleO·y . 

1.3 Properties of WMO 

Consider a state transition from (Qo.ro) to (Q1.r1). that is, nextO·y·(Qo,roHQi.r1) holds. Notice 

that Qi depends only on ro. and ri depends only on Qi (cf. def. nextO·y). State transitions can 

therefore be characterised by elements of the set of switch functions SF ç; NST ..., SST , defined 

by: 
SF = {G 1 (GE NST -;SST) A (Ar: NST·r: cocoO·r-(G·r))} . 

State transitions can be characterised by: nextO·y-(Q,r) = {G: SF·G: (G·r, R·y-(G·r)) } . 

Since we are mainly interested in the resulting node-state(s), we could eliminate the switch

states from our defmitions, viz., by using switch functions and consider the "excitation 

functions" R·yoG (which are functions from NST..., NST). The separation of switch-states and 

node-states is, however, necessary to formalise delays, in particular reaction-delays (chapter 3). 

The switch functions can, however, be helpful in deriving properties of the notions we want to 

calculate. Two of them, called GO and Gl, are particularly interesting, since they are monotonie 

and anti-monotonie respectively. In this section we will investigate these two functions. 

The monotonie switch funçtion GO 

Let GESF , I'ENST , and sESW . Since Gis a switch function, rand G·r are consistent-0 ins, 

that is, gdO·r·s::? (G·r·s = (t·s = r·(g·s))) holds. Now consider node-states r 0, ri. r 2, and r 3 

that are equal tor in all nodes y with y '* g·s, and have values ~. {L}, {H}, and {L,H} in g·s 

respectively. Notice that G·rrs '* G·r2·s . Since (r1 Ç r3) A (r2 Ç r3) , G must, in order to be 

monotonie, satisfy: (G·r1 :1 G·r3) A (G·r2 j G-r3) , and hence, since either G-r1 or G·r2 is 

1 in s, G·r3·s = 1 . Similarly, in order to be monotonie, G must satisfy: G·ro·s = 0. 

Since r E {ro.ri.r2.r3} , this means that G must satisfy, in order to be monotonie: 

•gdo·r·s::? (G·r·s = (t·s ç; r-(g·s))) . 

Notice that this means that only one switch function is monotonie, and that it can be defined as 

follows: 

1.29 Definition 

GO E NST ..., SST is defined by : 

GO·r·s = ( t·s ç; r-(g·s) ) 
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1.30 Properties 

a (Ar: NST·r: cocoO·r.(GO·r)) 

b GO is monotonie w.r.t. order i;:; on its domain and order ~ on its codomain. 

c For all y, NST·y: R·yoGO is monotonie w.r.t. order i;:; on its domain and codomain. 

Property l.30a follows from definition 1.29 (GO) and 1.12 (cocoO). Property l.30b follows from 

definitions 1.3 (ç;), 1.6 m. and 1.29 (GO). Property l.30c follows immediately from properties 

1.18c (monotonicity of R·y) and 1.30b. 

1.31 Theorem 

Proof 

0 

R ·yoGO has a least and a greatest fixpoint, which can be calculated by successive 

approximation from below and by successive approximation from above respectively. 

The proof consists of the following steps : 

i) (NST,ç;) is a complete lattice (property 1.8b) 

ii) R·yoGO is monotonie (property 1.30c) 

üi) The existence of a least and a greatest fixpoint follows from the theorem of 

Knaster-Tarski (appendix A; th. A2) using i) and ii) 

iv) R·yoGO is continuous (NST is finite and ii)) 

v) With the fixpoint theorem for continuous functions (appendix A; th. A3) it 

follows that the least and the greatest fixpoint can be calculated with successive 

approximation from below and above respectively. 

Since NST is finite, the least and the greatest fixpoint of R ·yoGO can be calculated in a finite 

number of steps. The circuit states formed by these fixpoints are called y* and y* (def. 1.32). 

Since they are formed with fixpoints of R·yoGO, they are stable (property l.34a). 

1.32 Definition 

Circuit states y* E STO and y* E STO are defined by: 

y* = (GO·(lfp-(R·yoGO}) , lfp·(R·yoGO)) 

y* = (GO·(gfp·(R·yoGO)) , gfp·(R·yoGO)) 

where lfp is the least-fixpoint function, and gfp is the greatest-fixpoint function. 

We can now define the next states and the feasible states w.r.t. GO. 
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1.33 Definition 

next000 E NST --! STO --! 1'(STO) and feasibleOoo E NST --! STO --! B are defined by : 

nextOoo·y·(Q,D = { (GO·r, R·y-(GO·f'))} 

feasibleOoo·y·Il = (nextOoo·Yt·TI·Il 

1.34 Properties 

a stableO·y·y* A stableO·rf* 

b (nextOGQ·y·y* = { y*}) A (nextOoo·Y·'Y* = { y*}) 

c feasibleOoo·Y·Y* A feasibleOoo·Y·'Y* 
d feasibleOoo·Y i;; f easibleO·y 

35 

Properties 1.34a,b,c follow immediately from definitions 1.32 and 1.33. Property 1.34d follows 

immediately from property l.30a and definition 1.33. 

Since y* and y* can be calculated efficiently, we would lik:e to use them to calculate 

WMO·C·y . In order to find out whether this is possible, we investigate y* and y* further. 

1.35 Lemma 

Proof 

0 

(y* = y*) <=:} ( feasibleOoo·Y = h*} ) 

From property l.34c follows: (feasibleOoo·Y = {y*}) => (y* = y*) . So we only need to 

prove the implication to the right. 

Assume that y* = y* A feasibleOGo·y-(Q,f') . 

Let fo·Y = R·yoGO , y* = (QfoSro) , and y* = (Qg0.r g0) . Choose n , 1 S: n, such that: 
((nextOoo·Y)n-(Q,f') = (Q,I)) A ((fo·y)n·l =rio) A (Cfo·Y)n·T = r g0) 

Such n exists on account of finiteness of NST and def. 1.32 and 1.33. Then: 

true 

=> { definition l and T} 

ei ç n "er P> 
=> {monotonicity of fo·y(prop. L30c)} 

(Cfo·Y)n·l Ç Cfo·Y)n·f') A (Cfo·Y)n·r Ç Cfo·Y)n·n 

=> {specification of n, def. nextOoo (1.33)) 

(rmÇI') A (rçrg0) 

=> {from y* = 'Y* : r10 = r g0 } 

rco=r 
=> {specification of n , y* is a fixpoint, and def. nextOoo (1.33)} 

1* = CQ.n 
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1.36 Lemma 

Proof 

0 

(A C,y: CIR·C A NST·y : WMO·C·y * 'Y* = 'Y* ) 

Let CIR·C, NST·y, 'Y* = (Q10,r10). and 'Y* = (Qg0,r g0). Then: 

WMO·C·y 

= {def. WMO (1.25)} 

feasibleo·y ; cgdO 

* {properties 1.34c and 1.34d} 

cgdO·y* A cgdO·'Y* 

* {def. cgdO (1.11)} 

(As: SW·s : gdo·no·s A gdO·r g0·s) 

* {def. gdO (1.11), and (from their definition): r10 ç r gO } 

(As: SW·s: no·(g·s) = r g0·(g·s)) 

* { def. GO (1.29)} 

GO·I'io = GO·r g0 

* {def. 'Y* , 'Y* (1.32)} 

Î* = 'Y* 

From lemma 1.36, prop. l.34a, and th. 1.28 follows that: WMO·C·y * Î* = 'Y* A cgdO·y* , for 

all C and y. Again, the question Siises whether the converse of this property holds. Intuitively, 

y* and y* may séem to be the least and the greatest stable state (due to def. 1.29 (GO) and th. 

1.31), and the converse may therefore seem true. Although states y* and 'Y* are the least and the 

greatest state that are stable w.r.t. GO (since they are formed with the least and the greatest 

fixpoint of R·yoGO). they need not be the least and greatest stable state (see ex. 1.38). In fact, 

the set of stable states need not contain a least and a greatest element at all. Thus, the converse 

of the property mentioned above does not hold for all C and y : 

1.37 Property 

-, (A C;y: CIR·C A NST·y: WMO·C·y = ( y* = y* A cgdO·y* ) ) 

A counter example is given below (1.38). 

1.38 Bxample 

Consider circuit C with source-connection 5 = {(xo,{L}),(xi.{H}),(x2.~).(x3,{H})} as 

depicted below. Since 5* = 5* (left to the reader), there is only one feasible state w.r.t. 

GO, namely: ( {(so,0).(si.l)}, {(xo,{L}),(x1,{H}),(x2,{H}),(x3,{H})}) . 

Notice that this state is completely gate defmed-0, and hence: 5* = 5* A cgd0·5* . 
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The following state is, however, also stable, and hence feasible, but not completely gate 

defined-0: ( {(so,l),(si,0)}, {(xo,{L,H}),(x1.{L,H}),(x2.~),(x3,{H})} ) . 

Consequently, WMO·C·o does not hold. 

In the following theorem we prove that there is only one feasible state in case of well

matchedness. Although this is a nice result, it does not simplify the calculation of WMO, nor 

does the corollary following this theorem. 

1.39 Theorem 

Proof 

(*) 

(**) 

~ 

D 

(A C,y: CIR·C /\ NST·y: WMO·C·y = (feasibleO·y = {y*} /\ cgdO·y*)) 

= 

= 

= 

= 

WMO·C·y 

{def. WMO (1.25) and lemma 1.36} 

(feasibleO·y ~ cgdO) f\ (y* = y*) 

{note O} 

(feasibleO·y ~ cgdO) f\ (feasibleO·y = feasibleOoo·r) /\ (y* = y*) 

{lemma 1.35 (for :}), and properties 1.34c and 1.34d (form 

(feasibleO·y~ cgdO) f\ (feasibleO·r= {y*}) 

{calculus} 

(feasibleO·y = {y*}) A cgdO·y* 

Since the implication (**) :} (*) is trivial, we only prove the implication (*) :} (**). 

Assume feasibleO·y s;; cgdO . We prove that feasibleO·y s;; feasibleOoo·r. Property 

1.34d then completes the proof. 

Let feasibleO·y·(Qo.ro), and let m be such that (nextO·y)m-(Qo.roHQo.ro). 

Choose, for all i, 1~. states (Qj,rj) such that: 

(Ai : og_< m : nextO·y-(Qj,rïHQï+i.n+v ) f\ ((C4i,r m) = (Qo.ro)) . 

Notice that, for all i : (}g.<m, cgdO·(Qitri) . On account of def. 1.21 (nextO), prop. l.22e, 

and prop. l.30a we can therefore conclude that, for all i : (}g.<m, (Oi+1 = GO·n) f\ 

cri= R·y·Oi). From def. 1.33 then follows that (nexWGo·r)m-(Qo.roHQo.ro) , and 

hence (using def. 1.33) feasiblCOGQ·y·(Q0,r0). 
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1.40 Corollaries 

a (A C,y: CIR·C A NST·y: WMO·C·y = ( stableO·y = {y*} A cgdO·y*)) 

b (A C;y: CIR·C A NST·y: WMO·C·y * (feasibleO·y = stableO·y)) 

The implication to the left in corollary 1.40a follows directly from theorem 1.28, and the 

implication to the right follows from theorem 1.39 and properties 1.24 and l.34a. Property 1.40b 

follows directly from theorem 1.39 and corollary 1.40a. 

The converse of property 1.40b ( <=) does not hold. Tuis can be easily seen from the circuit 

({x},{s},{(s,{H})},{(s,x)},{(s,[x,x])}) with source-connection y·x = ~ . The circuit has two 

feasible states, which are both stable (viz. ({(s,0)},{(x.~)}) and ({(s,1)},{(x,~)}) ), but it is not 

well-matched. 

The investigation of the monotonie switch function GO led to some nice results, viz., tb. 1.39 

and cor. 1.40. It did not lead to an equivalent expression for WMO that can be evaluated 

efficiently. 

As said in the introduction of this section, we will also investigate the anti-monotonie switch 

function. Since the investigation of the anti-monotonie switch function is similar to the 

investigation of GO and does not lead to any major results for WMO , it is treated in a compact 

way. 

The anti-monotonie switch function Gl 
Similar argument$ as used for GO (for the uniqueness of a monotonie switch function) lead to 

the uniqueness of the anti-monotonie switch function. This anti-monotonie switch function, 

called Gl (def. 1.41 and prop. 1.42a,b), is interesting, since, as a result of this anti-monotonicity, 

R·yoGl is anti-monotonie, and, hence, (R·yoG1)2 is monotonie (prop. l.42c). 

Similar as for R·yoGO, the least and greatest fixpoint of (R·yoG1)2 can be calculated 

efficiently (compare with th. 1.31). The circuit states formed with these fixpoints, called y*1 and 

y*l (def. 1.43a), need not be stable (see ex. 1.45a and prop. l.44a,b). In example 1.38 ('counter 

example' for 1.37) the stable state different from ö* is stable w.r.t. Gl. This leads to the 

question whether WMO can be characterised by a similar formula as tried in 1.37, but now using, 

besides y* and y"', also Î*l and y"'l (i.e" does the converse of prop. 1.44c hold?). This turns out 

not to be the case (see prop. l.44d and ex. l.45b). 

1.41 Definition 

G 1 € NST "" SST is defined by : 

Gl·r·s = ( t·s 2 r·(g·s)) 
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1.42 Properties 

a G1 e SF 

b Gl is anti-monotonie w.r.t. order Ç on its domain and order ~ on its codomain. 

c R·yoGl is anti-monotonie, and (R·yoG1)2 is monotonie, both w.r.t. order Ç on both 

domain and codomain. 

These properties follow by arguments similar to those used for properties 1.30. 

1.43 Definition 

a Circuit states y *1 and y* l are defined as: 

'Y*l = (Gl·(lfp-((R·yo01)2>. (lfp·((R·yoG1)
2
)) 

y*l = (Gl·(gfp·((R·yo01)2>, (gfp·((R·yoG1)2)) 

b next001 e NST-+ STO-+ 1(STO) and feasibleOGl e NST-+ STO-+ Il are defined by: 

nextOGrî·(Q,I) = {(Gl·r, R·y·(Gl·I))} 

feasible0GI"Y'Il = (nextOGI·Y)+·II·II 

1.44 Properties 

a (nextO·r)
2
·r*1'î*1 /\ (nextO·r)2·y*l.y*I 

b <r*1 = y*I) = (stableO-r·r*1 /\ (feasiblCOorr = fr*1})) 

c (A C,y: CIR·C /\ NST·r: WMO·C·y ::} ( {y*,y*,y*1,y*l} = {y*} /\ cgdO·r*)) 

d -, (A C,y: CIR·C A NST·r: WMO·C·r = ( {y*,y*,y*1'y*l} = {y*} /\ cgdO·r*)) 

Property l.44a follows directly from def. 1.43 and prop. l.42a. Property l.44b can be proven 

similarly to lemma 1.35. Property l.44c follows from th. 1.39 using {y*i,y*l} s;; feasibleO·y 

(which follows from 1.44a). For property 1.44d: see example 1.45b. 

1.45 Hxample 

a Consider circuit C1 front example 1.20b with source-connection y = {(x,{L}),(y,~)} as 

depicted below. Por this situation y* , y*, and Y*l equal ({(s,O)},y), and y*l = 
({(s,l)},{(x,{L}),(y,{L}}}) . Since (nextOm·Y·Y*l = {y*l}) /\ (nextOGrY·r*l = {'\'*1}) /\ 

('\'*1 * y*l), both Y*1 and y*l are not stable w.r.t. Gl. State Y*l is stable (w.r.t. GO), but 

y*l is not stable. 

Circuit C1 with source-connection y: 
x lly 

L -c:::'.:::J..--
s 
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b Consider circuit C and source-connection ö = {(xo,{H}),(xi.{L}),(x2.{L}),(x3,{H}), 
(x4,{L}) ,(x5.~)J as depicted below. In this case, states ö* , ö*, ö*1, and ö*l are all 

equal to state (2) in the table below. To verify this, consider the approximations (starting 

in 1 or in T, which are (0) and (5) in the table below, using GO and Gl): for ö* : (0)-+ 

(1) -+ (2) ; for ö* : (5) -+ (4) -+ (3)-+ (2) ; for ö*1 : (0)-+ (4)-+ (1)-+ (6)-+ (2) (notice that 

only (0). (1), and (2) are approximations of ö*i. and (4) and (6) are not; this is because 

we apply R·öoGl , and ö*1 is a fixpoint of (R·öoG1)2); for ö*l: (5)-+ (1)-+ (6)-+ (2). 

Since state (2) is completely gate defined-0, it is stable w.r.t. both GO and G1 (use 

property l.22e), and, moreover, ({Ö*,ö*,ö*1•ö*l} = {ö*}) Il cgdO·Ö* holds. 

There is, however, another stable state, viz. (7), and, hence, WMO·C·ö does not hold 

(use cor. 1.40a or observe that this state is not cgdO and use the defmition (1.25)). 

Consequently, the converse of property l.44c does not hold. 
H 

xo 
s2 

xs X4 
L 

Circuit C with source-connection 6 : L X} 

x2 
L H 

so 

Table of example l.45b (note: xi. x3, xs are the gates of so. si. s2 respectively): 

s s s x x x x x x 
(0) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
(1) 0 0 0 {H} {L} {L} {H} {L} ~ 
(2) 0 1 0 {H} {L} {L} {H} {L} {L} 
(3) 1 1 0 {H} {L} {L,H} {L,H} {L} {L} 
(4) 1 1 1 {L,H} {L,H} {L,H} {L,H} {L} {L} 
(5) {L,H} {L,H} {L,H} {L,H} {L,H} {L,H} 
(6) 0 1 1 {L,H} {L,H} {L} {H} {L} {L} 
(7) 1 0 1 {L,H} {L,H} {L,H} {L,H} {L} ~ 

o (end of example 1.45) 
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1.4 Other correctness criteria 

Besides cgdO two other correctness criteria are formulated. In the next section these correctness 

criteria are combined. 

Conflict-free 

First of all, as said in section 1.1, resulting states should be conflict-free. Conflict-freeness is 

required because conflicts can damage the circuit. It can be expressed as follows: 

1.46 Definition 

CF E STO -+ 8 is defined by : 

CF·(Q,I') = (Ax: N·x: r.x * {L,H}) 

CF stands for conflict-free. 

Correct state transition 

A third correctness criterion is a result of the abstraction we made from a 'switching period' to a 

'switching point action' (see 'states' in section 0.2). Due to this abstraction some occurrences of 

spikes (or runt pulses) are not visible within our model. We will explain this phenomenon and 

formulate a correctness criterion on state transitions. In the next section, we will show that this 

correctness criterion is not needed in the basic model. 

Consider the circuit depicted in figure l.2a below; the usual CMOS inverter. Let node x be 

connected to an L-source, and let the circuit be in the resulting stable state, i.e., let so, si. x, Yo. 

Yi. and z have values 0, 1, {L}, {L}, {H}, and {H} respectively. Let us consider the continuous 

voltage changes that occur at node z if the state of node x is changed. If the state of node x is 

not changed, the voltage value follows scenario (a) depicted in figure l.2b below. If the state of 

x is changed into {H} the voltage value of z follows scenario (b). If the state of x is first 

changed into {H} and shortly after that changed into {L}, the voltage value of node z can 

follow scenarios (a), (c), or (d). According to our basic model the state of z will change, in the 

latter case, from {H} to {L} and back again, and, hence simulates scenario (c). Scenario (a) can 

be simulated in our model once we have weakened the delay assumptions. The possible 

H 
H 

:~ 

~ 
(a) (b) 

1 L 
x z 

0 

:~ H-V-
YO L 

(c) (d) 
L 

figure l.2a: inverter figure l.2b: scenarios 
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occurrence of a spike in scenario (d) cannot be observed withîn our model. Such a spike can 

cause malbehaviour in the circuit, e.g., if node z is a gate node. We therefore classify the latter 

case as incorrect, that is, the case that the state of the gate node changes immediately after the 

switch-state has changed. This is expressed in the following correctness criterion on state 

transitions, which requires stability of gates for inconsistent-0 switches (cf. def. 1.47). 

In order fora state transition (Qo.ro) .... (Qi.r1) to be correct, the states must satisfy 

(As: Qo·s >f'. Qrs: ro·(g·s) = rr(g·s) ) 

This wi11 be expressed in a notion cstO ('correctness state transition type 0'). It is a requirement 

on all state transitions between resulting (i.e. feasible) states. Since cgdO is required for all 

resulting states (by WMO), cstO can be defined as follows (explained by property 1.48b). 

1.47 Definition 

cstO E STO .... STO -1 18 is defined by : 

cstO·(Qo,r0HQi.ri> = (As: -.consistentO·ro·Qo·s: r 0·(g·s) = rr(g·s)) 

1.48 Properties 

a (A Il : STO·Il : cstO·Il·Il ) 

b For all {(Qo.ro).(Q1S:ûl ~ STO: 

cgdO·(Q0,r0) A next0·y·(Qo.roHQ1Si> 

:> (As: SW·s: (Qo·s * Qrs) = -.consistentO·ro·Qo·s) 

Property 1.48a follows directly from the definition of cstO (1.47). We therefore only prove 

property 1.48b. 

Proof of property l.48b 

D 

Assume cgdO-(Qo.ro) A nextO·y-(Qo,roHQi.ri>. Let s E SW. Then: 

Qo·s*-Qrs 
= {note 0 using the assumption} 

gdO·ro·S A (Qo·s * (t·S = r·(g·s))) 

= {def. 1.12 (consistentO)} 

-iconsistentO·ro·Qo·s 

NoteO 

cgd0.(Q0,r0) A nextO·y-(Qo,roHQi.r1) 

'* {def. 1.11 (cgdO), def. 1.21 (nextO)} 

gdo-r0·s A cocoO·r0-Q1 

'* {def. 1.12 (cocoO)} 

gdO·ro·s A (Qrs = (N = r·(g·s))) 
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1.5 Concluding remarks on chapter 1 

In this chapter we have studied the initial behaviour of circuit source-connection combinations 

using assumptions (a) to (e) mentioned in the introduction of this chapter. The main question we 

have asked is: does such a combination lead to correct resulting states, and, if it does, what are 

these resulting states? For correctness of the resulting states of a combination C, y we have 

formulated the following three correctness criteria. 

Well-matchedness 

The first correctness criterion is well-matchedness (WMO, def. 1.25), i.e" feasiblefJ·y !;;; cgdO. 

Since the evaluation of WMO by its definition is complex, we have searched for equivalent 

expressions for WMO that can be evaluated more efficiently. The most important results of this 

search are theorem 1.28 and corollary 1.40 (which are, for convenience, listed below). 

As a result of th. 1.28, WMO can be calculated using the set of stable states instead of the set of 

feasible states. From cor. 1.40 follows that there is only one resulting state in case of well

matchedness. This resulting state can be calculated efficiently using switch function GO (def. 

1.29, 1.32). Notice that WMO itself cannot be evaluated efficiently using these results, since for 

the evaluation of WMO all circuit states need to be checked for stability. 

Another important result is that WMO cannot, in general, be calculated using the least and 

greatest fixpoints of R·yoGO and (R·yoG1)2 (cf. prop. 1.37 with ex. 1.38, and prop. l.44d 

with ex. 1.45b), which can be calculated efficiently by successive approximation. In the next 

cbapter we define several classes of circuits for which WMO can be calculated efficiently using 

these fixpoints. 

Theorem 1.28 and corollary 1.40 : 

1.28 (A C,y: CIR·C A NST·y: WMO·C·y = ( stableO·y !;;; cgdO)) 

1.40a (A C,y: CIR·C A NST·y: WMO·C·y = ( stableO·y = { y*} A cgdO·y* ) ) 

1.40b (A C,y: CIR·C A NST·y: WMO·C·y ::} (feasibleO·y = stablefJ·y) ) 

Conflict-freeness 

The second correctness criterion requires that all resulting states be conflict-free. On account of 

theorem 1.39 (or cor. 1.40) the set of resulting states is, in case of well-matchedness: {y*} . 

The additional requirement for conflict-freeness can, therefore, be expressed as: CF·y* . 

Correçtness of state transitions 

Notice that the third requirement, that is, correctness of all state transitions between resulting 

states, does not lead to an additional correctness criterion for resulting states, since (see prop. 

1.48a) cstO·y*·'Y* holds, and (in case WMO·C·y holds, and hence also cgdO·y* ) the only 

transition possible from y* is to itself (use prop. 1.22e). 
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Correctness criterion for initia! behaviour 

For correctness of initia! behaviour of a circuit C with a source connection y we therefore 

require, apart froni correspondence between the specified values on the outputs and the resulting 

values on the outputs (which is handled in chapter 7) : 

1.49 WMO·C·y fl. CF·y* 
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CHAPTER 2 ACYCLIC CIRCUITS 

In chapter 1 we concluded that WMO·C·y cannot, in general, be evaluated efficiently using the 

least and greatest fixpoints of R·yoGO and (R·yoG1)2 . In this chapter several classes of 

circuits are defined, called the classes of acyclic circuits, for which WMO·C·y can be evaluated 

efficiently using these fixpoints. 

In the first section these classes are defined. In the second section we show that WMO·C·y can, 

for these classes, be characterised by a sirnple fotmula. In the last section some concluding 

remarks are made. 

2.0 Acyclic circuits 

A circuit is acyclic if it contains no cycles. The notion of cycle we use is the following: a cycle 

is a list of switches so s1 •.. s0 where 0 ~ n , so = s0 and, for all i : 0 ~ i < n , a path exists 

from a pass node of si to the gate node of si+1 • A path from xo to Xm is a list of nodes 

xo x1 ". Xm where 0 ~ m and, for all j : 0 ~ j < m , [Xj, Xj+ll is the bag of pass nodes of a 

switch. 

Por example : acyclic: 

We distinguish general acyclicness (2.0.0) and acyclicness wr.t. a source-connection (2.0.1). 

2.0.0 General acyclicness 

Let C = (N,SW,t,g,pn) be a circuit. 

First we introduce the notion node-influence-relation. Basically, anode x influences anode y 

if x is the gate node and y a pass node of a switch, or if x and y are the pass nodes of a 

switch. Furthermore, this influence relation is reflexive and transitive (def. 2.0). 
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2.0 Definiti.on 

bniO , niO E N .., N .., B are defmed by: 

bniO·x·y = (Bs: SW·s: ( x = g·s f\ y E pn·s) V ( [x,y] = pn·s)) 

niO is the reflexive and transitive closure of bniO 

(b)niO stands for (basic-)node-influence-relation-0. 

Now the second influence relation, switch-influence-relation, is easily defined: switch so 

' influences switch s1 if a pass node of so influences the gate node of s1 (def. 2.1). 

The switch-influence-relation thus defmed is transitive (lemma 2.2). 

2.1 Definition 

siO E SW .., SW .., B is defmed by 

siO·so·s1 = (Ex: xepn·so: niO·x·(g·s1)) 

siO stands for switch-influence-relation-0. 

2.2 Lemma 

Proof 

D 

siO is transitive. 

Let so , s1 and s2 be elements of SW . Then: 

siO·so·s1 f\ siO·srs2 

= { def. 2.1 (siO)} 

(Bx,y: xEpn·so A yepn·s1: niO·x·(g·s1) A niO·y·(g·sû) 

= {def. 2.0 (niO)} 

(Bx,y: xepn·so A yepn·s1 : ni0·x·(g·s1) A niO·(g·s1)-y A niO·y·(g·sv) 

:? { transitivity of niO (from def. 2.0)} 

(Bx: xepn·so: niO·x·(g·sv) 

= { def. 2.1 (siO)} 

siO·so·s2 

A circuit contains a cycle if a switch influences itself. Acyclicness can therefore be defmed as 

follows: 

2.3 Definition 

AO E CIR ..., 18 is defmed by: AO·C = (As : SW·s : '"1SiO·N) 

H AO·C holds we say C is acyclic. 
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2.0.1 Acyclicness w .r.t. a source-connection 

Let C = (N,SW,t,g,pn) be a circuit. In this section we regard C with a specific source

connection, say y. Acyclicness of C w.r.t. y can be defined as: 

(1) C is acyclic w.r.t. y if for each feasible state each cycle contains a switch that is 

nonconducting under that state. 

For well-matched combinations C,y only one feasible state exists (th. 1.39), and, hence, this 

formulation of acyclicness of C w.r.t. y is equivalent to: 

(2) C is acyclic w.r.t. y if each cycle in C contains a switch that is certainly 

nonconducting, i.e. nonconducting for each feasible state. 

Since we are interested in well-matched combinations only, we may freely choose between the 

altemative formulations. We choose the second one, (2), because it is easier to formalise, and 

start with defining the complement of the notion 'certainly nonconducting'. 

2.4 Definition 

PC E NST --; SW --; IB is defined by: 

PC·y·s = (E Q,r : feasibleO·y·(Q,n : Q·s ) 

PC stands for possibly conducting. 

The remainder of this subsection is similar to subsection 2.0.0. A node-influence-relation and a 

switch-influence-relation are defined w.r.t. a specific source-connection, and, with their help, 

acyclicness w.r.t. a specific source-connection. 

2.5 Definition 

bnil , nil E NST --; N --; N--; IB are defined by: 

bnil·y·x·y = (Es: SW·s A PC·y·s: ( x = g·s A y E pn·s) V ( [x,y] = pn·s)) 

nil ·y is the reflexive and transitive closure of bnil ·y 

(b)nil stands for (basic-) node-influence-relation-1. 

2.6 Definition 

sil E NST --; SW --; SW --; IB is defined by 

sil ·y·so·s1 = ( PC·y·so A (Ex : xEpn·so : nil ·y·x·(g·s1) ) ) 

sil stands for switch-influence-relation-1. 

2.7 Lemma 

For all y E NST : sil ·y is transitive. 
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Proof 

0 

Let NST·y and let so , si and s2 be elements of SW . Then: 

sil ·r·so·s1 A sil ·y·srs2 

= (def. 2.6 (sil)} 

PC·y·so 11 PC·r·s1 11 

(B x,y : xEpn·so A yEpn·s1 : nil ·y·x·(g·si) t... nil ·n·(g·sz) ) 
:} { def. 2.5 (nil)} . 

PC·y·so t... (Bx,y: xEpn·so t... yEpn·s1 

: nil·y·x·(g·si) Il nil·y·(g·si)·y Il nil·y·y·(g·sz)) 

:} { transitivity of ni 1 ·y (from def. 2.5)} 

PC·y·so Il (Bx: xEpn·so: nil·y·x·(g·sz)) 

= {def. 2.6 (sil)} 

sil ·r·s0·s2 

2.8 Definition 

Al E CIR -> NST -> R is defined by: Al ·C·y = (As : SW·s : -,sil ·r·s-s ) 
If Al·C·y holdswe say C is acyclic w.r.t. source-connection y. 

2.9 Bxample 

Consider èircuit C with source-connection ó from example 1.38. It is depicted below. 

Recall, from example l.38, that the following states are elements of stableO·ó , and, 

hence, elements of feasibleO·Ö (the first one is ö*) : 

(Qoro) = ( {(so.0).(si,1)}, {(xo,{L}),(xi.{H}),(xz,{H}),(x3,{H})}) 

(Q1.r1) = ( {(so,l),(si,0)}, {(xo,{L,H}),(xi.{L,H}),(xz,~).(x3,{H})} ) 

Now observe that: 

• C is not acyclic: 

true 

= {def. 2.0 (bniO), using g·so =x2 and x1 E pn·so} 

bniO·X2·X1 

:} { def. 2.0 (niO)} 

niO·x2·x1 
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=> {def. 2.1 (siO), using x2 E pn·s1 and g·s1 = x1} 

siO·srs1 

=> { def. 2.3 (AO)} 

•AO·C 

• C is not acyclic w.r.t ö: 

true 

= {def. Qo and Qi} 

Qrso /\ Qo·s1 

=> { def. 2.4 (PC)} 

PC·Ö·so /\ PC·Ö·s1 

=> {def. 2.5 (nil), using g·so = x2 and x1 E pn·so } 

nil ·B·x2·x1 A PC·6·s1 

=>, { def. 2.6 (sil), using x2 E pn·s1 and g·s1 = x1} 

sil ·B·s1·s1 

=> { def. 2.8 (Al)} 

.Al·C·B 

• C can be acyclic w.r.t a source-connection, 

e.g. C is acyclic w.r.t. B' = {(xo.~).(xi.{L}),(x:z,{H}),(x3,~)} 
true 

= { def. B' and def. 1.23 (feasibleO)} 

(A Q,r: feasibleO·B'·(Q,r) : Ï·X1 = {L} A r·x2 = {H} ) 

=> { structure of Ci } 
(A Q,r ,s : feasibleo:f>'-(Q,r) /\ SW·s : f'·(g·s) * t·s) 

=> { def. 1.23 (feasibleO) and def. 1.12 (cocoO)} 

(A Q,r,s : feasibleO·B' -(Q,r) /\ SW ·s : <Q·s ) 

=> { def. 2.4 (PC)} 

(As : SW·s : .PC·B' ·s ) 

=> {def.2.6(sil)} 

(As: SW·s: osil·B'·s·s) 

=> {def. 2.8 (Al)} 

Al·C·ó' 

o (end example 2.9) 
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2.1 Relations between AO, Al and WMO 

In tltis section the main theorems of tltis chapter are given. The first theorem (2.11) gives the 

relation between AO and Al . The following two theorems give an equivalent expression for 

WMO that can be evaluated efficiently; the former (2.13) for circuits that are acyclic w.r.t. a 

source-connection, and the latter (2.14) for genera! acyclic circuits. 

2.10 Lemma 
a Let s be a switch and let x and y be circuit nodes. Then 

niO·x·y = (By: NST·y: PC·y·s A nil·y·x·y) 

b Let so and s1 be switches. Then 

siO·so·s1 = (By: NST·y: sil·y·so·s1) 

Proof of lemma 2. lOa 

Let SE sw and x,yE N. Then 

(By: NST·y: PC·y·s A nil·y·x·y) 

~ { instantiation} 

PC·T·s A nii.T·x·y 

= {note l} 

nil·T·x·y 

= {note 2} 

niO·x·y 

Furthermore 

(By : NST·y: PC·y·s A nil ·y·x·y ) 

::} {calculus} 

(By: NST·y : nil ·r·x·y ) 
::} {induction, using note 3, def. 2.5 (nil), and def. 2.0 (niO)} 

niO·x·y 

Notice that the two implications above complete the proof. The notes are given below. 

Note 1 true 

::} {def. T } 

(As: SW·s: T·s = {L,H}) 

::} { def. 1.12 (cocoO)} 

cocoO·T·î 

::} {for all y, Q : y ~ R·r·Q (prop. 1.18a), def. T } 

cocoO·T·T f\ (T = R·T·l) 

::} { def. 1.19 (stableO)} 

stableO· T-(1, T) 
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:? {prop. 1.24} 

feasibleO· T ·(l, T) 

:? { def. 2.4 (PC), def. T } 

(As: SW·s: PC·T·s) 

Note 2 true 

:? {note 1} 

(As: SW·s: PC·T·s) 

:? {def. 2.0 (bniO) and 2.5 (bnil)} 

bnil-T = bniO 

:? { def. 2.0 (niO) and 2.5 (nil-T)} 

nil·T = niO 

Let u , v E N . For local use in this note we define, for SW ·s : 

f.s = (( (u = g·s) A (v E pn·s) ) V ( [u,v] = pn·s)) . Then: 

(E y: NST·y: bnil·y·u·v) 

= {def. 2.5 (bnil)} 

(By: NST·y: (Es: SW·s A PC·y·s: f.s) 

:? {calculus} 

(E y, s: NST·y A SW·s A PC·y·s: J.s) 

:? {calculus} 

(E s : SW ·S : /.s ) 

= { def. 2.0 (bniO)} 

bni0·U·V 
o (end proof lemma 2.lOa) 

Proof of lemma 2. lOb 

(E y: NST·y: sil·y·so·s1) 

= {def. 2.6 (sil)} 

(E y: NST·y: PC·y·so A (Ex: xepn·so: nil·y·x·(g·s1))) 

= {calculus} 

(E y: NST·y: (Ex: xepn·so: PC·y·so A nil·y·x·(g·s1))) 

= {calculus} 

(Ex: xEpn·so: (E y: NST·y: PC·y·so A nil·y·x·(g·s1))) 

= {lemma 2.lOa} 

(Ex : xEpn·so : niO·x·(g·s1) )) 

= { def. 2.6 (siO)} 

siO·so·s1 
o (end proof lemma 2.lOb) 
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2.11 'Ibeore1n 

Proof 

D 

For C E CIR : AO·C = (A y: NST·y: Al ·C·y) 

(Ay: NST·y: Al·C·y) 

= {def. 2.8 (Al}} 

(Ay: NST·y: (As: SW·s: -,sil·y·s-s )) 

= {calculus} 

(As: SW·s: (A y: NST·y: -,sil ·y·s-s )) 

= {lemma 2.10} 

(As: SW·s: -,siO·s·s) 

= { def. 2.3 (AO)} 

AO·C 

2.12 Lemma 

Proof 

Let {y,ro.r1} s;; NST, {Qo,Q1} c; SST be such that feasibleO·y-CQo.ro) A 

feasibleO·y·(Q1,r1) • Let so e SW . Then : 

(As: sil·y·s·so: Qo·s = Q1·s) * (Ax: N·x: cp·Qo·[x,g·so] = cp·Qi-[x,g·so]) 

Assume (As: sil·y·s·so: Qo·s = Q1·s). Then: 

true 

* {note 0, using feasibleO·y-CQo.ro) } 

(Ax,y: bcp·Qo·[x,y] : bnil·y·x·y) 

::> { induction} 

(Ax.y: cp·Qo·[x,y]: nil·y·x·y) 

::} {instantiation} 

(A x : cp·Qo·[x,g·so] : nil ·r·x·(g·so) ) 

* { theorem AO from appendix A, using note 1} 

(A x : cp·Qo·[x,g·so] : cp·Qr[x,g·so] ) 

The symmetry completes the proof. 

The notes 0 and 1 are given below. 

~ Let feasibleO·y-(Q,r) and {x,y} c; N. Then: 

bcp·Q·[x,y] 

= {def. 1.14 (bcp)} 

(Es : SW·s A Q·s: pn·s = [x,y] ) 

::} { def. 2.4 (PC), using feasibleO·y-(Q,r) } 

(B s: SW·s A PC·y·s : pn·s = [x,y] ) 
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'* {def. 2.S(bnil)} 

bnil·y·x·y 

note l nil ·y·x·(g·so) A bcp·Qo·[x,y] 

= {def. 1.14 (bcp)} 

nil ·y·x·{g·so) A (Es : SW ·s A Qo·s : pn·s = [x,y] ) 

::} { def. 2.4 (PC), using feasibleO·y·(Q,'f) } 

nil·y·x·(g·so) A (Es: SW·s A Qo·s A PC·y·s: pn·s = [x,y]) 

::? {def. 2.6 (sil)} 

(B s : SW·s A Qo·s A sil ·s·so: pn·s = [x,y] ) 

::} { assumption} 

(Es: SW·s A Qrs: pn·s = [x,y]) 

= {def. 1.14 (bcp)} 

bcp·Q1 ·[x,y] 

o (end proof lemma 2.12) 
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In the following theorem an equivalent expression for WMO that can be evaluated effi.ciently is 

given for circuits that are acyclic w.r.t. a specific source-connection. 

2.13 'I'heoren1 

Proof 

(A C,y : CIR ·C A NST·y : Al ·C·y '* ( WMO·C·y = cgdO·y* ) ) 

Let C , y be such that Al ·C·y. Then : 

WMO·C·y 

= {cor. 1.40a} 

stableO·y = { y*} A cgdO·y* 

= {note 0} 

cgdO·y* 
note 0 Assume cgdO·y* , let y* = (Q0,r10) , and stableO·y.(Q,'f) . Then : 

(Q,'f) *'Y* 

= {from assumptions: r = R ·y·Q A rio = R ·r·Qo } 

Q*<Jio 
= {calculus} 

(Es : SW·s : Q·s * Qco·s) 

'* {note 0.0} 

(E so: Q·so * <Jio·so: (As: Q·s * <Jio·s: "'1Sil·y·s·so )) 

= {calculus} 

(E so: Q·so * <Jio·so: (As: sil·y·s·so: Q·s = Qo·s )) 
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=> {lemma 2.12} 

(Bso: Q·so * Qo·so: (Ax: N·x: cp·Q·[x,g·so] = cp·Qo·[x,g·so] )) 

=> {calculus} 

(Bso : Q·so * Qo·so : 
: (u x : cp·Q·[x,g·sol : y·x ) = (u x : cp·Qo·[x,g·so] : y·x ) ) 

= { def. 1.17 (R ·y)} 

(Bso: Q·so*-Qo·so: R·y·Q•(g·so) =R·r·Qo·(g·so)) 

= {def. r. riol 

(Bso : Q·so * Qo·So : r·(g·so) = no·(g·S()) ) 

= {gdO·tio·so , and from def. 1.19 (stableO), def. 1.12 (cocoO), and prop. 

l.34a: cocoO·r·Q A cocoO·rl0'<4o } 

(Bso : Q·so * Qo·so : Q·so = Qo·so ) 

= {calculus} 

false 

And hence: cgdO·y* => ( stableO·y= {y*}) 

note 0.0 

Application of the following lemma: 

H <1 is a transitive and anti-reflexive relation on a finite set S , then : 

(S = ~) V (Ex : S·x : (A y : S·y : -i(y <1 x))) 

with S = { s : SW ·s A (Q·s * Qo·s) : s } , which is finite on account of fmiteness of SW, 
and <1 = sil·y , which is transitive (lemma 2.7) and anti-reflexive (Al·C·y). 

o (end proof tb. 2.13) 

In theorem 2.14 an equivalent for WMO that can be evaluated efficiently is given for general 

acyclic circuits. 

2.14 1beorem 

Proof 

D 

Let C be a circuit. Then: 

AO·C => (A y: NST·y: WMO·C·y = cgdO·y* ) 

AO·C 

= {theorem 2.11} 

(A y: NST·y: Al·C·y) 

=> {theorem 2.13} 

(A y: NST·y: WM·C·y = cgdO·y* ) 
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2.2 Concluding remarks on chapter 2 

In chapter 1 we looked for a way to express WMO·C·y in terms of y* , y* , Y*1 , y*l (cf.1.37 

and 1.44d). In chapter 1 we concluded that it is in genera! not possible to express WMO·C·y in 

terms of these fixpoints. Por the classes of acyclic circuits defined in this chapter, it is possible; 

the calculation of WMO·C·y requires only y* (which can be calculated efficiently, cf. 1.31), 

namely: 

2.13 

2.14 

(A C,y: CIR·C A NST·y: Al ·C·y => ( WMO·C·y = cgdO·y* ) ) 

(A C : CIR ·C : AO·C => (A y : NST ·y : WMO·C·y = cgdO·y* ) 

Acyclicness is not a complete classification of well-matchedness, i.e., not all well-matched 

combinations C, y are acyclic. Consider, for instance, circuit C1 with source-connection 

5 = {(x,~),(y,{H})} depicted below. Since the only feasible state, ({(s,1)}, {(x,{H}),(y,{H})}), 

is completely gàte defined-0, WMO·Crö holds. But, since s is conducting in this state, also 

-iA.1 ·Cr5 holds (and. hence, also -iAO·C1 ). 

Circuit C1with5: 

Since well-matchedness can be calculated efficiently in case of acyclicness, it seems useful to 

regard circuits that are acyclic w.r.t. their initia! source-connection. Note that genera! acyclic 

circuits are less interesting since, due to the absence of cycles, genera! acyclic circuits cannot be 

sequentia!. Whether a circuit is acyclic w.r.t. a specific source-connection is, in genera!, not an 

easy question, but in many examples acyclicness w.r.t. a source-connection is easy to determine. 

We will give a simpte example here and return to this point in chapter 7. 

2.15 ~ple 

Consider the circuit C depicted below a latch - with the source-connection y as 

depicted. Since, on account of monotonicity of R·y (prop. 1.18c), for each feasible state 

(Q,A) : R·y·f Ç á Ç R·y·l , we can conclude from R·y·F·y = {H} A R·y·T·y = {H} that 

A·y = {H} . As a result of this -,Q·s1 holds, and, hence, C is acyclic w.r.t. y , that is, 

Al ·C·y holds. The resulting state, y* , is 1 in so. s2. and s5; 0 in si. s3, and s4; {L} 

in x, zo. and zz; and {H} in y and z1. Since this state is completely gate defined-0, that 

is, cgdO·y* holds, this C and y are well-matched (use 2.13): WMO·C·y. 

H H 

C, y from example 2.15: 
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CHAPTER 3 REACTION - DELA YS 

In this chapter, restriction (c) from section 0.3, that is, reaction-delays are uniform (and positive 

and finite), is weakened. The other restrictions used in chapter 1 - (a), (b), (d), and (e) (see 

section 0.3) - are still used. Our approach is to extend the basic model from chapter 1 in such a 

way that arbitrary - but positive and finite - reaction-delays can be captured, and restrictions on 

reaction-delay can be expressed. 

AB said in section 0.2, reaction-delay models the time it takes for a switch to adapt its 

conductance state to the state of its gate node. We do not regard absolute estimates for reaction

delays. We consider relative reaction-delays, that is, we consider possible orders in which 

switches that are willing to change state do change state. 

In the first section we regard arbitrary reaction-delays, and we study how they can be modelled 

within the framework of the basic model. The only assumption on reaction-delays is that they 

are positive and finite. In section 3.1 we investigate the properties of the newly defined notions, 

and the relation between them and the notions from chapter 1. In section 3.2 reaction-delay 

restrictions are discussed. In section 3.3 the notion well-functioning (see section 0.2) is 

considered briefly. Finally, in section 3.4 some concluding remarks on chapter 3 are made. 

3.0 Modelling arbitrary reaction -delays 

In this section we study arbitrary - but positive and finite - relative reaction-delays. We will 

redefine some of the notions from chapter 1. 

Let C be a circuit and y a source-connection of C . 

Reaction-delay models the time it takes for a switch to adapt its conductance state to the state of 

its gate node. Consequently, arbitrary reaction-delay means that a switch can, in each step, 

either adapt its conductance state to the state of its gate node, or remain in the current 

conductance state. Now recall that a state transition in the basic model (def. 1.21 (nextO·y)) is 

defined as a transition from a state (Qo,ro) toa state (Q, R·y·Q) where Q is restricted by: 

(As: SW·s: consistentO·ro·Q·s) 
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Fora switch s , consistentO·ro·Q·s means that the conductance state of sis adapted to the 

state of its gate node. So, with arbitrary reaction-delays, a state transition from (Qo.ro) to 

(Qi. R·y·Qi) should satisfy (As : SW·s: Q1·s e {Qo·s, Q·s} ) with Q as above. Since the 

choice between Qo·s and Q·s must be arbitrary, this means that the only restriction on Q1 is: 

(As: SW·s: -v:onsistentO·ro·Qrs '* (Qrs = Qo·s)) 

Note that tltis condition only restricts the behaviour of gate defined-0 switches (see prop. 1.13a); 

as in chapter 1, we do not wish to restrict the behaviour of switches that are not gate defmed-0. 

Besides arbitrary, reaction-delays are assumed to be positive and fmite. Modelling a state 

transition as described abóve already forces delays to be positive, viz., the conductance state of 

a switch is adapted to the current state of the gate and not to a future state of the gate. 

It is necessary to model the fmiteness of reaction-delay in a convenient way. Not taking care of 

this fmiteness in the defmition of the next-state function would give rise to a finite-delay 

requirement in the definition of feasible states or to a restriction on the feasible states to be 

considered (cf. 'transient cycle', [BrzSl]). We will, therefore, take care of fmiteness of 

reaction-delay in the next-state function; we will do this by means of a countdown function. 

This means that we associate a natura! number -the counter- with each switch. For consistent-0 

switches the counter is 0 (R2.0 below). If a switch becomes inconsistent-0, the counter is set on 

an arbitrary number denoting the relative delay (R2.2). The counter then counts down (by 1 

each step) to 0 (R2.1). AB long as the counter is positive ("the delay is active"), the switch 

remains in its state (R0.1); if the counter is 0, the switch-state will be adapted in the next step to 

the state of the gate node (R0.0). 

This can be formalised by choosing a set of delay counters as DC = SW _, IN , and extending, 

for the use in the next-state function only, the states Il e STO to (Il,rc) with ree DC. 

Then ((Q1r 1),rci) is a successor of ((Qo.ro).rco) if: 

RO.O (As: rco·s = 0: consistentO·ro·Qrs) 

RO.l (As : rco·s > 0 : Ql's = Qo·s ) 

Rl.O r1 = R·y·Q1 

R2.0 (As: consistentO·rrQrs: rc1·s = 0) 

R2.l (As : -,consistentO·rrQ1·s A (rco·s > 0) : rcrs = rco·s - 1 ) 

R2.2 (As : -iconsistentO·r1·Q1·s Il (reo·s = 0) : rcrs e IN ) 

Restrictions RO.i restrict the next switch-state; restriction Rl.O restricts the next node-state; and 

restrictions R2.i restrict the next reaction-delay counter. They are explained above. 
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Remark on RO. l Notice that the reaction-delay counter thus defined, re, denotes the exact 

number of steps the reaction-delay is supposed to be active. It may seem to allow more freedom 

to choose re as the maximum number of steps. Then R0.1 changes into 

RO.lalt (As : rco·s > 0: (Q1·s = Qo·s) V consistentO·ro·Qi·s) . 

On account of the arbitrary choice of the initial value of re (in R2.2), the resulting models are 

equivalent w.r.t. the described behaviour. The choice for RO.l in favor of RO.lalt allows a 

simpler modelling of reaction-delay restrictions. 

The main advantage of using such a countdown function is that it takes care of finiteness of 

delay in the next-state function. It also has advantages for defining delay restrictions, as we will 

see in section 3.2. A disadvantage of the way we use the countdown function is that 'vacuous' 

transiti.ons are possible, viz., if none of the counters of inconsistent-0 switches is 0, and, hence, 

the state need not change. Tuis is only a minor disadvantage since these vacuous transitions can, 
if necessary, be filtered out later. 

3.0 Definition 

The set of delay counters DC is defined by: DC = SW -1 IN . 

The bottom element of DC is denoted by () ; it satisfies: (A s : SW ·s : O·s = 0 ) . 

The set of next states of an extended state (Il,rc) is defined as the set of elements of STOxDC 

that satisfy the restrictions RO.O" R2.2 formulated above: 

3.1 Definition 

nextl e NST -1 (STOxDC) -1 1'(STOxDC) is defined by: 

nextJ·y·((Qo.ro).rcoH(Qi.r1),rc1) = 
( (As : rco·s = 0: consistentO·ro·Qrs) 

A (A s : reo·s > 0 : Qrs = Qo·s ) 

" cr1 = R·r·Qv 
A (As : consistentO· r i ·Qrs : rcrs = 0 ) 

A (As : -iconsistentO·r1·Qrs A (reo·s > 0) : rcrs = reo·s - 1 ) 

A (As : -iconsistent0·rrQ1·s A (reo·s = 0) : rc1·s e IN) ) 

In a similar way as in chapter 1 (recall prop. L22b and def. 1.23) we can define stable and 

feasible states. The reaction-delay counter is for use in the next-state function only; it is bidden 

in the definition below (as a result of which stabiel and feasiblel have the sarne type as stableO 

andfeasibleO, and, hence, the notions can be compared more easily). 

We can define WMJ (def. 3.3) in a similar way as WMO (def. 1.25). 
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3.2 Definition 

stabiel and feasiblel , both with type NST -+ STO -+ 18 , are defined by: 

stablel·y·IT = (Ere: DC·rc: nextl·y·(Il.rcHII,rc)) 

feasiblel·y·IT = (Ere: DC·rc: (nextl·y)+·(Il,rcHil.rc)) 

3.3 Definition 

WMJ e CIR -+ NST -+ 18 is defined by : 

WMl·C·y = (feasiblel·yt;. cgdO) 

In the next section we investigate properties of the notions defined above and the relation 

between them ·and the notions from chapter 1. At the end of the next section we will regard the 

two additional correctness criteria defined in section 1.4 (CF and cstO), and consider their 

interpretation in the extended model in this chapter. 

3.1 Properties of WMl and the relation to the basic model 

The investigation of WM 1 is inspired by the investigation of WMO in chapter 1. In order to 

check whether similar results as achieved for WMO in chapter 1 hold for WM 1, we investigate 

the relation between the notions defined in this chapter and the notions from chapter 1. 

3.4 Property 
a (A y: NST·y: stablel·y f:.feasiblel·y) 

b Por all y e NST and {lJo,Ili} f:. STO : nextl·y·(Ilo,0)-(Ili,O) = nextO·y·IJo·IT1 

Property 3.4a below follows directly from definition 3.2. Property 3.4b is proved below: 

Proof of 3.4b 

Let y e NST and {(Q0,r0),(Qi.r1)} ç, STO . Then: 

nextl ·r-C(Qo,r 0),0)-((Qi.r i),O) 

= { def. 3.1 (nextl)} 

(As: O·s = 0: consistentO·ro·Qrs) 

A (As : ll·s > 0 : Qrs = Qo·s ) 

" cr1 = R·r·Qv 
A (As: consistent0·r1·Qrs: O·s = 0) 

A (As : -iconsistent0·rrQ1·s A (O·s > 0) : O·s = O·s - 1 ) 

A (As : ;consistentO·rrQrs A (O·s = 0) : O·s E IN ) 
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= {calculus, def. 1.12 (cocoO)} 

cocoo·ro·Q1 A (r1 = R·y·Q1) 

= {prop. 1.22a} 

next0·y·(Qo,roHQi.r1) 

The relation between stabiel and stableO is quite simple: 

3.5 Lemma 

Proof 

0 

stabiel = stableO 

Let y E NST and (Q,l} E STO . Then: 

stabiel ·y-(Q,r) 

= { def. 3.2 (stabiel)} 

(Ere: DC·rc: nextJ·y-((Q,r),rc)-((Q,r),rc)) 

= {def. 3.1 (nextl)} 

(B re : DC·rc : (As : re·s = 0 : consistentO·r·Q·s ) 

A (A s : rc·s > 0 : Q·s = Q·s ) 

= {calculus} 

A (r=R·y·Q) 

A (As: consistentO·r·Q·s: rc·s = 0) 

A (As : "'IConsistentO·r·Q·s A (rc·s > 0) : rc·s = rc·s - 1 ) 

A (As : "'IConsistentO·r.Q·s A (rc·s = 0) : rc·s E IN ) ) 

(Ere : DC·rc : (As :: (rc·s = 0) = consistentO·r·Q·s) A (r = R·y·Q) 

A (As: "consistentO·r·Q·s A (rc·s > 0) : rc·s = rc·s 1 ) ) 

= {calculus} 

(Ere : DC·rc : (As:: (rc·s = 0) = consistentO·r·Q·s) A (r = R·y·Q) 

A (As :: consistentO·r·Q·s)) 

= {calculus} 

(B re: DC·rc: (re= O) A (r = R·y·Q) A cocoO·r·Q) 

= {calculus, using 0 E DC } 

(r = R·y·Q) A cocoO·r·Q 

= { def. 1.19 (stableO)} 

stableO·y·(Q,r) 
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With the introduction of arbitrary reaction-delays versus uniform reaction-delays in chapter 1, 

one expects an increase of the number of feasible states. Tuis is expressed in property 3.6b 

below. As a result of this, correctness of all 'new' feasible states implies correctness of all 'old' 

feasible states: property 3.6c. 

3.6 Property 

a (A y,II: NST·y A STO·II: stablel·y·II = nextl·y·(II,0)-(II,Gl)) 

b (Ay: NST·y: feasibleO·yt;,,feasiblel·y) 

c (AC.y: CIR·C A NST·y: WMl·C·y'* WMO·C·y) 

Property 3.6a follows from lemma 3.5 and properties 3.4b and 1.22b. Property 3.6b is proved 

below, and property 3.6c follows directly from the definitions of WMl (3.3) and WMO (1.25) 

and property 3.6b. 

Proof of 3.6b 

[J 

Let y E NST and II E STO . Then: 

feasibleO·y· II 

= { def. 1.23 (feasibleO)} 

(nextO·y)+·II-II 

'* {prop. 3.4b} 

(nextl ·y)+ ·(II,OHII,Gl) 

'* { def. 3.2 (feasiblel), using G) E DC } 

feasiblèl ·r· II 

As an immediate result of def. 3.3 (WMl) and prop. 3.4a we have: 

3.7 Property 

(A C,y: CIR·C A NST·y: WMl ·C·y '* ( stabiel ·y r;. cgdO ) ) 

Similar as in cbapter 1, we have investigated the converse of this property (compare with 1.27 

and 1.28). The converse turns out to be truc: th. 3.8 below. The proof of this theorem is very 

similar to the proof of tb. 1.28; it is given in appendix Bl. 

3.8 Theorem 

(AC,y:CIR·CANST·y: WMl·C·y = (stablel·yt;,,cgdO)) 

Proof : See appendix B 1 
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Theorem 3.8 is a powerful result. Using this theorem we can now prove that WMJ and WMO 

are equal, which is a very interesting result since it means that - as far as the model thus far is 

concerned - we need not regard the refined model with arbitrary reaction-delays to calculate 

well-matchedness. As a consequence of this, the complete correctness criterion for initia! 

behaviour in the basic model (in 1.49) is equal to the one in this model (cf. end of this section). 

3.9 Theorem 

WMJ =WMO 

Proof 

WMl·C·y 

= {th. 3.8} 

stabiel ·r i;, cgdO 

= {lemma 3.5} 

stableO·y t;, cgdO 

= {th. 1.28} 

WMO·C·y 

D 

In case of well-matchedness, we are also interested in the set of resulting states feasiblel ·r . In 

genera!, feasiblel ·r and feasibleO·y are not equal. The question arises whether they are equal 

in case of well-matchedness. We have investigated the resulting states in theorem 3.10 

analogously to theorem 1.39 and corollary 1.40. 

3.10 Theorem 

a (A C,y: CIR·C A NST·y: WMl·C·y = ( stablel·y= {y*} A cgdO·y*)) 

b (AC,y: CIR·C A NST·y: WMl·C·y = (feasiblel·y= {y*} A cgdO·y*)) 

c (AC,y: CIR·C A NST·y: WMI·C·y => (feasiblel·y=stablel·y)) 

Theorem 3.lOa follows directly from the theorem 3.9 and corollary l.40a since the set stablel·y 

is equal to stableO·y (lemma 3.5). Notice that theorem 3.lOb does not follow that easily, since 

the set feasiblel·y is larger that the set feasibleO·y (prop. 3.6b). In appendix Bl we have 

proven a helpful lemma (cf. proof 3.lOb). Theorem 3.lOc follows directly from 3.lOa and 3.lOb. 

Proof of theorems 3.lOa and 3.lOb 

Let C E CIR and y E NST . Then : 

WMI·C·y 

= {tb. 3.9} 

WMO·C·y 
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D 

= {cor. 1.40a} 

stableO·y = { y*} A cgdO·y* 

= {lemma 3.5} 

stablel·y= {y*} A cgdO·y* 
= {lemma Bl in appendix Bl (for ::}), and prop. 3.4a, l.34a, and lemma 3.5 (for <::)} 

feasiblel ·y = { y*} A cgdO·y* 

Other correctne8s crit.eria 
The first correctness criterion regarding initial behaviour is WMJ . As in section 1.4, we have, 

besides well-matchedness, two other correctness criteria. The second correctness criterion 

requires that all resulting states are conflict-free (def. 1.46). The third correctness criterion (cstO: 

def. 1.47) requires that all transitions between resulting states are correct, that is, all switches 

that are, in some resulting state, in the process of changing state (are inconsistent-0) have stable 

gates. Similar as in chapter 1 (see section 1.5), the set of resulting states for a circuit C with a 

source-connection y is, if WMl·C·y holds, the singleton {y*} (tb. 3.lOb). Consequently, the 

additional requirement for the second and third criterion is: CF·y* (compare with section 1.5). 

3.2 Modelling restricted reaction delays 

Thus far, we have only considered the correctness of the behaviour of a circuit with a given 

source-connection if the previous state of the circuit is unknown (and have expressed this in the 

notion Well-Matched). Besides this, we are interested in the correctness of the behaviour of a 

circuit starting in a - known state when the source-connection changes (cf. section 0.2). The 

latter is to be expressed in the notion Well-Functioning. 

On the one hand the knowledge about the 'previous' state of the circuit restricts the states to be 

considered, viz., using this knowledge it is possible to exclude certain feasible states as possible 

resulting states because they are not reachable from the previous state. On the other hand this 

knowledge enlarges the number of states to be considered, since it is possible to indicate the 

'intermediate states'. 

With the help of some small examples we will show that the functioning even of very small and 

simple circuits is not 'well' at all if the delays are not restricted. We therefore analyse how delay 

restriètions can be modelled. Before considering well-functioning any further (in section 3.3), 

the consequences ofrestrictions on delays for well-matchedness are investigated. 
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3.11 'Bxalnple 

Consider the circuit depicted in figure 3.0a below; the usual CMOS inverter. Let the 

circuit be in the resulting stable state of y = {(x,{L}),(yo,{L}),(yi.{H}),(z,~)} , which is 

y* = ( {(so,0),(si.1)}, {(x,{L}),(yo,{L}),(yi.{H}),(z,{H})}). Let x be cbanged to {H}, 

that is, let the source connection be changed to ó = {(x,{H}).(yo,(L}),(yi,{H}),(z.~)} . 
The resulting state is I)* = ( {(so,l),(si.0)}, {(x,{H}),(yo.{L}).(y1,{H}),(z,{L})}). The 

intermediate states can vary for different reaction-delays. They are schematically 

depicted in figure 3.0b, where the states are given by the values of so. si. x, and z . The 

arrows (in fig. 3.0b) lead to successor-states under ó, which are the first components of 

the elements of nextl·Ó (the reaction-delay counter is hidden). Vacuous transitions are 

filtered out. The starting state y* bas only one successor-state under ó (ignoring 

differences of the reaction-delay counter, i.e., #·{Il,rc: ne.xtl·f>-(y*,tl)-(Il,rc) : Il } = 1 ; 

use def. 3.1). Depending on whether the reaction-delay of so is less than, equal to, or 

greater than the reaction-delay of s1. the intermediate states are given in the leftmost, 

middle, or rightmost path of states respectively. In order to avoid the transient conflict in 

the leftmost path, the reaction-delay of so should be at least the reaction-delay of si . 
We return to this example later in this chapter. 

YI B 

l 
x z 

0 

YO L 

figure 3.0a 

0 1 {L} {H} 

! 
t 0 l fH} {H} t 

ll{H}fL.H) l OO(HJ~ 
L 1 0 {H} (L} <-

figure 3.0b: state transition graph 

As a first step in analysing how reaction-delay restrictions can be modelled, we rewrite 

restriction R2.2 (section 3.0) as 

R2.2' (E rd : rd E OC : (As : -iconsistentO·rrQ1·s A (rco·s = 0) : rcrs = rd·s)) 

Expressing restrictions on reaction-delays is possible by restricting the domain of rd in 

expression R2.2' to a subset of DC . For instance, in example 3.11 above we have analysed 

that, in order to avoid a transient conflict on z (with starting state y* and the source-connection 

is changed to ó), it is necessary to restrict the domain to {rd : DC·rd A rd·so ~ rd·s1 : rd } . 

This modelling seems a good first step, but it allows only local restrictions, i.e., restrictions on 

the reaction-delay of switches that become inconsistent-0 in the same transition. We can easily 

overcome this disadvantage by using rd as a global function, that is, by regarding, for each 

function in the restricted domain, the transitions that are possible for that specific function. 
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This can be formalised as follows: we define nextlrd·Y by replacing R2.2 in the definition of 

nextl·y by R2.2" below, and then consider the behaviours for each rd in the definition of the 

set of feasible states. 

R2.2" (As : ,consistentO·r1·Qrs A (rco·s = 0) : rc1·s = rd·s) 

Before we formalise this, we will show in example 3.12 below that in some cases global 

restrictions are necessary. 

3.12 Bxample 

Consider the circuit depicted below. Let the circuit be in the stable state where input x is 

connected to {H}, and the values of so, si. s2. s3, s4, s5, x, YO· Yi. and z are 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 

1, {H}, {L}, {H}, and {L} respectively. H, starting in this stable state, x is changed to 

{L}, transient undefinedness of gates Yo and Y1 can be avoided by restricting the 

reaction-delays of so. si. s2, and s3 by rd·so = rd·s1 and rd·s2 = rd·s3 . Notice that this 

can be done by restricting local delay functions (see above). In order to avoid a transient 

conflict on z, the reaction-delay of s5 must be at most the sum of the reaction-delays of 

s0, s2, and s4. Since this seems a reasonable assumption, we would like to be able to 

express it in our formalism. Switches so, s2, and s4, however, become inconsistent in 

different transitions, and, hence, this requirement cannot be expressed by restricting local 

reaction-delay functions. It can be expressed if global reaction-delay functions are used, 

namely, by restricting the global delay function, rd, by: rd·ss S: rd·so + rd·s2 + rd·s4. 

H H 

x 
The circuit of example 3.12: 

The next-state function for reaction-delay rd can be defined as follows. 

3.13 Definiti.on 

Por rd E DC , nextl rd E NST -+ STOXDC -+ 1'(STOxDC) is defined by: 

nextl rd·Y-C(Qo.ro).rco)-((Qi.r1).rc1) = 
( (As : rco·s = 0 : consistentO·ro·Qi·s) 

A (A s : rco·s > 0 : Qrs = Qo·S ) 

" cr1 = R·r·Qû 
A (As : consistentO·r1·Qrs : rcrs = 0) 

A (As : ,consistentO·ri·Qrs A (rco·s > 0) : rcrs = rco·s - 1 ) 

A (As: ,consistentO·rrQi·s A (rco·s = 0) : rcrs = rd·s) ) 

H 

z 
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Notice that: (A Il,rc,rd : STO·Il A DC·rc A DC·rd: cgdO·Il '* (#·(nexll m·Y·(Il,rc)) = 1) ) 

(use prop. 1.13 and def. 3.13). 

Since cgdO is a correctness criterion on states, this means that the next-state function defmed 

above is deterministic for correct states (compare with prop. 1.22e). 

In the following defmition set RD , with RD i;; DC , is the set of restricted reaction-delays. 

3.14 Definition 

For RD i;; DC , feasiblelRD and stablelRo , both with type NST ..., STO -+ lll , and 

WMJRD E CIR..., NST -1 lll are defined by: 

feasiblelRo·y·Il = (E rd,rc : RD·rd : (nextl m·Y)+·(Il,rcHil,rc)) 

stablelRo-Y·Il = (E rd,rc : RD·rd: nextl m·Y·(Il,rc)-(Il,rc)) 

WMJRo·C·y = (feasibleiRD''Yi;; cgdO) 

3.15 Remark 
It is possible to model reaction-delay restrictions for upgoing and for downgoing switch-states 

separately. This can be done by considering two functions, say rdtt and rdL , instead of one 

function for delays, where rdtt models the reaction-delay of upgoing switch-states (from 0 to 

1), and rdL models the reaction-delay of downgoing switch-states. This can then be modelled 

by using the following restriction instead of R2.2" : 

(As : "consistentO·rrQ1·s A (rco·s = 0) : bQrs '* (rc1·s = rdws)) A (Qrs '* (rcrs = rdvs))) 

For instance, the reaction-delay restriction derived in ex. 3.11 to avoid a transient conflict on z 

in the transition from y* to 5*, can now be expressed as: rdwso ~ rdL·s1 . 

Before considering well-functioning, we investigate the consequences of delay restrictions for 

well-matchedness. 

3.16 Property 

a (A RD,y : RD i;; DC A NST ·y : stabiel RD''Y i;; feasiblel RD''Y ) 

b (A rd,rc,y,Il : DC·rd A DC·rc A NST·y A STO·Il : nextl m·Y·(Il,rc) i;; nextl ·y-(Il,rc) ) 

c (A y,Il,rc: NST·y A STO·II A DC·rc: nextl·y·(Il,rc) = (u rd: DC·rd: nextl rd'Y-(Il,rc))) 

Property 3.16a follows directly from definition 3.14. Property 3.16b follows directly from 

definitions 3.2 (nextl) and 3.13 (nextl rd). Property 3.16c is proved below: 

Proof of prop. 3.16c 

D 

Let y € NST , Il e STO , re € DC and rc1 € DC . From definitions 3.2 (nextl) and 3.13 

(nextl ro) follows : nextl·y-(Il,rc)-(Ill,rcl) '* nextl rc1·Y·(Il,rc)-(Ill,rcl) 

Hence: nextl·y·(Il,rc) &; (u rd: DC·rd: nextl rd'Y·(Il,rc)) 

Using property 3.16b completes the proof. 
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3.17 Lemma 

Proof 

0 

(ARD: RD ç.; DC A RD * ~: stabielRD =stabiel ) 

Let RD be a non-empty subset of DC , and let y E NST and Il E STO . Then: 

stabiel RD'Y' Il 

= {def. 3.14 (stablelRo)} 

(B rd,rc : RD·rd : nextl 1~n·(Il.rc).(Il,rc) ) 

::} {prop. 3.16b} 

(Brc:: nextl·y·(Il.rcHil,rc)) 

= { def. 3.3 (stabiel)} 

stablel·y·Il 

Furthermore : 

stabiel ·y·Il 

= {prop. 3.6a} 

nextJ ·y·(Il,OHil,O) 

= { def. 3.1 (nextl) and def. 3.13 (nextl m)} 

(Ard : DC·rd : nextl rcrY-Cil,O)·(Il,O) ) 

::> {calculus, using RD ç.; DC A RD * ~ } 
(B rd : RD·rd : nextl ro·y-(Il,O)·(Il,O) ) 

::> {def. 3.14 (stablelRnH 

stabiel RD'Y' Il 

3.18 Property 

a (A y,RD : NST·y A RD i.;; DC A RD * ~ : feasiblelRD''Y t;,feasiblel ·y) 

b (A y: NST·y: feasibleO·y = feasiblel { 0} ·y) 

The proof of property 3.18a is given below. Property 3.18b gives the relation between the 

feasible-0 states and the feasible-1 states with restricted delay. We will not use property 3.18b, 

and leave the proof for the reader. 

Proof of property 3.18a 

Let RD be a non-empty subset of DC , and let y E NST and Il E STO . Then: 

feasiblel RD'Y' Il 

= {def. 3.14 (feasiblelRDH 

(B rd,rc : RD·rd: (nextl rcrY)+·(Il,rc).(Il,rc)) 

::} {prop. 3.16b} 

(B re:: (nextl·y)+·(Il,rc)·(Il,rc)) 
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= { def. 3.3 (feasiblel)} 

feasiblel ·y· II 

3.19 Theorem 

Pro of 

D 

(ARD:RD!;;DC ARD*~: WMlRn=WMJ) 

Let RD be a non-empty subset of DC , and let C E CIR and y E NST . Then: 

WMlRn-C·y 

= {def. 3.14 (WMlRn)} 

feasiblelRn·Y !;;; cgdO 

::} {prop. 3.16a} 

stablelRD·Y !;;; cgdO 

= {lemma. 3.17, using RD !;;; DC A RD * ~} 
stabiel ·y !;;; cgdO 

= {th. 3.8} 

WMl·C·y 

Furthermore : 

WMl·C·y 

= {def. 3.3 (WMJ)} 

feasiblel ·y !;;; cgdO 

=> {prop. 3.18a} 

feasiblelRD'Y !;;; cgdO 

= {def. 3.14 (WMJRn)} 

WMlRn·C·y 
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As a result of lemma 3.17, prop. 3.18a, and theorem 3.19, similar results as those formulated in 

theorem 3.10 hold for WMJRD . Using theorems 3.19 and 3.9, we can conclude that, for all. 

RD, C, and y such that RD !;;; DCA RD * ~ A CIR·C A NST·y, WMJRD = WMO holds and that 

the set of resulting states, in case WMlRD·C·y holds, is {y*} . So well-matchedness for 

restricted delays does not lead to additional problems. 

It is left to the reader to verify that these results also hold for the formalisation described in 

remark 3.15. 

The next step is to regard well-functioning. This is be done in the next section. 
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3.3 Remarks on well - functioning 

As discussed in the introduction of the previous section, we are not only interested in initial 

behaviour of a circuit, but also in dynamic behaviour of a circuit (cf. also section 0.2). 

The latter is the behaviour of a circuit starting in a known - state when the source-connection 

changes. In, examples 3.11 and 3.12 we considered such cases, and we demonstrated the 

calculation of intermediate states and the use of reaction-delay restrictions to avoid 'undesirable' 

intermediate states. In this section we - infoÎmally - introduce the correctness criteria we use 

regarding dynamic bebaviour, thus explaining when intermediate states are classified as 

'undesirable', and we - briefly - consider the possibility to formalise the necessary notions 

regarding dynamic behaviour within the model presented in this chapter. 

Correctness of dynamic bebaviour 

Let a circuit be given in a certain state and let the source-connection change. For correctness of 

the resulting (dynamic) behaviour we require that all intermediate states, including the starting 

state and the possible resulting states are completely gate defined and conflict-free. This means 

that we choose to classify transient undefinedness and transient conflicts as 'undesirable'. 

We return to this choice in section 4.2, where we will also consider altemative choices. 

Furthermore, all state transitions leading from an intermediate state to a next intermediate state 

should be correct, i.e., inconsistent switches must have stable gate values (cf. def. 1.47 (cstO)). 

Modelligg well-functinning 

Let the starting state of a circuit be extended with a reaction-delay counter to (Il.re), let the 

new source-connection be 5 , and let RD be the set of reaction-delays. The set of intermediate 

and resulting states can then be defined as {rd,i : RD·rd A ~ : (nextl nr5)i·(ll.rc) } . 

Note that for states tbat are stable wI.t. the previous source-connection the corresponding 

reaction-delay counter is 0 (namely, all switches are consistent-0; use restriction R2.2 from 

section 3.0). Note also tbat in many cases 'undesirable' behaviour (see above) can be avoided by 

the use of a suitably chosen set RD (cf. e.g. ex. 3.11). 

Let us reconsider the circuit given in example 3.11 with the formalisation of reaction-delay 

restrictions described in remark 3.15. In 3.11 we analysed that, for starting state y* and new 

source-connection 5, the reaction-delay rd must satisfy rdwso ~ rdL·s1 in order to avoid a 

transient conflict on node z. Similarly, for starting state 5* and new source-connection y, the 

reaction-delay rd must satisfy rdws1 ~ rdL ·so in order to avoid a transient conflict on node z. 

If node z is a gate node, a transient floating of node z must also be avoided since it leads to a 

transient undefined switch. It can easily be verified (see fig. 3.0b) that this leads to the 

following restriction on reaction-delay rd : rdwso = rdvs1 A rdws1 = rdL ·so . 
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In the next chapter we will see that this restriction is too strong if charge storage node z is taken 

into account (narnely, if gate node z can store charge, it is allowed to be - temporarily -

non-driven). We can conclude that, although a formalisation of dynarnic behaviour and of well

functioning is possible with the model presented in this chapter, this would lead to an 

insufficiently accurate description. We will therefore first extend the model with a notion of 

charge storage in the next chapter, and then return to well-functioning (section 4.2). 

3.4 Concluding remarks on chapter 3 

In this chapter we have extended the basic model in such a way that arbitrary - but positive and 

finite - reaction-delays can be captured, and restrictions on reaction-delays can be expressed. 

Modelling (restricted) reaction-delays 

Reaction-delays are modelled using a countdown function. The main advantage of countdown 

functions is that the finiteness of the delays is taken care of in the next-state function, as a result 

of which the delays can be hidden (abstracted from) in the notions of stability and feasibility of 

states. Furthermore, the countdown functions enable a simple modelling of delay restrictions. 

Restrictions on reaction-delays are modelled as elements of SW --> IN . Of course, it is possible to 

extend this function in such a way that it depends on aspects of the current state. For instance, 

in remark 3.15 is explained how to discriminate restrictions for upgoing and downgoing 

transitions. 

Restrictions on delays can be used in two ways. Firstly, fora given set of delay restrictions, the 

correctness of dynamic behaviour can be verified, and, secondly, minimal delay restrictions can 

be derived that guarantee this correctness. For instance, in example 3.11, for starting state y* 

and new source-connection 5, it can be verified that the restriction rdwso = rdvs1 guarantees 

absence of a transient conflict on node z, but we can derive that for absence of a transient 

conflict on node zit is sufficient and necessary to require that rdwso :=?: rdvs1 . 

Initial behaviour 

We have concentrated mainly on initial behaviour and on the correctness criteria regarding 

initial behaviour. The main result is that the introduction of reaction-delays does not change the 

notion of well-matchedness or the resulting states in case of well-matchedness. Tuis is expressed 

in theorems 3.9, 3.10, and 3.19 and in the remark following theorem 3.19 (for comparison: see 

th. 1.39 and cor. 1.40). These results are listed below. Note that this also means that the results 

of chapter 2 w.r.t. WMO (theorems 2.13 and 2.14) also hold for WMJ . 
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The list of results for initial behaviour: 

For arbitrary reaction-delays, using theorems 3.9, 3.10, and 1.39: 

WMl=WMO 

(A C,y: CIR·C A NST·y: WMI ·C·y :} (feasib/el ·y = feasibleO·y) ) 

For each non-empty set of reaction-delays RD, using th. 3.9, 3.19, and the remark below 3.19: 

WMIRn=WMO 

(A C,y: CIR·C A NST·y: WMJRo·C·y ::} (feasiblelRD'Y = feasibleO·y)) 

As explained at the end of section 3.1, the complete correctness criterion for initial behaviour of 

a circuit C and a source-connection y is equal to the one derived in chapter 1 (cf. 1.49), viz. 

WMO·C·y A CF ''Y* 

Dyn•mic behayiour 

We have informally introduced dynamic behaviour and well-functioning in sections 3.2 and 3.3. 

The formalisation of well-functioning will be given in the next chapter after the model is 

extended with a notion of capacitance. 
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CHAPTER 4 CHARGE STORAGE 

In the model presented in the previous chapters, the capability of nodes or wires to store charge 

is not considered (restriction (d), section 0.3). This chapter handles 'charge storage' by means of 

a notion of capacitance. This notion of capacitance is used only for charge storage; the influence 

of capacitances on delays is not considered. The notions regarding initial behaviour, with as 

most important ones: well-matchedness, conflict-freeness, and correctness of state transitions, 

are redefined, and the relation to the previous versions (from chapters l and 3) is given. As 

announced in section 3.3, we will, after charge storage is included in our model, finally 

formalise, besides initia! behaviour, dynamic behaviour of circuits. 

The modelling of resistances (restriction (e), section 0.3) is discussed briefly. 

Chapter 4 is organised as follows. 

In section 4.0 the capability of nodes to store charge is discussed. The aspects of charge storage 

that are important for the formalisation are analysed. Following the same line of reasoning as in 

chapters l and 3, the familiar notions from those chapters are redefined such that charge storage 

can be handled. Por this purpose, several new notions are introduced. This section concentrates 

on initial behaviour of circuits. At the end of it a renewed version of well-matchedness, called 

WM2 , is defined. 

In section 4.1 the properties of the redefined notions, and the relation to their counterparts from 

chapters 1 and 3, are investigated. The meaning, in the new model, of the additional correctness 

criteria for initia! behaviour is discussed. 

In section 4.2 the informal discussion from section 3.3 on dynamic behaviour is resumed. 

Correctness criteria regarding dynamic behaviour are formalised. The notion we/1-functioning, 

discussed informally in sections 0.2 and 3.3, is defined and illustrated by a number of examples. 

The model presented in sections 4.0, 4.1, and 4.2 abstracts from differences in capacitance

strength. In section 4.3 a generalisation of this model to multiple capacitance-strengths is 

discussed. The modelling of resistances, which can be done by using a similar notion of 

strength, is also discussed. Both topics are discussed informally, and not developed in detail. 

As usual, the final section (4.4) gives a summary and discussion of the major results. 
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4.0 Introduction to charge storage 

lntroduction 
All circuit nodes have a cert.ain capacitance. By means of this capacitance they are capable of 

storing charge. This means that if a node is isolated from sources, it can, by means of this · 

capacitance, "remember" the source type it was last connected to. Such a node will retain its 

voltage value until it is either connected to a source or connected to a node with a stored value 

of a different type. In the first case, the source value will override the stored value. In the 

second case, the stored value of the node with the strongest capacitance will override the other 

one, or, if the capacitance8 of the nodes are equally strong, a 'conflict at capacitance level' will 

occur. 

We will concentrate on the charge-storage aspect of capacitances and we will not consider the 

influence capacitances have on the delays. 

The assumptions we make on capacitances, i.e., on stored charges, are the following. 

(Oa) Node capacitances are so large that a stored high or low value at the gate node can keep 

a switch in its state provided that the state of that switch corresponds to the stored value 

at its gate node. That is, a stored low value can control a conducting p-switch or a 

nonconducting n-switch, and, similarly, a stored high value can control a nonconducting 

p-switch or a conducting n-switch. 

(Ob) The control of a switch by a stored charge as is assumed to be (partially) possible in 

(Oa) - must be temporary. 

(la) The stored value at a node is determined by the previous states - including the stored 

values of all nodes connected to it (including the node itself). This means, among other 

things, that charge sharing is possible. Conflicts at capacitance level are assumed to be 

harmless, that is, they are assumed not to damage the circuitry. 

(lb) Node capacitances are so small that once a node is connected to a source, the source 

value overrides the stored value. 

The purpose of stored charges is to preserve (part of) the current state of the circuit. Therefore 

assumption (Oa) is made. For the same reason, we make no assumptions on the capability of 

stored charges to change the state of a switch if this state does not correspond to the stored 

value at the gate node; such a situation is assumed to be incorrect. 

Before continuing the discussion, we illustrate these ideas in a simple example. 
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4.0 Bx:ample 

Consider the circuit depicted in figure 4.0a: a cascade of two inverters. For simplicity, 

the permanent sources are not labelled. Node x is the input node. 

Let x be connected to an H-source and, as a result. let the circuit be in the stable state 

( {(so,O),(s1.l),(s2,l),(s3,0)}, {(x,{H}),(y,{L}),(z,{H))} ) : state 0 in figure 4.0b. 

Assume that the reaction delay is such that rdtt·so > rdL's1 and rdL's2 = rdH's3 . Let x 

be changed into {L} : state 1 in figure 4.0b. Switch s1 will become nonconducting before 

so becomes conducting. In the temporary state where both so and s1 are nonconducting. 

state 2 in fig. 4.0b, node y is floating. Due to its capacitance, node y retains a low 

charge, which is sufficient to keep s2 and s3 from changing (cf. (Oa) above). Once so 
is conducting, the high source value overrides the low stored value: state 3, cf. (lb). The 

protocol is depicted in figure 4.0b, where state 4 is the resulting stable state. 

H H 

figure 4.0a 

Modelli.Q& cbqe storage 

state 0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

figure 4.0b 

{H} 0 1 {L} l 0 {H} 

{L} 0 1 {L} 1 0 {H} 

{L} 0 0 low l 0 {H} 

{L} 1 0 {H} 1 0 {H} 

IL l 1 0 !Hl 0 l {L l 

In order to simplify the modelling of charge storage using the model from the previous cbapter 

as a framework, we will as a start - not distinguish between different strengths of 

capacitances and assume that each circuit node has a capacitance. In section 4.3 we return to 

these restrictions and show how to avoid them. 

In a state where the stored value of a gate controls according to assumption (Oa) - a switch, 

we say that the capacitance is active in that switch. Tbat is (cf. (Oa)), the capacitance is active 

in a switch s if the gate node bas a stored low value and Q·s = (t·s = {L}), or if the gate node 

bas a stored high value and Q·s = (t·s = {H}), where Q is the current switch-state. 

Fora state Il we denote that the capacitance is active in a switch s by CA·fi.s. Assumption 

(Oa) now means that a state transition from (QoSo) to (Q1,ri) must satisfy: 

CA-CQo.ro)-s * (Q1·s = Qo·s) . 

In order to formalise this notion we need some knowledge about the stored values, possibly 

incorporated in the notion 'state'. This knowledge cannot be expressed in terms of 1'({L,H}), 

since tbat would lead to difficulties in distinguishing source values and stored values (note that 

making this distinction is necessary: see (la) and (lb)). We therefore introduce symbols l and 
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h denoting a stored low value and a stored high value respectively (compare with the weak and 

strong O's and l's in [BeK]). Nodes that are not connected to sources can have values {l,h}, {/}, 

{h}, or f/J denoting 'a conflict at capacitance level', 'a stored low value', 'a stored high value', 

and 'uncharged' respectively. This means we extend node-states by subdividing the class of 

floating states. 

4.1 Definition 

Sets nst and NSTC are defined by: · 

nst = N-+ 1({/,h}) 

NSTC = N-+ (1({L,H}) u 1({/,h})) 

NSTC is the new set of node-states. 

{L,H} 

{L}o{H} 

{l,h} 

{l} <> {h} 

"' The order i;;; on 1({L,H}) u 1({1,h}) is defined by the Hasse diagram depicted above. 

The order Ç on NST is extended to NSTC as the componentwise order ç; , that is, 

for r, A E NSTC: r Ç A = (Ax: N·x: r.x 1; A·x). 

Note that NST 1; NSTC, and that both (1({L,H})u1({l,h}), !;;) and (NSTC,Ç) are lattices. 

Their least upper bound operators are both denoted by l:!l • Notice that, for r. à e NSTC : 

(Ax: N·x: (r l:!l A)·x = r.x l:!l ii·x) . 

The chosen order, that is, stored values are smaller than source values, expresses part of 

condition (lb). Conditions (la) and (lb) will be expressed in the notion 'state transition', which 

is discussed later on in this section. Before we discuss 'state transitions', we introduce some 

additional notions, extend some old ones, and formalise CA . First of all, as a consequence of 

the new definition of node-states, we redefine the set of circuit states. 

4.2 Definition 

The set of circuit states STl is defined by : STI = SSTxNSTC 

The order Ç on STl is defined by: (Qo.ro) i;; (Q1,r:i) = (Qo ~ Q1 /\ ro Ç r:i) 

Typical names used for elements of NSTC are r or A , and for elements of STl : Il , Ili . 

We can now fonnalise when the capacitance is active in a switch: 

4.3 Definition 

CA E STl -+ SW -+ 18 is defmed by: 

CA·(Q,r)·s = ( (r·(g·s) = {l} Il Q·s = (t·s = { L})) 

V (r·(g·s) = {h} /\ Q·s = (t·s = {H}))) 
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The auxiliary functions store and destore are defined as follows: 

4.4 Definition 

store E NSTC ..., nst is defined by : 

(l E store·r·x) = ((l E r·x) V (L E r-x)) 

(h E store·r·x) = ((h E r-x) V (HE r-x)) 

destore E NSTC ..., NST is defined by : 

destore·r-x = (r·x n {L,H}) 

destore is extended to STl..., STO by: destore·(Q,r) = (Q,destore·r) 
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Function store records the stored information about a (previous) state; it will be used to define 

the state transitions between elements of STl . Function destore abstracts from the stored 

values; it is used to define extensions of well-known notions, and - in the next section - to 

relate the notions from this chapter to the previously defined notions. 

In order to define state transitions in a similar way as in the previous chapter, we need to extend 

the notions consistentO, cocoO, and the response function R (from definitions 1.12 and 1.17). 

4.5 Definition 

consistentO is extended to NSTC ..., SST ..., SW -+ B by : 

consistentO·r = consistentO·(destore·D 

cocoO is extended to NSTC -+ SST -+ Il by : 

cocoO·r = cocoO·(destore·D 

It is left to the reader to verify that the extensions of notions we define are conservative 

extensions, which means that equality of both definitions holds on the old domain. For def. 4.5 

this is easily seen, since destore-r = r for r E NST. 

4.6 Definition 

The response function R is extended to NSTC -+ SST -+ NSTC by : 

R·A·Q·x = (l!I y : cp·Q·[x,y] : A·y) 

State tratajtions 

As explained before, assumption (Oa) means that a state transition in STl - from (Qo,ro) to 

(Qi.r1) must satisfy, for se SW : CA·(Qo.ro)-s '* (Q0·s = Q1·s) . 

This leads, using restrictions RO.O and R0.1 from chapter 3, which define the next switch-state 

in the model of chapter 3, to their revised versions R0.2 and R0.3 below. 

Notice that, since CA·(Qo.ro)·s:} consistentO·ro·Qo·s (cf. prop. 4.19a,b), the behaviour defined 
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by R0.2 and R0.3 is a restriction of the beha.viour defined by RO.O and R0.1 (cf. lemmas 4.21 

and 4.23). 

In order to calcula.te the next node-state, the stored va.lues of the previous node-sta.te must be 

taken into account. This mea.ns that we need to consider, besides the connections to sources (as 

expressed by y ), the connections to the stored values of the previous state (a.s expressed by 

store·ro ). This ca.n be formulated as r 1 = R·(y t:i store·r0)-Q1 , which captures both 

a.ssumptions (la) a.nd (lb) since the stored values are smaller than the source va.lues (def. 4.1). 

This restriction is expressed in Rl.1, which replaces RLO from chapter 3 and defines the next 

node-sta.te. 

Assumption (Ob) will be dealt with by an additional correctness criterion on fea.sible sta.tes 

requiring finiteness of capacita.nce. We define this criterion at the end of this section. Notice the 

difference between finiteness of capacitances and finiteness of delays. Infinite capacitances 

correspond to incorrect physical behaviour and must, therefore, be dealt with by a correctness 

criterion. Whereas infinite dela.ys do not correspond to physical behaviour, and, hence, must not 

be included in modelled behaviour. 

The restrictions R2.i, which define the next reaction delay counter, need not be changed. 

As explained above, a state transition from ((Qo.ro).rco) to ((Qi.r1).rc1) must satisfy : 

R0.2 (As : (rco·s = 0) A -.CA-(Qo,ro)-s : consistentO·ro·Qrs ) 

R0.3 (As : (rco·s > 0) v CA·(Qo.ro)-s : Qrs = Qo·s) 

Rl.1 r1 = R-(y t:l store·ro)·Q1 

R2.0 (As : consistento·r1·Q1·s : rcrs = 0) 

R2.l (As: -,consistentO·r1·Qrs A (rco·s > 0) : rc1·s = rco·s - 1 ) 

R2.2 (As : -,consistentO·rrQrs A (rco·s = 0) : rc1·s E IN ) 

Similar to def. 3.1 and def. 3.2 in chapter 3, we can now define next2, stable2, and feasible2. 

4.7 Definition 

next2 E NST-+ (STlxDC) 1(STlxDC) is defined by: 

next2·y·((Qo.ro).rcoH(Qi.r1).rc1) = 

( (As : (rco·s = 0) A ..,cA.(Q0,r0)·s : consistento·ro·Q1·s) 

A (As : (rco·s > 0) v CA·(Qo.ro).s : Qrs = Qo·s) 

A (r1 = R·(y l!J store·ro)-QJ) 

A (As: consistent0·r1·Q1·s : rc1·s = 0 ) 

A (As: -,consistentO·r1·Qrs A (rco·s > 0) : rcrs = rco·s 1 ) 

A (As: -,consistentO·r1·Q1·s A (rco·s = 0) : rcrs E IN) ) 
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4.8 Definition 

stable2 and feasible2, both with type NST-+ STl-+ Il, are defined by: 

stable2·y·IT = (B re : DC·rc : ne.xt2·y·(Il,rc)-(Il,rc)) 

feasible2·y·IT = (B re : DC·rc : (next2·y)+-(Il,rcHil.rc) ) 

Well-matcb.edness 
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The correctness criterion expressed in well-matchedness needs to be revised. First of all, a 
switch is not only gate-defined if its gate is high or low, but also if the capacitance is active in 

that switch (cf. (Oa) and def. 4.3 (CA)). The revised version of gate-definedness is called 

gate-defined-1 (gdl) and is defined below (def. 4.10). The previous notion of gate-definedness 

(gdO) is extended in definition 4.9 below. 

4.9 Definiticm 

gdO is extended to NSTC -+ SW -+ IR by : gdO·r = gdO·(destore·f') 

cgdO is extended to STl ...., IB by : cgdO·IT = cgdO·(destore·Il) 

4.10 Definiticm 

gdl e STl -+ SW -+ B and cgdl e STl -+ IB are defined by : 

gdl·(Q.I)·s = (gdO·r·s v CA·(Q,f')·s) 

cgdl·IT = (As: SW·s: gdl·IT·s) 

According to assumption (Ob), the control of a switch by a stored value - as is assurned to be 

(partially) possible in assumption (Oa) - must be temporary. As a second correctness criterion 

we therefore require that a switch is not controlled by a stored value in every state of a cycle of 

feasible states. Well-matchedness can then be defined as (informally): every cycle of feasible 

states is completely gate defined-1 in all elements and satisfies the 'finite capacitance-control 

requirement' described above. 

In order to define this second correctness criterion, we need to define such a cycle of feasible 

states. This is done in the notion F easible State List 2 • FSL2 • which is defmed below using the 

list notions defined in section 0.5. A state list 'P is a cycle of feasible states if all successors 

in 'P are, combined with a suitably chosen reaction-delay counter, successors w.r.t. nexl2·y; 

FSL2·y·'P denotes that 'Pis a cycle of feasible states. 

4.11 Definiticm {feasible state list 2} 

FSL2 e NST -+ .C*(STl) ...., IB is defmed by : 

FSL2·y·'P = (B rl : rl E .C*(DC) 

: (#·rl = #·'P) A (Ai : 00< #·'P : next2·y·('PhrlïH'Pi+t•rli+u )) 

where 'Pi and rli for i = #·'P are defmed as 'Po and rio . 
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4.12 Lemma 

Proof 

D 

(Ay: NST·y: (u'I': FSL2·y·'I': {i: ~i<#·'I': 'Pi}) = feasible2·y) 

Let y e NST . Then : 

IT e (U 'I' : FSL2·r·'I' : {i : OSi< #·'li : 'Pi }) 

= {calculus} 

(B 'l',i: FSL2·y·'I' Il (OSi< #·'I'): IT= 'Pi) 

= {introduction dummy} 

(B 'I' ,m,i : FSL2·y·'I' Il (m = #·'I') Il (OO<m) : IT= 'Pi) 

= {def. 4.11 (FSL2)} 

(B 'l',r/,i,m: b{STl)·'I' Il l*<DC)·rl N(m = #·'I') Il (OSi<m) 

: (Il = 'Pu 11 (#·rl = m) 

Il (Aj : O<j:S: m : next2·y·('l'î-hrli-ll-('l'i mod m ,Tij mod m) ) ) 

= { renaming} 

(B 'I' ,rl,m : l*(STl)·'I' 11 C*<DC)·rl Il (m = #·'I') 

: (Il= 'Po) Il (#·rl = m) 

f\ (A j : O<j:S: m : next2•y•('l'i-l,rlî-l)-('l'i mod m ,rlj mod m) ) ) 

= {calculus} 

(B rc,m : DC·rc f\ (ls:m) : (next2·y)m-(II,rc)·(Il,rc)) 

= {def. <0+) } 

(B re : DC·rc : (next2·y)+-(II,rc)-(Il,rc) ) 

= {def. 4.8 (feasible2)} 

feasible2 ·y· IT 

The additional requirement needed for finiteness of capacitance-control, for state lists in 

FSL2 ·y , can be formulated as follows : 

4.13 Definition {finite capacitance-control for finite state lists} 

FCAO e l*(STl) -t B is defined by : 

FCAO·'I' = (As : SW ·s : (Bi : 00< #·'I' : -CA·'l'i·s)) 

To be able to give an elegant definition for well-matchedness it is convenient to extend cgdl 

as follows. 

4.14 Definition { cgdl for lists of states} 

cgdJL e (COo(STl) u .C*(STl)) -+ B is defined by : 

cgdlL·'I' = (Ai : 00< #·'I' : cgdl ·'Pi ) 
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As a definition for well-matchedness we then have argued: 

4.15 Definition 

WM2 e CIR _, NST _, IB is defined by : 

WM2·C·y = ( FSL2·y i;; (FCAO n cgdlL) ) 

In the next section we investigate properties of the defined notions and the relation between 

them and the notions from the previous chapter. The two other correctness criteria for initia! 

behaviour (CF and cstO: def. 1.46 and 1.47) are considered at the end of the next section. 

4.1 Properties of WM2 

This section is organised as follows. In the first part (preliminaries) the notion cocol is 

extended and a number of properties of the newly defined notions are given. In the second part 

(relation to chapter 3) the relation between next2 and nextl , stable2 and stabiel , and 

feasible2 and feasiblel are investigated. The third part of this section gives properties of 

WM2 . Finally, the major results regarding WM2 are discussed, and the two additional 

correctness criteria for initial behaviour (CF and cstO: def. 1.46 and 1.47) are reconsidered. 

Preljminaries 

The notions consistent] and cocol are extended to the new set of node states (cf. def. 1.15). 

4.16 Definition 

consistentl is extended to NSTC _, SST _, SW _, B by : 

consistentl·r·Q·s = (Q·s::} (Ax,y: pn·s = [x,y] : r.x = r.y)) 

cocol is extended to NSTC _, SST _, IB by : 

cocol·r·Q = (As: SW·s: consistentl·r·Q·s) 

The remainder of this subsection gives a number of properties that are convenient for relating 

this model to the model from chapter 3 (next subsections). In 4.17 and 4.19b,c some properties 

from chapter l, which also hold for the extended versions of notions, are restated (viz. (2) above 

1.15 in cf. 4.17a; 1.18a in 4.17c; 1.13a in 4.19b; and 1.12 in 4.19c). Some properties of the new 

notions are given in 4.18, 4.19a, and 4.20. 
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4.17 Property 

Por A e NSTC and Q e SST : 

a cocol ·A·Q = (A x,y : bcp·Q·[x,y] : A·x = A·y ) 

b cocol ·A·Q = (A x,y : cp·Q·[x,y] : A·x = A·y ) 

c cocol·(R·A·Q)-Q 

Property 4.17a follows from def. 4.16 and def. 1.14 (bcp). Property 4.17b follows from prop. 

4.17a and def. 1.14 (cp). Property 4.17c follows from prop. 4.17b, def. 4.6 (R), and transitivity 

of cp•Q (from def. 1.14 (cp)). 

4.18 Property 

Por r e NSTC • A e NSTC • x e N • and y e N : 

a (r 1!1 A)-x = r·x l!l A·x 

b (r·x l!I A·y) n {L,H} = (r·x n {L,H}) u (A·y n {L,H}) 

c destore·(r l!I A) = destore·r l!I destore·ó 

d A e nst ::} (destore·A = 1) 

Properties 4.18a and 4.18b follow from def. 4.1 and the definition of l!I (below 4.1). Prop. 4.18c 

follows from def. 4.4 (destore) and prop. 4.18a,b. Prop. 4.18d follows from def. 4.4 (destore). 

4.19 Property 

For (Q.I') E STl and s E SW : 

a CA-(Q,f')·s ::} ,gdO·r·s 

b -igdO·r·s => consistento·r·Q·s 

c cgdO·(Q,f') = (As: SW·s: gdO·r·s) 

Property 4.19a follows from definitions 4.3 (CA) and 4.9 (gdO). Prop. 4.19b follows from def. 

4.5 (consistentO) and 4.9 (gdO). Prop. 4.19c follows directly from def. 4.9 ((c)gdO). 

4.20 Lemma 

a For A e NSTC and Q e SST: destore-(R·A·Q) = R-(destore·A)·Q 

b For re NSTC : r = destore·r W store·r 

Proof of 4.20a 

Let xE N. Then: 

destore·(R ·A·Q)·x 

= {def. 4.4 (destore)} 

R·A·Q·x n {L,H} 

= {def. 4.6 (R)} 

(l!I y: cp·Q·[x,y] : A·y) n {L,H} 
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= {prop. 4.18b} 

(u y : cp·Q·[x,y] : Ll·y n {L,H} ) 

= {def. 4.4 (destore)} 

(u y : cp·Q·[x,y] : destore·A·y) 

= { def. 4.6 (R)} 

R-(destore·A)·Q·x 

Proof of 4.20b 

D 

Let xEN. Then: 

r·x n {L,H} = ~ 
=> {use def. 4.4 ((de)store)} 

destore·r·x = ~ A store·r·x = r·x 

=> { use definition of l!l} 

r.x = destore·r·x l!l store·r·x 

Furtbermore: 

r·x n {L,H} *- ~ 
=> {use def. 4.1 : range of r} 

r.x = r.x n {L,HJ 

= {def. 4.4 ((de)store)} 

r.x = destore·r·x A (store·r·x !;; r·x) 

=> { use definition of l!l} 

r·x = destore·r·x l!l store·r·x 

Using property 4.18a completes the proof. 

Relation to cbapter 3 
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The relations between next2 and nextl , stable2 and stabiel , and feasible2 and feasiblel 

are investigated in the following three lemmas. 

4.21 Lemma 

Proof 

Let, for 0 5: i < 2 , Ili E STl and rei E DC . Then : 

ne.xt2·y·(flo,reoHII1.rc1) => nextl ·y-(destore·Ilo.rcoHdestore·Ili,rc1) 

Let, for 0 5: i < 2 , CI'ioQ) E STl and rei E DC . Then : 

next2·y-((Q0,r o).rcoH(Qi.r i),rc1) 

= {def. 4.7 (next2)} 
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(As : (rco·s = 0) A -iCA·(Qo.ro)-s : consistentO·ro·Qrs) 

A (As : <rco·s > 0) v CA-(Qo.ro)·s : Qrs = Qo·s ) 
A (r1 = R·(y l!J store·I'o)·Qi) 

A (As: consistentO·I'1·Qrs: rcrs = 0) 

A (As : -iconsistentO· r rQrs /\ (rco·s > 0) : rcrs = rco·s - 1 ) 

A (As : -iconsistentO·I'rQrs /\ (rco·s = 0) : rcrs E IN ) 

::> {note 0, note l, and def. 4.5 (consistentO)} 

(As : (rco·s = 0) : consistentO·(destore·r0)-Qrs ) 

A (As : (rco·s > 0) : Qrs = Qo·s ) 

A (destore·r1 = R·r·Qv 
A (As: consistentO-(destore·rv·Qrs: rcrs = 0) 

/\ (As: -iconsistentO-(destore·r1)·Q1·s /\ (rco·s > 0): rcrs = rco·s -1) 

A (As: -iconsistentO-(destore·rv·Q1·s A Crco·s = 0): rcrs e IN) 

::> {definitions 4.7 (next2) and 4.4 (extension destore)} 

nextl ·y-(destore-CQo.r o).rcoHdestore-CQ1.r i),rci) 

(As: Crco·s = 0) A -iCA·(Q0,ro)·s : consistent0·ro·Qrs) 

A (As : (rco·s > 0) V CA-(Qo.ro)·s : Qrs = Qo·s ) 
= {calculus} 

(As: (rco·s = 0) A -iCA-(QoSo)-s: consistento·ro·Qrs) 

/\ (As: <rco·s = 0) A CA-(Qo.ro)-s: Qrs = Qo·s) 

/\ (A s : rco·s > 0 : Qrs = Qo·s ) 
=> {properties 4.19a and 4.19b} 

(As : (rco·s = 0) A -iCA-(Qo.ro)·s : consistento·ro·Qrs ) 
/\ (As : (rco·s = 0) A CA·(Qo.r0)-s : consistentO·ro·Qrs) 
A (As: rco·s > 0: Qrs = Qo·s) 

= {calculus l 
(As : rco·s = 0 : consistentO·I'o·Qrs) 

A (As : rco·s > 0 : Qrs = Qo·s ) 

r1 = R-('y !:!! store·ro)-Q1 

::> {calculus} 

destore·r1 = destore-(R-(y l!J store·ro)-Qi) 

::> {lemma 4.20a} 

destore·r1 = R·(destore-(y ltl store·r0))·Q1 
::> {properties 4.18c and 4.18d} 

destore·I'1 = R·y·Q1 

o (end proof 4.21) 
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The following lemma gives the relation between stable2 and stabiel . Note that, according to 

this lemma, all stable-1 states are stable-2. Furthermore, stable-2 states differ from stable-1 

states only at floating nodes. This way, a stable-1 state can correspond to several stable-2 states, 

with different stored values chosen at floating nodes (but such that connected nodes have the 

same value (cocol, cf. prop. 4.17b)). 

4.22 Lemma 

a For y E NST and (Q,f) E STl : 

stable2·y·(Q,f) = ( stablel·y·(destore·(Q,f)) /\ cocol·r·Q) 

b For y E NST: stablel·y !;;; stable2·y 

Lemma 4.22b follows from lemma 4.22a using prop. 4.17c and def. 4.8 (stable2). 

Proof of 4.22a 

stable2·y·(Q,f) 

= { def. 4.8 (stable2)} 

(Ere : DC·rc : next2·y·((Q,f),rc)·((Q,f),rc) ) 

= {def. 4.7 (next2)} 

(Ere : DC·rc : (As : (rc·s = 0) /\ •CA·(Q,f)·s : consistentO·r·Q·s) 

/\ (As : (rc·s > 0) V CA·(Q,f)·s : Q·s = Q·s ) 

/\ (r = R·(y l'.:l store·f)-Q) 

/\ (As: consistentO·r·Q·s: rc·s = 0) 

/\ (As: •consistentO·r·Q·s /\ (rc·s > 0) : rc·s = rc·s - 1 ) 

/\ (As : •consistentO·r·Q·s /\ (rc·s = 0) : rc·s E IN ) ) 

= {properties 4.19a and 4.19b} 

(Ere : DC·rc : (As : (rc·s = 0) : consistentO·r·Q·s) 

/\ (As : (rc·s > 0) : Q·s = Q·s ) 

/\ (r = R·(y l'.:l store·f)-Q) 

/\ (As : consistentO·r·Q·s : rc·s = 0) 

/\ (As : •consistentO·r·Q·s /\ (rc·s > 0) : rc·s = rc·s - 1 ) 

/\ (As : •consistentO·r·Q·s /\ (rc·s = 0) : rc·s E IN) ) 

= {calculus, def. 4.5 (cocoO)} 

cocoo-r-Q /\ (r = R·(y l'.:l store·f)·Q) 

{ note 0 and note 1 } 

cocoO·r·Q /\ (destore·r = R·y·Q) /\ cocol ·r·Q 

{def. cocoO} 

cocoO·(destore·f)·Q /\ (destore·r = R·y·Q) /\ cocol·r·Q 

= {def. 1.19 (stableO), note that destore-r E NST } 

stableO·y·(Q,destore·f) /\ cocol·r·Q 
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= {def. 4.4 (extension destore) and lemma 3.5} 

stabiel ·y-(destore-(Q,I)) A cocoJ ·r·Q 

r = R-(y 1-!l store·I)·Q 

'* {see note 1 oflemma 4.21, and use prop. 4.17e} 

(destore·r = R·y·Q) A COCOJ·r·Q 

Assume (destore·r = R·y·Q) A cocoJ·r·Q. Let x EN. Then: 

r.x 

= {lemma 4.20b and prop. 4,18a} 

destore·r·x 1-!l store·r·x 

= { assumption} 

R·y·Q·x 1-!l store·r·x 

= { def. 4.6 (R)} 

(l-!l y : cp·Q·[x,y] : n) 1-!l store·r·x 

= {prop. 4.17b, assumption} 

(l!I y : cp·Q·[x,y] : y-y) 1-!l (l-!l y : ep·Q·[x,y] : store·r·y) 

= {associativity of 1-!l} 

(l!I y : ep·Q·[x,y] : y·y l!J store·r·y) 

= {prop. 4.18a} 

(l!I y : cp·Q·[x,y] : (y l!J store·I)·y) 

= { def. 4.6 (R)} 

R-(y 1-!l store·I)·Q·x 

o (end proof 4.22) 

4.23 Lemma 

Proof 

0 

For yE NST and II E STl: 

feasible2·y·II ::} feasiblel·y-(destore·Il) 

feasible2 ·r· II 

= { def. 4.8 (feasible2)} 

(B re : DC·re : (next2·y)+-(II,re)-(II,re) 

'* {lemma 4.21} 

(B re : DC·re : (nextl ·y)+-(destore·II,re)-(destore·II,re) 

= { def. 3.3 (feasiblel)} 

feasiblel ·y-(destore· II) 
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Lemmas 4.21 and 4.23 show that the behaviour defined in this model is not an extension of the 

behaviour defined the previous model (chapter 3). The following example shows that the newly 

defined behaviour is a restriction of the previously defined one. 

4.24 Example 

Consider the circuit depicted in figure 4.la. According to the model from chapter 3, 

states IIo and II1 (fig. 4.lb) can oscillate, viz. nextl·y·Ilo·II1 A nextl·y·II1·Ilo. This 

behaviour is not possible according to the extended model presented here. Namely, in 

order for II2 to be a successor of Il3 and vice versa, with destore·II~ = Ili (~<2), II2 

and II3 must be as given in figure 4. lb. But these states are not feasible-2, and lead to 

the stable state f4 (fig. 4.lb). 

L~y 
~H 

s1 

figure 4.la 

so si x y 

J1o 0 1 {H} ~ 
Il1 l 0 ~ {L} 

figure 4.lb 

Il2 0 l {H} {l} 
Il3 l 0 {h} {L} 
f4 l 1 {H} {L} 

Pmperties of WM2 

The relation between WM2 and WMJ is investigated and some properties of WM2 are 

given. We will, in particular, investigate whether the counterparts of the main results from 

chapters 1 and 3, i.e., corollary 1.40, theorem 3.9, and corollary 3.10, also hold for WM2. 

The results of the investigation are discussed at the end of this section. 

4.25 Lemma 

Proof 

(A C;y: CIR·C A NST·y: WMJ ·C·y::} WM2·C·y) 

Let C E CIR and yE NST. Then: 

WMl·C·y 

= {def. 3.3 (WMJ)} 

feasiblel ·r i;; cgdO 

::} {lemma 4.23} 

(A II : feasible2·y·II : cgdO-(destore·Il) ) 

= { def. 4.9 (cgdO)} 

feasible2·y !;; cgdO 

::} {note 0} 

FSL2·yi;; (FCAO n cgdIL) 

= {def. 4.15 (WM2)} 

WM2·C·y 
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0 

Assume feasible2·y r.;; cgdO . Then : 

FSL2·y·'P 

'* {lemma 4.12 and assumption} 

(Ai : 00< #·'P : cgdO·'Pï ) 

= {dummy introduction} 

(A i,Q,r: (00< #·'P) A ('Pi = (QJ)) : cgdO·(QJ) ) 

= {prop. 4.19c} 

(A i,Q,r ,s: (00< #·'P) A ('Pi= (Q,f')) A SW·s : gdO·r·s) 

= {prop. 4.19a} 

(A i,Q,r,s: (00< #·'P) A ('Pi= (Q,f')) A SW·s : gdO·r·s A "CA·(Q,f')·s) 

'* {def. 4.lO (gdJ)} 

(A i,Q,r,s : (00< #·'P) A ('Pi= (Q.f')) A SW·s : gdl ·(Q,f')·s A -iCA·(QJ)·s) 

= {dummy introduction} 

(A i,s : (00< #·'P) A SW·s: gdl ·%·s A -iCA·'Pi·s) 

'* {definitions 4.13 (FCAO) and 4.14 (cgdiL)} 

FCAO·'P A cgdlL·'P 

The counterpart of theorems 1.28 and 3.8 is expressed in part a of the following theorem, the 

counterpart of theorem 3.9 is expressed in part b. Notice that the new well-matchedness criterion 

is equal to the old ones. 

4.26 Tbeorem 

a (A C,y: CIR·C A NST·y: WM2·C·y = ( stable2·y r.;; cgdO)) 

b (WM2 = WMJ) A (WM2 = WMO) 

Proof 

Let C E CIR and ye NST. Then: 

WM2·C·y 

'* {note 0} 

stable2·y r.;; cgdO 

'* {lemma 4.22 using def. 4.9 (cgdO)} 

stabiel ·'Y t;. cgdO 

= {theorem 3.8} 

WMl·C·y 

'* {lemma 4.25} 

WM2·C·y 
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Observe that all five assertions above are equal. Th. 3.9 completes the proof of 4.26b. 

note 0 

Let C E CIR and y E NST . Then : 

WM2·C·y 

= {def. 4.15 (WM2)} 

FSL2·yt;. (FCAO n cgdlL) 

::} {calculus} 

(A 'I' : FSL2·y·'I' A (#·'I' = 1) : FCAO·'I' A cgdlL·'I') 

= {definitions 4.13 (FCAO), 4.14 (cgdlL), and 4.10 (cgdl)} 

(A 'I': FSL2·y·'I' A (#·'I' = 1): (As: SW·s: .,CA·'l'o·S A gdl·'l'o·S)) 

::} {def. 4.10 (gdJ)} 

(A '1',Q,r: FSL2·y·'I' A (#·'I' = 1) A ('Po= (Q,r)): (As: SW·s: gdO·r·s)) 

= {prop. 4.19c} 

(A 'I' : FSL2·y·'I' A (#·'I' = 1) : cgdO·'l'o) 

= {def. 4.11 (FSL2)} 

(A Il : (Ere : DC·rc: next2·y·(Il,rc)-(Il,rc) ) : cgdO·Il) 

= { def. 4.8 (stable2)} 

stable2·y t;. cgdO 

The counterpart of cor. 1.40 and th. 3.10 is expressed in the following theorems. 

4.27 Theorem 

Proof 

0 

(A C,y: CIR·C A NST·y 

: WM2·C·y = ( stable2·y = { Q,r: (destore·(Q,r) = y*) A cocoJ ·r·Q: (Q,r) } 

A cgdO·y*) 

Let C E CIR and y E NST . Then : 

WM2·C·y 

= {tb. 4.26b} 

WMl·C·y 

= {th. 3.lOa} 

stabiel ·y = {y*} A cgdO·y* 

= {lemma 4.22} 

(stable2·y = { Q,r: (destore·(Q,r) = y*) A cocoJ·r·Q: (Q,r) }) A cgdO·y* 
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4.28 Tbeorem 

Proof 

0 

(A C,y: CIR·C A NST·y: WM2·C·y :} (feasible2·y = stable2•y) ) 

Let C E CIR and yE NST. 

Assume WM2 ·C·y . On account of th. 4.26b we conclude: WM 1 ·C·y . Then : 

(i) Let STHI . Then : 

feasible2·y· Il 

:} {lemma 4.23} 

feasiblel ·y-(destore· Il) 

:} {from assumption: WMl·C·y, use lemma 3.lOc} 

stabiel ·y.(destore·Il) 

(il) Let STl ·(Q,n . Then : 

feasible2·y-(Q,n 

:} { def. 4.8 (feasible2) : (Q,I) bas a predecessor} 

(B r1: NSTC·r1: r = R.(y l!J store·ri}Q) 

:} {prop. 4.17c} 

cocol·r·Q 

From (i), (il), and lemma 4.22 follows : feasible2·y i;;; stable2·y. 

From definition 4.8 follows that stable2·y'ö:feasible2·y , which completes the proof. 

The new well-matchedness notion, WM2, is equal to the previously defined well-matchedness 

notions WMO and WMl (th. 4.26b). Theorems 4.27 and 4.28 are comparable with corollaries 

1.40 and 3.10. As in the models from chapters 1 and 3, the resulting states are, in case 

WM2·C·y bolds, all stable and equal - abstracted from stored values to y*. 

Additional correctness criteria 
The two additional correctness criteria for initial behaviour, CF (def. 1.46) and cstO (def. 1.47), 

must be extended to the the new set of states STL Since conflicts at capacitance level are 

assumed to be harmless (assumption (la)), conflict-freeness in this model means, as before, that 

no nodes are connected to both types of sources. Correctness of state transitions in this model 

means, as before, that all switches that are possibly in the process of changing state, i.e. are 

inconsistent-0, have stable gates. The two notions are extended in the definition below (compare 

with definitions 1.46 and 1.47). 
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4.29 Definition 

CF is extended to STl -+ B by : CF-(Q,f') = (A x: N·x : r·x * {L.H} ) 

cstO is extended to STl -+ STl -+ 8 by : 

cstO-(Qo.r0HQi.rv = (As: -iconsistent0·ro·Qo·s: r 0·(g·s) = rr(g·s)) 

4.30 Property 

For all Il e STl and Il1 e STl : 

a CF·Il = CF-(destore·m 

b cstO·Il-Il1 = cstO·(destore·Il)-(destore·Il1) 

Property 4.30a follows from def. 4.29 (CF) and 4.4 (destore). Property 4.30b is proved below. 

Proof of 4.30b 

~ 

0 

Let STl.(Q,f') and STl·(Qi.ri.). Then: 

cstO·(Q,f')-CQ1.r i.) 

= { def. 4.29 (cstO)} 

(As: -,consistentO·r·Q·s: r-(g·s) = ri·(g·s)) 

= {note 0} 

(As : -,consistentO·r·Q·s: destore·r·(g·s) = destore·r1·(g·s) ) 

= { def. 4.5 ( consistentO)} 

(As : -iconsistentO-(destore·f')·Q·s : destore·r·(g·s) = destore·rr(g·s) ) 

= {def. 4.29 (cstO)} 

cstO-(Q,destore· f') ·(Qi.destore• r 1) 

= {def. 4.4 (extension destore)} 

cstO-(destore-(Q,f')Hdestore·(Qi.r1)) 

Let STl·(Q,f'), STl-(Qi,ri), and SW·s. Then: 

ïCOnsistentO• r ·Q•S 

~ {prop. 4.19b} 

gdO·r·s 

= { defmitions 4.9 (gdO) and 1.11 (gdO)} 

destore·r·(g·s) e {{L},{H}} 

= { def. 4.4 (destore)} 

(r·(g·s) E { {L},{H}}) A (destore·r·(g·s) = r·(g·s)) 

~ {calculus, using def. 4.4 (destore)} 

(r·(g.s) = r1·(g.s)) = (destore·r·(g.s) = destore·rr{g.s)) 
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Let C E CIR, yE NST, and II E STI satisfy WM2·C·y Afeasible2·y·II. 

On account of theorems 4.27 and 4.28 state II satisfies stable2·y·II A cgdO·II . This means that 

II has only one successor state, viz. II itself (the proof is left to the reader: use def. 4. 7 (next2)). 

Since destore·II = y* (th. 4.27) and cstO·Il-II holds (use def. 4.29 (cstO)), the additional 

correctness criterion for initial behaviour, besides WM2·C·y, is, as in the previous chapters (cf. 

sections 1.5 and 3.1 end): CF·y* (use prop. 4.30a). Consequently, the complete correctness 

criterion for initial behaviour is, as before: WMO·C·r f\ CF·y* . 

4.2 Well - Functioning 

As explained in sections 0.2 and 3.3 we are not only interested in initia! behaviour of a circuit, 

but also in dynamic behaviour of a circuit. The latter is the behaviour of a circuit starting in a 

- known state when the source-connection changes. This type of behaviour is discussed 

informally in section 3.3. Here, we resume this discussion, formalise correctness criteria for 

dynamic behaviour, and defme the notion well-functioning. Several exarnples will illustrate this 

notion. 

In chapter 3 we have seen that we need to be able to express delay-restrictions in order to 

describe dynamic behaviour in a sensible way (cf. ex. 3.11, ex. 3.12, and section 3.3). Similar as 

in chapter 3 we defme the next-state function for a specific reaction-delay rd by replacing 

restriction R2.2 in the definition of the next-state function (def. 4.7) by restriction R2.2" (cf. 

section 3.2): 

4.31 Definition 

Por rd e DC, next2rd e NST-; (STlxDC)-; 'P(STlxDC) is defmed by: 

next2m·r·((QoSo).rcoHCQi.r1),rc1) = 
( (As : (rco·s = 0) /\ -iCA-(Qo.ro)-s: consistentO·ro·Q1·s) 

A (As: (rco·s > 0) v CA-CQo.ro)·s : Qrs = Qo·s) 

f\ (r1=R-(yWstore·ro)·Qi) 

/\ (As: consistentO·r1·Q1·s : rc1·s = 0) 

/\ (As: -iconsistentO·I'rQ1·s f\ (rco·s > 0) : rc1·s = rco·s - 1 ) 

f\ (As: -iconsistentO·rrQrs A (rco·s = 0) : rcrs = rd·s) ) 

Let C be a circuit, let the starting state of the circuit - extended with a reaction-delay counter -

be (II,rc) , let the new source-connection be y , and let RD be the set of reaction-delays. 

The set of intermediate and resulting states can then be defined as (cf. section 3.3): 

{rd,i : RD·rd /\ ~ : (next2arî)i·(II,rc) } . 
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As correctness criteria for the (dynamic) behaviour of this circuit we wiil use: 

all states in the above set are completely gate defined-1 

ii all states in the above set are conflict free 

iii the capacitance-control is finite in every list of successive states in the above set 

iv all state transitions between successive states in the above set are correct 
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Before formalising these correctness criteria, we need to define lists of successive states starting 

in a specific state, see iii and iv . Such a list, say L , starting in (II.re) , is characterised by: 

Lo= (Il.re) A (Brd: RD·rd: (Ai: 00: Li-1-1 = next2rd·r·4)). 

Abstracting from the reaction-delay counter then leads to the following definition. 

4.32 Definition { resulting state lists 2} 

Por rd E DC , RSL2 rd E NST -> (STlxDC) -> !1111(STl) ..., B is defined by: 

RSL2 nrî·(Il,rc)-'l' = (B rl : Ct»(DC)·rl : ('l'o.rlo) = (Il.re) 

A (A i : 00 : next2 nrY·C'l'ï,rlï)·('l'ï+i.rli+1) )) 

Note that the set of these lists represents the set of intermediate and resulting states mentioned 

above, abstracted from the reaction-delay counter. 

Correctness criterion i above is already defmed in def. 4.14 (cgdiL). The other three criteria 

are formalised in the definition below, where a, b, and c formalise ii, iii, and iv respectively. 

4.33 Definition 

a CFL E C*(STl) u Cllll{STl)-> IB {conflict freeness for state lists} is defined by: 

CFL·'l' = (Ai : 00< #·'l' : CF·'I'ï) 

b FCAJ E C1111(STl) -118 {fmite capacitance-control for infmite state lists} is defined by: 

FCAl·'l' = (Aj,s: ~j A SW·s: (Bi: j~: oCA·'l'i·s)) 

c cstOL e C1111(STl) .... B {correctness state transitions for infmite state lists} is defined by: 

cstOL·'l' = (Ai : 00 : cstO·'I'ï·'I'i+l ) 

These four correctness criteria for dynamic behaviour are expressed in the notion WF2 , which 

stands for wellfanctioning-2 . As a definition of WF2 we have argued: 

4.34 Definition 

Por RD s;; DC as the set of reaction-delays, 

WF2RD e CIR ..., NST ..., (STlxDC) -> IR is defined as : 

WF2Rn·C·y.(Il,rc) = (Ard: RD·rd: RSL2ro·Y·(Il.rc) i;; (cgdiL n CFL n FCAJ n cstOL)) 
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Before illustrating this definition by means of some examples, we return to the discussion on 

correctness criteria (section 3.3 and above). 

4.35 Remark on correctness criteria 

The correctness criteria we use are defined on ele~ents of (u rd : RD·rd : RSL2ro·r·(Il,rc) ). 

Altemative choices for correctness criteria are not hard to formalise. 

For instance, we have chosen to classify transient conflicts as 'undesirable'; ex.pressed in CFL. 

An alternative choice is to classify transient conflicts as 'harmless', and only permanent conflicts 

as 'undesirable'. This can be formalised by replacing correctness criterion CFL in the definition 

of WF2 by FCL e ,Coo(STl) -t 18 (FCL stands for 'finiteness conflicts for infinite state lists'), 

which is defined as: FCL·'P = (Ax,i: N·x A IN·i: (Ej,Q,r: ~j A \l'j=(Q,I): r-x * {L,H})) 

The following example illustrates the correctness criteria. Notice that well-functioning does not 

hold in ex. 4.36a, b, and c due to violation of CFL, FCAJ, and cstO respectively. In example 

4.36a the inverter (ex. 3.11) is reconsidered. 

4.36 Example 

a The circuit given in ex. 3.11 (fig. 4.2a), with starting state (y*,Ql) and new 

source-connection o (see ex. 3.11), is not well-functioning without delay restrictions : 

-,WF20cC·o-(y*,O). Note that, for all rd e DC: RSL2 11ro-Cy*,O)' (cgdJL n FCAJ n 
cstOL) , but for rd satisfying rdwso < rdL·s1 : RSL2ro·o-(y*,O) ~ CFL (cf. the 

left-most path in figure 4.2b). 

If the reaction-delay is restricted by rdwso :<?: rdL's1 (or: rd·so :<?: rd·s1 ), the circuit is 

well-functioning. That is, with RD = {rd: DC·rd A (rdwso :<?: rdL's1): rd } as the set of 

restricted reaction-delays, WF2Ro·C·&·(y*,O) holds (cf. fig. 4.2b). 

Similarly, if the starting state is the resulting state of figure 4.2b and the new source

connection is {(x,{L}),(z,~)} (a downgoing input transition), the necessary and sufficient 

requirement for well-functioning is rdL'so :!i: rdws1. Consequently, the inverter 

functions correctly for both an upgoing and a downgoing transition if and only if the set 

of reaction-delays RD satisfies RD' {rd : (rdwso :<?: rdL ·s1) A (rdL·so :!i: rdws1) : rd } . 

so s1 x z 

0 1 [L} {H} 

rdtt·so < rdL·p- 0 1 {~) {H} t 
1 1 {H) {L.H) 1 0 0 {H} {h} 

L 1 O{Hl{L} ~ 
figure 4.2a: ex. 4.36a,b; circuit figure 4.2b: ex. 4.36a, behaviour w.r.t. DC 
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b Consider again the circuit from example 3.11 with starting state (y*,11), now with l as 

the new source-connection. The immediate successor of (y*,O) is (Ilo,O), where IIo is 

the stable state ({(so,0),(si,1)},{(x,{l}),(z,{H})}). This state satisfies cgdl·IIo A CF·IIo 

A cstO·y*·IJo A cstO·IJo·IJo, and hence, RSL2 n1·1-(y*,O) i;; (cgdIL n CFL n cstOL) , for 

each rd € DC. However, since CA·IIo·si (~1) holds, RSL2 11rHr*,O) ·~ FCAI 

holds for each rd € DC, and, consequently, for RD such that RD "' ~ A RD i;; DC : 

,wF2Rn·C·l-(y*,O). 

c Consider the circuit drawn in figure 4.2c with starting state II = ({(so.O),(si.l).(s2,0)}, 

{(x,{H}),(y,{L}),(z,{L})}), which is the resulting stable state of source-connection 

{(x,{H}),(y,~),(z,{L})} . Let the new source-connection be () = {(x,~).(y.~).(z,{H})} , 

and assume that the reaction delay rd satisfies rd·so = rd·s1 . The resulting state list is 

given in figure 4.2d, where to"t3 denote the state transitions. Note that this state list 

satisfies cgdlL A CFL A FCAI . The transitions to and t1 are correct, but t2 and t3 are not 

correct. Consequently, the state list does not satisfy cstOL, and, hence, ,wF2Rn·C·6·Il. 

H 
z 

2 

L 

figure 4.2c: ex. 4.36c, circuit 

4.37 Property 

Let CIR·C A NST·y A (STlxDC)-0. 

so s1 s2 x y z 

Il: 0 1 0 {H} {L} {L}.:> to 
0 1 0 { h} {L} {H} 
0 1 1 {L} {L} {H}.;:> t1 

t 3è'.1 0 1 {Hl {H} {H}:;;;>t7 

figure 4.2d: ex. 4.36c, state list 

If RO i;; Rl , then WF2R1·C·y·0 => WF2RO·C·y·0. 

Property 4.37 follows directly from definition 4.34. 

The following example illustrates the notion of well-functioning by means of the flip-flop from 
example 2.15. 

4.38 Bxample 

Reconsider the circuit from example 2.15, depicted in figure 4.3a below. In ex. 2.15 we 

argued that, for source-connection y = {(x,{L}),(y,{H}),(zo.~).(zi.~).(z2.~H , the resulting 

state is y* = {(x,{L}),(y,{H}),(zo,{L}),(zi.{H}),(zz,{L})} , and WMO·C·y holds (and 

hence, cf. th. 4.26b, also WM2·C·y ). For brevity, the permanent sources, depicted in 

figure 4.3a, are omitted in node-states (e.g. in y). Similarly, in stable circuit states, the 

switch-state is omitted, since it follows directly from the node-state (e.g. in y*). 
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Let RDl = {rd : RD·rd A (rd·s2 = rd·s3) A (rd·s4 = rd·ss) : rd } . 

a With ('y*,O) as starting state, let the source-connection change in y from H to L , 

that is, let the new source-connection be 5o = {(x,{L}),(y,{L}),(zo.~).(zi,~),(z2.~)} . 

The resulting state lists are schematically given in fig. 4.3b. From this figure we can 
conclude that WF2RorC·5o.Cy*,O) holds, and that the resulting stable state is À() = 
{ (x,{L}),(y,{L }),(zo,{L}),(zi.{H} ),(z2.{L})} . 

H H 

L L 

figure 4.3a: circuit ex. 4.38 

so si x y zo z1 z2 

lOLHLHL 
! r- 1 OLLL HL----i 

llLLLHL l OOLLlHL 

L 0 lLLL HL.._J 

figure 4.3b: ex. 4.38a 

b Let the source-connection now change in x from L to H, i.e., the new source-connection 

is 81 = {(x,{H}),(y,{L}),(zo.~).(zi,~).(z2.~)} . The immediate successor of À() is 

A1 = {(x,{H}),(y,{L}),(zo,{L}),(zi.{H}),(z2,{L})} , which is a stable state. The (unique) 

resulting state list is 'I' defined by: ('Po= À()) A (Ai : 00 : 'Pi= A1) . It is now easily 

verified that WF2RDrC·flr(ÁQ,0) holds. 

c Let the source-connection now change in y from L to H, i.e., the new source-connection 

is Si= {(x,{H}),(y,{H}),(zo.~).(zi.~).(zi,~)} . Figure 4.3c shows that if the reaction-delay 

rd satisfi.es rdwso < rdL ·s1 , then the resulting state lists do not satisfy CFL . The 

resulting state lists for reaction-delays restricted by rdwso ;;i: rdL ·s1 are given in fig. 

4.3d. Prom fig. 4.3d we can conclude that, for RDO s;; RDl n {rd: rdwso ;;i: rdL's1 : rd } , 

WF2Roo·C·!>i·(Ai.O) holds (see prop. 4.37), and that the resulting stable state is 

{(x,{H}),(y,{H}),(zo.{H}),(zi.{L}),(z2,{H})} . 

so s1 x y zo z l z2 

OlHLLHL 
! 

OlHHLHL 
! 

f"llHHH.LHLJ. 
." ! ... 

figure 4.3c: ex. 4.38c 

so s1 x y zo z1 z2 

OlHLLHL 
! 

OlHHLHL--i_ l OOHHLHL 

lOHHHHL 
! 

lOHHHLL 
! 

lOHHHLH 

figure 4.3d: ex. 4.38c 
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Por later use, in chapter 7, we present two lemmas on well-functioning. The first lemma (4.39a) 

shows that correct states (extended with a reaction-delay counter) have unique next states. As a 

result of this, correct resulting state lists have a suffix consisting of a repeated cycle of feasible 

states (lemma 4.39b). Example 4.40 shows that well-functioning circuits need not end in a stable 

state. 

4.39 Lemma 

a Por all rd , DC·rd : 

cgdl·II => (Are: DC·rc: #·(next2 11ry·(Il,rc)) = 1) 

b Por all rd , DC·rd : 

RSL2 11rY·(Il,rc)·'I' A cgdIL·'I' 

=> (E <l>0,<1>1 : l*(STl)·<l>O A FSL2 11ry·<l>l : 'I' = cat·<l>O·*[<l>l] ) 

The proofs of 4.39a and 4.39b are fairly straightforward. 

A result of the last lemma is that in case of WF2 all reachable state lists "lead to" a feasible 

state list. So the "resulting states" can be defined as these reachable feasible states. The 

following example shows that such a resulting state need not be stable. 

4.40 Example 

Consider the circuit depicted in figure 4.4a with source-connection {(xo.{L}),(xi.~). 

(x2.~).(x3,~),(x4,~)}. The resulting stable state, IIo , is given in figure 4.4b. Let the 

source-connection change in xo from { L} to { H}. The resulting state list, with rd=O , is 

given in figure 4.4b. Although the circuit does not reach a stable state, it can easily be 

verified (using fig. 4.4b) that it is well-functioning, that is, WF2{0}°C·f>-(flo,O) holds. 

H H H 

figure 4.4a: circuit ex. 4.40 

H 

s x 
01234567 0 12 3 4 
10011001 LHLHL 
10011001 HHLHL 
01011001 HLLHL 
01101001 HLHHL 
01100101 HLHLL 
01100110 HHHLH 
01010110 HHLLH 
01011010 HHLHH 

figure 4.4b: state list ex. 4.40 
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4.3 Further research 

In the model presented in the previous sections we do not distinguish different strengths of 

capacitances (cf. section 4.0 'modelling charge storage'). In this section we show how these 

different strengths can be modelled by generalising our model. We also discuss the modelling of 

resistances using a similar notion of strength. Both topics are discussed informally, and not 

developed in detail. The consequences of these extensions for our model are also discussed. 

Multiple capacitançutrmr;ths 

Nodes can have different capacitances. If two nodes with stored values of different type (one 1, 

the other h ) become connected, the stored value of the node with the strongest capacitance will 

override the other stored value, or, if the capacitances of the nodes are equally strong, a 'conflict 

at capacitance level' will occur. 
AB in the models in [Bryl], [DK], [Se], and [Wil], different capacitance-strengths can be 

modelled by attaching a strength component to the values H and L. This way the class of stored 

values is subdivided. The basic idea is that a signal with a larger strength overrides a signal with 

a smaller strength (compare with assumption (lb) in section 4.0). Let the set of strengths be 

STR = { i : 1~ : i}, with nell A ~- Source values (H and L in the model presented in the 

previous sections) have the largest strength attached to them, i.e. n. Signals with a smaller 

strength (i with l~<n ) attached to them are stored values. Notice that, due to the basic idea 

given above, conflicts can occur only between values with equal strength, and damaging 

conflicts only at level n. 

The set of values in this generalisation then is VG = (ui: 1~: 1':{Lj,Hi})) , with the 

order ' given in the Hasse diagram depicted below. Consequently, the set of node-states 

changes into NSTCG = N ; VG , with the order Ç as the component-wise order ' . 

Nodes have a certain capacitance-strength, given by a functi.on NS e N ; STR . The stored 

information about the previous state, recorded in the function store , then changes as follows 

(compare with def. 4.4): 

storeG·r·x = {~: Xï e r.x: Xmn+i } , where j = NS·x. 

The order i;;; on VG : source 
va lues 

stored 
values 

uncbarged 
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The generalisation to multiple capacitance-strengtbs can be worked out in a similar way as the 

model presented in the previous sections. The results regarding well-matcbedness are similar, 

e.g., well-matchedness in this generalisation equals WMO. Well-functioning in this 

generalisation is implied by WF2 . 

Note that the model presented in the previous sections is a special case of this generalisation, 

viz. using n=2 in the definition of VG . 

The following example shows that it can be usefull, regarding well-functioning, to cboose 

different capacitances at nodes in order to avoid charge-sbaring, and, consequently, to 

distinguish different capacitance-strengths in the model. 

4.41 Example 

Consider the circuit depicted in fig. 4.Sa. In order to avoid charge-sbaring, of charges 

stored in y and z, node z - the node that is intended to store information - is given a 

stronger capacitance. The model presented. in the previous sections, whicb does not 

consider the differences in capacitance-strengths, shows an occurrence of cbarge-sharing 

and its damaging effect on the stored information. The generalised model described 

above, which does consider these differences, shows that charge-sbaring can be avoided 

in this case, and that the stored charge in node z can be protected. Note that this is 

particularly important if node z is a gate node. 

In the circuit depicted in figure 4.5a, input nodes xo and x1 are changed from both low to 

both high and, after a stable state is reached, vice versa. Input node xo. however, is 

delayed by surrounding circuitry: this is modelled by the assumption (rd·so > rd·si) A 

(rd·s1 = rd·s:z) . H both inputs are low the circuit reaches stable state IIo (figure 4.5b), 

and if both inputs are high the circuit reaches stable state Il2. States Il1 and n3 are 

intermediate states. H nodes y and z have equal capacitance strengths (or a difference is 

not considered), the model shows a conflict at capacitance level due to charge-sharing, 

cf. case A in figure 4.5b. Granting node z a larger capacitance-strength than node y can 

be modelled (in the generalisation described above) with n=3, node z strength 2, and 

node y strength 1. This is shown in figure 4.5b as case B, where H3 and 4 denote a 

connection to an H-source and a connection to an L-source respectively. 

H 
A B 

X() r -, r -, 
xo xi so si s2 y z y z 

l1o L L 1 1 0 H H H3 H3 x1 z 
Il1 H H 1 0 1 H L H3 L3 
rr2 H H 0 0 1 h L H1 LJ 

L Il3 L L 0 1 0 h .l h .l L2 L2 
figure 4.Sa figure 4.Sb 
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Resistances 

Resistances are discussed informally in section 0.2. Here, we informally discuss a way of 

modelling resistances, its complications, and some of the consequences of including resistances 

explicitly in our model. 

The influence of resistances on delays can be modelled as wire-delays, which are discussed in 

section 5.2. The resistances we consider are assumed to be so small that a passing signal is able 

to charge a node and control a switch. On the other hand, resistances are assumed to be so large 

that a signal that did not pass a resistance overrules a signal that passed a resistance. 

As discussed in [Bryl] and [Wil], resistances can be given a conductance-strength; the larger 

the resistance, the smaller its conductance-strength. As above, a strength component is attached 

to signals. Besides the subdivision of stored values h and l into Hï and Lj with 1~ , also 

the source values H and L are subdivided into Hi and Lj with m<i~ . As before, a value 

with a larger strength overrides a value with a smaller strength. The conductance-strength of a 

conducting path can be defined as the minimal conductance-strength of the resistances on the 

path (with range i: m~. and, hence, defined as n if there are no resistances on the path). 

The value of a node cannot, however, be determined by considering only the strengths of the 

paths to the various sources because of possible interaction at intermediate nodes; see ex. 4.42. 

As a result of this, the node-state cannot be calculated - in the model extended with resistances -

using a simple extension of the response function R. 

The validity of the usage of conductance-strengths for modelling resistances is explained in 

[Wil]. The problem described above - w.r.t. the paths - is discussed in [Bryl]. 

Example 4.43 below shows that, using resistances in our model, circuits need not have stable 

states w.r.t. each source-connection. This means, cf. corollaries 1.34a and 1.40, that results 

regarding well-matchedness similar to those obtained before, cannot be obtained for an 

extension of the model as suggested above. 

We will not include resistances in our model. We have taken care that not considering 

resistances in our model does not lead to a too optimistic modelling of circuit behaviour (cf. 

sect. 0.0 and 0.2). The usage of resistances is restricted mainly to n-mos and p-mos technology 

(for pull-up and pull-down). Since our model concentrates on C-mos and resistances are hardly 

used in C-mos, the pessimism of our model due to not including resistances explicitly is 

acceptable. Example 4.44 shows how resistances can be used fruitfully in C-mos, and (hence) 

demonstrates the pessimism of our model discussed above. 

4.42 Example 

Consider the circuit, source-connection combination depicted in figure 4.6a. Let Rl~R2, 

and let the conductance-strengths of Rl and R2 be 1 and 2 respectively. Since the 

n-switch is conducting in the resulting state (its gate is high), the low source value 
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passing it will override the high source value passing R2 and, hence, node x will be low 

with strength 2. Consequently, node y is low with strength 1 in the resulting state. 

Considering the paths between y and the sources only is not sufficient to determine the 

resulting value of y, viz., to both types of sources (H and L) a path with strength 1 exists 

(suggesting a conflict of strength 1 at y ?). 

4.43 Bxample 

Consider the circuit, source-connection combination depicted in figure 4.6b (from 

[Wil]). Switch scan be either conducting or nonconducting. If sis conducting, the high 

value passing resistance Ris overruled by the low value passing s, and, consequently, x 

has value Ln . If s is nonconducting, the high voltage passing R charges node x to value 

Hn-1 . Since both values for x can control s, the circuit will oscillate - within our model -

between states ({(s,l)},{(x,Ln)}) and ({(s,O)},{(x,Hn-1)}). No other feasible states 

exist. 

4.44 Bxample 

Consider the circuit depicted in figure 4.6c. Nodes xo and x1 are the input nodes, and yz 
is the output node. If both inputs are high. the low value passing s2 and s3 overrules the 

weakened signal passing r, and Yo becomes low. Consequently, node yz becomes high. 

Similarly, if both inputs are low, node Y2 becomes low. If one of the inputs is high and 

the other is low, the loop Yo-Y:rY1 functions are a memory element and retains the 

value ofyz. 

This implementation of the Muller C-element is suggested by Martin in [Ma2]. The 

right-bottom inverter (input yz, output Y1) with the resistance r can be implemented as a 

trickle inverter ([WE]), which is a weak inverter preventing Yo to be floating when Yo is 

not connected toa source by the switches so. si. s2 and s3. 

H 

H 

~l x y 
H 

L 
L 

L 

figure 4.6a: ex. 4.42 figure 4.6b: ex. 4.43 figure 4.6c: ex. 4.44 
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4.4 Concluding remarks on chapter 4 

In this chapter, ·the capability of nodes to store charge is discussed. Following the same line of 

reasoning as in chapters 1 and 3, the model is extended in such a way that charge storage can be 

handled. Both initial behaviour, with well-matchedness-2, WM2 , as the main notion, and 

dynamic behaviour, with well-functioning-2, WF2, as the main notion, are descnbed. 

Assumptions on chariC storaae 
The capability of nodes to store charge is modelled by means of a notion of capacitance. The 

formalisation given of charge storage is based on the following assumptions (cf. sect. 4.0): 

(Oa) Node capacitances are so large that a stored high or low value at the gate node can keep 

a switch in its state provided that the state of that switch corresponds to the stored value 

at its gate node. That is, a stored low value can control a conducting p-switch or a 

nonconducting n-switch, and, similarly, a stored high value can control a nonconducting 

p-switch or a conducting n-switch. 

(Ob) The control of a switch by a stored charge - as is assumed to be (partially) possible in 

(Oa) must be temporary. 

(la) The stored value at a node is determined by the previous states - including the stored 

values - of all nodes connected to it (including the node itself). This means, among other 

things, that charge sharing is possible. Conflicts at capacitance level are assumed to be 

harmless, that is, they are assumed not to damage the circuitry. 

(lb) Node capacitances are so small that once a node is connected to a source, the source 

value overrides the stored value. 

In the formalisation given in the first three sections, different strengths of ~acitances are not 

distinguished. 

Initial behaviour 

The major result regarding well-matchedness is given in theorem 4.26b; well-matchedness-2 

equals the previously defined well-matchedness notions. Similar results as achieved for WMO 

and WMJ are given in theorems 4.26a, 4.27, and 4.28 (coinpare with theorems 1.28 and 3.8 

(4.26a) and with cor. 1.40 and th. 3.10 (4.27 and 4.28)). They are listed below. 

Since stable-2 is an important notion in these theorems, note that, according to lemma 4.22, the 

stable-2 states equal - abstracted from stored charges the stable-1 states. 
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As in chapters 1 and 3, the additional correctness criteria for initia! behaviour, viz. all resulting 

states are conflict-free (CF) and all transitions between resulting states are correct (cstO), lead. 

besides WM2·C·y , to correctness criterion: CF·y* (cf. section 4.1 'additional correctness 

criteria'). This means that, as far as correctness of initia! behaviour is concemed, reaction-delay 

and charge storage are irrelevant (i.e. the total correctness criterion for initia! behaviour equals 

the one formulated in 1.49). 

The results for WM2, as given in theorems 4.26, 4.27, and 4.28, are: 

(WM2 = WMJ) A (WM2 = WMO) 

and, for C E CIR A yE NST: 

WM2·C·y = ( stable2·y ç, cgdO) 

WM2·C·y = ( cgdO·y* A stable2·y = {Q,r: destore-(Q,r) = y* A cocol·r·Q: (Q,r) } ) 

WM2·C·y => (feasible2·y = stable2·y) 

Dynamic behaviour 

The formalisation of WF2 is done in a straightforward way in section 4.2. The correctness 

criteria for dynamic behaviour can be varied to suit ones purposes (cf. remark 4.35). 

As demonstrated in examples 4.36 and 4.38, well-functioning can, for a given set of reaction

delay restrictions, be evaluated efficiently. Rather surprisingly, the evaluation of the correctness 

criterion for initia! behaviour is, in general, more difficult than the evaluation of the criterion for 

dynamic behaviour. 

Example 4.36a shows how a minimal set of restrictions can be derived such that well

functioning holds for this set of restrictions. 

Generalisations 

In section 4.3 we discussed - informally - the generalisation of our model to multiple 

capacitance-strengths. This generalisation tums out to be relatively straightforward now that we 

already have included charge storage in our model, and leads to similar results regarding well

matchedness and well-functioning. 

Although the basic idea of modelling resistances is similar to that of multiple capacitance

strengths, the actual modelling of resistances, also discussed informally in section 4.3, is much 

more difficult. Regarding well-matchedness, results similar to those obtained before cannot be 

achieved for the latter extension (cf. section 4.3 'resistances'). The presented model takes care 

that the abstraction from resistances does not lead to a too optimistic modelling of circuit 

behaviour, which explains not including resistances in the model. 
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CHAPTER S PASS-DELAYS AND WIRE-DELAYS 

The concept of pass-delay models the time it takes a voltage transition to pass from one pass 

node of a conducting switch to the other. Wire-delay models the time it takes a voltage 

transition to pass from one end of a wire to the other. In the model developed in the previous 

chapters we assumed pass-delays and wire-delays to be zero (cf. section 0.3, restriction (b)). In 

this chapter the model is extended such that arbitrary - but non-negative and fimte - pass

delays and wire-delays are captured, and that restrictions on them can be expressed. As in 

chapter 3 (reaction-delays), we do not aim at absolute delay-estimates, but we consider relative 

delays, that is, we consider possible orders in which the corresponding events can occur. 

The approach towards modelling these types of delay is the same as the one used for reaction

delays (ch. 3). The modelling of state transitions in this model is more complicated since the 

occurrence of pass-delays or wire-delays in a successor state and the succeeding node-state are 

mutual dependent (explained in section 5.0.0). As a result of this, modelling restrictions on pass

delays and wire-delays also is more complicated than modelling restrictions on reaction-delays. 

We start with modelling pass-delays. Once they are included in our model, modelling wire

delays will turn out to be relatively simple. 

Chapter 5 is orgamsed as follows. 

In the first section the model is extended such that arbitrary pass-delays are captured. The 

section concentrates on initia! behaviour of circuits. The correctness criteria for initial behaviour 

defined in this section will turn out to equal those defined in the previous chapters. 

In the second section the model is extended such that restrictions on pass-delays can be 

expressed. The notions regarding dynamic behaviour, as defined in section 4.2, are redefined. At 

the end of this section we conclude that pass-delays and reaction-delays cannot be modelled by 

one 'reaction-delay like' notion. 

The third section shows the strong correspondence between wire-delays and pass-delays. As a 

result of this correspondence, wire-delays can be modelled in a similar way as pass-delays. The 

results w.r.t. correctness of circuit behaviour are similar to the results obtained in sections 5.0 
and 5.1. 

As usual, the final sedion summarizes and discusses the major results. 
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5.0 Arbitrary pass -delays; initial behaviour 

In the first subsection the notion of pass-delay is analysed, and the modelling of pass-delays is 

discussed, in particular w.r.t. the definition of state transitions. Once state transitions are 

(re)defined, the extension of the model w.r.t. initial behaviour is, by now, standard. It is given in 

the second subsection and leads to a renewed version of well-matchedness. In the third 

subsection the properties of the redefined notions are investigated and the relation to the old 

versions is given. The new well-matchedness notion will turn out to equal the old well

matchedness notions. In the last subsection the familiar additional correctness criteria (CF and 

cstO) are reconsidered and a new one - similar to correctness of state transitions for reaction

delays, cstO is defined. 

5.0.0 Introduction 

The concept of pass-delay models the time it takes a voltage transition to pass from one pass 

node of a conducting switch to the other. That is, pass-delay models the time of the (de)charging 

of one pass node of a conducting switch by the other. The delay of this (de)charging is caused 

by the resistance of the switch and the capacitance of the pass node that is (de)charged. 

In our model this means that it may take, due to pass-delays, an - arbitrary but finite - number 

of steps to transport a change of state of one pass node of a conducting switch to the other pass 

node of that switch. This number of steps models the pass-delay. During these steps the pass

delay is called active in that switch. A switch that connects its pass nodes is called transporting, 

that is, a switch is called transporting if it is conducting and the pass-delay is not active in that 

switch. These concepts are illustrated in the example below. 

5.0 lSxalnple 

Consider the circuit depicted in figure 5.0a below. Let the circuit start in state IIo (fig. 

5.0b), with both so and s1 conducting, and let the source-connection change in x from 

{L} to {H} and remain ~in y and z. The switches remain conducting, hut, once one of 

the pass nodes of a switch has changed, it can, due to pass-delay, take a number of steps 

x y z 

H H no {L} {L} {L} 
II1 {H} { l) ( l} 
II2 {H} {H} { l} 

Il3 {H} {Hl {H} 

figure 5.0a figure 5.0b 
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before the switch becomes transporting. H both pass-delays are zero, the circuit goes 

immediately from state IIo to n3 (cf. fig. 5.0b). H both pass-delays are positive, the 

circuit visits intermediate states Il1 and II2 -necessarily in that order (cf. fig. 5.0b)

before reachlng stable state Il3. The pass-delay is active in so in state II1 and it is active 

in si in state II2. Consequently, so is transporting in Ilo. Il2, and II3, and s1 is 

transporting in Ilo, IIi. and Il3. 

In order to model pass-delays we use countdown-functions in a similar way as they are used for 

reaction-delays (cf. section 3.0). Recall the motivation for using countdown-functions given in 

section 3.0. Countdown-functions take care of the finiteness of delays in the definition of state 

transitions (next), thereby avoiding finite-delay requirements in the definition of stable and 

feasible states, and enabling the abstraction from delays in the definitions of stable, feasible, and 

WM. Furthermore, they enable the formalisation of delay restrictions. 

In order to formalise state transitions, we will, in a similar way as in section 3.0 (for reaction

delays), extend the states with a reaction-delay counter and a pass-delay counter. 

Let ((Q0,r0).rco.pco) be the current state, and let ((Qi.ri),rci.pci) be a successor of this state. 

The next node-state, ri. depends on the next switch-state, Qlt and a pass-delay counter, viz., 

nodes are connected only if a transporting path between them exists. The pass-delay counter 

used to calculate the next node-state, however, depends on the next node-state itself, viz., the 

pass-delay counter of a switch is allowed to be positive (the pass-delay is active) only if one of 

the pass-nodes needs to be (de)charged. We will therefore use the pass-delay counter pc1 for the 

calculation of node-state r1 (and vice versa). 

As we have seen in chapter 3, the reaction-delay counter used for the calculation of the next 

state can be calculated from the current state, viz., in the restrictions on Q1 the reaction-delay 

counter rco is used (cf. RO.i, sect. 3.0 and 4.0). This difference in the use of the two types of 

delay-counters is due to the initial assumptions (b} and (c) (section 0.3): in the basic model we 

assumed a positive and uniform reaction-delay and a zero pass-delay. Assuming a positive and 

uniform pass-delay in the basic model might have avoided the difficulty here (r1 and pc1 
depending on each other), hut would have caused severe complications in the formalisation in 

the basic model. 

In the remainder of this subsection we formalise the restrictions on ((Qi,ri),rci,pc1) in order to 

be a successor of ((Qo.ro).rco,peo) , and discuss the modelling of pass-delays. 
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Restrictions on Q1 

The restrictions on the next switch-state, Qi, are equal to the restrictions given in chapter 4. 

They are explained in section 4.0. 

R0.2 (As: (rco·s = 0) A-CA-(Qo.ro)·s: consistentO·ro·Q1·s) 

R0.3 (As : (rco·s > 0) V CA-(QoSo)-s : Qrs = Qo·s) 

Restrictions on r i 
A switch, say s, is transporting if it is conducting and the pass-delay is not active, that is, if 

Qrs /\ (pers = 0) . Two nodes, say x and y, are connected if a transporting path between them 

exists. That is, nodes x and y are connected if cp-(Q1 /\ Z·pc1Hx,y] holds, where the z.ero

function z E DC .... sw .... B is defined by Z·pC·S = (pc·s = 0) . 

Consequently, the next node-state is defmed by restriction Rl.2 below (compare with Rl.1). 

Rl.2 r1 = R-(y l'J store·roHQ1 A Z·pc1) 

Restrictions on rc1 

The restrictions on the next reaction-delay counter need not be changed. Tbey are explained in 

section 3.0. 

R2.0 (As: consistentO·r1·Q1·s : rcrs = 0) 

R2.1 (As: -.consistent0·r1·Q1·s A (rco·s > 0) : rcrs = rco·s 1 ) 

R2.2 (As: -iconsistentO·rrQ1·s /\ (rco·s = 0) : rcrs E IN) 

Before we formalise pass-delay by giving the restrictions on pci. we formulate the assumptions 

on which our modelling of pass-delays is based, give a motivation for each assurnption, and 

discuss their most striking features. 

Assumptions on pass-delays 

(Oa) A pass-delay can be active in a switch only if the switch is conducting. 

(Ob) A pass-delay cannot be active in a switch if the pass nodes have the same value. 

(1) A pass-delay can be active in a switch only if the value that needs to be transported by 

that switch is {L} or {H}. This means that we assurne - in our model that the 

pass-delay is zero if the value that needs to be transported is {L,H} or a stored charge. 

(2) A pass-delay must have an initial cause. This cause can either be that the switch 

becomes conducting, or that the value that needs to be transported bas changed. For the 

latter ca(u)se, we also assume that a pass-delay is not possible if the transported value 

was {L,H} in the preceding state. 
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Motivation of assumptions (Oa.) and (Ob) 

Assumptions (Oa) and (Ob) result from the statement (earlier in tbis section): 'a pass-delay can 

be active if one of the pass nodes of a conducting switch needs to be (de)cbarged by the other 

pass node'. An interpretational problem arises if one of the pass nodes bas a source value and, 

the other one has a stored charge of the same type, that is, fora switch s with pn·s = [x.y], if 

(I'1·x e { {L},{H}}) A (store·I'rx = I'1·Y) . On the one hand. one can .argue that. since the pass 

nodes have the same type of charge (and. hence, neither of them needs to be (de)cbarged by the 

other), a pass-delay should not be allowed. 'Ibis means that assumptions (Oa.b) are a weaker 

version of the statement mentioned above. On the other haru:t one can argue that the charges 

need not be equal since the stored charged can be weakcned. and. hence, a pass-delay is possible 

in this case. The motivation for allowing, in our model, pass-delays in such a case is that it is a 

more liberal modelling of the behaviour, and. tbis way, our model allows both interpretations. 

Namely, the pass-delay can be chosen to be zero in the problem cases by a suitable choice of 

delay restrictions (as we will show in remark 5.19). In remark 5.la below we show how the 

model can be changed such that pass-delays are not allowed in the cases mentioned above. 

Motiyation of assumption (1) 

The motivation of assumption (1) is that not allowing pass-delays if the transporting value is 

{L,H} or a stored charge can only lead - in some cases - toa pessimistic modelling of circuit 

behaviour (which is allowed: cf. section 0.0), and simplifies the modelling of pass-delays. The 

intuitive argument for this resulting pessimism is that the occurrence of undesirable · evenrs 

- like conflicts ( {L,H} as well as { l,h}) - is speeded up. 'Ibis argument is explained further in 

appendix C. In fact, we will prove in this appendix that the restriction on pass-delays (to {L} 

and {H}) does not change the correctness criterion for initial behaviour; it does not change the 

resulting states for initial behaviour if this behaviour is correct; and it does not weaken the 

correctness criterion for dynamic behaviour. 

Motivation of assumption (2) 

A pass-delay can start being active in a switch together with the need of one pass node to be 

(de)charged by the other. 'Ibis can be the case if either the switch becomes conducting or if the 

state of one of the pass nodes bas changed into {L} or {H} (using also assumption (1)). This is 

formulated in the first part of assumption (2) (cf. remark 5.ld below). The second part is added 

mainly because (A) it simplifies the formalisation of pass-delays, and (B) it simplifies (the use 

of) the model, since calculating with positive pass-delays is complicated, and. hence, the fewer 

cases the pass-delay is positive, the better. It restricts the behaviour only if the preceding state is 

not correct (more specifically: is not conflict-free). 
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Restrictions on w1 
Let s be a switch with pass nodes x and y . 

Assumptions (Oa) and (Ob) are expressed in restriction R3.0 below. 

The value that needs to be transported by s is rrx w rrY. Assumption (1) can, therefore, be 

expressed as restriction R3.l below. 

Assumption (2) can be expressed as (directly "translated" from the text) : 

(pers > 0 f\ pco·s = 0) ~ ( (-iQo·s f\ Qrs) 

V ((r1·x W rrY * ro·x l!l ro·Y) f\ (ro·x l!l ro·Y * {L,H})) ) . 

Using restrictions R3.0 and R3. l this expression reduces to : 

(pers> 0) f\ {pco·s = 0) ~ (-iQo·s V (rrx l!l rrY g ro·X l!l ro·Y) . 

Restriction R3.2 expresses assumption (2) and the countdown property of the pass counter. 

Por all s, x, y such that SW·s A (pn·s = [x,y]): 

R3.0 (pers > O) ~ (Qrs A (rrx * r1·y)) 

R3.1 (pers> 0) ~ (r1·X l!l r1·Y E { {L},{H}}) 

R3.2 (pers > 0) ~ ( (pco·s > 0 A pers= pco·s - 1) 

v (pco·s = o 11 (-iQo·s v (rrx w r1·Y g ro·x w ro·Y))) ) 

Evdently, in order to be a delay counter, pe1 must be restricted by: pers E IN. 

In remark. 5.lc we show how the restrictions on pci. including DC·pc1 , can be written in a 

similar form as the restrictions on rc1. 

5.la Remart 

Not allowing pass-delays if one of the pass-nodes of a conducting switch has a source value and 

the other one a stored charge of the same type (cf. 'Motivation of assumptions (Oa) and (Ob)'). 

can be modelled by replacing R3.0 by: 

(pers> 0) ~ (Qrs A (store·rrx * store·r1·Y)) . 

5.lb Remart 

Let ((Q1.ri>.rci.pc1) satisfy Rl.2 (for some ro E NSTC). Let SW·s A (pn·s = [x,y]). Then: 

true 

= {Rl"2, prop. 4.17c, and def. 4.16 (cocol)} 

consistentl·r1-CQ1 f\ Z·pci)·s 

~ {def. of Zand def. 4.16 (consistent1)} 

(pc1·s = 0) ~ consistentJ ·rrQ1·s 

H ((Q1.ri>.rci.pc1) also satisfies R3.0, we can conclude (using def. 4.16 (consistentl) again): 

(pers> 0) = (Qrs (\ crrx * rry)) • that is: 

(pers= 0) = consistentl·r1·Qrs . 
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5.lc Remark 

Restriction R3.0 equals restriction r3.0 below (use definitions 4.16 and 1.15 (consistentl)). Now 

using also Rl.2 (see remark 5.lb above), the restrictions R3.1 and R3.2 can be written as r3.1 

and r3.2 below. In order for pc1 to be a delay counter, we included the restriction pers E IN in 

the second part of r3.2. Noti.ce that, on account of these restrictions, DC·pco '* OC·pe1 holds. 

r3.0 (As : consistentl ·r1·Q1·s : pers= 0 ) 

r3.1 (As: .consistentI·rrQrs: TV·rrs E {{L},(H}}) 

r3.2 (As: .consistentI·r1·Qrs A (pco·s > 0): pers= pco·s -1) A 

(As: .consistentI·r1·Qrs A (pco·s = 0) 

: (perse IN ) A (-iQo·s v (TV·rrs g TV-r0-s))) 

where TV·r·s denotes the value that needs to be transported by sin stater and is defined as: 

TV·r-s = (1!;1 z: ze pn·s: r.z) . 

The form of the restrictions on the pass-delay counter (r3.i) now strongly resembles the form of 

the restrictions on the reaction-delay counter (R2.i). · 

5.ld Remark 

The second cause for the pass-delay to become active in a switch as described in assumption 

(2), i.e" 'the value that needs to be transported has changed' can be rephrased as 'at least one of 

the pass nodes bas changed its state', with, of course, the same restriction on the transported 

value in the preceding state (see ass. (2)). This is explained below. 

Por the intended use of state transitions, the current state, ((Qo,r0),rco,pco), will be a result ofa 

state transition and, hence, will satisfy (use Rl.2): 

(Er: NSTC-r: r 0 = R·(r l+J store·r)·(Q0 A Z·PCQ)) . 

As a result of this, the current state satisfies (use def. R, cf. remark 5.lb): 

(pco·s = O) A Q·s :} ro·x = ro·Y . 

A successor of the current state, say ((Qi.r1).rci.pei.), satisfies, on account of R3.1: 

(pers> 0) =} (r1·X W rrY = rrx) V (rrx l+J rrY = rry) . 

As a result of the latter two implications, restriction R3.2 equals: 

(pers > O) '* ( <Pco·s > 1 A pe1·s = PCQ·s - 1) 

V (pco·s = 0 A (..,Qo·s V (E z : z E pn·s: rrz g ro·z ))) ) 

Consequently, we demonstrated that the two formulations of the second cause mentioned .in 

assumption (2) as given above are equal within the model. 

a (end remark 5.1) 
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5.0.1 Extension of the model 

In tllls subsect.ion, the modelling of initial behaviour is redef"med in such a way that arbitrary 

pass-delays are captured. The line of reasoning is similar to the one in chapter 4. The properties 

of the redeftned notions are investigated in the next subsection. 

In order to define the next-state function, states are extended with delay-counters (cf. sect. 

5.0.0). The set of next states of an extended state (Il.re.pc) is defined as the set of extended 

states that satisfy the restrictions formulated in the previous subsection. In the def"tnition below 

restrictions r3.i are used instead of restrictions R3.i (cf. remark 5.lc). 

S.2 Definition 

next3 e NST -+ (STlxDCxDC) -+ 1'(STlxDCxDC) is defined by: 

nextJ·y-((Qo.ro).rco,pcoH(Qi.I'1).rci.pc1) = 

where 

( (As: (reo·s = 0) /\ -iCA-CQo.ro)·s: consistentO·I'o·Qrs) 

1\ 

1\ 

1\ 

A 

A 

A 

1\ 

1\ 

A 

(As: (rco·s > 0) v CA(Qo.ro)-s : Qrs = Qo·s) 

<r1 = R-(y l!l store·roHQ11\ Z·pci)) 

(As: consistentO·I'1·Qrs: rcrs = 0) 

(As: -iconsistentO·I'1·Qrs 1\ (rco·s > 0) : rc1·s = rco·s 1 ) 

(As: -iconsistentO·I'rQrs 1\ (rco·s = 0) : rc1·s E IN) 

(As: consistentJ·r1·Qrs: pers= 0) 

(As: -iconsistentl·rrQrs: TV·rrs e { {L},{H}} ) 

(As : -iconsistenti · r rQrs 1\ (peo·s > 0) : pers = peo·s 1 ) 

(As: -iconsistentl ·I'rQrs /\ (pco·s = 0) 

: (perse IN) /\ (-iQo·s v (TV·I'rs g TV·ro·s)))) 

ZE DC-+ SW-+ R and TV E NSTC-+ SW ..... (1({L,H}) v 1({/,h})) are defined by: 

Z·pc·s = (pc·s = 0) and TV·I'·s = (l!l z: z E pn·s: I'·z) 

Stable and feasible states can be defined in a similar way as in the previous chapters (cf. 

definitions 3.2 and 4.8). Recall that the delay-counters are used only for defining the next-state 

function; they are abstracted from in the definitions below. 

5.3 Definition 

stable3 and feasible3 , both of type NST -> STl ..... 18 , are def"med by: 

stable3·y·Il = (B re.pc: DC·rc A DC·pc : nextJ·y-(Il,rc,pc)·(Il,rc,pc) ) 

feasible3·y·Il = (B rc,pc: DC·rc /\ DC·pc: (nextJ·y)+·(Il,rc,pc)-(Il,rc,pc)) 
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Recall (from chapter 4) that a circuit, source-connection combination is well-matched if 

(informally) every cycle of feasible states is completely gate defined-1 in all elements and 

satisfies the 'finite capacitance-control requirement' defined in chapter 4 (def. 4.13 (FCAO)). 

Cycles of feasible states are redefined in the notion Feasible State List 3, FSL3. A state list 'P 

is a cycle of feasible states, expressed as FSL3·y·'P, if all successors in 'P are, combined with 

suitably chosen delay-counters, successors w.r.t. next3·y. 

FSL3 and WM3 are defined in definitions 5.4 and 5.5 below. For comparison, see definitions 

4.11 and 4.15. 

5.4 Definition {feasible state list 3} 

FSL3 E NST--+ C*(STl)--+ Ul is defined by: 

FSL3·y·'P = (E rl,pl : ü(DC}·rl A l*(DC)·pl A (#·rl = #·'I') A (#·pi= #·'P) 

: (Ai : ()g< #·'I' : next3·y·('J!ï.rh,plïH'Pï+i.rli+1.Pli+u)) 

where 'Pï.rli,Pli for i = #·'I' is defined as 'l'o,rlo,plo. 

5.5 Definition {well-matched 3} 

WM3 E CIR --+ NST --+ Ul is defined by : 

WM3·C·y = ( FSL3·yi;;; (FCAO n cgdlL}) 

5.0.2 Properties of WM3 

In this section we investigate the properties of the newly defmed notions and the relation 

between them and their counterparts from the previous chapters. The direction given to the 

investigation of properties of WM3 is inspired by the results for previous well-matchedness 

notions. 

The relation between next2 and next3 is given in the following lemma. lf the pass counter of 

the next state equals 0 , that is, if the pass-delays are chosen to be inactive in all switches, then 

the state transition in this model equals the state transition in the previous model, which 

assumed a zero pass-delay (5.6b). Lemma 5.6a expresses remark 5.lb. 

5.6 Lemma 

For all lJo,Il1 E STl and rco.rci.pco,pc1 E DC : 

a nextJ·y·(IJo,rco,pc)·(Il1.rci.pc1) => (As: SW·s: consistentJ·rrQrs =(pers= 0)) 

b next2·y·(IJo,rco)·(Il1.rc1) = nextJ·y·(Ilo.rco.PCO)·(Il1.rci.O) 

For the proof of 5.6a we refer to remark 5.lb. The proof of 5.6b is given below. 
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Proof of 5.6b 

D 

The restrictions used for defining next2 are: R0.2, R0.3, Rl.1, R2.0, R2.l, and R2.2. The 

restrictions used for defining next3 are: R0.2, R0.3, Rl.2, R2.0, R2.l, R2.2, R3.0, R3.1, 

and R3.2. Restriction Rl.2 with pc1 = Ql equals Rl.1, since (Q /\ Z·O) = Q . Observing 

that restrictions R3.0, R3.1, and R3.2 with pc1 = Ql equal true, completes the proof. 

In lemma 5.7a and 5.7b - quite similar - properties of stable2 and stable3 are given. Lemma 

5.7c gives the relation between stable2 and stable3. 

5.7 Lemma 

a (A y,II: NST·y /\ STHI: stable3·y·Il = next3·(Il,O,Ql)-(Il,O,Ql) ) 

b (A y,II: NST·y /\ STl·Il: stable2·y·Il = next2·(Il,Ql)-(Il,O)) 

c stable3 = stable2 

Proof 

a Let NST·y, STl·(Q,I) , and stable3·y·(Q,f') . On account of definition 5.3 (stable3) 

delay counters exist, say re and pc, such that : next3·y·((Q,f'),rc,pc)-((Q,l),rc,pc) . 

Restrictions R2.0, R2.1, and R3.2 of def. 5.2 (next3) equal, for this case: 

(As : consistent0-r·Q·s : rc·s = 0 ) /\ 

(As : -.consistentO·r·Q·s /\ (rc·s > 0) : rc·s = rc·s - 1 ) /\ 

(As: SW·s: (pc·s > 0):} {pc·s = pc·s - 1) ) 

From which directly follows that (re = O) /\ (pc = O) . 

b Similar to the proof of 5.7a. 

c Let NST·y /\ STl·Il. Then: 

stable3·y·Il 

= {lemma 5.7a} 

next3·(Il,O,O)·(Il,O,O) 

= {lemma 5.6b} 

next2·(Il,O)·(Il,O) 

= {lemma 5.7b} 

stable2·y·Il 

o (end proof 5.7) 

Lemma 5.8a confirms the intended relation between FSL3·y and feasible3·y (comparable with 

lemma 4.12). The relation between feasible state (lists) defined in this chapter and those defined 

in the previous chapter is given in lemmas 5.8b and 5.8c. 
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5.8 Lemma 

For all ye NST: 

a (U 'I': FSL3·y·'I': {i: ~< #·'I': 'Pi}) = feasible3·y 

b FSL2 ·y t;;. FSL3 ·Y 

c feasible2 ·y t;;. feasible3 ·y 

The proof of 5.8a is similar to the proof of lemma 4.12 (the counterpart of 5.8a for FSL2 and 

feasible2). Lemma 5.8b follows from lemma 5.6b using definitions 4.11(FSL2)and5.4 (FSL3). 

Lemma 5.8c follows directly from lemmas 5.Sa.b and 4.12. 

The properties of WM3 given in lemma 5.9 follow easily from the previous lemmas. 

5.9 Lemma 

a (AC.y: CIR·CANST·y: WM3·C·r:} WM2·C·y) 

b (A C,y: CIR·C fl NST·y: WM3·C·y :} ( stable3·yt;;. cgdO)) 

Proof 

D 

Let CIR·C fl NST·y. Then: 

WM3·C·y 

= {def. 5.5 (WM3)} 

FSL3·yt;;. (FCAO ri cgdlL) 

:} {lemma 5 .8b} 

FSL2·yt;;. (FCAO n cgdlL) 

= {def. 4.15 (WM2)} 

WM2·C·y 

= {theorem 4.26a} 

stablel·y t;;. cgdO 

= {lemma 5.7c} 

stable3·y t;;. cgdO 

Similar as in the previous chapters, we have investigated whether the converse of property S.9b 

holds. It turns out to hold and is given in theorem 5.10 below. Theorem 5.10 is the counterpart 

of theorems 1.28, 3.8, and 4.26a. It is an important theorem. since it enables us to conclude 

equality of WM3 and the well-matchedness notions from the previous chapters (corollary 5.11). 

Although the proof of theorem 5.10 (given in appendix 82) has a similar construction as the 

proofs of theorems 1.28 and 3.8 (appendices BO and Bl). it is mucb more complicated. 
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5.10 Theorem 
(A C;y: CIR·C A NST·y: WM3·C·y = ( stable3·y = cgdO ) ) 

The proof of tbeorem 5.10 is given in appendix B2. 

5.11 Corollary 

(WM3 = WM2) A (WM3 = WMJ) A (WM3 = WMO) 

Corollary 5.11 follows directly from tb. 5.10, tb. 4.26, and lemma 5.7c. 

The counterpart of cor. 1.40, tb. 3.10, and theorems 4.27 and 4.28 is given in tb. 5.12 below. 

Notice that, as in the previous chapters, the resulting states are, in case WM3·C·y holds, all 

stable and equal abstracted from stored values - to y* (follows from th. 5.12). 

5.12 Theorem 
Por all C E CIR and y e NST : 

a WM3·C·y = (cgdO·y* A stable3·y = {Q,r: (destore-(Q.f') = y*) A cocol·r·Q: (Q,f') }) 

b WM3·C·y ::? (feasible3·y = stable3·y) 

Theorem 5.12a follows from cor. 5.11, th. 4.27, and lemma 5.7c. Theorem 5.12b follows from 

th. 'U2a and lemma B2 (in appendix B2). 

5.0.3 Additional correctness criteria 

Besides the familiar correctness criteria, CF and cstO, a new one is introduced. This new 

correctness criterion is ca11ed cstl, which stands for correct state transition 1, and corresponds 

to cstO for reaction-delays. This additional criterion turns out not to count for the total 

correctness criterion for initia! behaviour, which then equals the one defined in the previous 

chapters. 

Fora state (Q.f') E STl , We have seen that "·1consistentO·r·Q·s' corresponds to 'the reaction

delay is active in s'. and, similarly, that '-iconsistentl. r-Q·s' corresponds to 'the pass-delay is 

active in s'. In section 1.4 we argued that as long as the reaction-delay is active in switch s, the 

cause of the delay - being the value of the gate node of s - must be invariant. This is expressed 

in correctness criterion cstO. A similar argument as given in section 1.4 leads to the conclusion 

that as long as the pass-delay is active in a switch, the cause for this delay must also be 

invariant. This means that as long as the pass-delay is active in a switch, the switch must remain 

conducting and the value that needs to be transported by that switch must remain unchanged. 

· This criterion is called cstl and is defmed below. Notice the resemblance with cstO (def. 4.29). 
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In definition 5.13b, the criteria cstO and cstl are combined in a criterion on state lists. 

5.13 Definition 

a cstl e STl ..., STl ..., 18 is defined by : 

cstJ·(Qo,r0HQi.ri> = 
(As: -iconsistentl·ro·Qo·s: (Q0·s = Qrs) A (TV·r0·s = TV·rrs)) 

b cstL e (.C*(STl) u Oo(STl))..., B is defined by: 

cstVl1 = (Ai : 00< #·'P : cstO·'Pï·'Pï-t-1 /\. cstl ·'P;·'Pï+1 ) 

Let C e CIR and ye NST. 
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The correctness criteria for initial behaviour are 'well-matchedness', 'all feasible states are 

conflict-free', and 'all state transitions between these feasible states are correct (both types)'. 

That is, the total correctness criterion for initial behaviour is (cf. def. 55 (WM3)): 

FSL3 ·y s;; (cgdIL n FCAO n CFL n cstL) . 

Let II e STl satisfy WM3·C·y Afeasible3·y·II. On account of theorem. 5.12 state II satisfi~ 

stableJ·y·II /\. cgdO·II (use def. 4.9 (cgdO)). This means that the only successor of II is II 

itself (use def. 5.6 (next3)). Since destore·II = y* (th. 5.12a) and cstO·II·II A cstl·II·II holds 

(use def. 4.29 (cstO) and 5.13a (cstl)), the additional correctness criterion for initia! behaviour, 

besides WM3·C·y, is CF·y* (use prop. 4.30a). That is: 

(FSL3·y !,;; (cgdlL n FCAO n CFL n cstL)) = (WM3·C·y /\. CF·y*) . 

Notice that this result equals the results in chapters l, 3, and 4 (cf. sections 1.5, 3.1 (end), and 

4.1 ('Additional correctness criteria') and use corollary 5.11). 

5.1 Restricted pass-delays; dynamic behaviour 

In the previous section we considered arbitrary pass-delays and the correctness of initia! 

behaviour. In this section we consider restricted pass-delays and the correctness of dynamic 

behaviour. For similar reasons as for reaction-delays, we need to be able to express restrictions 

on pass-delays in order to give a useful modelling of dynamic behaviour. Due to the mutnal 

dependence of the succeeding node-state and the succeeding pass-delay counter (cf. sect. 5.0.0), 

the modelling of restrictions on pass-delays (sect. 5.1.0) is more complicated than the modelling 

of restrictions on reaction-delays (sect. 3.2). Once restricted pass-delays are modelled, the 

extension of the model w.r.t. dynamic behaviour (sect. 5.1.1) can be done in a similar way as in 

section 4.2. In section 5.1.2 we conclude that the two types of delay cannot be modelled by one 

'reaction-delay like' notion. 
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5.1.0 Modelling restrictions on pass delays 

In this subsection the modelling of restrictions on pass-delays and the consequenccs of such 

restrictions for well-matchedness are studied. 

The following example demonstrates that the functioning even of certain small and simple 

circuits is not 'well' if the pass-delays are not restricted. 

5.14 Bumple 

Consider the circuit depicted in figure 5.la starting in the top-most state depicted in 

figure S.lb. Let the source-connection change to {(x,{L}),(yo.~),(yi.~).(z,~)} . The 

permanent sources depicted in fig. 5.la remain the same, and, consequently, switches so 
and s1 stay conducting. The resulting state lists are schematically depicted in figure 5.lb. 

Tbey all lead to the bottom-most state in fig. 5.lb, whicb is stable. In order to avoid the 

two intermediate states with a (temporary) conflict in node z, the delays must be sucb 

that switch si does not become conducting before switch s3 has become nonconducting. 

That is, the reaction-delay, say rd E DC , and the pass~delay, say pd E DC , must be 

restricted by: pd·so + rd·s2 ~ pd·s1 + rd·s3 , where pd is used in a similar way as rd (see 

sect. 3.2). 

figure 5.la figure 5.lb 

In section 3.2, restrictions on reaction-delays are modelled by replacing R2.2 in the definition of 

nextl by R2.2" below (cf. section 3.2), where rd E DC denotes the reaction-delay. 

R2.2" (As: .consistentO·r1·Q1·s A (rco·s = 0): rc1·s = rd·s) 

Similarly, we can try to model re~trictions on pass-delays by replacing R3.2 (or r3.2, cf. rem. 

5.lc) in the definition of next3 by R3.2" defined below, where pd E DC denotes the intended 

pass-delay. 

R3.2" (As: pers> 0: ((pco·s > 1) A (pers= peo·s 1)) 

v ((pco·s = 0) A (,Qo·s v (TV·rrs ~ TV·r0-x)) A (pers= pd·s))) 
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Bxample 5.15a below demonstrates that, although this is a good first step. it is not sufficient to 

model restrictions on pass-delay. Tuis is due to the following difference between the reaction

delay counter and the pass-delay counter. The reaction-delay counter is forced to count back by 

restriction R2.1. provided that the state of the gate is stable (the switch-state does not change on 

account of R0.3). The pass-delay counter is not forced to count back; it can be chosen to be 0 

(cf. restrictions R3.i). In the previous section this did not lead to problems. since we considered 

arbitrary pass-delays. 

5.15 Bumple 

a Consider the circuit depicted in fig. 5.2a below. Let the starting state be IIo (fig. 5.2b) 

and let the source-connection become y = {(xo.{H}).(xi.-).(x2.-).(y.{H})) . Assume that 
the pass-delay pd satisfies (pd·so = 2) A (pd·s1 = 1) . The intended transitions are Dï to 

Di+i for all i: 00<4 and fl4 to fl4. Using, as suggested above. R3.2" instead of R3.2 in 

the definition of next3 and no further restrictions on pel and ri. all transitions from Ili to 

Dj with ((OO<j~) A G=2 => i=l)) V (i=4 A j=4) are allowed. 

b Now consider this circuit (fig. 5.2a) starting in state DO (fig. 5.2c). Let the new source

connection be y (ex. 5.15a). Assume that the delays rd and pd satisfy (pd·so = 2) A 

(pd·s1=1) A (rd·s1 = 0). The intended transitions are DO -t Dl -t Il2 -t 03 ·+04 -t 04. 

Notice that (with R3.2" as above) a transition from Dl to OS is also possible. 

H-t 
' -Ç:1 

x2 

figure 5.2a 

IIoHLLL 
111 H H l l 
II2HH// 
II3HHHl 
fl4 HHHH 

figure 5.2b 

0 0 
2 0 
1 0 
0 1 
0 0 

y xo x1 x2 pc·so pc·s1 Q·s1 

rIOLLLh 0 0 0 
IIl H H I h 2 0 0' 
112 H H lh lh 1 0 1 
m H H H lh 0 1 1 
II4HHHH 0 0 1 
IISHHBh 0 1 1 

figure 5.2c 

The replacement mentioned above (of R3.2 by R3.2") restricts the number of states in which the 

pass-delay is active in a switch s to at most pd·s, but it does not require that this number equals. 

if possible, pd·s. For a next switch-state Q1 (Q1 satisfying R0.2 and R0.3), the next node-state 

and pass-delay counter, ri and pei, can be chosen in such a way that pers = 0 , for SW·s. 

even if it is possible to choose r1 and pe1 such that pers E {pd·s, pco·s - l} (cf. ex. 5.15a). 

Before showing how to restrict r l and pe1 in such a way that only the intended transitions are 

allowed, we eliminate two options for achieving this that seem reasonable but turn out to be 

insufficient. 

Let the next switch-state be Qi. Obviously, ri and pe1 must be chosen such that the pass-delay 

is active (pers > 0) whenever possible. That is, r1 and pc1 must be chosen such that pc1 is 
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maxima! in the set of possible next pass-delay counters. Although this restricts the number of 

transitions and allows the intended transitions, it still allows other transitions. For instance, in 

example 5.15a this allows,, besides the intended transitions, the transition IIo -) Il3. Choosing 

pe1 to be maximal is a necessary, hut insufficient requirement. 

Another option that seems reasonable is to require that r 1 is minimal in the set of possible next 

node-states. In example 5.15a this restriction allows only the intended transitions. However, in 

example S.lSb tbis restriction allows, besides the intended transition Ill -) II2 , also the 

transition Ill ~ IIS (viz., the set of possible next node-states of Ill, which is {II2,II4,IIS}. bas 

tWo minimal elements: II2 and IIS). 

Since pass-delays are possible only for the source values {L} and {H} (assumption (1), seetion 

5.0.0), 'requiring that the pass-delays are active in as early a stage of value transportation as 

possible' means 'requiring that the next node-state is minimal w.r.t. these source-values'. That is, 

for a given next switch-state, r 1 and pe1 must be chosen in such a way that destore·r1 is 

minimal in the set { destore· r 1 r is a possible next node-state} . 

We will prove that this set contains a least element (lemma 5.17b), and define the next node

state r1 in sucb a way that destore·r1 is this least element (def. 5.18). 

As .-.n auxiliary notion we define the following subset of next3 by replacing R2.2 and R3.2 in the 

definition of next3 by R2.2" and R3.2" respectively. With the help of this notion we can, later 

on, define the next-state function for restricted delays. 

5.16 Definitioo: 

Por rd E DC and pd E DC , Yrc1.pd E NST -) {STlxDCxDC) ~ P(STlxDCxDC) 

is defined by: 

Krc1.pd·y-((Qo.ro>.reo.pcoH(Q1.r i),rci,pei) = 

( (As: Crco·s = 0) A -CA-(Qo.ro)·s: consistentO·ro·Qrs) 

Il (As : (rco·s > 0) v CA·(Qoro)·s : Qrs = Qo·s) 

A cr1 = R·(y l!I store·ro)-CQ1 A Z·pe1)) 

A (As : conSistentO·rrQi·s : rcrs = 0 ) 

A (As : -ieonsistentO·rrQrs /\ (rco·s > 0) : rcrs = rco·s 1 ) 

A (As: -.conSistentO·rrQrs /\ <rco·s = 0) : rcrs = rd·s) 

A (As: consistentl·rrQrs: pers= 0) 

A (As: -.consistentl·rrQrs: TV·rrs E {{L},{H}}) 

A (As: -.consistentl·rrQ1·s A (pco·s > 0): pers= peo·s - 1 ) 

A (As: -.consistentJ·rrQrs A <Pco·s == 0) 

: (pers= pd·s) /\ (-Qo·s v (TV·r1·s ~ TV·ro·s)))) 
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S.17 Lemma 

a Let {IJo,Il} i;;; STl and {rco.rc1,rci.p<:o,pci,pc2} s;; DC. Then: 

K td.pd·Y·(IJo,rco,pcoHil.rci.pci) A K td.pd·Y-Cilo.rco,pco)-(Il.rci,J>Cl) 

::} (rc1 = raj A (pel = J>C2) 
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b Let Qi satisfy R0.2 and R0.3 for current state ((Qo.ro).rco,pco) E STlxDCXDC. The set 

{r,rc,pc: Ktd.p<l''Y·((Q0,r0),rco,pco)-((Qi.D.rc,pc) : destore·r } bas a least element. 

Lemma 5.17a follows directly from R2.0, R2.l, R2.2", r3.0 and R3.2". Lemma 5.17b is proven 
below. 

Proof of 5.17b 

Let Q1 E SST satisfy R0.2 and R0.3. Lemma 5.17b is proven by showing that for any 

pair of elements of the non-empty finite set defined above a third element of this set 

exists that is smaller than the other two (use theorem Al, appendix A). 

Assume: {((Q1.r1).rci.pci),((Qi.rv.rci,paj} ' Ktd.pd·r·<CQoro).rco,pco). 

Let r, r3 E NSTC and pc, pc3, rc3 E DC be defined by: 

pc·s = max·{pcrs, pcz·s} , for s E SW 

r = R-(y l!:l store·r0HQ1 /\ Z·pc) 

_ { pc·s , if TV·r·s ri {L,H} "'~ 
pc3·S - 0 ' if TV·r·s Il {L,H} = ~ , forse SW 

r3 = R.(y l!:l store·roHQ1 /\ Z·pc3) 

rc3 satisfying R2.0, R2.l, and R2.2" 

We wil1 prove the following properties: 

PO r ç r 1 A r ç rz 

P 1 destore·r3 = destore·r 

P2 ((Qi.r3),pc3,rc3) satisfies R3.0, R3.l, and R3.2" 

From PO and P1 follows that (destore·r3 ç destore·r1) /\ {destore·r3 i;; destore·rz). 

From P2, the defmitions of r3 and rc3, and the assumption on Q1 follows that: 

K td.pd·r·( (Qo.r o>.rco.pcoH ( Qi.r 3),rc3,pc3) . 

Consequently, proving PO, P l, and P2 completes the proof. 

Proof of PO (only for ri. for rz the proof is similar) 

true 

= {def. pc} 

(As: SW·s: pers~ pc·s) 

:? {def. 5.2 (Z) and calculus} 

Qi /\ Z·pc ~ Q1 /\ Z·pc1 

:? {monotonicity R·y, defmitions rb r} 

rç r1 
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Proofof PJ 

From the definitions of rand r3 follows (compare proof PO) that r i;; r3 , and, hence, 

destore·r i;; destore·r3 . Below, we proof that destore·r3 i;; destore·r. 

Let XE N. Then: 

HE rJ·X 

= fdef. r31 
(BY : cp-(Q1 f\ Z·pc3Hx,y] : HE r·Y) 

::} {def. r} 

(By : cp-(Q1 A Z·pc3Hx,y] : H E r.y ) 

=> { induction, using note 0} 

HE r.x 

noteO 

Let x,y E N . Then: 

(H E r-x) f\ bcp-CQ1 f\ Z·pc3Hx.y] 

=> {definitions ofpc3 and r, using definitions bcp and TV} 

(H E r-x) A bcp·(Q1 A Z·pc)·[x,y] A (HE r-y) 

Similar for L. 

Proofof P2 

Let s E SW. Assume pc3·s > 0. On account of note l, we can, without loss of 

generality, assume that pc3·s =pers . From notes 1, 2, and 3 follows that : 

(TV·r3·S = TV·rrs) f\ (Ax,y : pn·s = [x,y] : rJ•X * r3·Y) . 

Using this and the assumption pc3·s = pers , R3.0, R3.1, and R3.2" for 

((Q1.r3),rc3,pc3) follow directly from R3.0, R3.l, and R3.2" for ((Q1,ri),rci.pci). 

note 1 

pc3·S > 0 
::} {def. pc3} 

(pers= pc·s) f\ (TV·r·s n {L,H} * ~) 
=> {PJ and def. pc} 

((pers= pers) v (pc3's = pci·s)) /1. {TV3·r·s n {L,H} * ~) 
note 2 

(pc3·S > 0) A (pc1·S > 0) 

=> {note 1 and R3.1 for ((Qi.ri>.rci.pci)} 

(TV·r3·S () {L,H} * ~) /1. (TV·r1·S E {{L},{H}}) 

. => { from PO and P 1: destore· r 3 Ç destore· r l , and calculus} 

TV·r3·s = TV·rrs 
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note 3 

(pe3·s > 0) /\ (pc3·s =pers) 

= {R3.0 for ((Qi.r1).rci.pc1)} 

(pc3·s > 0) /\ (pc3·S =pers)/\ (Ax,y: pn·s = [x,y]: rrx * r1·Y) 

= {from R3.1 for ((Qi.ri),rci.pc1) : TV·r1·s e { {L},{H}} } 
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pc3·s>O /\ pc3·s=pcrs /\ (E x,y : pn·s=[x,y] : r1·x E { {L},{H}} /\ destore·rrY = ~) 

::} {note 1 (using the assumption) and (PO, PI) destore·r3 Ç destore·r1} 

(Bx,y: pn·s = [x,y] : (r3·x E { {L},{H}}) /\ (destore·r3·y = ~)) 

::} {calculus} 

(Ax,y: pn·s = [x,y]: r3·X :1: r3'Y) 

o (end proof 5.17c) 

As argued above, the next-state function for restricted delays can be defined as follows. 

5.18 Definition 

Por rd E DC and pd E DC, denoting the reaction-delay and the pass-delay, 

next3 rd.pd E NST --t (STlxDC><pC) --t ~STlxDCxDC) is defined by : 

next3 rd.pd''Y·<CQo.ro).rco.pco)-((Qi.r1).rci.pc1) = 

Kr<1,pd''Y·((Q0So).rco.pco)-((Qi.r1).rci.pc1) A 

(destore·r1 = min·{r ,re.pc : Kr<1,pd''Y·<CQ0.ro).rco.peo)-((Q1.D,rc,pe) : destore·r }) 

5.19 Remark on restricted pass-delays 

In remark 3.15 the possibility to model distinct reaction-delay restrictions for upgoing and for 

downgoing transitions is discussed (recall: functions rdtt and rdL). Similarly, the restrictions on 

pass-delays can depend on the cause of the pass-delays, or, more generally, on the previous 

switch-state and the current node-state. This can be modelled by choosing the pass-delay pd E 

SST --t NSTC --t DC. Restriction R3.2" must then be replaced (in def. 5.16 (Kr<1,pd)) by: 

R3.2' (As : pc1·s > 0 : ((peo·s > 1) /\ (pers= pco·s - 1)) 

v ((peo·s = 0) /1. (•Qo·s /1. (TV·rrs ~ TV·ro·x)) /1. (pers= pd·Qo·rrs)) ) 

Por instance, for a switch s with pn·s = [x,y] , it seems reasonable to define the pass-delay 

pd e NSTC --t DC in such a way that the sequence pd·rrs. pd·r2·s, pd·rrs is ascending if 

(r1·x,r1·Y) = ({H},{h}) /\ (r2·x,r2·Y) = ({H},{l,h}) /\ (r3·x,r3·y) = ({H},{l}) since the charge 

difference between x and y is ascending in the sequence ri. r2, r3. 
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In section 5.0.0 ('Motivation of assumptions (Oa) and (Ob)') we discussed the possibility of 

choosing a zero pass-delay in some cases, in particular in those cases where one of the pass 

nodes of a conducting switch has a source value and the other has a stored charge of the same 

type (as in r 1 above). Using pd € NSTC--+ DC as described above, this can be modelled by 

requiring. for SW·s A (pn·s = [x,y]) , that pd satisfies (store·r·x = store·r·y):} (pd·r·s = 0) . 

H pel€ NSTC --+ DC satisfies (A r,s,x,y : (pn·s = [x,y]) Il (r·x * r·y) : pd·r·s > 0 ) , lemma 

5.17c holds and the next-state function can be defined similar as in def. 4.18. 

H; however, (Er ,s,x,y : (pn·s = [x,y]) A (r-x * r.y) : pd·r·s = 0) , lemma 5.17c need not hold, 

which is demonstrated in the example below. In that case, destore·r1 must be a minimal 

element of the set mentioned in def. 5.18 (next3nt,pd) instead of the least element. 

Example 

Consider the circuit depicted in figure 5.3a, with starting state fio (fig. 5.3b) and new source

connection {(x,(H}),(yo.{H}),(y1.~).(yi,~).(y3,~).(y4,{H})} . Assume that rd = 0 and that pd 

satisfies (Ar ,s,x,y: (pn·s = [x,y]) A (store·r·x = store·r·y) : pd·r·s = 0) 

Il (A r,s,x,y: (pn·s = [x,y]) A (store·r·x *- store·r·y) : pd·r·s > 0) 

The succ.essor of fio is Il1. The possible successors (in Km,pd) of Il1 are Il2. Il3, and fti. Notice 

that .li,Il3, and f4 have the same switch-state and that no least node-state exists. Notice that, 

without this assumption and with positive pass-delays, the successor of Il1 is {h} in Y1, J2, 

and YJ. 
x 

figure 5.3a 

a (end remark S.19) 

x sos1s2s3 Yo Yl Y2 Y3 Y4 

Jlo (L} 0 0 0 0 {H} ~ (h} ~ {H} 
Il1 {H} 0 0 0 0 {H} ~ { h} ~ (H} 
Il2 {H} 1 1 1 1 {H} {H} {H} {H} {H} 
Il3 (H} 1 1 1 1 {H} ~ {HJ {H} (HJ 
fl4 (H} l 1 1 1 {H} {HJ (H} ~ {HJ 

figure 5.3b 

Similar as in section 3.2, the consequences of restrictions on pass-delays for the notion well

matchedness are investigated. lt will turn out that this notion does not change if the pass-delays 

are restricted. 

On the ~ of restrictions on pass-delays for well-matcbedneu 
The modelling of restricted delays for the notions regarding initial behaviour is similar to the 

one presented in section 3.2. 

In the following definition, D s;;; DCXDC denotes the set of pairs reaction-delay, pass-delay. 
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5.20 Definition 

For D s;; DCxDC the following notions have the same type as their counterparts without 

the subscript D• and are defined by: 

a stable30·r·IT 
= (B rd,pd,rc,pc : D-(rd,pd) A DC·rc A DC·pc : next3m.pd''Y-(Il,rc,pc)-(IT,rc,pc)) 

b feasible3n·r·IT 

= (B rd,pd,rc,pc : D-(rd,pd) A DC·rc A DC·pc: (next3m.pd"Y)+-(II,rc,pc)-(II.rc,pc)) 

c FSL3o·r·'P 

= (B rd,pd,rl,pl : D-(rc,pd) A C*(DC)-rl A l*(DC)-pl A (#·rl = #·'P) A (#·pi= #·'P) 

: (Ai : 09< #·'P : ne.xt3 rd.pd·y·('Pi.rh,p!i)·('Pi+i.r/i+lp/i+I,) )) 

where 'Phrli.Ph for i = #·'P is defined as 'Po,rfo,plo. 

d WM30 ·C·y = ( FSL3o·'Y s;; (FCAO n cgdlL) ) 

Due to delay restrictions the behaviour of circuits is restricted (lemma 5.21a,c,d). Since the 

delays are inactive in stable states (cf. lemma 5.7a), stable states do not change (lemma 5.2lb). 

The main result of the following lemma is that restrictions on delays do not influence the notion 

of well-matchedness (lemma 5.21e). 

5.21 Lemma 

a (A y,Il,rd,pd,rc,pc: NST·r A STl·II A ({rd,pd,rd,pc} s;; DC) 

: next3 rd.pd·r-(Il,rc,pc) s;; next3·y-(IT,rc,pc) ) 

b (A D,y: (D s;; DCxDC) A (D * ~) A NST·y: stable3o·'Y = stable3·y) 

c (A D,y: (D s;; DCxDC) A (D * ~) A NST·y: feasible3n·r !;;feasible3·y) 

d (A D,y: (D s;; DCxDC) A (D * ~) A NST·y: FSL3n·r s;; FSL3·r) 

e (A D,C,y: (D s;; DCxDC) A (D * ~) A CIR·C A NST·y: WM3o·C·r = WM3·C·r) 

Lemma 5.2la follows directly from definitions 5.2 (next3) and 5.18 (next3m.pdl· Lemmas 5.2lc,d 

follow directly from lemma 5.21a using the definitions. Lemmas 5.2lb,c are proven below. 

Proof of 5.2lb 

Let D, y, IT satisfy (D s;; DCxDC) A (D * ~) A NST·y A STl·IT. Then: 

stable30·r· IT 

= {property: proof similar to the proof of lemma 5.7a} 

(B rd,pd : (rd,pd) E D: ne.xt3m.pd''Y-(Il,O,tl)-(IT,tl,Gl)) 

= {definitions 5.2 (next3) and 5.18 (next3m,pdl} 

next3·y·(Il,Gl,Gl)·(Il,ll,O) 

= {lemma 5.7a} 

stable3 ·r· Il 
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Proof of 5.21e 

Let D, C, y satisfy (D i;; DCxDC) A (D ,,,_ ~) A CIR·C A NST·y. Then: 

WM3o·C·y 

::> {property: proof similar to note 0 in proof of th. 4.26} 

stable3n·Y ' cgdO 

= {lemma 5.21b} 

stable3·y i; cgdO 

= {th. 5.10} 

WM3·C·y 

From lemma 5.21d and definitions 5.5 (WM3) and 5.20d (WM3n) follows: 

WM3·C·y:> WM3n·C·y, which completes the proof. 

o (end proofs 5.21) 

5.1.1 Well - Functioning 

In this section, well-functioning is defined in a similar way as in section 4.2. The correctness 

criter.a used in section 4.2 (i-iv) are used again, with an obvious extension of correctness 

criterion iv. The section concludes with an investigation of the relation between WF2 and WF3. 

Lists of successive states starting in (11,rc.pc) can be defined similar as in ch. 4 (cf. def. 4.32). 

5.22 Definiti.on {resulting state lists 3} 

For rd, pd E DC , RSL3 rd,pd E NST .... (STlxDCxDC) -1 .Coo(STl) -1 IB is defined by : 

RSL3rd.pd·Y·(Il.rc,pc)-\J1 

= (B rl,pl : Coo(DC)-rl A Coo(DC)-p/ A (('Po,rloJllo) = (Il,rc,pc)) 

: (Ai : ~ : next3 rd.pd·Y·(\J1;,rli.plv·('Pi+i.rli+i.Ph1-Û )) 

A circuit is called well-functioning if the correctness criteria formulated in section 4.2 (i-iv) are 

satisfied. Correctness criterion iv, i.e. 'all state transitions between successive states are correct', 

needs to be extended. Namely, besides cstO for infinite state lists we also need cstl for infinite 

state list. The extended criterion is defined in definition 5.13b (cstL). 

We have now argued the following definition for well-functioning 3, where D denotes the set 

of pairs reaction-delay, pass-delay. 
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5.23 Definition { well-functioning 3} 

Por D s;; DCxDC , WF30 € CIR..., NST..., (STlxDCxDC) ..., R is defined by : 

WF3n·C·y·(II,rc,pc) 

= (A rd,pd : (rd,pd) € D : RSL3 td,pd·Y·(II,rc,pc) s;; (cgdll n CFL n FCAJ n cstL) ) 

In example 5.24a the inverter from example 4.36a is reconsidered. The exam.ple concludea tbat 

the restrictions on the delays, in order for the inverter to function com:ctly, are equal to the 

restrictions found in example 4.36a. Example 5.24b, which reconsiders the circuit from ex. 

4.36c, demonstrates that the conclusion from ex. 5.24a does nm mean tbat the pass-delays in an 
inverter, or, in genera!, the pass-delays caused by a change of switch-state (from nonconducting 

to conducting), can be ignored in our model. 

5.24 Bxample 

a Reconsider the circuit from example 4.36a (depicted in fi.gure 4.2a), starting in the top

most state of figure 5.4a. Let the source-connection change to {(r,{H}),(z,,)}. The 

resulting state lists are depicted in figure 5.4a. The difference with the resulting state 

lists in the previous model, which are depicted in fig. 4.2b (ex. 4.36a), is a result c,i the 

possible pass-delay in switch so. In order for the circuit to be well-functioning, the left

most path in fig. 5 .4a with a conflict in node z - must be avoided, and, hence, the 

delays must be restricted by rdwso ~ rdL ·si . Notice that this is the same restriction as 

in ex. 4.36a and that the pass-delays need not be restricted. 

b Reconsider the circuit from example 4.36c (fig. 4.2c), with starting state II (fig. 5.4b) 

and new source-connection ö (ex. 4.36c). Assume that the delays satisfy (rd·so = rd·si) /\ 

(A i : ~<3 : (pd·si > 0) ). The resulting state list is depicted in fig. 5.4b. The 

transitions are drawn at the left side of fig. 5.4b. Notice that, since transitions tO and tl 

are not correct-0, the circuit is not well-functioning. Ignoring the pass-delays of so and 

si. or assuming that (pd·so = 0) /\ (pd·s1 = 0), leads to the state transitions depicted at the 

right side of fig. 5.4b, and, consequently, to the (incorrect) conclusion that the circuit is 

well-functioning. 

so si x z 

0 1 L H 
! 

rOlHHt 

llHfil. lrtO!OHh 
L 1 OHh 

lOHLi---l 

figure 5.4a 

so si s2 x y z 
n: çO 10 HL L~ 

Ll
ç~~~: t =:o 

OllLLH\ 
101 l l H.,i 
101 l H H~ 
IOlHHB 
OllhhH 

figure 5.4b 
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The following lemma relates the notions from this section to the notions from section 4.2. 

S.25 Lemma 

Let C, y, Il, re satisfy CIR·C A NST·y A STl·Il A DC·rc. 

a For all DC·rd A (pd = O) : 

aO next3 ni.pd·Y·(Il,rc,O) = next2 ro·Y·(Il,rc) 

al RSL3 ni.pd·Y·ITT,rc,O) = RSU ro·Y·(Il,rc) 

b Let D s;; DCXOC and let RD = { rd,pd : (rd,pd) E D : rd } . Then: 

bO (D = RDx{ 0}) ::} (WF3o·C·y·(Il,rc,O) = WF2Rn·C·y·(Il,rc) ) 

bl (Ard : RD·rd : (rd,O) E D ) ::} (WF3o·C·y-(Il,rc,O) ::} WF2Ro·C·y-(Il,rc) ) 

Lemma 5.2Sa0 follows from definitions 4.31 (next2ro) and 5.18 (next3m,pd); compare with the 

proof of lemma 5.6b. Lemma 5.25al follows directly from 5.25a using definitions 4.32 (JlSL2ro) 

and 5.22 (RSL31'1Lpd)· Lemma 5.25b follows directly from 5.25al using definitions 4.34 (WF2Rn) 

and 5.23 (WF3o). 

The right-most implication sign in 5.25bl cannot be replaced by an equality sign. Namely, 

consider the circuit depicted in figure 5.5a below (ex. 5.14), starting in state m (fig. 5.5b) with 

new source-connection ')(>. The circuit is well-functioning if the delays satisfy (cf. ex. 5.14) 

pd·so + rd·s2 :a pd·s1 + rd·s3. With D = {O}xDC, and, consequently, RD = {0} , the following 

holds: 

(Ard : RD·rd : (rd,O) E D ) A "WF30 ·C·')(>·(Ill,rc,O) A WF2Rn·C·')(>·(Ill,rc) . 

·{t:t 
s1 L 

figure 5.Sa 

sos1s2s3 x YO YI z 

yO 
'Y 1 
no 1 1 1 o 
m 1 1 o 1 

figure 5.Sb 

~~: ~ ~ ~ 
{L} {L} {L} {H} 
{H} {H} {H} {L} 

The following lemma is the counterpart of lemma 4.39 and is given for later use (in ch. 7). Note 

that lemma 5.26a, which shows that a correct state bas a unique next state, only holds for 

pd E DC and not for pd E NSTC.., DC (cf. remark 5.19). Lemma 5.26b shows that correct 

resulting state lists have a suffix consisting of a repeated feasible state list. Example 4.40 is still 

capable of showing that well-functioning circuits do not necessarily end up in a stable state. 
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5.26 Lemma 

a Let STl-11 . For all (rd,pd) E DCxDC : 

cgdl ·IT ::} (Are.pc : DC·rc Il DC·pc : #·(next3ttl.pd''Y'(Il,rc,pc)) = 1 ) 

b Let STl ·Il Il DC·rc Il DC·pc Il .loo(STl)·\JI . Por all (rd,pd) E DCxDC : 

RSL3td.pd''Y-(Il,rc,pc)-\JI 11 cgdlL·\JI 

::? (B <00,<l>l: l*(STl)-<00 Il FSL3ttl.pd'Y·<l>l: \JI = cat·<OO·*[<l>l]) 

The proofs of 5.26a and 5.26b are fairly straightforward (use lemma 5.17a). 

5.1.2 Can pass-delays be modelled as part of reaction-delays? 

The question above is raised for the following two reasons. 

A It would be a simplification of our model: 

Positive pass-delays complicate the calculation of state transitions (due to the mutual 

dependence of the succeeding node-state and the succeeding pass-delay counter, cf. sections 

5.0.0 and 5.1.0). For zero pass-delays the model presented in this chapter equals the n,odel 
presented in chapter 4 (cf. lemma 5.25). 

B It seems possible: 

Intuitively, a signal passing switches influences the behaviour of the circuit when it reaches the 

gate of a switch. Following this intuition, it seems that the behaviour of a circuit ean be 

simulated correctly by adding the pass-delays of switches leading to the gate of a switch s to the 

reaction-delay of that switch s. 

For instance, consider the circuit depicted in fig. 5.5a above starting in state Ill (fig. 5.Sb) with 

new source-connection -y<>. The circuit is well-functioning if (cf. ex. 5.14) pd·so + rdws:z :<!: 

pd·s1 + rdL·S3 . The suggestion above is to use, instead of (rd,pd) E D , the delays (rdl,O) 

with rdl·s-1.+2 = pd·si + rd·si+2 (for ~<2). Now the model from chapter 4 can be used (cf. 

lemma 5.25b0). According to that model, the circuit is well-functioning if (cf. ex. 4.36a) 

rdlw92 :<!: rdlL·S3, which equals the result above. 

Furthermore, notice the correspondence between the criteria cstO and cstl in those cases. Por 

instance, in our example parts of cstl and cstO are (pdo·si > 0)::} (TV·ro-si = TV·r1-si) and 

(rdo·si+2 > 0)::} (ro·(g·si..V = rr(g·si+v) , for ~<2. These requirements equal cstO for delays 

(rdl,0), which is (rdlo•Si+2 > 0)::} (ro·(g·si+2) = rr(g·si+2)) . 

Example 5.27 below demonstrates that this transformation does not lead toa correct simulation 

of the behaviour of a circuit in all cases. It also shows that other ways to model pass-delays as 

part of reaction-delays are, in genera!, not correct. 
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S.21 Bxample 

Consider the circuit depicted in fig. 5.6a below. Nodes x and y are input nodes and node z2 is 

the output node. Por simplicity, we assume that, for all i, j with ie {0,2,4} A gj<6 : 

(rd·Si = rd•8if.V /\. (pd·8j = 0) /\. (pd·8o > 0) A (pd·86 > 0) . 

Let the circuit start in state no (fig. 5.6b); compare with ex. 4.38b. Input y is changed to {H} in 

order to load the value of x. The feedback path around the two inverters will be interrupted 

since 81 will become nonconducting. The state transitions are no ..; nt ..; n2 ..; n3 ..; n4 ..; ns 
(compare with ex. 4.38c). Once the circuit has reached ns, the feedback path can be established 

and the connection to x interrupted. This is done by changing input y to { L}. The resulting state 

transitions are ns ..; Il6 ..; n7. 

The protocol described above is based on the fundamental mode assumption (sect. 0.0): the 

environment of the circuit will not send the next input change until the circuit has reached a 
stable state. H the input-output mode assumption (sect. 0.0) is used, which is: 'the environment 

will not send the next input change until the expected output change is established', the protocol 

can differ due to pass-delays in 80 and 86. Namely, the input change in y from {H} to {L} may 

arrive when the circuit is in state n4 (instead of in IlS as assumed above). A possible resulting 

state list then is Il4 -+ Il8 ..; Il9 ..; etc.. Since n9 ' cgdl , the circuit is not well-functioning. 

The suggested transfonnation of pass-delays into reaction-delays (in B above) means adding the 

pass-delays of 80 or s6 to the reaction-delays of s2 and 83. In that case the state transitions are 

IlO-+ nl -+ Il2 -+ Il3 ..; IlS and Il5 ..; Il6 ..; n7 respectively. State n4 with the (potentially 

destructive) stored value in z3 - is not observed as an intermediate state. Note that the circuit 

would, using the transformation. incorrectly be found to be well-functioning. 

Furthermore, note that adding the pass-delay of s6 to the reaction-delay of either 81 or s4 and 

using a zeco pass-delay in s6 would also ignore n4 as a possible intermediate state, and, hence, 

the circuit would be classified as well-functioning. 

x y so s1 zo z 1 z2 z3 

no HL 0 l L H L L 
H H m BH 0 l L HL L 

m BH 1 0 H HL L 
s4 z ru BH 1 0 H L L L x n4 HH l 0 H L H l 

y ss ru HH 1 0 H L H H 
L L n6 HL l 0 H L H H 

z3 m HL 0 1 H L H H 
Il8 HL l 0 H L H l 

B Il9 HL 0 1 lh L H lh 

figme 5.6a figure 5.6b 
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In conclusion, the possible charge conflict in zo can only be observed if a positi:ve pass-delay is 

used in s6• The possible charge conflict can only be avoided by restricting the pass-delay of 86 

relative to the delay of the environment (to change y after z2 bas cbanged). 

a (end of example 5.27) 

Concluding Remark of section 5.1.2 

Although not correct in general (cf. ex. 5.27), the transformation described above seems to have 

the potential to avoid calculation with positive pass-delays in many cases (cf. the running ex. of 

this section; fig. 5.Sa). Investigating in what cases this transformation is correct therefore 

appears to be an interesting and promising subject for further research (also in view of the 

correspondence between cstO and cstl). In this thesis no results in this direction are given. 

5 .2 Wire delays 

The concept of wire-delay models the time it takes a voltage transition to pass from one end of 

a wire to the other end of that wire. The simplest way of modelling these delays is to use the 

correspondence between wire-delays and pass-delays. Although the modelling of wire-delays is 

not developed in detail, the argumentation below is sufficient to see that the results that can be 

obtained are similar to the results obtained in the previous sections. 

The following example illustrates the notion of wire-delay. 

5.28 Example 

Consider the C-mos inverter depicted in figure 5.7a, which is studied in example 5.24a. 

Now assume that the wire-delays between x and the gates of s2 and s3 are not negligible. 

This situation is depicted in figure 5.7b, where WO and wl are wires. Let the starting state 

be Ill (fig. 5.7c) and let the new source-connection be ')'O (fig. 5.7c). The resulting state 

lists, with arbitrary wire-delay and pass-delay, are depicted in figure 5.lb (ex. 5.14). 

Similar as in example 5.14, we can conclude that the circuit is well-functioning if the 

delays satisfy: wd·wO + rd·s2 ~ wd·wl + rd·s3 , where wd denotes the wire-delay. 

H H s2 s3 x YO Yl z 

-q' ~2 yO {LJ f 1 1 x z x z yl {H} J 
3 3 no 1 0 (L} {L} {L} {H} 

L L m 0 1 {H} {BJ {H} {L J 

figure 5.7a figure 5.7b figure 5.7c 
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In section 1.0 ('Representation of circuits') we used part of assumption (b) from section 0.3, viz. 

'wire-delays are negligible', to define circuits (def. 1.0 (CIR)). In that definition, wires are 

represented by one node. In order to model non-zero wire-delays we need to include wire

elements explicitly in our circuits. Such circuits, defined below, are called extended circuits. 

The circuit depicted in figure 5.7b, for instance, is an extended circuit . 

.S.29 Definition {extended circuits} 

An extended circuit is a sextuple (N,SW,W,t,g,pn), where 

pn e (SW u W) -. B2N , with B2N as defined in def. 1.0, 

W is a finite set, called the set of wires, that satisfies W (l (N u SW) = ~ , and 

{N,SW,t,g,pnJ.sw) e CIR' 

with pn.J.sw e SW .... B2N defined by (pnJ.SW)·s = pn·s. 

The set of extended circuits is called XCIR . 

Wire-delays are comparable to pass-delays in permanently conducting switches in all aspects; 

compare, for instance, example 5.28 with example 5.14. Using similar assumptions for wire

delays as used for pass-delays in section 5.0.0 ((Oa,b), (1), and (2)), the restrictions on a wire

dela: counter are similar to those defined for the pass-delay counter (section 5.0.0: R3.i or r3.i). 

A correctness criterion similar to cstl is required for wire-delays. 

Consequently, the simplest way to model wire-delays, that is, with as little extension of the 

model as possible, is by treating wires as a special kind of (permanently conducting) switches. 

This way of modelling wire-delays is described below. It is not developed in detail, since it is 

easily seen that the results that can be obtained are similar to those obtained in the previous 

sections. 

In order to regard wires in a similar way as permanently conducting switches, the set of states is 

extended as follows: 

XSST = (SW u W) ..., Il 

ST2 = {Q.r: XSST·Q /\ NSTC·r /\ (A w: W·w: Q·w): (Q,r) } 

Of course, the domains of a number of notions must be extended (from CIR to XCIR, SST to 

XSST, and from STl to ST2). The state transitions in this model must satisfy the restrictions 

formulated in section 5.0.0 with the following extensions: 

add R0.4: (A w : W·w : Qrw ) 

extend the domain SW to SW u W in restrictions R3.i (or, similarly, in r3.i). 

This model can now be developed in the same way as the model in sections 5.0 and 5.1. 
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To illustrate this, notice that the consistency notion for wires, say consistent2 e NSTC -1 W -1 ll. 
and the correct state transition requirement for wire-delays, say cst2 e ST2 -1 ST2 -1 Il , are, 

according to the model described above, defined as follows. 

Let ST2.(Q,I) A ST2·(Q1r1) A W·w. 

consistent2·r·w 

and 

= { using the extension described above} 

consistentl·r·Q·w 

= {using ST2·(Q,I)::? Q·w and the extension of def. 4.16 (consistentl)} 

(Ax,y: pn·w = [x,y]: r·x = r.y) 

cst2·(Q,IJ·(Qi.r i) 

= { using the extension described above} 

cstl ·(Q,I)·(Qi.r i) 

= {using ST2·(Q,I)::} Q·w, the result above, and the extension of def. 5.13a (cstl)} 

(A w: -iconsistent2·r·w : TV·r·w = TV·rrw) 

It can easily be verified that the results obtained in the previous sections also hold for the 

extended model described above. 

Consequently, the well-matchedness notion does not change. Since all resulting states are stable 

in case of well-matchedness, and all wires are consistent-1 in stable states (compare with th. 

5.10 and prop. 4.17c), the extended circuits (def. 5.29) are not needed for initial behaviour. 

The results w.r.t. well-functioning are similar to those given in section 5.1. For instance, by 

replacing switch s6 in example 5.27 (sect. 5.1.2) by a wire-element w, we can conclude (similar 

to section 5.1.2) that wire-delays cannot be modelled as apart of reaction-delays or as apart of 

pass-delays of switches. 
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5.3 Concluding remarks on chapter 5 

In t1lls chapter the model is extended in such a way that arbitrary but non-negative and finite -

pass-delays and wire-delays can be captured and restrictions on them can be expressed. The 

consequences for the correctness criteria for initial and dynamic behaviour are investigated. 

Assumptions on pass-delays and wire-delays 

The formalisation given of pass-delays is based on the following assumptions (cf. sect. 5.0.0): 

(Oa) A pass-delay can be active in a switch only if the switch is conducting. 

(Ob) A pass-delay cannot be active in a switch if the pass nodes have the same value. 

(1) A pass-delay can be active in a switch only if the value that needs to be transported by 

that switch is {L} or {H}. Tuis means that we assume in our model - that the 

pass-delay is zero if the value that needs to be transported is {L,H} or a stored charge. 

(2) A pass-delay must have an initia! cause. Tuis cause can either be that the switch 

becomes conducting, or that the value that needs to be transported bas changed. Por the 

latter ca(u)se, we also assume that a pass-delay is not possible if the transported value 

was {L,H} in the preceding state. 

In appendix C we proved that assumption ( 1) does not influence the results regarding initia! 

behaviour, but can be pessimistic regarding dynamic behaviour. 

The assumptions for wire-delays are sîmilar (read 'wire' instead of 'switch'), with the obvious 

omission of assumption (Oa) and the first cause mentioned in assumption (2). 

Formalisation of pass-delays and wire-delays 

Pass-delays and wire-delays can be modelled in a similar way (cf. sect. 5.2). The modelling of 

these types of delay turned out to be more difficult that the modelling of reaction-delays (cf. 

sect. 5.0.0: the mutual dependence of r1 and pc1). As a result of this, the calculation of the 

next-state function is complicated if pass-delays and wire-delays are positive. Calculating with 

positive pass-delays and wire-delays cannot be avoided in all cases (cf. sect. 5.1.2. and 5.2). 

It seems, however, that pass-delays and wire-delays can, in many cases, be modelled as part of 

reaction-delays (cf. sect. 5.1.2). In this thesis, no results in that direction are given. 

For zero pass-delays and wire-delays the next state function equals the one defined in chapter 4 

(cf. lemmas 5.6a and 5.25a0). 

In section 5.1.0 we have shown how restrictions on these types of delay can be expressed. 

Similar as for reaction-delays, these restrictions can depend on the cause of the delay (cf. 

remark 5.19). 
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Initial behaviour 

Por initial behaviour it is possible to calculate with zero delays. The correctness criteria for 

initial behaviour are equal to those formulated in the previous chapter (cf. cor. 5.11 and sect. 

5.0.3). Por initial behaviour, the resulting states in this model equal the resulting states in the 

model from chapter 4 (cf. lemma 5.7 and th. 5.12). 

Dynamic behaviour 

The modelling of dynarnic behaviour is done in a similar way as in section 4.2. The correctness 

criterion for dynarnic behaviour is expressed in WF3 (def. 5.23). The main extension of this 

criterion (w.r.t. WF2) is the requirement for stability of the cause for pass-delays and 

wire-delays when they are active, expressed in cstl (def. 5.13a). 

Similar as for the next-state function, the calculation of this correctness criterion is complicated 

for non-zero pass-delays or wire-delays (cf. lemma 5.25). 
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CHAPTER 6 IMPERFECTNESS OF SWITCHES 

The model presented in the previous chapters does not take the 'imperfectness', or 'poorness', of 

single-transistor switches into account. An abstraction to perfect switches is made (cf. sect. 0.3, 

restriction (a)). Consequently, this model will classify some circuits as correct whereas the 

imperfectness of switches causes malfunctioning of these circuits. 

In this chapter the imperfectness of single-transistor switches is explained and an extension of 

. the model is given which takes this imperfectness into account. The centra!. notions of this 

extension are called mutilating power and mutilation degree. They are infonnally introduced in 

section 6.0 and defined in section 6.1. The rnutilation degree of signals is a new notion that 

enables a concise and elegant description of the effects of the imperfectness of switches, and, 

consequently, enables a verification whether this imperfectness causes malfunctioning. 

Besides the familiar correctness criteria from the previous chapters, new correctness criteria are 

defined using the notions above. The model provides a nice separation of concerns. since the 

familiar criteria can be calculated using the model from chapter 5, and the new criteria can 

- but need not - be calculated separately. 

The chapter is organised as follows. 

In the first section the imperfectness of switches - due to threshold voltages is analysed and 

an introduction to the central notions rnentioned above is given. 

In the second section these central notions are further analysed and defined. The section is 

divided into two subsections; the first giving the fonnalisation for initial bebaviour of circuits 

(the simpler case), the second one for dynamic behaviour. 

The correctness criteria due to imperfectness of switches are defined in the third section. 

In the fourth section the fonnalisation given in the previous sections is discussed, and some 

generalisations of it are given. 

As usual, the final section surnrnarizes and discusses the results. 
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6.0 Introduction to Mutilation 

Perfect switches, as used in the previous chapters (cf. sect. 0.3, restriction (a)), are abstractions 

of transistors. To be able to describe the imperfectoess of transistors we consider a more 

detailed descripti.on of their physical behaviour. 

Let VL and VH be the voltage values of the L-source and the H-source respectively. They are 

assumed to be constants satisfying Vt < Vtt. The voltage value at anode z is denoted by V·z. 

Coosider an n-mos transistor nt with gate node gn and pass nodes x and y, and a p-mos 

transistor pt with gate node gp and pass nodes u and v (depicted in figure 6.0). They satisfy: 

6.0 nt is conducting = (V·x min V·y < V·gn - Vt) 

pt is conducting = (V·u max V·v > V·gp + Vt) 

where Vi is called the threshold voltage and is assumed to be a positive constant that is small 

compared to VH VL. Por simplicity, all threshold voltages are assumed to be equal. The 

general case, with different threshold voltages, is discussed in remark 6.34 (section 6.3). 

gn gp 
x~y u---6-v 

figure 6.0a n t figure 6.0b p t 

H a transistor is nonconducting, its pass nodes are not connected by that transistor. H a transistor 

becomes conducting, this can result in a change of the voltage values of the pass nodes. H one 

of the pass nodes is connected to a source and the other is not, then the voltage value of the 

Jatter is changed towards the voltage value of the former. The resulting voltage value, according 

to formula 6.0, of this Jatter pass node is investigated below. 

Same r.mmuenees of 6.0 

In 6.1 below some of the consequences of formula 6.0 for the n-transistor nt are listed. The 

following assumption is made: (A z: N·z: VL !:: V·z !.': Vtt) . In 6.lb,c we also assume that x is 

connected to a source, and that the initial voltage value of y is an intermediate value, say 

between VL+2Vt and VH-2Vt. The resulting voltage value of anode z is denoted by V*·z. 

For the p-transistor pt similar consequences hold; they are listed in 6.2 below. 

6.1 Remark: Some consequences of 6.0 for nt 

a V·gn = VL * 'nt is nonconducting' 

V·gn = Vt +Vt * 'nt is nonconducting' 

b (V·gn = VH A V·x = VL) => (V*·y = VL) 

(V·gn = VH A V·x = Vtt) => (V*·y = VH-Vt) 

c (V·gn = Vtt-Vt A V·x = VL) * (V*·y = VL) 

(V·gn = VH-Vt A V·x = VH) => (V*·y = VH-2Vt) 
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6.2 Remark: Some consequences of 6.0 for pt 

a V·gp = Vtt => 'pt is nonconducting' 

V·gp = Vtt-Vt => 'pt is nonconducting' 

b (V·gp = VL A V·u = Vtt) => (V*·v = Vtt) 

(V·gp = VL A V·u = VL) => (V*·v = VL+Vt) 

c (V·gp = VL+Vt A V·u = Vtt) => (V*·v = Vtt) 

(V·gp = VL+Vt A V·u = VL) => (V*·v = VL+2Vt) 
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Voltage values like Vtt-Vt and Vtt-2Vt. which are driven by a source but unequal to the voltage 

value of that source, are called mutilated signals. Formula 6.0 is illustrated further in examples 

6.3a,b,c. All given examples are based on n-switches; p-switches behave in a converse fashion. 

6.3 Example 

a Consider circuit CO (fig. 6.la). Let xo. x1 and x3 be directly connected to an H-source 

(and, hence, have voltage value Vtt). Let x2 and x4 initially have intermediate voltage 

values. This is expressed as source-connection {(xo,{H}),(xi,{H}),(x2.~),(x3,{H}),(x4,~)}. 

According to formula 6.0 the resulting voltage values of x2 and x4 are (cf. remark 6.lb): 

V*·x2 = Vtt-Vt and V*·x4 = Vtt-Vt . 

Notice that the signal is not mutilated further by the rightmost transistor. 

xi x3 
xo~x4 

so x2 s 1 

figure 6.la: CO (ex. 6.3a) 

xi 
xo~x3 

so .-~--C=J-x4 
x2 si 

figure 6.lb: Cl (ex. 6.3b,c) 

b Consider circuit Cl (fig. 6.lb). Let xo. xi, and x2 be directly connected to an H-source, 

and let x3 and x4 initially have intermediate voltage values. This is expressed as source

connection {(xo.{H}),(xi,{H}),(x2,{H}).(x3.~).(x4,~)} . 

According to formula 6.0 the resulting voltage values of x3 and x4 are (cf. rem. 6.lb,c): 

V*·x3 = Vtt-Vt and V*·x4 = Vtt-2Vt. 

Notice the difference with the previous example: the signal at x4 is more mutilated than 

the signal at x3. 

c Consider circuit Cl (fig. 6.lb) again. Let xo. xi, and x2 be directly connected to an 

H-source, an H-source, and an L-source respectively. Let x3 and x4 initially have 

intermediate voltage values. This is expressed as source-connection {(.xo,{H}),(xi,{H}), 

(x2, { L} ),(x3,~).(x4.~)} . 

According to formula 6.0 the resulting voltage values of x3 and x4 are (cf. rem. 6.lb,c): 

V*·x3 = Vtt-Vt and V*·x4 = VL . 

Notice that, although the signal at x3 is mutilated, the signal at x4 is not. 
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Mutil!ltion degree 

As demonstrated in example 6.3b, signals can be mutilated more that once. The mutilation 

degree of a signal L or H is defined as the number of times that signal is mutilated. That is, 

signals VH - kYt and VL + kVt (for ~) are said to have mutilation degree k. Fora certain 

number i (~). a signal with mutilation degree i+l is unable to control a transistor-gate (is no 

longer recognizable as {H} or {L}). As a result of this, 'mutilation degree i+2' is an unrealistic 

notion. How much mutilation degree can be allowed depends, among other things, on the value 

of Vt (relative to the value of Vtt-Vd. The choice of the largest allowable mutilation degree for 

a signal at a gate (the number i above) is, therefore, regarded as a design rule. Usually, this 

number is chosen to be 0 or 1. 

In our model we abstract from the fact that large mutilation degrees are unrealistic. We 

calculate the - abstract - mutilation degrees of signals using a generalisation of the rules given 

in remarks 6.1 and 6.2. After calculating these abstract mutilation degrees we will verify 

whether they do not exceed a certain value (given by the design rule mentioned above). This 

verification will be expressed in a new correctness criterion (section 6.2). 

For calculational reasons, which are explained later on (remark 6.31, sect. 6.3), we introduce the 

mutilation degrees m and ex (m E IN , and ex is a fresh symbol). The domain of the mutilation 

degr. e of signals, MD (def. 6.9), is {j: lli:j:s;m : j} u {ex} , with the following interpretation for 

the elements: 

j, lli:j<m 

m 

ex 

6.4 Example 

the signal has mutilation degree j 

the signal is maximally mutilated 

the signal is absent (no connection to that source type) 

In the resulting states of example 6.3, the pairs (mutilation degree of L , mutilation 

degree of H) in nodes xo, xi. x2, x3, and x4 (in that order) are: 

in 6.3a: 

in 6.3b: 

in 6.3c: 

(ex,O), (ex,0), (ex,1), (ex,O), and {ex,l), 

{ex,0), {ex,0), {ex,0), {ex,1), and {ex,2), 

(ex,0), (ex,O), (O,ex), (ex,1), and (O,ex). 

Towards a fonnalisation of mutilation degree 

Before formalising the notion of mutilation degree, we will analyse the notion further using a 

generalisation of the remarks 6.1 and 6.2, and the interpretation of the domain of mutilation 

degree given above. We start with some examples. 
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6.5 Bxample 

Consider the circuit consisting of one n-switch depicted in figure 6.2a below. 

Let x1 be connected to an H-source with mutilation degree k (for H). Suppose that x2 

initially bas an intermediate value. Now consider the following cases. 

a H xo is connected to an H-source with mutilation degree n (for H), we conclude (by 

generalising remark 6.1 using the interpretation of MD given above) that the resulting 

signal at x2 is {H} with mutilation degree (t+l) .max n if k<m, and m if k=m. 

b H xo is connected to an L-source with mutilation degree n (for L), we conclude (by 

generalising remark 6.1 using the interpretation of MD given above) that the resulting 

signal at x2 is {L} with mutilation degree n. 

x1 x3 
xo~x4 

s so x2 s 1 

figure 6.2a: example 6.5 figure 6.2b: example 6.6 

In the previous example we have seen how to generalise remark 6.1 for nodes with a single 

connection to a source. In the following example we consider a node with multiple connections 

to sources of the same type. In such a case, a less mutilated signal "overrules" a more mutilated 

signal of the same type. We are interested in the least mutilated signal only, which means we 

are interested in. the best path to a source. 

6.6 Bxample 

Consider the circuit from example 6.3a, for convenience depicted in figure 6.2b above. 

Let nodes xo. X1t x3, and x4 be connected to an H-source with mutilation degree nO, kO, 

ki, and nl respectively, with kO<m and kl<m. Suppose node x2 has an intermediate value 

when the two switches become conducting. The resulting value of x2 then is {H} with 

mutilation degree ((kO+l) max nO) min ((kl+l) .max nl} (compare with ex. 6.Sa). 

The mutilation degree in state II = (Q,f') for node x and signal XE{L,H} is denoted by 

mdn·x·X . With the help of the previous examples, we can now formulate the following 

(informal) description of mutilation degree. 

6.7 X ( r·x {:::} mdn·x·X = ex , 
and X € r·x A mdn·x·X = k 

{:::} "the best path from x to an X-source, i.e., the path causing the least 

mutilation for X-signals, causes mutilation k for X-signals" 
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In order to formalise expression 6.7, we will introduce two additional notions. 

-1 The mutilating power of a switch for a signal Xe {L,H} is (infonnally) the amount of 

mutilation caused by that switch when transporting an X-signal (a if the switch is 

nonconducting). 

The path quality of a bag of nodes [x,y] for a signal XE{L,H} is (informally) the 

minimal amount of mutilation caused by any path (of switches) between x and y when 

transporting an X-signal (a if no conducting path between x and y exists). 

6.8 Bxample 

Consider again the circuit from example 6.5 with node x1 connected to an H-source with 

mutilation degree k. The mutilating power of the n-switch is, for H: k+l, and for L: 0. 

The path quality for [xo.x:iJ is, for H: k+l, and for L: 0. 

With the help of the latter notion, the mutilation degree can be fonnalised. The fonnalisation of 

the notions informally introduced in this section takes place in the next section. 

6.1 Formalisation of Mutilation Degree 

In this section the notions mutilation degree, mutilating power, and path quality, informally 

introduced in the previous section, are defined. In order to keep a good grip on the formalisation 

we first consider stable states only (in section 6. LO), and assume that all input signals have 

mutilation degree 0. In section 6.1.1 mutilation degree for non-stable states is considered, which 

will turn out to be a relatively sirnple extension of the formalisation from section 6.1.0. The case 

that input signals can have nonzero mutilation degree (which is interesting when studying 

subcircuits, and, hence, for composability of the model) is discussed in remark 6.32 (sect. 6.3). 

6.1.0 Mutilation Degree for Initial Behaviour 

An additional correctness criterion for initia! behaviour (as described in the previous section) 

requires that the mutilation degrees of signals at the gates of resulting states do not exceed a 

certain value (given by a design rule). If the initial behaviour of a circuit with a source

connection is correct according to the correctness criteria defined in the previous chapters, all 

resulting states are stable (cf. corollary 5.11 and theorem 5.12). Consequently, in order to 

express this additional correctness criterion for initial behaviour, it suffices to define mutilation 

degree for stable states only. 
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In this section the notion mutilation degree is formalised for stable states. The additional 

correctness criterion is defined in section 6.2. 

Throughout this section, natura! m is used as a constant with the interpretation as given in 

section 6.0. The following definition of the domain of mutilation degree was already given in 

section 6.0; the interpretation of the elements of MD was also given in section 6.0. 

69 Definition 

MD , the domo.in of mutilation degree , and the order ~ on MD are defined by: 

MD = {i: (IN·i A ~} V i=a: i} (ais a fresh symbol) 

i 5 j = (~j v j=a) , for {i,j} 'MD 

In the remainder of this section C = {N,SW,t,g,pn) is a circuit, re NST a source-connection 

and Il = (Q,f) a state of C. A number of notions are defined for these speci:fic C, y, and Il. 

The dependency of the notions on C, y, and Il is not mentioned, except when there is a danger 

of confusion otherwise (in that case we add C,y, and/or Il as subscripts). 

6.10 Definition 

MUT, the set of mutilation functions (with typical elements : p , Pi). is defined by: 

MUT = N {L,H} _, MD 

The order ~ on MUT is defined by: 

Po ~ Pl = (A x, x : xEN /\ XE {L,H} : Po·x·X ~ P1·X·X) ' {Po.Pi} 'MUT 

The function mutilation degree for a state Il, denoted as mdn , is a special element of MUT, 

satisfying the informal requirements given in expression 6. 7. In the sequel, we formalise these 

requirements and prove that exactly one element of MUT satisfies them. First, the notions 

mutilating power and path quality, informally introduced in the previous section, are defined. 

Mntjlatin& power and path Q..U8lity 

The mutilating power of a switch intends to model the minimal degree of mutilation a signa! 

transported by that switch bas. To illustrate this, consider a switch s with pass nodes x and y, 

with node x connected to an X-source with mutilation degree n. The mutilating power of s for 

X, say p, must be such that the mutilation degree of X in node y equals p max n (cf. ex.65). 

Obviously, if s is nonconducting, node y is not connected to an X-source, and, hence, the 

mutilation degree of X in y is supposed to be a. Consequently, for nonconducting sis p = ex . 

If Q·s and t·s * {X} , the passing X-signal is not mutilated further, and, hence, p = O (cf. 

ex.6.5b). If Q·s A t·s = {X} A r·(g·s) = {X} and g·s has mutilation degree k for X, then 

p = lEDk (cf. ex.6.5a). 
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The case that Q·s A t·s = {X} A f'·(g·s) * {X} is incorrect for stable states (•cgdO); we 

choose p = m. This case is further analysed for nonstable states in sect. 6.1.1. 

6.11 Definition 

a Function (lED' E MD .... MD is defined by: lEDi - { l+i • if 0 ~ i ~ m 
1 - m , if i E {m,a} 

For brevity, we write lEDi instead of (lED)·i. 

b mp E MUT .... SW .... {L,H} .... MD, the mutilating power of a switch, is defined by: 

[ 

a , if •Q·s 
0 , if Q·s A t·s * {X} 

mp·p·s·X = 1 ED p·(g·s)·X , if Q·s A t·s = {X} A f'·(g·s) = {X} 
m , otherwise 

where pEMUT, SW·s, and XE{L,H}. 

In example 6.6 we have seen the importance of the best connection to a source. The mutilation 

caused by the best path between two nodes is modelled in the notion path quality. 

6.12 Definition 

The basic path quality and the path quality, bcp,cp E MUT .... B2N .... {L,H} .... MD 

are defined by: 

bpq·p·b·X = (min s: SW·s A pn·s = b: mp·p·s·X) 

pq·p·b·X = (min n, {i: ~: x;} : IN·n A {i: ~n: x;} !;;; N A b = [xo, x 0 ] 

: (maxi: ~<n: bpq·p·[x;, Xï+1l·X)) 

where pEMUT , bEB2N , XE {L,H} , 

and min and max are the minimum and maximum w.r.t. ~. 

Notice that, since min·~ = a and max·~ = 0 , for pEMUT, bEB2N, N·y and XE {L,H} : 

• pq·p·[y,y]·X = 0 

• (As: SW·s: pn·s * b) =} bpq·p·b·X = a 

6.13 Example (compare the results with those of examples 6.5, 6.6, and 6.8) 

a Consider again examples 6.5 and 6.8 (fig. 6.2a) with node x1 connected to an H-source 

with mutilation degree k. That is, f'·x1 = {H} , Q·s , p·xl'L = a , and p·xl'H = k. 

Then: mp·p·s·L = 0, mp·p·s·H = lEDk, pq·p{xo.xil·L = 0, and pq·p·[xo.xil·H = lEDk. 

b Consider again the circuit from ex. 6.6 (fig. 6.2b). Assume that both gate nodes are 

connected to an H-source and that both switches are conducting. Let the mutilation 

degrees be given by: p·x1·L = a A p·xrH = kO A p·x3·L = a A p·x3·H =kJ . 

Then: mp·p·so·L = 0, mp·p·s1·L = 0, mp·p·so·H = lEDkO, and mp·p·s1·H = lEDkJ . 

Consequently pq·p·[xo,x4]·L = 0 and pq·p·[xo,x4]-H = (lEDkO) max (lEDkl). 
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Mntilltion dea,ree as a fixpoint of function h 

In order to define the notion mutilation degree, we introduce the following auxiliary function h. 

6.14 Definition 

h e MUT -1 MUT is defined by: 

h·p·x·X = (min y : N·y /\ XEy·y : pq·p·[x,y]·X) , MUT·p /\ N·x /\ {L,H}·X 

Notice that the expression (min y: N·y /\ XEy·y: pq·mdrr[x,y]·X) , where mdn is the 

mutilation degree, can be interpreted as the best path from node x to an X-source. Since we 

assumed all input signals to have mutilation degree 0, this must equal mdn·x·X. Consequently, 

the mutilation degree mdn is a fixpoint of h. In the sequel we prove that h has exactly one 

fixpoint. As a result, mdn can be defined by (corollary 6.20): 

mdu·x·X = (min y : N·y /\ XEy·y : pq·mdn·[x,y]·X) , for N·x and Xe{L,H}. 

Lemmas 6.15 and 6.16, corollary 6.17, and theorem 6.18 deal with the proof that h has only one 

fixpoint. The mutilation degree then is defined in 6.19. 

6.15 Lemma 

Proof 

D 

(MUT , ~ ) is a complete lattice. 

The join and meet of Po and Pl, {po.Pil !;;; MUT, are defined by: 

join(po.P1»Y·X = Po·Y·X max Pl'Y·X 

meet(po,pi)·y·X = Po·y·X min PrY·X 

Consequently, (MUT , j ) is a lattice. Sinee MUT is finite, this lattice is complete. 

6.16 Lemma 

a (1$) is monotonie w.r.t. the order j on MD. 

b mp is monotonie in its first argument w.r.t. the pointwise order ~,i.e.: 

For Po.Pi E MUT: Po j Pl =? (As,X: SW·s /\ Xe{L,H} : mp·po·s·X j mp·prs·X) 

c bpq is monotonie in its first argument w.r.t. the pointwise order j . 

d pq is monotonie in its frrst argument w.r.t. the pointwise order ~. 

Part a of this lemma follows direetly from the definition of (lED) (def. 6.7a). Parts b, c, and d 

follow directly from parts a, b, and e respectively, using definitions 6.7 (mp) and 6.8 ((b)pq). 

6.17 Corollary 

a h is monotonie. 

b h has a least and a greatest fixpoint. 

Cor. 6.17a follows direetly from lemma 6.16d, using def. 6.14 (h). Cor. 6.17b follows directly 

with the theorem of Knaster-Tarski (tb. A2, appendix A) from lemma 6.15 and cor. 6.17a. 
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6.18 T'beorenl 

Proof 

h bas exactly one fixpoint. 

Let Po and Pl be the least and the greatest fixpoint of h (see theorem 3.15). 

Let PO and Pl , both of type {L,H} -1 MD -1 IB, be defined by: 

PO·X·i = (A sj : SW·s A 0:5.j::Si: (mp·po·s·X = j) = (mp·p1·s·X = j)) 

Pl·X·i = (A x.j : N·x A 0:$j:$i: (Po·X·X = j) = (p1·X·X = j)) 

where X E {L,H} and i E MD . 

Let X E { L,H} . The proof of Pl · X ·a consists of the following steps : 

O) PO·X·O 

1) (Ai: 0:$i:$m: PO·X·i:}Pl·X·i) 

2) (Ai: 0 :$ i-< m : Pl·X·i:} PO·X-(i+l)) 

3) Pl·X·m = Pl·X·a 

In conclusion, notice that Pl·L·a. A Pl·H·a. = (Po= pi). 

proofs of 0) - 3) 

0) Let SW·s 

mp·po·s·X = 0 

= {def. 6.llb (mp)} 

Q·s A (m=O v t•S :/= {X}) 

= {def. 6.llb (mp)} 

mp·prs·X = 0 
Hence {definition of PO} PO·X·O 

1) Let i : 0 :$ i :$m. Then: 

PO·X·i 

= {definition of PO} 

(A sj : SW·s A O:ij:$i: (mp·po·s·X = j) = (mp·prs·X = j)) 

:} {def. 6.12 (bpq)} 

(A bj : B2N·b A 0:$j:$i : (bpq·po·b·X = j) = (bpq·prb·X = j) ) 

:} {def. 6.12 (pq)} 

(A bJ : B2N·b A 0:$j:$i : (pq·po·b·X = j) = (pq·p1·b·X = j) ) 

:} {def. 6.14 (h)} 

(Ax.j: N·x A O:füi: (h·po·x·X = j) = (h·p1·x·X = j)) 
= {Po and pi are fixpoints of h} 

(Ax,j: N·x A Oij:$i: (Po·x·X = j) = (P1·x·X = j)) 

= { defmition of Pl} 

Pl·X·i 
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2) Let i : 0 ~ i -< m . Then: 

Pl·X·i 

= { definition of Pl} 

(Ax,j : N·x A O~~i: (po·x·X = j) = (prx·X = j)) 

= {0) and def. 6.11 (mp and (1$)), 

(O~(lE&k)-<m) = ((O~k A (k=(lEDk)-1)) and (lEDk = m) = (kE{m-1,m,a})} 

(A s,j : SW·s A (0 ~ j ~ i+l) : (mp·po·s·X = j) = (mp·prs·X = j}) 

= { definition of PO} 

PO·X·(i+l) 

3) Pl·X·m 

= { definition of Pl} 

(Ax,j : N·x A O~~m: (Po·x·X = j) = (p1·x·X = j)) 

= { p·x·X E {j : O:füm V j=a : j} for MUT·p } 

(Ax,j : N·x A Ofüa: (Po·x·X = j) = (p1·x·X = j)) 

= { definition of Pl} 

Pl·X·a 

o (end proof 6.18) 

Definition of mutilation degree 
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On account of theorem 6.18, the mutilation degree can be defined as follows (cf. the explanation 

below definition 6.14). 

6.19 Definition 

For a state Il, the mutilation degree mdn is defined as the fixpoint of h . 

6.20 Corollary 

For a state Il, the mutilation degree mdn can altematively be defined by: 

mdwx·X = (min y : N·y A XEy-y : pq·mdw[x,y]·X) , for xEN A XE {L,H} 

This is a direct result of definitions 6.14 (h) and 6.19 (mdn). and theorem 6.18. 

6.21 Theorem 

For every IlESTl: 

(A p : MUT·p : (En : 1 ~ n < #·MUT : hn·p = mdn ) ) 

where #·MUT is the number of elements of MUT. 

The proof of theorem 6.21 is fairly simpte using cor. 6.17a, th. 6.18, and finiteness of MUT. 

Theorem 6.21 is interesting, since it allows mdn to be calculated efficiently for every state Il. 
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The following lemma gives an expression for mdrr for stable states Il that is comparable to 

expression 6.7, and, hence, gives a convincing validation of the given formalisation of mdrr. 

6.22 Lemma 
Let Il= (Q,f') satisfy stable3·y·TI. Then, for all xeN, XE{L,H}, and kEMD\{a} : 

a X f r·x Ç::::} mdrr·X·X = a 
b X E r.x A mdn·x·X = k Ç::::} k == (min y : N·y A XEy·y : pq·mdrr·[x,y].X) 

Lemma 6.22b follows directly from lemma 6.22a and corollary 6.20. The proof of lemma 6.22a 

is given below. 

Proof of lemma 6.22a 

mdrr·x·X *ex 
= {3.19} 

a 

(By: N·y A X e y·y: pq·mdir[x,y].X * u) 

= {noteO} 

(By : N·y A X e y-y : cp·Q·[x,y] ) 

= {def:inition 4.6 (R), and from stable3·y·Il: r = R-(y l:!:I store·f')·Q } 

xe r.x 

~ 

0 Let b e B2N . Then : 

pq·mdn-b·X * u 

= {def. 6.12 (pq)} 

(B n, {i : OSi~ : Xi} : IN·n A {i : ~ : xiJ s;; N A b = [XQ, Xn] 

: (Ai : OSi<n : bpq·mdw[Xj, Xj+11·X * (X) ) 

= {note 1} 

(B n, {i : ~ : xï} : IN·n A {i : ~ : Xj} s;; N /\ b = [xo, Xn] 

: (Ai : ili>i<n : bcp·Q·[Xï. Xi+ll ) ) 

= {def. 1.14 (cp)} 

cp·Q·b 

1 Let b e B2N . Then : 

bpq·md1rb·X * a 
= { def. 6.12 (bpq)} 

(Bs: SW·s A pn·s = b: mp·mdrrs·X * a) 

= {def. 6.llb (mp)} 

(B s: SW·s A pn·s = b : Q·s) 

= {def. 1.14 (bcp)} 

bcp·Q·b 
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6.1.1 Mutilation Degree for Dynamic Behaviour 

In order to express the additional correctness criterion for dynamic bebaviour as described in 

section 6.0 (and defined in section 6.2), we need to define the notion of mutilation degree for 

nonstable states. This definition, given in this section, turns out to be a simple extension of the 

formalisation given in the previous subsection. 

As in the previous section, all notions are defined for a specific circuit C , a source-connection 

y e NST , and an extended state (II,rc,pc) qf C, with II= (Q,I). 

The main difference for the formalisation for nonstable states is the definition of mutilating 

power of switches. The analysis of this notion made in the previous section (above def. 6.11) 

needs to be reconsidered. 

Mn!jllting power 

Consider again a switch s with pass nodes x and y where node x is connected to an X-source 

with mutilation degree n. Let the mutilating power of s for X be equal to p. 

Since state II need not be stable, the pass-delay counter pc need not be 0. Recalltbat switch sis 
transporting if (Q A Z·pc)-s (cf. ch.5, def. 5.2). Let P = (Q A Z·pc) . 

As insect. 6.1.0, if .P·s then node y is not connected to the X-source, and, hence, p = a.. 

If P·s A t·s * {X} then the passing X-signal is not mutilated any further, and, hence, p = 0. 

If P·s A t·s = {X} A r-(g·s) = {X} and g·s has mutilation degree k for X, then p =lek. 

The case that P·s A t·s = {X} A r·(g·s) * {X} needs to be considered more closely. For a 

stable state (cf. sect.6.1.0) this case means the state is not correct according to correctness 

criterion cgdO, and, hence, we are free to choose a value for p (in 6.1.0: m). For a nonstable 

state this case does not necessarily imply that the state is incorrect. We distinguish the following 

subcases of the case P·s A t·s = {X} A f·(g·s) * {X} : 

cl f·(g·s) = {L,H}\{X} , in which case the reaction-delay is active ins (cf. chapter 3) 

c2 r-(g·s) = {v} , in which cases is controlled by a stored value (cf. chapter 4) 

c3 otherwise , in which case the state is incorrect since -,gdJ-(Q,I)·s (cf. chapter 4) 

where (in c2) vis defined by: (X = L ~ v = l) A (X = H ::> v = h). 

In cases cl and c2 the state is correct, but the mutilation degree of the gate node of s is 

irrelevant for the mutilating power of s. In these two cases the conductance (quality) of s 

depends on the previous state(s), and, hence, it seems reasonable to define the mutilating power 

of s equal to the mutilating power of s in the previous state of the circuit. 

In case c3 the state is incorrect and, as before, the mutilating power of s is defined to be 

maxima! (m). 
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Let pO: SW-+ {L,H} -+ MD . Function po is interpreted as the mutilating power of switches 

in the previous state. Note that this function is independent of any mutilation function; we 

assume it to be part of the given information of the previous state. 

6.23 Definition 

The mutilating power function mpl e MUT-+ SW-+ {L,H}-+ MD is defined by: 

0 , if P·s f\ t·s * {X} 

1 

a , if .,P.s 

mpl·p·s·X = lEBp·(g·s)-X , if P·s f\ t·s = {X} f\ r-(g·s) = {X} 
pO·s·X min m , if P·s A t·s = {X} f\ r·(g·s) e {{Y},{v}} 

m , if P·s f\ -igdl-(Q,I')·s 

where peMUT, SW·s, P = (Q A Z·pc), {X, Y} = {L,H} , (X=L::? v=l) A (X=H::? v=h), 

and pO: SW-+ {L,H} -+ MD is the mutilating power of switches in the previous state. 

6.24 Remadt Notice that mpl (def.6.23) is a conservative extension of mp (def.6.1 lb), since: 

stable3·y·(Q,f} f\ cgdO·r 

::} (pc= Il) f\ cocoO·r·Q A cgdo-r 

::} (As: P·s : gdO·r·s A r·(g·s) = t·s) 

::? mpl =mp 

Muh .Ation degree 

The remaining part of the formalisation of mutilation degree for nonstable states is 

straightforward: the notions (b)pq, mPII, and the function h are defined in the same way as in 

section 6.1.0, using mpl instead of mp (in the defi.ni.tion of bpq). The validity of the results from 

the previous section is easily verified for this case using the existing proofs (sect. 6.1.0). 

Note that for nonstable states the notions (b )pq and mdn depend on the previous mutilating 

power function pO. The mutilation degree mdn for nonstable states Il is, as explained above, 

defined by (cf. cor. 6.20): 

mdn·X·X = (min y : N·y f\ XEy·y : pq·mdrr[x,y]-X) , for N·x and XE{L,H}. 

Let no be a state with Ill as a successor. Let the mutilating power function of no (to be used 

in the defi.ni.tion of mpl for Ill) be po. The new mutilating power function (of Ill) then equals 

mpl-(mdm). 

6.25 &ample 

Consider the circuit depicted in fig. 4.0a (ex. 4.0, cf. also ex. 4.38), a cascade of two inverters. 

Starting in a stable state with r.x = {H}, and hence r.y = {L} and r.z = {H}, input node x is 

changed from {H} to {L}. H the delays are such that node y becomes {/} before it becomes 

{H}, then the mutilating power of switch s2, while r.y = {/}, remains 0 for L. Consequently, the 

mutilation degree in z remains 0 (for H; later for L). 
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6.2 Correctness Criteria due to lmperfectness of Switches 

In this section the correctness criterion due to imperfectness of switches, described in secti.on 

6.0, is formalised. Mter the correctness criterion is defmed for initi.al behaviour as well as for 

dynamic behaviour of circuits, the usage of it is illustrated by means of a familiar example. 

Let II be a state with muti.lation degree mdn:. As explained in section 6.0, for a certain value u 
(u for ulti.mate, O~u-<m) given by a design rule, signals with muti.lation degree larger than u are 

not allowed to control a switch. Consequently, the additional correctness criterion due to 

imperfectness of switches, can, for state II, be expressed as ML(u)-mdn: , where ML(u) is 

defined as follows. 

6.26 Definition 

For u e MD\{m,a} criterion ML(u) E MUT .... 18 is defmed as, for md e MUT: 

ML(u)·md = (As.X: SW·s A XE{L,H}: md·(g·s) = a V md·(g·s) ~ u) 

(ML stands for Mutilation degree Limit.) 

The additional correctness criterion due to imperfectness of switches requires that the mutilation 

degrees in all resulting states (and, in case of dynamic behaviour, also in all intermediate states) 

satisfy ML(u) . 

Initial Behaviour 

Let C be a circuit and y a source-connection of C. Let the correctness criterion for initia! 

behaviour, as formalised in the previous chapters, i.e. WMO·C·y A CF ·y* , hold. 

The resulting states are all stable and, abstracted from stored charges, equal to y* . Since all 

these states are completely gate defined (WMO·C·y), and, hence, equal toy* at the gate nodes, 

the additional correctness criterion for initial behaviour is: ML(u)·md1 . Conclusion: 

* 
6.Tl The complete correctness criterion for initial behaviour is: 

WMO·C·y A CF·y* A ML(u)·md1 . 

* 
Dynamic Behaviour 

The muti.lation degree of a nonstable state depends not only on the state itself hut also on its 

pass-delay counter and the mutilating power function of the previous state (cf. def. 6.23). Por an 

extended state (II,rc,pc) with p as the previous mutilating power function, we therefore defme 

resulting state lists (compare with def. 5.22) as pairs (Il' ,M) E Coo(STl)xCoo(MUT) where. Mi is 

the mutilation degree of state 'Pi. 
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6.28 Defioition 

For rd, pd E DC, y E NST, (II,rc,pc) E STlxDCxDC, and p E SW .... {L,H} .... MD, 

the function RSL4rd,pd·Y·((II,rc,pc),p) E .Coo(STl)x.Coo(MUT) .... IB is defined by: 

RSL4rd.pd·Y·((II,rc,pc),p)·('I' ,M) 

= (B rl,pl,mpl: .Coo(DC)-rl A .Coo(DC)·pl A .Coo(SW .... {L,H} .... MD)·mp/ 

A ('I'o.rlo,plo) = (II,rc,pc) A mplo = p 

: (Ai : og : next3 rd,pd'Y'('I'hrlï.PliH'I'i+i.rli+i.Pli+1) ) 

A (A i,0 : og A 0 = (('I'hrh,pli),mpli) : Mi = mde A mpli+1= mpla·Mi )) 

Remark lt is easily verified (using def. 5.22 (RSL3rd,pd) and 6.28 (RSL4rd,pd)) that: 

RSL4rd.pd·y·((II,rc,pc),p)-('I' ,M) * RSL3 rd.pd·Y·(II,rc,pc)·'I' 

RSL3rd.pd·Y·(TI,rc,pc)·'I' * (BM :: RSL4rd,pd·Y·((II,rc,pc),p)-('I',M)) 

The additional correctness criterion for dynamic behaviour now requires that for all resulting 

state lists ('I' ,M) all mutilation degrees Mi satisfy ML(u). This requirement is combined with the 

existing correctness criterion WF30 ·C·y (def. 5.23), and defined below. 

6.29 Defioition 

For D i; DCxDC , WF4o is defined as follows: 

WF40 ·C·y·((TI,rc,pc),p) 

= (A rd,pd : (rd,pd) E D 

: RSL4rd.pd·y·((II,rc,pc),p) s;; (cgdlL n CFL n FCAJ n cstL) x MLL(u)) 

where 

MLL(u) E .Coo(MUT) .... Il is defined by: MLL(u)-M = (Ai : og : ML(u)-Mi ) 

The following remark shows that the criterion added to WF3 is, as intended, the requirement 

that the mutilation degrees of all intermediate and resulting states satisfy ML(u) . 

Remark It is easily verified (using the previous remark, def. 5.23 (WF3) and 6.29 (WF4)) that: 

WF40 ·C·y·((TI,rc,pc),p) 

= WF3o·C·y·(II,rc,pc) 

A (Ard,pd,'l',M: (rd,pd) ED A RSL4rd.pd'Y·((II,rc,pc),p)-('I',M): MLL(u)-M) 

This section concludes with a familiar example (also discussed in examples 2.15, 4.38, 5.27) 

that illustrates the usage of mutilation degree, and that demonstrates the influence of the design 

rule - the choice of u - on the correctness criteria defined in this section. 
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6.30 Example 

Consider the circuit of figure 6.3a. This circuit is discussed in example 4.38, where the 

state transitions depicted in figure 6.3b are investigated. In figure 6.3b the transitions 

labelled with 'i' denote an input change, and the transitions labelled with '+' denote one 

or more state transitions resulting from the input change. Here we are not interested in 

the intermediate state transitions (they are discussed in ex. 4.38), but we investigate the 

mutilation degrees in the states of figure 6.3b. 

The mutilation degrees of the signals at the input nodes x and y are, as usual, supposed 

to be 0 (or a for absent signals). 

Notice that states IIO, II2, II3, and II5 are stable states. We will investigate the 

mutilation degrees of the nodes. First, notice that the only node that can have mutilated 

signals (md ( {0,a}) is node zo. Even if the signal at node zo is mutilated, the signal at 

node z1 is not. 

In state IIO, the mutilation degree for L in zo is 0, since the signal is transported . by 

n-switch so. Notice that, in state IIl, this mutilation degree remains 0, since the reaction 

delay is active in so (cf. case cl in the analysis of mutilating power in sect. 6.1.1). In 

state II2, the mutilation degree for L in zo equals 1, since the signal is transportl'i by 

p-switch s1. Notice that, in states II3 and II4, the mutilation degree for L in zo also is 1, 

in state II4 due to retaining of the mutilating power of s1 (similar as before; case cl). In 

the final state, II5, the mutilation degree for H in zo is 1, due ton-switch so. 

so s1 x y zo zi z2 
H H . <:no 1 0 L HL HL 

'm l 0 L L L HL 
x z2 :.;m 0 l L L L HL 

1ÇI13 0 1 HL L HL 
y iÇil4 0 1 HHL HL 

L L +çrrs 1 0 HHH L H 

figure 6.3a: circuit ex. 6.30 figure 6.3b: ex. 6.30 

The correctness of states II2 - II5 depends on the chosen design rule that determines the 

maximal allowable mutilation for signals at gate nodes (the value of u). 

If all gate signals are supposed to be non-mutilated, i.e. if u = 0 , then the mutilation 

degrees of these four states do not satisfy ML(u) . 

For the design rule allowing mutilation degree 1 for signals at gate nodes, i.e. if u = 1 , 

these four states are correct, i.e., their mutilation degrees satisfy ML(u) . lnteresting in 

this case is that, although a signal at an internal node (zo) is mutilated, the signal at the 

output node (z2) is not (we return to this point in chapter 7). 

o (end example 6.30) 
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6.3 Remarks on the Formalisation 

In this section three aspects of the given formalisation are discussed. In remark 6.31 the choice 

of set MD is discussed, in particular the role of its element m (maximally mutilated). 

Remarks 6.32 and 6.34 discuss the two assumptions made in sections 6.0 and 6.1, namely 'input 

signals have mutilation degree O' and 'all threshold voltages are equal'. These assumptions are 

made to simplify the initial formalisation. However, extensions of the model for the general 

cases, i.e., allowing nonzero input signals and multiple threshold voltages, turn out to be 

relatively simple. 

6.31 THE ROLE OF ELEMENT m OF MD 

The maximal degree of mutilation allowed for a signal that controls a gate, is given by a design 

rule. The verification of such a rule is expressed in correctness criterion ML(u). Whether the 

mutilation degree satisfies ML(u) can be verified for all u -<m. The choice of m therefore 

depends on the largest u for which ML(u) needs to be checked (m = 1 + largest u). 

Consider the circuit depicted in figure 6.4 with source-connection y = {(x,{H}),(y.~)}. Notice 

that ·:1e circuit has two stable states, viz. y itself and r = {(x,{H}),(y,{H})}. For the second 

stable state, r, the mutilation degree of y satisfies: md·y·H = lEDmd·y·H (cf. 6.11, 6.12, 6.~0). 

The only element kof MD satisfying k = lEDk is m. This means that in stater the signal H in 

y is maximally mutilated (i.e. worthless - denoting that ris an unrealistic stable state). Notice, 

from this exampfo, that the existence as well as the uniqueness of a solution for the expression 

for md given in corollary 6.20 depends on the following aspects of the definition of (lED) : 

lEDm = m and lEDcx. = m . 

figure 6.4 
x~y 

Choosing MD as an infinite set is possible, but the set must contain (in order to guarantee the 

above mentioned existence and uniqueness) an element playing the same role as m above. 

A possible choice is IN u {ro,cx.} where lED is defined by: lEDi = l+i for iEIN, and lEDk = ro 

for k E { ro,cx.} . 

Choosing MD as a finite set, however, has the calculational advantage that md can be calculated 

in a finite number of steps, cf. theorem 6.21. 

o (end remark 6.31) 
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6.32 MUTILATBD INPUT SIGNALS 

In section 6.1 the assumption is made that all input signals have mutilation degree 0. 

Considering the genera! case, i.e., allowing nonzero input signals, is interesting far the study of 

subcircuits, and, hence, for the composability of the model. 

In order to allow possible mutilations at input signals, we need to give, instead of a source
connection y, a pair ( y, imd) E NST'XMUT , where imd is intetpreted as the initial mutilation 

degree of source-connection y. Obviously, such a pair must satisfy: 

(0) (Ay,X: N·y f\ XE {L,H} : imd·y·X *- a. {:::::} X E y·y) 

Consider again example 6.5a. In this example the pair (y, imd) is given by: 

y = {(xo,{H}),(xi.{H}),(xi,~)} , and 

imd·xo·H = n, imd·xrH = k, and imd·z·X = a. for (z,K) f {(xo,H),(.x1.H)} 

In the resulting state, node x2 bas value {H}, with mutilation degree lek max n (cf. ex. 6.5a). 

For this genera! case, the mutilation degree function md' can be defined by: 

(1) md'rrx·X = (min y : N·y : pq·md'rr[x,y]-X ™ imd·y·X) , for N·x and XE {L.H}. 

The proof of the correctness of this definition is similar to the one given in section 6.1, using: 

(2) h'·p·x·X = (min y: N·y: pq·p·[x,y]·X ™ imd·y·X) , for N·x and XE{L,H}. 

Notice that the case with non-mutilated input signals (sect. 6.1) is a special case of the genera! 

case described here. Assuming non-mutilated input signals means assuming that the pair 

(y, imd) satisfies, besides (0): 

(3) (Ay,X: N·y /\ XE{L,H}: imd·y·X E {0,a.}). 

Then: h'-x·X 

= {def. (2)} 

(min y : N·y: pq·p·[x,y]·X max imd·y·X) 

= {range split and assumptions (0) and (3)} 

(min y : N·y f\ XEy·y : pq·p·[x,y]-X ™ 0) 

min (min y: N·y f\ X(r·y : pq·p·[x,y]·X ™ a) 

= {calculus, using def. 6.9 (MD)} 

(min y : N·y f\ XEy·y : pq·p·[x,y]·X ma:x 0) 

= {def. 6.14 (h)} 

h·x·X 

And, hence, if (y, imd) satisfies (0) and (3), then: md' = md. 
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6.33 Rumpie 

a Consider the circuit of figure 6.5a, the usual C-mos inverter. Por the source- connection 

y = {(x.{H}),(y.-)} and every imd with imd·x·H :S u , the circuit is correct, and has 

resulting state {(x,{H}),(y,{L})} with md·y·L = 0. Tuis means that the inverter 

"demutilates". an effect already observed in example 6.30. 

b Consider the circuit depicted in figure 6.5b, a two-transistor-switch or pass-transistor. 

The input assumption for this circuit is that the allowed source-connections y satisfy 

r·Y = - and {y·z,y·z} = {{L},{H}} . If y·z = {L} , the switches are nonconducting in 

the resulting state, and, hence, the resulting value of y is~. If y·z = {H} , both switches 

are conducting in the resulting state, and, as a result, the value and the mutilation degree 

for yin the resulting state equal y·x and the initia! mutilation degree for x. Consequently, 

the circuit can be seen as a perfect switch (provided that z and z are synchronised). 

H 

·t' L 

figure 6.5a: example 6.33a 

o (end remark 6.32) 

6.34 MULTIPLB THRBSHOLD VOLTAGES 

-

.~, 
z 

figure 6.Sb: example 6.33b 

In section 6.0 the assumption is made that all threshold voltages are equal. As a result. the 

additional mutilation caused by each transistor is uniform (and set to 1: cf. def. 6.llb (mp)). 

Studying different threshold voltages is useful, since n-transistors and p-transistors need not 

have equal threshold voltages. 

Multiple threshold voltages can be modelled by using values in 71. as the mutilation caused by 

one switch. In the model this changes the definitions of MD, ED and mp as follows: 

MD = {i : (l·i /\ ~) V i=a. : i } 

Let the threshold voltage function be given by thr E SW...; MD\{a.} . Fora switch s, thr·s 

denotes the (abstract) threshold voltage of s. Por i e MD\{ a} function ie is defined by: 

iEDa. = m , and, for je MD\{a.} : iEDj = (i+j) min m. 

In the definition of the mutilating power (6.llb (mp) and 6.23 (mpl)) the 'lED' must be 

replaced by 'thr·s ED'. The remaining part of the formalisation need not be altered. 

o (end remark 6.34) 
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6.4 Concluding remarks on chapter 6 

Due to the imperlectness of transistors, signals passing a transistor may be mutilated with the 

threshold voltage of the transistor. One of the design rules used in circuit design gives a 

maxi.mal amount of mutilation due to threshold voltages that is allowed for a signal in order to 

be able to control a transistor gate. In the model given in this chapter this amount of mutilation 

is formalised in the abstract notion of mutilation degree. The design rule then leads to a 

correctness criterion ML(u) requiring that the mutilation degree at gate nodes is at most u. 

The model presented provides a genera! formalisation of the effects of imperlectness of switches 

in the sense that with one model, choosing an appropriate value for m (the maximal degree of 

mutilation possible), all correctness criteria ML(u) with u<m can be verifi.ed. This is in contrast 

to existing formalisations that capture imperlectness of switches (like [BrzY]), where for every 

design rule, i.e. for every u, a different model is required. The basic idea of this abstract 

mutilation degree can, however, also be used in these other models, leading to the obvious 

improvement of generality. 

The formalisation of mutilation degree provides a nice separation of concerns, since the new 

correctness criterion can (hut need not) be calculated separate from the correctness cr . .-eria 

formalised in the previous chapters. 

The mutilation degree in a state can be calculated efficiently (cf. theorem 6.21), as a result of 

which the verification of the new correctness criterion (section 6.2) can also be done efficiently. 

In section 6.3 we demonstrated that the model can very simply be generalised to allow mutilated 

input signals and multiple threshold voltages. 
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In this chapter, the relation between specified behaviour and modelled behaviour is discussed. 

The main intention is to discuss the kind of correctness criteria that are necessary for circuits in 

order to meet their specifications, and to demonstrate that these criteria can be expressed in our 

model We will not present, or even use, a formal specification language; they can be found 

elsewhere and would, at this place, distract from the main goals. Specifications of circuits are 

treated informally using an ad hoc notation presented in the fust section. In the second section 

three new correctness criteria are introduced that relate modelled behaviour to specified 

bebaviour. These criteria are illustrated by means of a few simple examples. 

7 .0 Specifications of Circuits 

In this section an informal notation for specifications is introduced, whicb should not be 

regarded as an attempt to introduce a formal specification language. Forma! specification 

languages for circuits can be found in [El], [Mal], using a CSP-like notation to specify the 

communication behaviour, or in [HP], using state transition graphs, or in [HP] and [WE] , using 

Karnaugh maps 

Let C = {N,SW,t,g,pn} be a circuit. In order to describe the specified behaviour of C, we 
partition node set N into the (disjoint) subsets in, out, pls, phs, and local, which are interpreted 

as follows: 

in as the set of input nodes, 
out as the set of output nodes, 

pis as the set of nodes that are permanently connected to an L-source, 

phs as the set of nodes that are permanently connected to an H-source, 

local as the set of internal nodes that are not directly connected to a source. 
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The set of global states of the circuit is defmed as: GWBAL = (in u out)-; { {L},{H}} . 

A specification gives a relation between specified inputs and specified outputs. The input is 

specified by an input jimction a e in -; {{ L}, { H}} . 

The source-connection corresponding to an input function a is called y(o) and is defined as: 

[ 

'/> ,if xe outulocal 
'Y(o} _ { L} , if x e pis 

- {H} ,if xephs 
a·x ,if xe in 

The specified output depends on the specified input and possibly some global state or a bistory 

of states. Por convenience. we mention only the dependence on a global state (interpreted as the 

previous state), and an input function (interpreted as the current input). Por a global state G and 

an input function a, the specified outputfunction is given by sof(G,a) e out-; { {L},{H}} . 

Jf a is an initialising input function. the specified output function depends only on a , in 

which case it is denoted as sof(o). 

Usually, only a few input functions are permitted as initialising input functions, and only a few 

input functions are permitted when the circuit is in a certain global state (giving the allowed 

input changes). The permitted input functions and the specified output functions are given by 

global state transition graphs, which are informally introduced in the following example. 

7.0 Humple 
In the circuit depicted in figure 7.0a (from ex. 2.15, 4.38, 6.30), the node set is divided 

as follows: in = {x,y} , out= {z2} , local = {zo.z1} , and pis and phs are the sets of 

nodes labClled with L and H respectively. 

The global state transition graph is depicted in figure 7 .Ob. The global states are given by 

the values of x, y, and z2 (in that order). The value of x and y gives the pennitted input 

function and the value of z2 gives the specified output function. The initialising input 

functions are denoted by the ingoing fat arrows. Single and double arrows have the 

obvious meaning. For instance, the top state G = (H H H) gives the permitted 

initialising input function oo = {(x,{HJ),(y,{H})} and defines sof(cro) = {(zi,{H})} . 

Input function ao iS permitted in the states (HL H) and (HL L), and, consequently, 

gives an input change on y . 

H B 

-'O 
:x 

y 
L L 

figure 7 .Oa: circuit ex. 7 .0 

z2 

state: x y z2 

l 
rHHHI 

HLH HLL 

1 r 
LLH l LLL 

LLnLJ 
figure 7.0b: state transition graph ex. 7.0 
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The specification can also include assumptions on the environment about when input changes 

will be sent to the circuit. The two most important ones for asynchronous circuits are 

fundamental mode and input-output mode (section 0.0). The difference for the interpretati.on of 

the global state transition graph for these two modes is explained in the next section. 

7 .1 Correctness Criteria w.r.t. Specifications 

In this section three new correctness criteria are defined that relate modelled behaviour to 

specified behaviour. First, initialising input functions are considered, which correspond to initia! 

behaviour. Then, the input functions starting in a global state, which correspond to dynamic 

behaviour, are considered. The new correctness criteria for initia! and dynamic behaviour are 

combined with the old ones, leading to complete criteria. 

Correctness Qiteria for Initial Behaviour 

Let C = (N,SW,t,g,pn} be a circuit, where N =in u out u pls u phs u local is the partition of 

N described in the previous section. Let cr be an initialising input function, and let the source

connection be y = y(cr). The correctness criterion for initia! behaviour we have presented in the 

previous chapters, with u as the ultimate mutilation degree given by the design rule described in 

chapter 6 (section 6.3). is (cf. remark 6.27): 

(10) WMO·C·y A CF·y* /\ ML(u)·mdy 
* 

Besides this criterion it is, obviously, necessary to require that the value at the output nodes in 

the resulting state is as specified by the function sof(cr). Tuis is expressed in the following 

criterion (where 'OAS' stands for 'output as specified'), using y* = (Q*,r *) : 

(Il) OAS(a)·OUt·y* = (Ax: x E out: r*·X = sof(cr)-x) 

A second criterion requires that the value at the output nodes is not mutilated. Tuis may be 

useful if the outgoing signals are ingoing signa.Is to other circuitry, possibly using another design 

rule, and, consequently, using another ultimate mutilation value u. Furthermore, the assumption 

of non-mutilated inputs does, in view of composability, logically lead to the requirement of 

non-mutilated outputs. The criterion is defined below and is called PO, which stands for 'perfect 

outputs'. The criterion may be weakened by replacing '= O' by ·~ k' for some k~u , and, 

hence, requiring that the output signals have mutilation degree at most k. 

(12) PO·out·mdy = (Ax: x E out: md1·x = 0) 
* * 

The initial behaviour of a circuit is correct if (10), (Il), and (12) hold for every initialising input 

function. The correctness criteria are discussed further later on in this section, in combination 

with the ones for dynamic behaviour. They are illustrated in the following example. 
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7.1 Example 

Consider again the flip-flop depicted in figure 7 .Oa, with the state transition graph from 

figure 7.0b. For the initialising input function ero (ex. 7.0), the resulting state '}(ero)* has 

values {H}, {H}, {H}, {L}, {H} in nodes x, y, zo, z1, z2 (in that order) with mutilation 

degree 0, 0, l, 0, and 0 respectively (cf. example 6.30, state lli). As in example 2.15, 

we can conclude WMO·C·'}(ero) . Consequently, using u = 1 and (from fig. 7.0b) 

sof(ero)-zz = {H} , the correctness criteria for initial behaviour for ero are satisfied. 

Considering circuit states only (cf.ex.4.38), nodes zo and z2 seem to be equivalent (both 

good candidates as output nodes). The mutilation degree, however, shows that they are 

not. Notice that the output node, z2. is non-mutilated, and, consequently, PO·md·{zû is 

satisfied, whereas intemal node zo is mutilated. The internal mutilation (in zo) can be 

avoided by using pass-transistors instead of so and s1 (cf. example 6.33b}. 

Correctness Criteria for Dynamic Behaviour 

Let C = (N,SW,t,g,pn) be a circuit, where N =in u out u pis u phs u local is the partition of 

N described in the previous section. Let er be an input function starting in global state G, and let 

the source-connection be y = '}(o). For now, we consider the dynamic behaviour of C for a 

startirg circuit state ((Il,rc,pc),p) (cf. sect. 6.2). Which circuit states can be starting states in a 

given global state G and an input function o, is explained later on. 

Por correctness of dynamic behaviour we have argued that, for D i;; DCxDC as the set of delay 

restrictions, and u as before, WF4n·C·y-((Il,rc,pc),p) must be satisfied (cf. sect. 6.2), which 

means (cf. def. 6.29): 

(DO) (A rd,pd : (rd,pd) E D 

: RSL4rd.pd·Y.C(I1,rc.pc),p) i;; (cgdlL n CFL n FCAJ n cstL) x MLL(u)) 

According to the remark below def. 6.29, using def. 5.23, this equals: 

(Dl) (A rd,pd: (rd,pd) E D 

: RSL3 ni,pd·Y·(Il,rc.pc) i;; (cgdlL n CFL n FCAJ n cstL) 

A (A '11 ,M : (rd,pd) E D A RSL4ro,pd'Y-((Il,rc.pc),p)·('l1,M} : MLL(u)-M )) 

That is, the resulting state lists satisfy criteria cgdlL, CFL, FCAJ, and cstL, and the mutilation 

at gate nodes in the elements of these lists does not exceed u. -

According to lemma 5.26b, a resulting state list, say '11, has, when criterion (DO) is satisfied, a 

suffix consisting of a repeated feasible state list, i.e. 

(E 00,<l>l : l 00(STI)-00 A FSL3 rd,pd·Y·<l>l : '11 = cat·<l>O·*[<l>l] ) . 

The elements of these suffixes are considered to be the resulting states. The set of resulting 

states RSn·r·(Il,rc,pc) is, therefore, defined as the smallest set containing them. 
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Obviously, the output values in these resulting states must be as specified by sof(G,o). This is 
expressed in the criterion (02) below. 

(02) RSo·r·(Il,rc,pc) ~ OAS(G,cr)•OUt ' where OAS is extended by: 

OAS(G,o)·out·(Q,f) = (A x : x E out : r·x = sof(G,o}x ) 

As before, we require that the values at the output nodes are non-mutilated. Tuis is required not 

only for the resulting states, hut also for the intermediate states. 

For M E Coo(MUT) , we define: 

(03) POL·out·M = (Ai : OS:i : PO·out·Mi ) , where PO is extended as follows: 

PO·out·md = (Ax: x E out: md·x = 0) 

The described criterion is expressed by (04), and can be nicely combined with (DO) (cf. (07)). 

(04) (A rd,ps,\f' ,M : (rd,ps)EO A RSLA rct,pd·y·((Il,rc.pc),p)-(\f',M) : POL·out·M) 

The next correctness criterion for dynamic behaviour requires that the output values change 

smoothly to the specified values. This means that, for every output node x, and in every 

resulting state list, the value at the output node starts with the starting value ro·x, then possibly 

has, during some steps, the value store·ro·x, after which it changes to the final value 

sof(G,a)-x. This is also required if the output value does not change, i.e., if ro·x = sof(G,a)-x. 

Before discussing this criterion further, we define this kind of output behaviour for a state list 

\f' E Coo(STl) in the notion SOB ((05) below), which stands for 'smooth output behaviour'. 

(05) SOB(G,a)·out·lf' 

= (A x,Q0,r0 : x E out A (Qo,ro) ='Po 

: (B j,k : Qs:js;k : (A i,Q,r : ~ A 'Pï = (Q,f) 

: (Os; i s; j ~ r-x = r 0-x ) 

A G <is; k ~ r-x = store·ro·X) 

A (k < i ~ r-x = sof(G,a)·x ) ))) 

The described criterion can now be expressed as: 

(D6) (A rd,pd : (rd,pd) E 0 : RSL3 rd,pd·y-(Il,rc.pc) i;;; SOB(G,a)-out ) 

It is easily verified that the latter criterion (06) implies the criterion given in (02) (the proof is 

left to the reader). Furthermore, criterion (D6) implies the absence of hazardous behaviour 

([HP]) at the output nodes, which is particularly important for asynchronous circuits. 

The correctness criteria for dynamic behaviour, with starting state ((Il,rc.pc),p) , i.e .• (DO) (or 

(Dl)), (02), (D4), and (D6), can now be combined, and are concisely expressed in (07) below. 

(07) (A rd,pd : (rd,pd) E 0 

: RSLA rct,pd ·y·((Il,rc.pc ),p) 

i.;; (cgdil n CFL n FCAJ n cstL n SOB(G,o).out) x (MLL(u) n POL·out) ) 
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Starting States for Dynamic Behaviour 

The remaining question for dynamic behaviour is which circuit states can be starting states in a 

given global state and a given input function. 

If the previous phase is an initialisation phase with source-connection y, the only possible 

starting state clearly is ((y*,[l,[l),mdy ) . 
* If the previous phase is a dynamic transition, the possible starting states depend on the timing 

assumption on the environment. The most important timing assumptions for asynchronous 

circuits are fundamental mode and input-output mode (cf. [BrzE]). 

Informally, fundamental mode means that the environment will not send an input change until 

the circuit has reached intemally some sort of stability. In our model, this means that the input 

change can be sent as soon as the circuit is in one of the states of the suffix of a resulting state 

list (see above). Tuis means that the circuit states that can be starting states are the elements of 

RS0·y-(Il,rc,pc), where y is the previous source-connection and (Il,rc,pc) is the previous starting 

state. 

Input-output mode means that the environment of the circuit can send a next input change as 

soon as the specified outputs are observed. In our model this means that an input change can 

arrive as soon as the elements of the set out are equal to their specified values. Consequently, 

the possible starting states for the next phase are all elements of resulting state lists that satisfy 

OAS(G,o)-out, where G and a are the current global state and the current input function. 

Obviously, the current delay counters and the mutilation degree (from the definition of resulting 

state lists type 4) must be part of the starting state. 

Notice that if (07) is satisfied, the set of starting states for fundamental mode is included in the 

set of starting states for input-output mode (cf. (02)). This precisely expresses the fact that 

fundamental mode is a strenger assumption on the environment than input-output mode. 

7.2 Example 
Consider again the circuit from example 7.0. In example 4.38 we explained that the 

circuit is correct if pass-delays and wire-delays are zero, and the reaction-delays are 

restricted as described in ex. 4.38 (these are not the weakest possible delay restrictions). 

The case with global state (L L L) and input function {(x,{H}),(y,{L})} , where the 

previous global state is (L HL) , is described in example 4.38c. Notice that the possible 

starting states for this case are all states that are depicted in figure 4.3c except for the top 

one. 

However, if the bottom feedback wire in figure 7.0a contains a wire-delay (or, as in 

example 5.27, a conducting switch with a pass-delay), the circuit is not correct under the 

input-output mode assumption, but it is correct under the fundamental mode assumption 

(cf. example 5.27). 
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Summary and discussion of the complexity of the resulting criteria 

For correctness of a circuit C with respect to its specification, (IO) A (Il) A (12) must be 

satisfied for all initialising input functions. Furthermore, for all global states and allowed input 

changes, and all possible starting states, (D7) must be satisfied. 

As observed in chapter 1, the evaluation of (IO) is, in general, rather complex. In chapter 2 we 

have seen that the evaluation of (IO) can be done efficiently if C is acyclic w.r.t. the initial 

source-connection. Since (Il) and (12) can be evaluated efficiently, and, hence, (10) forms the 

only problem for initial behaviour, it seems a good design philosophy to take care that the 

circuit is acyclic w.r.t. all initialising input functions. In example 2.15 we have seen that 

determining whether a circuit is acyclic w.r.t. a source-connection can be very simple. How to 

determine this efficiently, using a general procedure, is still an open problem. 

The evaluation of the correctness criterion for dynamic behaviour described above seems, in 

general, quite complex due to the universa! quantifiers in the criterion. The quantification over 

global states and allowed input changes depends totally on the specification. For each single 

starting state the complexity of (D7) depends on the set of delay restrictions D. The main cause 

of complexity is the number of starting states. In the examples throughout the thesis, we have 

seen that the feasible state list <1>1 in the suffix *[<1>1] of the resulting state list usually contains 

only one element. That means that the circuit ends up in a stable state (which is nota general 

property: cf. ex. 4.40). In those cases the evaluation of the criterion for dynamic behaviour can 

be done relatively efficient, particularly for the fundamental mode assumption. 

By means of a simple example, the specifications and correctness criteria are illustrated. 

7.3 Example 

Consider the specification in figure 7.la, and circuit C in figure 7.lb. 

The partition of N is in = {x} , out = {y} • local = ~ , and phs and pis are the singletons 

containing the node labelled with Hand L respectively. 

The two initialising input functions with the corresponding source-connections and the specified 

output functions are: uo = {(x,{H})} with '}'(uO) = {(x,{H}),(y,~)} and sof(uO) = {(y,{L})}, 

ui= {(x,{L})} with '}'(uJ) = {(x,{L}),(y.~)} and sof(ul) = {(y,{H})}. 

The depicted circuit is acyclic (AO·C, cf. ch.2). Consequently, WMO·C·y follows from cgdO·y* 

(th. 2.14). As a result, the criterion for initia! correctness is: 

(Ai: iE{0,1}; '}'(ui)* e (cgdO n CF n OAS(uiHy}) A md..t .) e (ML(u) n PO·{y})) 
J\r:JI * 

This criterion is easily verified, for all ueMD\{ a.}, using: 

'}'(uOh = ({(so.1),(si.0)}, {(x,{H}),(y,{L})}) , y(ul)* = ({(so,û).(si,l)}, {(x,{L}),(y,{H})}), 

and md.,{ .) ·z.X = 0 , for all iE {0,1} , zEN, and Xe {L,H} . 
1,u1 * 
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From example 5.24 we conclude that for global state (H L) the only possible starting circuit 

state is ((y(o0)*,0,0),mdy(aO)*) (see figure 5.4a). Similarly, for global state (L H), the only 

possible starting circuit state is ((y(al)*,0,0),mdy(al)*) . 

In order for WF3n·C·'Y(a1)d(y(ai)*,O,O),md"" .) ) to be satisfied, where {ij}={O,l}, the 
J\OI * 

delay restrictions (expressed in D) must satisfy (cf. ex.5.24): rdvsi ~ rdwsi . 

Using figure 5.4a it is easily verified that the other criteria for dynamic behaviour (in D7) are 

a1so satisfied. 

! 
HL 

1 
LH 

î 

H 

.-cy.-, 
L 

figure 7.la: specification figure 7 .1 b: circuit example 7.3 

7 .2 Concluding Remarks on chapter 7 

In this chapter, we discussed the kind of correctness criteria for initia! behaviour of circuits as 

well as for dynamic behaviour of circuits that are necessary to relate modelled behaviour to 

specified behaviour. In order to formalise these criteria, we introduced an informal notation for 

specifications of circuits. In this notation, specifications are given by a partition of the node set 

and a global state transition diagram. This diagram defines the permitted initialising input 

functions, the permitted input changes in global states, and the specified output functions. 

With the help of this informal notation for specifications, we demonstrated that the discussed 

criteria can be expressed in our model. Combined with the familiar criteria, they lead to 

complete correctness criteria for initial behaviour and for dynamic behaviour, which are defined 

in section 7.1, and are illustrated with some simple examples. The criteria include absence of 

bazardous behaviour at output nodes, and the requirement of non-mutilated output values. The 

influence of the timing assumptions on the environment, in particular fundamental mode and 

input-output mode, on the criteria is discussed, as well as the complexity of the complete 

criteria. 
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CHAPTER 8 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In the fmal sections of chapters 1 to 7, the main results obtained in these chapters. and the 

formalisation used, are summarised, discussed, and compared to earlier results. At a number of 

places in the previous chapters, topics for further research are discussed (cf. chapter 0 and 

sections 4.3, 5.1.2, and 7.1). In this chapter, some global remarks are made regarding the model 

presented in this thesis (section 8.0), and a number of topics for further research are addressed 

(section 8.1). 

8.0 Remarks on the model 

Making the assumptions and abstractions (a) - (e), as formulated in section 0.3, enabled a 

structured approach with respect to the modelling of circuit behaviour. In the basic model it 

turned out to be possible, on account of restrictions (a), (d), and (e), to use a simple notion of 

circuit states. Restrictions (b) and (c) allowed, in this basic model, a simple definition of the 

next-state function, which is the essential notion for circuit behaviour. While weakening the 

restrictions and refining the model, every aspect of switch-level circuits could be analysed and 

modelled in isolation. This approach led to a family of hierarchically ordered switch-level 

models, with the advantage that the consequences of the various circuit aspects could be 

investigated by comparing the models. Por a summary and discussion of the formalisation of 

these aspects, and the results obtained for the corresponding models, we refer to the final 

sections of chapters 1 to 6. 

Basically, circuit behaviour is defined with the help of the two consistency notions for switches, 

viz. consistentO (def. 1.12, redefined in 4.5) and consistentl (def. 1.15, redefined in 4.16). The 

correctness criteria for circuit behaviour fall into two categories, which can be called 'internal 

criteria', consisting of requirements due to aspects of the underlying physics or aspects of the 

model, and 'external criteria', consisting of the requirements that are necessary to relate 

modelled behaviour to specified behaviour. 
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The correctness criteria in the first category are: 

1> The requirement that in intermediate and resulting states the switches have either a driven 

low or high voltage value at the gate, or are temporarily controlled by a stored voltage value. 

This requirement is expressed in cgdo, cgdl. FCAO, and FCAJ ; 

1> The requirement for absence of conflicts (short circuits), expressed in CF ; 

1> The requirement for correctness of state transitions. Tuis requirement results from the 

obvious abstractions made in discrete switch-level modelling, viz. from a 'switching period' 

toa 'switching point action', and from 'continuous voltage values' to 'discrete states of nodes' 

(cf. sections 1.4 and 5.0.3). It is expressed in cstO and cstl ; 

t> The requirement that the mutilation degree at gates is at most u , where the value u is given 

by a design rule (which may be technology dependent, cf chapter 6). This requirement is 

expressed in ML(u) . 

These requirements are partly combined in the notions well-matchedness, for initia! behaviour of 

circuits, and well-functioning, for dynamic behaviour of circuits. The main result with respect to 

initial behaviour of circuits is that the effects of delays and charge storage need not be taken 

into account for the evaluation of the correctness criterion for initial behaviour. Furthermore, in 

case of correctness of initial behaviour, there is -abstracted from stored values- only one 

resulting state, which then is, of course, stable. 

The criteria that express the relation between modelled behaviour and specified behaviour are 

defined in chapter 7. They include the requirement that output values in resulting states are as 

specified (expressed in OAS) and perfect, that is, free of mutilation (expressed in PO(L)). and 

the requirement that the transitions at output nodes are smooth (expressed in SOB, and including 

the absence of hazardous behaviour). The latter requirement means that a transition at an output 

node goes from the starting value, via, possibly, temporarily the stored charge corresponding to 

this value. directly to the specified value. The total correctness criteria for initial and dynamic 

behaviour of circuits are discussed in chapter 7. 

It is important to note that, since our model is pessimistic with respect to the model-reality 

relation (is conservative), the modelled behaviour should be interpreted as a description of 

physical behaviour only if this modelled behaviour is classified as correct according to the 

model. 

Since every design (method) differs in the utilization of circuit aspects, is it also important to 

note that the model bas enougb expressive power to allow generalisations and variations on the 

model and on the correctness criteria in a simpte way, cf. remark 4.35 (on transient conflicts), 

remark:s 3.15 and 5.19 (on variations in formalising delays), section 6.2 (the design rule 

mentioned above), section 4.3 (multiple capacitance-strengths), remark 6.32 (on allowing 

mutilated input signals), and remark 6.34 (on allowing multiple threshold voltages). 
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8.1 Topics for further research 

Throughout the thesis we pointed out subjects for further research. In this section, some of these 

subjects are addressed, and some additional remarks are made. 

In section 5.1.2, we demonstrated that pass-delays cannot, in general, be modelled as part of 

reaction-delays. The transformation described in this section, from pass-delays to reaction

delays, appears, however, to be correct in many cases. Since calculating with positive pass

delays is much more complicated than calculating with reaction-delays, the investigation of 

these cases is worthwhile. We have the impression that a partition of the node set as described 

in chapter 7, with explicit permanent sources, will help to formulate these cases. 

In chapter 0, we addressed a number of topics that need further attention: 

1> The relation between our model and lower-level (continuous) models, for instance w.r.t. the 

interpretation of the various notions of delays we introduced. 

1> The translation of switch-level notions to the layout-level, in particular the translation of 

restrictions that guarantee correctness of behaviour according to the switch-level model, like 

restrictions on delays and capacitance-strengths, to layout-level parameters. 

1> The relation to higher-level models (gate-level as well as switch-level) needs to be 

investigated in order to verify or correct the higher-level models using a more detailed 

model, like the one presented here, as a semantic domain. A further advantage of a formal 

comparison of switch-level models is that results that can be proved easily in some models, 

can possibly, on account of this comparison, be used in others. Finally, a formal comparison 

of models can lead to an exchange of formal techniques, like 

_, The use of countdown functions to describe delays (cf. chapters 3 and 5), thereby avoiding 

transient cycles as in [BrzS 1], and enabling a simple formalisation of restrictions on delays 

(although using orders of events rather than functions in SW _, IN might, for calculational 

purposes, be more efficient) ; 

_, The notion of mutilation degree to describe the effects of imperfectness of switches (cf. 

chapter 6). 

1> The development of a design method based on the insights gained by the model. For 

instance, as discussed in sections 2.2 and 7.1, it seems a good design philosophy to take care 

that the circuit is acyclic w.r.t. all initialising input functions. The results of the investigation 

of the cases that pass-delays can be modelled as reaction-delays, as mentioned above, can be 

taken into account. Depending on the design method and technology used, further 

investigation of some of the extensions of the model we suggested, like the modelling of 

resistances described in section 4.3, will be necessary. 

1> The design of a switch-level simulator based on the model presented in this thesis. 
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APPENDIX A Overview Lattice Theory 

In this appendix some definitions and results from lattice theory are given. Proofs are not 
included. For a more complete overview of lattice theory we refer to [Bi] or [DP]. 

Closures of relations 

Definition { (reflexive and) transitive closure} 

Let R be a binary relation on set X . 

The transitive closure of R is the smallest relation R+ satisfying: 

(Ax,y : R·x·y : R+·x·y) 

(Ax,y,z: R+·x·y A R+·y·z: R+·x·z) 

The reflexive and transitive closure of R is the smallest relation R* satisfying: 

(Ax: xeX: R*·x·x) 

(Ax,y,z: R*·x·y A R·y·z: R*·x·z) 

Notice that R* satisfies (A x,y : R·x·y : R*·x·y) A (A x,y,z: R*·x·y A R*·y·z: R*·x·z) . 

Theorem AO 
Let RO and Rl be binary relations on set X, let RO* and Rl* be the reflexive and 

transitive closures of RO and Rl respectively, and let P be a predicate on X such 

that (A x,y : xEX A yEX : P·x A RO·x·y ::} Rl ·X·Y ) . 

Let z be an element of X . Then: 

(Ay : RO*·z·y : P·y ) ::} (Ay : RO*·z·y : Rl*·z·y ) . 

The proof of this theorem is simple using induction to the closure of RO . 

Orders and posetB 

Definition {partial order, poset} 

A partial order (or order for short) on set Y is a binary relation :s; on Y such that, 

for all {x,y,z} s;; Y: 

x:S:x (:S: is rejlexive) 

(x :s; y A y :s; x) ::} (x = y) (:S: is anti-symmetrie) 

(x :s; y A y :s; z) ::} (x :s; z) (:S: is transitive) 

The pair (Y,:S:) is called a partially ordered set, or poset. 
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The relation ::!!: (called the dual order of:!>) is defined fora poset (Y,S:) by: (x ::!!: y) = (y :!> x) . 

The relation < is defined for a poset (Y,S:) by: (x < y) = (x :!> y A x * y) . Similarly for > . 

Definitim { linear order, chain} 

Let (Y ,:!>) be a poset. 

The order :!> is called linear if (Ax,y: xEY A yEY: x S: y V y S: x) . 

A subset X of Y is called a chain if the order :!> is linear on X . 

Definitim { Hasse diagram} 

A partial order S: on a set Y can be depicted in a Hasse diagram (or diagram) as follows: 

All elements of Y are depicted in the diagram in such a way that every two elements x 

and y satisfying (x<y A ,(E z: zEY : x<z A z<y)) are connected by a line, and y is 

depicted above x . 

Notice that the lines in the diagram give a binary relation on X of which :!> is the reflexive and 

transitive closure. If :!> is a linear order, the relation given by the lines is the successor relation. 

Definitim { componentwise order and pointwise order} 

Let cYï.S:U be posets, for all i, Os:i.S:O . The eomponentwise order :!> on the cartesian 

product Yo>< ... xY n is defined by ((xo, ... ,.xn) :!> <Yo •... ,yn)) = (Ai : Os:i.S:O : x; ~ Yi) . 

Let (Y,S:) be a poset and let X be a set. The pointwise order :!> on the set of 

functions X-+ Y is defined by (/:!> g) = (Ax: xEX :f-x :!> g·x). 

Definitim { monotonicity and anti-monotonicity of functions} 

Let (X,S:) and (Y.~) be posets, and let f E X -+ Y . 

Function f is called monotonie (or order-preserving) w.r.t. S: and ~ if 

(Ax,y: xEX A yEX: x :!> y o} f-x Y·Y) . 

Function f is called anti-monotonie w.r.t. S: and ~ if 

(Ax,y: xEX AyEX: x :!> y o}/-x U·Y). 

Notice that function f is anti-monotonie w.r.t. :!> and ~ iff f is monotonie w.r.t. :!> and !:: . 
Notice also that if (X,S:) = (Y.~) and f is anti-monotonie, then / 2 is monotonie. 

Definitim {maxima! element, minimal element, greatest element, least element} 

Let (Y ,:!>) be a poset and let X be a subset of Y . Then 

a E X is a maximal element of X if (A x : xEX : a S: x o} a = x ) , 

a E X is the greatest (or maximum) element of X if (A x : xEX: a ::!!: x) . 

A minimal element of X and the least (or minimum) element of X are defined dually, 

that is, by reversing the order. 
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The greatest element of a poset (Y,:S:) , if it exists, is called the top element (or top) of Y and 

is often denoted as T . The least element of a poset (Y ,:S:) , if it exists, is called the bottom 

element (or bottom) of Y and is often denoted as l. 

Theorem Al 

Let (Y,Q be a non-empty finite poset. The following three propositions are equivalent. 

Y bas a least element. 

(E z : zEY : (A x : xEY : z :S: x ) ) 
(A x.y: xEY A yf.Y: (E z: zEY : z :S: x A z :S: y)) 

Definition {upper bound, lower bound, supremum, infimum, lub, glb} 

Let (Y ,S:) be a poset and let X be a subset of Y . Then 

a E Y is called an upper bound of X if (Ax : xEX : x :S: a), 

If the set of upper bounds of X bas a least element, this element is called the least 

upper bound (or supremum) of X, and is often denoted as lub·X (or sup·X). 

A lower bound of X, the greatest lower bound (or infimum) of X, glb·X, and infX 

are defined dually, that is, by reversing the order. 

For .the order Ç , the supremum of a two-element-set {x,y} if often written as join(x,y) or 

x u y instead of sup·{x,y} . Similarly; we write meet(x,y) or x n y instead of inf{x.y} . 

Lattices and fixpoint theorems 

Definition { lattice, complete lattice} 

Let (Y,Ç) be a non-empty poset. 

lf x u y and x n y exist for all {x,y} i;; Y, then (Y,Ç) is called a lattice. 

If sup·X and infX exist for all X i;; Y, then '(Y,Ç) is called a complete lattice. 

Notice that every finite lattice is complete. 

Definition { fixpoint} 

Let / e X -+ X . An element x E X is cal led a fixpoint (or fixed point) of f if f x = x . 

The set of fixpoints of f is denoted as fix{. 

Definition { continuous function} 

Let l1J and Ll be complete lattices. A function f e l1J -+ Ll is called continuous if 

f(sup w·C) = sup LI ·(fC) for every non-empty chain C i;; UJ . 

Property 

Bvery continuous function is monotonie. 
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Theorem A2 {the fi:xpoint theorem of Knaster-Tarski} 

Let (L.!;;) be a complete lattice and let f E L _, L be a monotonie function. 

Tben (fi.x:f.,Ç) is a non-empty complete lattice, and the least fixpoint lfp1 of f 
satisfies: (A x : xEL : f-x i;; x => lfpf i;; x ) . 

Notice that if frx1 is a complete lattice, it has a least and greatest element, and, consequently, 

f has a least fixpoint (denoted as lfp:f) and a greatest fixpoint (denoted as gfp·/). 

Theorem A3 {the fixpoint theorem for continuous functions} 

Let (L.Q be a complete lattice with least element l and greatest element T . 

Let f be a continuous function. Then 

lfpf = sup-{i: iEIN : i·l } 
gfp{ = inf{i: iEIN: i·T } 

Notice that. since f is monotonie (use the property above), for all iEIN : 

i·l i;;i+1·1 and i·T ;;ii+1
·T. 

Notice also that if L is finite. lfp1 and gfp1 can be calculated in a finite number of steps. 

The suggested approximation process of lfp1 (that is l fl f 2·l ... ) is ealled successive 

approximation from below. Sinlilarly, the process for calculation of gfpf is called successive 

appr..,ximation from above. 
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APPENDIX B PROOFS 

In this appendix, the proofs of theorems 1.28 (appendix BO), 3.8 (appendix Bl), and 5.10 

(appendix B2) are given. These theorems express one of the main results regarding initia! 

behaviour of circuits, and are formulated as follows, for i e { 0,1,3} : 

(A C,y: CIR·C A NST·y: WMi·C·y = ( stablei·y !;;; cgdO)) . 

The three proofs have a similar construction, with as a result that parts of the first proof(s) are 

used in the following one(s). 

In appendices Bl and B2, two lemmas, Bl and B2, are given, which use the same construction 

in their proofs. These lemmas are used in the proofs of theorems 3.10 and 5.12 respectively. 
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APPENDIX BO Proof of theorem 1.28 

In this appendix the proof of theorem 1.28 is given. Por completeness, theorem 1.28 is: 

(A C,y: CIR·C A NST·y: WMO·C·y = ( stableO·y i.;; cgdO)) 

Let CIR·C A NST·y. On account of lemma 1.27 : WMO·C·y '* ( stableO·y !;;; cgdO) . 

Since (sec def.1.25 (WMO)) WMO·C·y = (feasibleO·y i.;; cgdO) , it suffices to prove : 

-0- (feasibleO·y g cgdO ) '* (stableO·y g cgdO ) 

This will be proved by constructing, given a state Il satisfying feasibleO·y·Il A -icgdO·Il , a 

state 0 satisfying stableO·y·O A -icgdO·O . 

Let . .i , { i : 00 : (Q,ri) } satisfy : 

(1 ~ m) A feasibleO·y-CQo.ro) A -icgdo-(Qo.ro) A ((Qm,rm) = (Qo.ro)) 

A (Ai : OO<m : nextO·y·(QbrïHQï+i.ri+:i)) 

Notice that on account of def. 1.23 (feasibleO) for each (Qo.ro) satisfying feasibleO·y·(Qo.ro) 

A -,cgdO·(Q0,ro) · such m and {i: 00: (Qhri) } exist. 

We start with a number of definitions. 

rmax E NST, {Rt,E,Rb} ç; N..., Il, {bcpE,cpE} ç; SST..., B2N-> Il, A E NST, and Ql €SST 

are defined by: 

rmax = sup(i: OO<m : rJ 
Rt·x = (Bi,y: OO<m A N·y: rmax'Y = {L,H} A cp·Q·[x,y]) 

B·x = (B i : OO<m : ri·X = ~ ) 
bcpB·Q·[x,y] = ( bcp·Q·[x,y] A (-,E·x V Rt·x) A (-iB·y V Rt·y)) 

cpE·Q is the reflexive and transitive closure of bcpE·Q . 

Rb·x = ( -,Rt·x A (A i,y : OO<m A N·y : y·y = ~ V -,cpE·Qj'[x,y]) ) 

( 

{L,H} , if Rt·x 
A x _ {L} , if -iRt·x A -,Rb·x A fmax·X = {L} 

• - {H} , if -iRt·x A -iRb·x A fmax·X = {H} 
~ , if Rb·X 

l·s .... { t·s =A·(g·s) ,if gdO·A.·s 
Q - -,(B x : x € pn·s : A·x = ~ ) , if -,gdO·A.·s 
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Correctness of the definition of A follows from (A x :: .R.t·x V .R.b·x) • which follows from 

the definition of Rb, and (lb) below using the definition of rmax. 

In the remainder of this proof the following properties are successively proved : 

For all x,y e N and s e SW : 

(la) (Ai : OO<m : y ç ri ) 
(lb) .R.t·X /\ .R.b·X :::} (Ai : OO<m : rrx = {L}) v (Ai : OO<m : rrx = {H}) 

(lc) A·x = {L} => (Ai: OO<m: rï·X = {L}) 

A·x = {H} :::} (Ai : OO<m : rrx = {H}) 

(ld) gdO·A·s :::} (Ai : OO<m : gdO·rrs A Q·s = QJ ·S) 

(le) A·x *- '/J A A·y *- '/J A (Ei : OO<m : bcp·Q·[x,y]) => bcp·QJ.[x,y] 

(lf) A·x :t: '/J A A·y *- '/J A (Ei : OO<m : bcpE·Q·[x,y]) :::} bcp·QI ·[x,y] 

(2a) (Ax: A·x = '/J: R·y·Ql·x = '/J) 
(2b) (Ax: A·x = {L,H} : R·y·Ql ·x = {L,H} ) 

(2c) (Ax: A·x = {L} : Le R·y·Ql·x) 

(2d) (Ax: A·x = {H}: He R·y·Ql·X) 

(3a) cocoO·A·Ql 

(3b) (Ax: N·x: (A·x = '/J) = (R·y·Ql·x = '/J)) 

(3c) A Ç R·y·Ql 

(4a) stableO·y·(QJ, R·y·Ql) 

(4b) -cgdO-(Ql, R·r·Ql) 

Notice that with (4a) and (4b) the proof of -0- is complete. 

PROOFS 

Property (la) follows directly from the definition of n (ri = R·y·Q) and property 1.18a. 

Proof of (lb) 

Since (A i : : ri ·X E 1'( { L,H}) ) property ( 1 b) can be proved in the following two steps : 

(lb.l) .R.t·x => •(E ij : OYSj<m : (ri·X u ri'x) = {L,H} ) 

(lb.2) .R.t·x A .R.b·x => •(Ei : OO<m : Lj·X = '/J) 
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Proof of Clb.ll 

(Bij: ~j<m: {rj•X U r;·x) = {L,H}) 

::} {def. rmaxl 

rmax·X = {L,H} 

= {reflexivity of cp·Q, for all Q (from def. 1.14 (cp))} 

(Bi: ~i<m : <rmax·X = {L,H}) A cp·Qdx,x] ) 

::} { renaming} 

(B Ï.Y : ~<m A N·y: Wmax·Y = {L,H}) A cp·Qdx,y] ) 

= {def. Rt} 

Rt·x 

Proof of Ob.2) 

Notice that: ( -iRt·x A -iRb·x ::} ..,E·x) = ("'1Rt·x A E·x ::} Rb·x) . Then : 

-iR.t·X A E·x 

::} {def. E, def. cpE, and (la)} 

-iR.t·x A y·x = ~ A (A Q,y : cpE·Q·[x,y] : y = x ) 

::} {calculus} 

-iR.t·x A (A Q,y : cpE·Q·[x,y] : y·y = ~ ) 
::} {calculus} 

-iR.t·x A (A i,y : ~<m A N·y : y·y = ~ V -,cpE·Qdx,y] ) 

= {def. Rb} 

Rb·x 

Proof of (Ic) 

(lc) is Il direct result of (lb) and the definition of r max . 

Proo{ of (Id) 

gdO·A·s 

= {def. 1.11 (gdO), (lc)} 

gdO·A·s A (Ai : ~i<m : gdO•rj•S A (ri-(g·s) = A·(g·s)) ) 

::} {def. QJ , def. 1.12 (consistentO), and note 1 below} 

(Ai : ~<m : gdO·ri's A (Qi's = QJ ·s )) 

true 

::;; { assumption} 

(Ai : 0 s: i < m : nexW·y·(QitriHQï+i.r ï+r) ) 

::} {def. 1.21 (nextO)} 

(Ai : 0 :!> i < m : consistentO·ri.Qi+l ) 
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Prooi of (Ie) 

A·x * '/J A A·y * '/J A (Ei : 0$i.<m : bcp·Qi·[x,y] ) 

= {def. 1.14 (bcp)} 

A·x * '/J A A·y * '/J A (E s,i : 0$i.<m A pn·s = [x,y] : Clï·s) 

::} {calculus} 

(Es : pn•s = [x,y] : ( gdO·A·s A (Bi : 0$i.<m : Clï·s )) 

V ("'VJdO·A·s A •CE z : z E pn·s : A·z = '/J )) ) 
::} {(Id) and def. Ql} 

(Bs: pn·s = [x,y]: Ql·s) 

= { def. 1.14 (bcp)} 

bcp·Ql ·[x,y] 

Proofof(lfi 

A·x * '/J A A·y * ~ A (Ei : 0$i.<m : bcpE·Cli·[x,y] ) 

::} {from def. bcpE: (Ai: 0$i.<m : bcpE·Clï·[x,y]::} bcp·Qr[x,y])} 

A·x * '/J A A·y * ~ A (Ei : 0$i.<m : bcp·Cli·[x,y] ) 

::} {(le)} 

bcp·QJ.[x,y] 

Proof of (2a) 

We start with another property: 

(2a.1) (A s.x,z : pn·s = [x,z] A A·x = '/J : Ql ·s ::} A·z = ~) 
Let s, x, z satisfy : pn·s = [x,z] A A·x = ~ . Then : 

Ql·s 

= {def. Ql using (Ex: x E pn·s: Li·x = '/J)} 
Ql ·S A gdO·A·s 

::} {(ld)} 

Ql·s A (Ai: 0$i.<m: Q;·s = Ql·s) 

::} {calculus} 

Ql ·s A (A i : 0$i.<m : Qj·s ) 

::} {def. r;} 

(Ai : ~i<m : Clï·s ) A (Ai : 0$i.<m : r;.x = r;·z ) 

::} {def. E} 

(Ai : 0$i.<m : Qi's ) A (E·x = E·z) 

::} {pn·s = [x,z] and def. 1.14 (bcp)} 

(Ai : 0$i.<m : bcp·Cli·[x,z] ) A (E·x = E·z) 
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= {A·x = ~, note 2A below} 

-iR.t·x A (Ai : OO<m : bcp·Qi·[x,z] ) A (E·x = E·z) 

= {def. Rt, transitivity cp·Q (from def. 1.14 (cp))} 

-iR.t·x A -iRt·z A (Ai : OO<m : bcp·Qdx,z] ) A (E·x = E·z) 

=> { def. bcpE and calculus} 

-iR.t·z A (Ai : OO<m : bcpE·Qr[x,z] = (-.E·x A -.E·z) ) A (E·x = E·z) 

=> (calculus} 

-iR.t·z A (Ai : OO<m : bcpE·Qï'[x,z] = oB·z ) 

=> {calculus} 

-iR.t·z A (A i : OO<m : E·z V bcpE·Qdx,z] ) 

= {calculus} 

-iR.t·z A (E·z V (A i : OO<m : bcpE·Qï'fx,z] )) 

=> {def. cpE ,and {À·x~, note 2A}: (A i,y: OS:i<m A N·y: 'Y'Y = ~ V -cpE·Qj°[x,y] )} 

-iR.t·z A (E·z V (A i,y: OO<m A N·y: y-y = ~ V -cpE·Qdz,y] )) 

=> {note 2B below} 

-iRt·z A (Ai,y: OO<m A N·y: Y'Y = ~ V -cpE·Qi·[z,y]) 

= {note 2A} 

A·z=~ 

Note 2A 

A·u=~ 
= {def. À} 

Rb·u 

= {def. Rb} 

-iR.t·u A (A i,y: OO<m A N·y: y·y = ~ V -cpE·Qj'[u,y]) 

Note 2B 

E·z A -iR.t·z 

=> {(la), def. cpE} 

y·z = ~ A (A i,y: z * y: -cpE·Qdz,y]) 

=> {calculus} 

(A i,y: OO<m A N·y: y·y = ~ V -cpE·Qdz,y] )) 

We are now able to prove (2a) : 

true 

= {(2a.1)} 

(Ax: A·x ~: (As,z: pn·s = [x,z] A Ql·s: A·z = ~)) 
= {def. 1.14 (bcp)} 

(Ax: A·x = ~ : (A z: bcp·Q/ ·[x,z] : Lk = ~ )) 
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== { induction} 

(Ax: A·x = ~: (A z: cp·Ql·[x,z]: A·z = ~)) 
::} { from reflexivity cpB·Ql and def. A and Rb : A·z = ~ ::} y·z = ~ } 

(Ax: A·x = ~: (A z: cp·Ql ·[x,z] : y·z = ~)) 
= {calculus} 

(Ax: A·x = ~: (Uz: cp·Ql·[x,z]: y·z) = ~) 
= {def. R·y·Ql (1.17)} 

(Ax: A·x = ~: R·y·Ql·x = ~) 
o (end of proof (2a)) 

Proof of C2bl 

A·x = {L,H} 

= {def. A} 

Rt·X 

= {def. Rt} 

(E i,y : Ds:i<m A rmax·Y = {L,H} : cp·Q.·[x,y] ) 

= { def. r m ax and calculus} 

(By: rmax'Y = {L,H} : (Ei: OS:i<m: cp·Qdx,y]) 

A (E i : Ds:i<m : L E ri·Y ) 

A (Bi : Ds:i<m : H E n·y ) ) 
'* {def. ril 

(By: rmax·Y = {L,H}: (Ei: Ds:i<m: cp·Qdx,y]) 

= {calculus} 

A (E zo : Le y·zo : (Ei : Ds:i<m : cp·Q.·[zo,y] )) 

A (E z1 : H E y·z1 : (E i. : Ds:i<m : cp·Q.·[Z1.Y] )) ) 

(B y,zo,z1: rmax'Y = {L,H} A LE y·zo A HE y·z1 

: (Ei :: cp·Qdx,y] ) A (Ei :: cp·Q.·[zo.y] ) A (Bi :: cp·Q.·[zi.y] ) ) 

::} { note 2C below} 

(B y,zo,z1 : LE y·zo A HE y·z1: cp·QJ ·[x,y] A cp·Ql ·[zo.Y] A cp·Ql ·[zi.y] ) 

::} {transitivity of cp·Ql (from def. l.14 (cp))} 

(B zo.z1 : L e y·zo A H e r·z1 : cp·Ql ·[x.zo] A cp·Ql ·[x,zi] ) 

= {def. R·y·Ql (1.17)} 

R·y·Ql·x = {L,H} 
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Note 2C 

rmax·Y = {L,H} 

::> { def. Rt and calculus} 

(Ax: (Bi: OO<m : cp·Qdx,y] ) : Rt·x) 

::> {def. A} 

(A x : (Bi : OO<m : cp·Qr[x,y] ) : A·x * ~ ) 
::> {theorem AO (appendix A), using (le)} 

(Ax: (Ei: OO<m: cp·Qdx,y]): cp·QJ.[x,y]) 

Proof of (2c) 

A·x = {L} 

= {def. A} 

rmax·X = {L} Il -iR.t•X Il -iR.b·X 

::> { def. Rb and calculus} 

r max·X = {L} Il (E i,y : OO<m A N·y: Y·Y * ~ Il cpE·Qï·[x,y] ) 

= {calculus} 

r max·X = {L} A (By: y-y * ~ : (Ei : OO<m : cpE·Qï·[x,y] ) ) 

::> {definitions ri and rmax• using cpE·Q i;; cp·Q for all Q} 

(E y : r·Y = {L} : (Bi : OO<m : cpE·Oi·[x,y] ) ) 

::> { note 2D below} 

(By: r·Y = {L}: cp·QJ.[x,y]) 

= {def. R·r·Ql (1.17)} 

L E R ·y·Ql ·X 

Note 2D 

y·y = {L} 

::> {calculus, def. Rb} 

(A i,x : cpE·Qdx,y] : -iRb·x ) 

::> { def. A and calculus} 

(A x : (Ei : OO<m : cpE·Qï·[x,y] ) : A·x * ~ ) 
::> {theorem AO (appendix A), using (lf)} 

(Ax: (Ei: OO<m : cpE·Qi'lx,y]): cp·QJ.[x,y]) 

Proof of (2<1) 

The proof of (2d) is similar to the proof of (2c). 
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Proofs of (3a.b.c) 

(3a) follows directly from the definitions of cocoO (1.12) and QJ ; 
(3b) follows directly from (2a,b,c,d) ; and (3c) follows directly from (2b,c.d). 

Proof of (4a) 

true 

= {(3b,c)} 

(Ax: R·y·Ql·x e {{L},{H}}: R·y·Ql·x = A·x) 

::? {calculus} 

(As: R·y·Ql ·(g·s) E { {L}.{H}} : R·y·Ql-(g·s) = A·(g·s) ) 

::? { def. 1.12 (cocoO) and (3a)} 

cocoO-(R ·y·QI) ·QI 

= {lemma 1.22c} 

stableO·y-(QI, R·y·Ql) 

Proof of (4b) 

true 

= { assumption} 

-icgdO-(Qo.r o) 

= { def. 1.11 ( cgdO)} 

(Es : SW·s : •gdO·ro·s) 

* {(ld)} 
(Es : SW·s : •gdO·A·s) 

::? { def. 1.11 (gdO) and (2a,b)} 

(Es: SW·s: •gdO-(R·y·Ql)·s) 

= { def. 1.11 ( cgdO)} 

oegdO-(Ql, R ·r·Ql) 

ENDOFPROOF 
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APPENDIX Bl Proof of theorem 3.8 

In this appendix the proof of theorem 3.8 is given. Por completeness, theorem 3.8 is: 

(A C,y: CIR·C Il NST·y: WMJ ·C·y = (stabiel ·'Y s;;; cgdO)) 

Let CIR·C ANST·y. On account of prop. 3.7 we have: WMl·C·y::} ( stabiel·ys;;; cgdO). 

Since (see def. 3.3 (WM 1)) WM l ·C·y = ( feasiblel ·r s;;; cgdO ) , it suffices to prove : 

-1- (feasiblel ·y ~ cgdO ) ::} (stabiel ·r ~ cgdO ) 

Tuis will be proved by constructing, given a state Il satisfying feasiblel·y·Il A -icgdO·Il , a 

state il satisfying stabiel ·y·O A -icgdO·il . 

The ~ :ructure of this proof is very similar to the one in appendix BO, but in order to have more 

benefit .from the proof, some little changes are made. First of all, these changes are the omission 

of the premise '-icgdO-(Qo,ro)' , which must in order to be able to prove -1- - result in a 

change of property (4b). At the end of this appendix we will show what we gained. 

Let m. {i: ~: ((Qi>ri),rci) } satisfy: 

(1 ~ m) A feasibleI·y-CQo.ro) A ( ((Qm.rm),rc.n) = ((Qo.ro).rco)) 

Il (Ai : og<m : nextl ·y-((Q,n).rCiH(Qi+i.r ï+1).rCi+1) ) 

Notice that on account of def. 3.3 (feasiblel) for each (Q0,ro) satisfying feasiblel ·y-(Qo,r0) 

such m and {i: ~: ((Q,ri),rci) } exist. 

The definitions and properties from appendix BO can be used again (with a minor change in 

(4b)). The proofs of properties (la-f), (2a-d), and (3a-c) require a change only of Note 1 

(belonging to the proof of (ld)). The proofs of (4a.b) also require very little change. Por 

convenience the defmitions and properties are listed below. For the proofs of (la-c), (le,f), 

(2a-d), and (3a-c) we refer to appendix BO. The proofs of properties (ld) and (4a,b) are given 

below. 
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The definitions 

rmax E NST, {Rt,E,Rb} i;;; N -i IB, {bcpE,cpE} i;;; SST -i B2N -i IB, Il E NST, and Ql E SST 

are defined by: 

rmax = sup(i: OO<m: ri) 

Rt·x = (Ei,y: OO<m /\ N·y: rmax·Y = {L,H} /\ cp·Qï"[x,y]) 

E·x = (E i : OO<m : rrx = ~ ) 
bcpE·Q·[x,y] = ( bcp·Q·[x,y] /\ (-iE·x V Rt·x) /\ (-iE·y V Rt·y)) 

cpE·Q is the reflexive and transitive closure of bcpE·Q . 

Rb·x = ( oR.t·x /\ (A i,y : OO<m /\ N·y : y·y = ~ V -icpE·Qï"[x,y] ) ) 

l 
{L,H} , if Rt·x 

Il _ {L} , if oR.t·X /\ oR.b·X /\ rmax·X = {L} 
·X - {H} , if oR.t·x /\ oR.b·X /\ rmax·X = {H} 

~ 'if Rb·X 

1 _ { t·s = ll-(g·s) , if gdO·ll·s 
Q ·s - "(Ex : x E pn·s: ll·x = ~ ) , if •gdO·ll·s 

Correctness of the definition of Il follows from (A x :: oR.t·x V oR.b·x) , which follows from 

the definition of Rb, and (lb) using the definition of rmax below. 

The properties 

Por all x,y E N and s E SW : 

(la) (A i : 09<m : y i::; ri ) 

(lb) •Rt·x /\ •Rb·x =} (Ai: OO<m : ri·x = {L}) V (Ai: OO<m : rrx = {H}) 

(lc) ll·x = {L} =} (Ai: OO<m : ri·X = {L}) 

ll·x = {H} =} (Ai: Cf.;;;i<m: ri·X = {H}) 

(ld) gdO·ll·s =} (Ai: Cf.;;;i<m : gdO·rj•S /\ Qj•S = QJ:s) 

(le) ll·x * ~ /\ ll·y * ~ /\ (Ei : OO<m : bcp·Qdx,y]) =} bcp·QJ ·[x,y] 

(lt) ll·x * ~ /\ ll·y * ~ /\ (Ei : OO<m : bcpE·Qdx,y]) =} bcp·QJ ·[x,y] 

(2a) (Ax: ll·x = ~: R·y·Ql·x = ~) 

(2b) (A x: ll·x = {L,H} : R·y·Ql ·x = {L,H} ) 

(2c) (Ax: ll·x = {L} : LE R·y·Ql·x) 

(2d) (Ax: ll·x = {H} : HE R·y·Ql·x) 

(3a) cocoO·ll·Ql 

(3b) (Ax: N·x: (ll·x = ~) = (R·y·Ql·x = ~)) 
(3c) Il i::; R·y·Ql 
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( 4a) stabiel ·r-CQJ, R ·r·Ql) 

(4b) -icgd0.(Qo,r0) => -icgdO·(QJ, R·r·Ql) 

Notice tbat with (4a) and (4b) the proof of -1- is complete. 

PROOFS 

As mentioned above we refer to appendix BO for the proofs of {la-c), (le,f), (2a-d), and {3a-c). 

Proof of Cld) 

Let se SW. Then: 

gdO·!:t.·s 
= {def. 1.11 (gdO), (lc)} 

gdO·!J.·s A (Ai : OO<m : gdo·rrs A (rr(g·s) = á·(g·s)) ) 

::} {def. QJ , def. 1.12 (consistentO), and note 1 below} 

(Ai : OO<m : gdO•rï•S A (Q·s = Ql •S )) 

Assume: (Ai: OO<m: gdO·rrs A (ri·(g·s) = á·(g·s))). Then: 

true 

= {note 1.0} 

(Bi: OO<m: fCj•S = 0) 

::> {induCtion of note 1.1, using ((Om.rm).rCm) = ((Qo.ro).reo) } 

(Ai : OO<m : consistentO·ri·Q·s ) 

Note 1.0 

(Ai : OO<m : rCj ·s > 0 ) 

::} {rco =rem} 

(Ai:~: fCï•S > 0) 

::} {R2.0, R2.1 from ch.3} 

(Ai : OO<m : fCï+1·S = fCï•S - 1 ) 

::} { induction} 

(Ai:~: rci·S = reo·s i) 

::} {rco =re...} 

rco·s = rco·s - m 

::} {1 ~m} 

false 
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Note 1.1 

Let O!>i<m. Assume: (Aj : O!>j<m: gdO·rrs A (rj·{g·s) = A·(g·s))). Then: 

fCj = 0 
=} {RO.O from ch.3} 

consistentO· n ·Qi+1 ·S 

= {from assumption: ri·{g·s) = ri+1·(g·s), and def. 1.12 (consistentO)} 

consistentO• r i+l 'Qi+rS 

* {R2.0 from ch.3} 

consistentO•ri+1·Qi+rs A (rCi+1·s = 0) 

o (end of proof (ld)) 

Proof of (4a) 

true 

= {(3b,c)} 

(Ax: R·r·Ql·x E { {L},{H}}: R·r·Ql·x = A·x) 

* {calculus} 
(As: R·y·Ql·(g·s) E {{L},{H}}: R·y·Ql·(g·s) = A·(g·s)) 

=} {def. 1.15 (cocoO) and (3a)} 

cocoO-(R ·r·Ql)·Ql 

= {prop. l.22c} 

stableO·r·(Ql. R ·r·Ql) 

= {lemma 3.5} 

stabiel ·y-(Ql, R ·r·Ql) 

Proof of (4b) 

-icgdO-(Qo,ro) 

= {def. 1.11 (cgdO)} 

(Es: SW·s: ,gdo.r0-s) 

=} {(ld)} 

(Es: SW·s: -igdO·A·s) 

* { def. 1.11 (gdO) and (2a,b)} 

(Es: SW·s: -igdO·(R·y·Ql)·s) 

= { def. 1.11 ( cgdO)} 

-icgdO-(Ql, R ·y·Ql) 

a (end of proofs of properties) 
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Using the construGÜon above it is possible to prove the following lemma, which can be used to 

prove theorem 3.lOb. 

Bl Lemma 

Proof 

0 

( stabiel "Y = { y*} /\ cgdO·y* ) ::} ( feasiblel ·r = { y*} ) 

Let (Qo.ro) satisfy feasiblel·y·(Qoro). The construction and properties above are used 

in the remaining of this proof. 

(stabiel ·r = { y*}) A cgdO·y* 

::} {(4a)} 

((Ql, R·y·Ql) = y*) /\ cgdO·y* 

= {def. 1.11 (cgdO, gdO)} 

((Ql, R·y·Ql) = y*) A (As: SW·s: R·y·Ql·(g·s) E {{L},{H}}) 

::} { (3b) and (3c)} 

((Ql, R·y·Ql) = y*) /\ (As: SW·s: Á·(g·s) E { {L},{H}}) 

= { def. 1.11 (gdO)} 

((Ql, R ·y·Ql) = y*) A (As : SW ·S : gdO·tl.·s ) 

::} {(ld)} 

((Ql, R·y·Ql) = y*) A (A i,s : SW·s /\ (~i<m) : Q·s = Ql ·S) 

::} {calculus (Leibniz)} 

((Ql, R·y·Ql) = y*) A (Ai: (~i<m): (Q = Ql) A (R·y·Qi =R·y·Ql)) 

::} {from assumption of the construction: ro = R·y·Clm-1 } 
(Qo,ro) = y* 
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In this appendix the proof of theorem 5.10 is given. For completeness, theorem 5.10 is: 

(A C,y: CIR·C A NST·y: WM3·C·y = ( stable3·y' cgdO)) 

Let CIR·C A NST·y. On account of lemma 5.9b : WM3·C·y ~ ( stable3·y' cgdO) . 

Since WM3 ·C·y = ( FSL3 ·y s;;; (FCAO n cgdlL) ) , it suffices to prove : 

-2- ( FSL3·y ~ (FCAO n cgdll)) ~ ( stable3·y f cgdO) 

Tuis will be proved by constructing, given a state list 'P satisfying FSL3·y·'P A 

•(FCAO·'P A cgdlL·'P) , a state Q satisfying stable3·y·Q A .cgdO·Q. 

Let FSL3·y·'P and m =#·'P. Let {i: OO~m: ((Qi.Ai),rCj,pCj) } satisfy: 

(Ai : OY<m : ((Oi,Ai) = 'PJ A next3·y.((Q,AJ,rci.pcJ·((Oi+1.Ai+iJ,rci+i.PCi+1) ) 

A (((Q,,,,Am).r<;n.I>Cm) = ((Qo.Ao>.rco.pco)) 
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Notice that on account of def. 5.4 (FSL3) for each 'P satisfying FSL3·y·'P this m satisfies 

1 ~ m, and such set {i: 00~: ((QitAï),re;,pCj) } exists. 

Define, for ~m: f\ = destore·Ai. 

Notice that as a result of def. 5.2 (next3), lemma 4.20, and prop. 4.18c,d: ri = R·y-(Q Il Z·pCj) 

The structure of the proof given here is similar to the ones in appendices BO and B 1. As in 

appendix Bl an additional lemma (B2; corresponding to Bl) is given which enables us to prove 

theorem 5.12b (corresponding to 3.lOb). The definitions and properties from appendix BO can 

be used again (with a minor change in (4b)); for convenience they are listed below. The proofs 

of properties (lb,c,e,f), (2b), and (3a-c) require no change; for them we refer to appendix BO. 
The proofs of (la,d), (2a,c,d), and (4a,b) are given below. Some of these proofs are essentially 

more difficult than their counterparts in the previous appendices, e.g. the proofs of (2a,c). The 

proofs of (la,d) and (4a) are sirnilar to the corresponding proofs in appendix Bl. 
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The definitions 

rmax e NST, {Rt,E,Rb} s;; N .._,UI. {bcpE,cpE} i;; SST.._, B2N .._,UI, A e NST, and Ql e SST 

are defined by: 

r max = sup(i ; ~i<m : ri) 

Rt·x = (Bi.y: OO<m A N·y: rmax'Y = {L,H} A cp·Qdx.y]) 

E·x = (B i : OO<m : ri·X = ~ ) 
bcpE·Q·[x,y] = ( bcp·Q·[x,y] /\ (-E·x V Rt·x) /\ (-E·y V Rt·y)) 

cpE·Q is the reflexive and transitive closure of bcpB·Q . 

Rb·x = ( -iRt·x A (A i,y : OO<m A N·y : y·y = ~ V -icpB·Qi-(x,y] ) ) 

[ 

{L,H} , if Rt·x 
A x _ {L} , if -iR.t·x A -,Rb·x A rmax·X = {L} 

• - {H} , if -iR.t·x A -iRb·x A rmax·X = {H} 
~ , if Rb·x 

I _ { t·s = À·(g·s) , if gdO·A·s 
Q ·S - -,(B x : x e pn·s: À·X = ~) 'if -,gdO·À·S 

Correctness of the definition of A follows from (A x :: -iR.t·x V -iR.b·x) , which follows from 

the definition of Rb, and (lb) below using the definition of rmax· 

The properties 

Forall x,y e N and se SW: 

(la) (Ai : OO<m : y k. ri) 
(lb) -iR.t·x A -iR.b·x ::} (Ai: OO<m: rï•X = {L}) V (Ai: OO<m: n·x = {H}) 

(lc) A·x = {L} ::} (Ai: OO<m: ri·X = {L}) 

À•x = {H} ::} (Ai: OO<m: ri·X = {H}) 

(ld) gdO·A·s * (Ai : OO<m : gdO·ri·s A Qi·s = QJ ·s) 

(le) A·x * ~ A A·y * ~ A (Ei : OO<m : bcp·Qj'[x,y]) ::} bcp·QJ .[x,y] 

(lf) A·x * ~ A A·y * ~ A (Ei : OO<m : bcpB·Qdx,y]) ::} bcp·QJ ·[x,y] 

(2a) (Ax: A·x = ~: R·y·Ql·x = ~) 
(2b) (Ax; A·x = {L,H} : R·y·Ql·x = {L,H}) 

(2c) (Ax; À•X = {L}: Le R·y·Ql·X) 

(2d) (Ax: À·X = {H}: He R·y·Ql·x) 

(3a) cocoO·A·QI 

(3b) (Ax: N·x: (A·x = ~) = (R·y·Ql·x = ~)) 
(3c) Á k. R·y·Ql 
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(4a) stableJ·y·(Ql, R·y·Ql) 

(4b) ,(FCAO·'P Il cgdlL·'P) :} ~gdo·(Ql, R·y·Ql) 

Notice that with (4a) and (4b) the proof of -2- is complete. 

PROOFS 

For the proofs of properties ( 1 b,c,e,f), (2b ), and (3a-c) we refer to appendix BO. 

Property (la) follows immediately from ri = R·y·((Ü Il Z·pcJ and prop. l.18a. 

Proof of (ld) 

Note 1 

Let s E SW . Then : 

gdO·IJ.·s 

= { def. 1.11 (gdO) and (lc)} 

gdo·ll·s /\ (Ai : ~i<m : gdo·rrs Il (rdg·s) = ll·(g·s)) ) 

:} {def. QJ , def. 1.12 (consistentO), and Note 1 below} 

(Ai: ~<m: gdo•rj•S /\ (Qj•S = Ql·s )) 

Assume : (Ai : ~<m : gdO·ri·s f\ (r;-(g·s) = /J.·(g·s)) ) . Then : 

true 

= {Note 1.0} 

(Ei: ~i<m: tCj•S = 0) 

:} {induction of Note 1.1, using ((Qm,rm>.rcm) := ((Qo,ro).rco) } 

(Ai: ~<m: consistentO·ri.Qi·s) 

Note LO 

(Ai : 05:i<m : rCj·S > 0 ) 

:} {rco =rem} 
(A i : 05:.iSm : fCï•S > 0 ) 

* {R2.0, R2.1 from sect. 5.0.0 (with (Qi+t•Ai+1))} 

(Ai: ~<m : rCi+1·s = rcï•S - 1 ) 

:} { induction} 

(A i : 05:C;;m : rci's = rco·s i ) 

:} {rco =rem} 
fC()•S = rC()•S - m 

:} {1 ~ m} 

false 
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Note 1.1 

Let <Ki<m. Assume: (Aj : 0$;j<m: gdO·rrs /\ (rr(g·s) = A·(g·s))) . Then: 

fCj = 0 

::} {R0.2 (sect. 5.0.0), using the assumption above and (with def. 4.9 (gdO), and 

prop. 4.19a): (gdo-ri.s = gdO·A;·s) /\ (gdO·Ai·s::} -iCA·(Qi,Ai)-s) } 

consistentO·A1·~1·s 

= {def. 4.5 (consistentO) and def. r1} 

consistent0·n·~1·s 

= {from assumption: ri·(g·s) = ri+r(g·s), and def. 1.12 (consistentO)} 

consistentO· r i+r~rs 
= {def. 4.5 (consistentO)} 

consistentO· Ai+1 ·~1 ·s 
::} {R2.0 (sect. 5.0.0), def. 4.5 (consistentO)} 

consistentO·ri+r~rs /\ (r<;+rs = 0) 

o (end of proof (ld)) 

Proof of {1&) 

The main part of the proof of (2a) is the same as in appendix BO. The only steps that need 

additional argumentation are the 4th and 5th step of the proof of (2a.l), which are (in app.BO) : 

Ql ·S /\ (Ai : <Ki<m : Qi·s ) 

::} tdef. ril 
(Ai : <Ki<m : Qi·s) /\ (Ai : <Ki<m : r1·X = ri.z) 

::} {def. B} 

(Ai : <Ki<m : Qi·S ) /\ (B·x = B·z) 

These steps must now be replaced by the following step : 

Ql·s /\(Ai: <Ki<m: Oï·S) 

::} {note 3} 

(Ai : OO<m : Qi·s ) A (B·x = E·z) 

under the assumption (see proof of (2a.l) in appendix BO): (pn·s = [x,z]) A (A·x = ~) . 
Note 3 

Assume (pn·s = [x.z]) /\ (A·x = ~) /\ Ql ·s /\(Ai: 0$;i<m : Qi·s) . 

true 

::} {use R3.2 (sect. 5.0.0); compare with note 1.0} 

(Bi: OO<m: J>Ci·S = 0) 

::} {induction of note 3.0} 

(B·x A B·z) V (Ai : OO<m : PC:i·S = 0 ) 
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* { assumption} 

(E·x /\ E·z) V (A i : OY<m : (Qi Il Z·pcj}-s ) 

* { ri = R·y·(Qi /\ Z·J>Ci) } 

(E·x /\ E·z) v (Ai : OY<m : n·x = ri.z ) 

* {def. E } 

E·x =E·z 

Note 3.0 

Let OY<m and assume (pn·s = [x,z]) /\ (A·x = ~) /\ Ql·s /\ Q·s . Then: 

PC:i•S = 0 

= { I'i = R·y·(Qi /\ Z·pcj) , and Qi·s} 

(pers = Û) /\ (I'rx = rj•Z) 

* {note 3.1} 

((rrx = ~) /\ CI'i·z = ~)) v (J>Ci+rs = O) 

* {def. E} 

(E·x /\ E·z) V <PC:i+1·s = 0) 

Note 3.1 

Let OY<m . 
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Assume (pn•S = [x,z]) /\ (A·x = ~) /\ QJ •S /\ Q·s /\ (J>Ci•S = 0) /\ (rrx = n·z) /\ (I'i·X * ~) 
Then: 

PCi+1·S > 0 

::} {R3.2 (sect. 5.0.0) and (J>Ci·S = 0) /\ Qrs, hence also Ai·X = Ai·Z} 

(Ai+1·X g Ai·X) v (Ai+1·Z ~ Ai·Z) 

::} {from assumption: (n·x * ~) /\ (rj•Z * ~) , and def. n } 
cri+rx g ri·x) v cri+rz g ri·z) 

::} {from assumption: (ri•X * ~) /\ (I'rz * ~) , and def. I' max } 

(rmax·X = {L,H}) V (rmax·Z = {L,H}) 

::> {def. Rt, reflexivity cp·Q and from assumption: cp·Qdx,z] } 

Rt·x 
::> {def. A} 

A·x = {L,H} 

::} {from assumption : A·x = ~ } 
false 

o (end of proof (2a)) 
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Proof of (2ç,) 

A·x= {L} 

= {def. A} 

(A·x = {L}) A <rmax·X = {L}) A -iRt·x A -iRb·x 

=> { def. Rb and calculus} 

(A·x = {L}) A (rmax·X = {L}) A (E i,y: ~<mA N·y: y-y * ~ A cpE·Qi·[x,y]) 

= {calculus} 

(A·x = {L}) A (rmax·X = {L}) A (E y: y·y * ~: (Ei: ~<m : cpE·Qï"[x,y] )) 

= {note 2B} 

LE R·y·Ql·x 

J:1Jote 2E 

Assume (A·x = {L}) /\ (rmax•X = {L}) A (y-y:;: ~) A (~<m) A cpE·Qï"[x,y]. 

On account of cpE·Qï·[x,y] a natural n and a set {j : ~j~: Xj } exist satisfying: 

P2E.0 (x = XO) /\ (x0 = y) A (Aj : ~j<n: bcpE·Qï"[xj,Xj+ll) 

On account of (lf) and Note 2F below they also satisfy : 

P2E.1 (Aj: ~j~: A·Xj * ~) A (Aj: ~j<n: bcp·QJ.[Xj.Xi+l]) 

Then: 

true 

=> {P2E.l} 

(Aj: ~j~: A·Xj *~) 

=> {calculus} 

(Bj: Os:j~: L\·xî = {L,H}) V (Aj: ~j~: ~ c A·xi c {L,H}) 

=> {notes 2E.O and 2E.l, using the assumption} 

LE R·y·Ql·x 

Note 2F 

"f·Y*~ 
=> {calculus, def. Rb} 

(A i,x : cpE·Qdx,y] : -iRb·x ) 

=> { def. A and calculus} 

(Ax: (Bi: OO<m: cpE·Qj'[x,y]): A·x * ~) 
Note 2B.O 

Assume (A·x = {L}) /\ <rmax·X = {L}) A (y-y * ~) /\ (~i<m) A cpE·Qï·[x,y] . 

(Bj: ~j~: A·xi = {L,H}) 

:} {(2b)} 

(Bj: ~j~: R·y·Ql·xî = {L,H}) 

=> {from P2E· 1 : cp·QJ ·[x,xi] for all j , and def. R·y} 

R·y·Ql ·X = {L,H} 
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Note 2E.1 

Assume (L\·x = {L}) A (rmax·X = {L}) A (y-y *' ~) A (0$i<m) A cpE·Qj·[x,y] . 

(Aj : 0$j~: ~ c Li·x; c {L,H} ) 

'* {(lc) , and from assumption : Li·x = {L} } 

(Aj : 0$j~: ~ c ri'Xj c {L,H} ) A (ri·X = {L}) 

'* {R3.1 and R3.0 (sect. 5.0.0), using 

((~ C rïz) =? (ri·Z = Aï·Z)) A (Aj: 0$j<n: (Es: SW·s: pn·s = [Xj.Xj+d)) } 

(Aj: 0$j~: n·xi = {L}) 

=} { y·y * ~ (assumption), (la), and Xn = y } 

y·y = {L} 

=? {from P2E.1: cp·Ql·[x,y] , and def. R·y} 

LE R·y·Ql·x 

. o (end of proof (2c)) 

Proof of (2d) 

The proof of (2d) is similar to the proof of (2c). 

Proot of (4a) 

true 

= {(3b,c)} 

(Ax: R·y·Ql·x e { {L},{H}}: R·y·Ql·x = L\·x) 

* {calculus} 

(As: R·y·Ql·(g·s) e { {L},{H}}: R·y·Ql·(g·s) = Li·(g·s)) 

* { def. 1.12 (cocoO) and (3a)} 

cocoO-(R ·y·Ql)-Ql 

= {prop. l.22c} 

stableO·y-(QJ, R ·y·Ql) 

'* {lemmas 3.5, 4.22b, and 5.7c} 

stable3·y-(QJ, R·y·QI) 

o (end proof (4a)) 
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Proof of C4b) 

-(FCAO·'P A cgdIL·'P) 

= {calculus} 

.FCAO·'P V -.cgdIL·'P 

=> {note 4A and note 4B} 

(Bi,s: (OO<m) h SW·s: -igdo·Ai·S) 

= {def. 4.9 (gdO) and def. ril 
(Bi,s: (OO<m) A SW·s: -igdo·ri·S) 

=> {(ld)} 

(B s : SW·s : -igdo·ll·s) 

=> {def. 1.11 (gdo) and (2a,b)} 

(B s: SW·s: -igdO·(R·y·Ql)-s) 

= {def. 1.11 (cgdo)} 

-.cgdo·(Ql, R·y·Ql) 

Note 4A 

.FCAO·lJI 

= {def. 4.13 (FCAO)} 

-(As: SW·s: (Bi : OO<m : .cA·lJ'1·s )) 

= {calculus} 

(B s: SW·s: (Ai: OO<m : CA·lJ'i·s )) 

=> {prop. 4.19a} 

(B s: SW·s: (Ai: OO<m: -,gdO·Ai·s )) 

Note 4B 

-.cgdlL·lJI 

= {def. 4.14 (cgdIL)} 

>(Ai: OO<m: cgdl·'Pi) 

= {def. 4.10 (cgdl)} 

>(Ai: OO<m: (As: SW·s: gdo·A1·s V CA·'P;·s) 

= {calculus} 

(B i,s: (OO<m) h SW·s: -,gdo·Ai·s A -iCA·'P1·s) 

o (end proof (4b)) 

a (end of pmofs of p:operties) 
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Similar as in appendix Bl, it is possible, using the construction above, to prove an additional 

lemma that can be used to prove theorem 5.12b. 

B2 Lemma 

Proof 

cgdO·y* A (stable3·y = {Q,A: (destore·(Q,A) = y*) A cocol·A·Q: (Q,A) }) 

=} (feasible3·y = { Q,A : (destore·(Q,A) = y*) A cocol ·A·Q : (Q,A) }) 

Let IT satisfy feasible3·y·Il . On account of lemma 5.8b a state list 'P exist satisfying 

FSL3·'P A (Ei : ~< #·'P: 'Pi= Il) . The construction and properties above are used 

in the remaining of this proof. 

cgdO·y* A (stable3·y = {Q,A: (destore·(Q,A) = y*) A cocol·A·Q: (Q,A) }) 

=} { ( 4a) and from def. 4.4, using R ·y·Ql E NST : destore·(R ·y·Ql) = R ·y·Ql } 

cgdO·y* A ((QJ, R·y·Ql) = y*) 

=} {(3b,c) and def. 1.11 (cgdO)} 

((Ql, R·y·Ql) = y*) A (As: SW·s: gdO·fl.·s) 

=} { (ld)} 

((Ql, R·y·Ql) = y*) A (A i,s: SW·s A (~i<m): Q·s = Ql·s) 

=} { r; = R·y·(Qi A Z·pc;) , (Q; A Z·pc;) ~ Qi , and monotonicity R·y} 

((Ql, R·y·Ql) = y*) A (Ai: ~i<m: (Qi = Ql) A (r; Ç R·y·Ql)) 

=} {Notes B2.0, B2.1, and B2.2} 

(A i : ~<m : (Q,r;) = y* ) 

=} {Note B2.5} 

(Ai : ~<m : ((Qi,ri) = y*) A cocol ·Ai·Qi) 

=} {(Ai : ~<m : (Q;,ri) = destore·(Q;,Ai) ) A (Ei : ~<m : (Q,A;) =Il )} 

IT E {Q,A: (destore·(Q,A) = y*) A cocol·A·Q: (Q,A) } 

Note B2.0 

Let N·x . Assume (Ai : ~<m : ri Ç R·y·Ql ) . Then : 

R·y·Ql·x = ~ 
=} { assumption} 

(Ai : ~<m : rïx = ~ ) 

Note B2.1 

Let N·x. Then: 

R·y·Ql·x E {{L},{H}} 

=} { (3b,c)} 

(fl.·x E { {L},{H}}) A (l!.·x = R·y·Ql·x) 

=} {(lc)} 

(Ai: ~<m: ri·X = R·y·Ql·x) 
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NoteB2.2 

Let N·x . Assume (Ai : ~i<m : (Qi = QJ) ) . Then : 

R·r·Ql·x= {L,H} 

::} {def. R} 

(B zo.z1 : .CL E r·zo) A (H E y·zi) : cp·Ql ·[x.zo] A cp·Ql ·[x,z1] ) 

* {(la)} 
(B zo : (Ai : ~i<m : L E ri·Zo ) : cp·QJ ·[x.zo] ) 

/\ (B z1: (Ai : ~i<m : HE rrz1) : cp·Ql ·[x,ziJ ) 

::} {induction using Note B2.3} 

(Ai: ~i<m: (LE rj•X) A (HE rj·X)) 

= {calculus} 

(Ai: ~i<m: rj•X = {L,H}) 

Note B2.3 

Assume (Ai: ~i<m: (Qi = QJ)). Let {u,v} i;;; N. We will prove: 

1 (Ai:Q:;;;i<m:Len·u)Abcp·Ql·(U,V]::} (Ai:Q:;;;i<m:LEI'i·V) 

2 (Ai: Q:;;;i<m: HE n·u) A bcp·Ql·[u,v] ::} (Ai: Q:;;;i<m: H € I'j·V) 

Sincc the proofs of 1 and 2 are similar, we only give the proof of 1 . 

Assume (A i : OO<m : L E I'i·U ) • Then : 

bcp·Ql·[u,v] 

= {def. bcp} 

(H s: pn·s = [u,v]: Ql·s) 

::} { assuniption : (Ai : Q:;;;i<m : (Qi = QJ) ) } 

(H s : pn·s = [u,v] : (Ai : Q:;;;i<m : Qi·S) ) 

::} {use R3.2 (sect. 5.0.0); compare with note 1.0 in the proof of (ld) above} 

(B s: (pn·s = [u,v]) A (Ai: ~i<m: Qi·S): (Bj : OS:j<m: pci·s = 0)) 

::} {induction using Note B2.4 and PCm = pco } 

(B s: (pn·s = [u,v]) A (Ai: OO<m: Qj•S): (Aj: O:>:j<m : pcj•S = 0)) 

::} {calculus} 

(B s : pn·s = [u,v] : (Ai : Q:;;;i<m : (Qi A Z·pci)-s ) ) 

::} { ri = R·y·(Qj Il Z·J>Ci) , def. R , calculus} 

(Ai: OO<m: I'î·U = I'rv) 

::} {assumption: (Ai: Q:;;;i<m: LE n·u) } 

(Ai : Q:;;;i<m : L E I'j·V ) 
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Note B2.4 

Let SW·s. Assume (pn·s = [u,v]) A (Ai: (}g<m: Q1·s) /\(Ai: {}g<m: LE r;.u). 

Let lli:j<m . Assume pci ·s = 0 . Then : 

true 

= {assumption} 

(Le rï+i·u w ri+1·v) /\(Le rru w rrv) A (pers= 0) 

= {def. rj, r;+1l 

(LE Aj+1·U l-!J Aj+rV) /\ (LE Aïu w Arv) /\ (pers= 0) 

=> {calculus} 

((Aj+l'U w A;+1·V = {L,H}) v (Aj+t•U w Aj+rV !;;; Aru w Arv)) /\ <Pci·s = 0) 

=> {R3.1 and R3.2 (sect. 5 .0.0), using from the assumption: Qrs } 

pci+rs = 0 
Note B2.5 

Let (}g<m . Then: 

CQi.ri) = r* 
=> {prop. l.34a} 

stableO·y·(Q_,r il 
=> {prop. l.22c, def. rï} 

cocoI·ri.Qi 

= {def. 1.15 (cocol}} 

(A s,x,y: Q·s A (pn·s = [x,y]): r;·x = ri·Y) 

= {calculus} 

(A s,x,y : Qi·s A (pn·s = [x,y]) A (ri·X U ri'Y * ~) : ri·X = r1·Y) A 

(A s,x,y: Qi·s A (pn·s = [x,y]) A (r;·x U ri'Y = ~) : ri·X = r1·Y) 

::} {def. r;} 
(A s,x,y : Qi·s A (pn·s = [x,y]) A (f1·x U r1·Y * ~) : Aï·X = Aï·Y) A 

(A s,x,y: Q·s A (pn·s = [x,y]) A (r;·x u rïY = ~): Aï·X W A1·Y f { {L},{H}} ) 

::? {R3.1 (sect. 5.0.0)} 

(A s,x,y: Q·s A (pn·s = [x,y]) A (rïx u ri'Y * ~): Ai·X = A1·Y) A 

(A s,x,y : Q1·S A (pn·s = [x,y]) /\ (rï•X U r1·Y = ~) : PCï·S = 0) 

=> {R3.0 (sect. 5.0.0)} 

(A s,x,y : Q1·s A (pn·s = [x,y]) A (r1·x U ri'Y * ~) : Ai·X = A1·Y) /\ 

(A s,x,y : Qi·s A (pn·s = [x,y]) A (rj·X U ri'Y = ~) : A;-x = Ai·Y ) 

= {calculus and def. 1.15 (cocol)} 

cocol·Ai'Q 

o (end of proof B2) 
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APPENDIX C On the pessimism caused by 
assumption (1) on pass -delays 

201 

In section 5.0.0 the assumption, called (1), is made that the pass-delay in a switch is zero if the 

value that needs to be transported is {L,H} or a stored value. The motivation for this assumption 

is that it can only lead, in some cases, to a pessimistic modelling of circuit behaviour. In this 

appendix we prove that the inclusion of assumption (1) does not change the correctness criterion 

for initial behaviour; it does not change the resulting states for initial behaviour if this initial 

behaviour is correct; and it does not weaken the correctness criterion for dynamic behaviour. 

In the sequel, the (imaginary) model without assumption (1) will be called the altemative model. 

In the altemative model, the counterparts of the notions stable3, next3, FSI.3, RSI.3, and WF3 

from chapter 5 are called stable3A, next3A, FSI.3A, RSL3A, and WF3A respectively. 

Let C E CIR and y E NST . 

The correctness criterion for initial behaviour in the model from ch. 5 is (cf. section 5.0.3): 

FSL3·y~ (cgdIL n FCAO n CFL n cstL) , which equals (cf. sect. 5.0): WM3·C·y A CF·y*. 

Similarly, the correctness criterion for initial behaviour in the alternative model is: 

FSL3A·y ~ (cgdIL n FCAO n CFL n cstL) . 

The correctness criterion for dynamic behaviour is called well-functioning. We will prove: 

In part a: (WM3·C·y A CF·y*) {:: (FSL3A·y !;;;; (cgdlL n FCAO n CFL n cstL)). 

In part b: (WM3·C·y A CF·y*) => (FSL3A·y ~ (cgdlL n FCAO n CFL n cstL)). 

In part c: If the initial behaviour is correct, then the resulting states are equal in both models. 

In part d we will explain that modelling restricted pass-delays in the altemative model cannot be 

done in a similar way as in chapter 5. Furthermore, we will - informally - argue that 

WF3n·C·y-(II,rc,pc) => WF3An·C·y-(II,rc,pc) (for all D and (II,rc,pc)). 

In order to give these proofs we assume that a state transition in the altemative model, say from 

((Qo.ro).rco.pco) to ((Qi.r1).rci,pc1). satisfies R0.2, R0.3, Rl.2, R2.i (O~i<3) from sect. 5.0.0, 

and RRO, RRl, and RR2 below (which express assumptions (Oa,b) and (2); cf. section 5.0.0). 

RRO (A s.x,y : (pn·s = [x,y]) A (pers> 0) : Q1·s A (rrx *- rry) ) 

RRl (As: (pc1·S > 0) A (pco·s > 0) : pers= PCO·S - 1 ) 

RR2 (As: (pc1·s > O) A (pco·s = O) : •Qo·s v ((TV·r1-s * TV·ro·s) A (TV-r0-s * {L,H})) 
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PART a 
Let C and ysatisfy CIR·C A NST·y. 

If pass-delays are arbitrary, the pass-delays in the alternative model can be chosen to be zero in 

case the value that needs to be transported is {L,H} or a stored value. Consequently, for all 

extended states (llfc.pc) : 

next3·y-(II,rc,pc) s; next3A·y·(II,rc,pc) . 

As a direct consequence (compare with lemma 5.8a): 

FSL3·y ç; FSL3A·y , 

which implies (compare with lemma 5.9a): 

(WM3·C·y A CF·y*) {:: (FSL3A·y s; (cgdIL n FCAO n CFL n cstL)) 

PART b 
Let C, y, and <I> satisfy CIR·C A NST·y A (<I> E .C*(STl)) A FSL3A·y·<I> . We will prove that 

(B Q: FSL3·y·Q : (Q E (CFL n cgdlL (\ FCAO (\ cstL))::} (<I> E (CFL (\ cgdJLn FCAO n cstL)))' 

which directly implies: (WM3·C·y A CF·y*) => (FSL3A·yt;;. (cgdlL n FCAO n CFL n cstL)). 

This proof is given in two steps. Step 0 transforms <I> into IJ' E FSL3A·y such that pass-delays 

are inactive in states ':Pi if the value that needs to be transported is {L,H}, and IJ' satisfies: 

(IJ' E (CFL n cgdlL n FCAO n cstL)) => (<I> E (CFL n cgdlL n FCAO n cstL)) . 

Step 1 transfonns IJ' into Q E FSL3 ·r satisfying: 

(Q E (CFL n cgdlL n FCAO n cstL)) => (IJ' E (CFL n cgdIL n FCAO n cstL)) . 

STF.P 0 

Let <I>i = (QSu and let rl, pi e !*(DC) be s.t. next3A·y-((Oi.n),rli.PliH(QH-i.n+v.rli+1.Ph.v 

for all i: 00< #·<I>, with + defined modulo #·<I> . 

Let Q E SST and C EN~ IB be defined by: 

Q·s = (Bi: 00< #·<I> : Oi·s ) 

C·x = (B zo.z1 : cp·Q·[x,zo] A cp·Q·[x,z1] : (L E y·zo) A (H E y·zi) ) 

For i: 00< #·<I> the extended states ({<Ji,Ai).ritPi) are defined by: 

A··x _ { {L,H} , if C·x 
l - rj. x 'if-C·x 

<Ji•S = (Qi's V (Q•s A (TV·Ai·S = {L,H}))) 

··s _ { 0 , if TV·Aj·S = {L,H} 
P1 

- pli·s , if TV·Aj·S * {L,H} 

l 
0 ,if consistentO·A;·<Ji·S 
rl i ·s ,if-iconsistentO·Ai·<Ji·S A (Aj:: (}j·S = Qrs) 

ri·s = #·<I> ,if-iconsistentO·Ai·<Ji·s A (B j:: (}j·S * Qrs) A consistentO·Ai-1·<Ji...rs 
ri-1·s -1 ,if -,consistentO·A;·<Ji·S A (B j:: qi·S * Qi's) A oeonsistentO·Ai-l'<Ji-rs 

From 0.0 below follows that ri is correctly defined. 
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From the above follows that: 

0.0 (Bj:: Cli•S * Qj•S) 

=> { definitions of q, A, and Q} 

(Aj:: q;·s) A (Ej:: -Qj·S) A (Bj:: Qj·S) 

=> {calculus} 

(Ej:: -QH·S A Qj·S A Cli-'J.'S) 

=> {R0.2 and R0.3 for (<l>,pl.rl)} 

(Bj:: consistentO·rH·Qrs Il Q;·s Il 'li-1.'s) 

=> {def. Aj} 

(Bj:: consistentO·Ai-l'Qï•S /\ Qj•S /\ <li-1·S) 

=> { def. 4.5 (consistentO)} 

(B j:: consistentO·Ai-l ''li-rs ) 

0.1 Let ~j< #·<I>. Then: 

consistentO· rH ·Q; ·s /\ (Q; ·s = q; ·s) 

=> { def. of A and def. 4.5 (consistentO)} 

consistentO· Ai-l'<li ·s 

0.2 Let ~j< #·<I> • Then: 

consistentO·AH'<li-rs Il <}j-1·s Il Cli•S 

=> { def. 4.5 (consistentO)} 

consistentO· Ai-1 '<li ·s 

0.3 Let x E N . Then: 

(Bi:: Aï·X = {L,H} ) 

=> {definitions of Q, C, and A} 

(Ai:: Ai·x = {L,H} ) 

:} { definitions of q and p} 

(E zo.z1 : (Ai:: cp-(q; Il Z·PiHx.zo] Il cp·(Cli Il Z·PiHx.z1] : (Le y·zo) Il (HE y·z1))) 
0.4 Let x E N and ~< #·<I> . Then: 

Aï·X * {L,H} 

=> { definitions of A, q, and p} 

I'ï·X = Ai·X Il (A y: N·y : cp·(Q; Il Z·pl;)-[x,y] = cp-(Cli Il Z·pi)-[x,y] ) 

0.5 (Ai: ~< #·<I>: CF·(Cli.A;)) 

{def. 4.29 (CF)} 

(A i,x : (~< #·<I>) Il N·x : Ai'x * {L,H} ) 

=> { definitions of A and q} 

(Ai : 0~< #·<I> : . (Ai = r;) 11 (Cli = Qi) ) 

=> {definitions of rand p, using R2.0 for (<l>,r/,pl)} 

(Ai : ~i< #·<I> : ((Cli,Aï),q,pi) = (<I>ï.rlhp/i) ) 
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Let \fl be defined by 

(#·\fl = #·<I>) /\ (Ai: 00< #·\fl : \fli = (q;,Aï) ) . 

We will now argue that (Ai: 00< #·\fl : next3A·y·(\fl;.ritPi)·(\fli+1,ri+i.Pï+1) ) . 

From R0.2 and R0.3 for (<l>,rl,pl), the definitions of r and q, and 0.1 and 0.2 above follows that 

(\fl ,r,p) satisfies R0.'2 and R0.3. 

From Rl.2 for (<l>,rl,pl), def. 4.6 (R), and 0.3 and 0.4 above follows that (\fl ,r,p) satisfies Rl.2. 

From R2.i (00<3) for (<l>,rl,pl) and the definition of r follows that (\fl ,r,p) satisfies R2.i. 

From the restrictions on the pass-delay counter pi and {from the definitions ofp, A, and q}: 

{prs > 0) ::} ((p;·s = pl;·s) A (Ax: X E pn·s: Ai·X = r;·X) /1 (q;·s = Qi·s)) 

follows that (\fl ,r,p) also satisfies these restrictions. 

The final results for \fl can now be achieved easily. 

From (Ai: 00< #·\fl : next3A·y·(\fli,rï.Pi)·(\fli+i.ri+i.Pï+I) ) follows: 

FSL3A·y·\fl. 

From the definition of p immediately follows: 

(Ai: 00< 4#:-'P: (pi> 0) =} (TV·Ai·s * {L,H})). 

From 0.5 (CFL·\fl ::7 ((\fl ,r,p) = (<l>,rl,pl))) follows directly: 

(\fl E (CFL n cgdlL n FCAO n cstL)) =} (<I> E (CFL lî cgdJL lî FCAO lî cstL)) . 

STEP 1 

For ()gi and 00< #·\fl we define pc; E DC and A(n)i E NSTC by: 

_ { 0 , if TV·Ai·S E 1'({1,h}) 
pci•S - Jli•S 'if TV·Aj•S f 1'({1,h}) 

A(O)··x _ { Ai ·x , if Ai·X * ~ 
1 - {l,h} ,if Ai·X=~ 

A(n+l); = R-(yl!:I store·A(n)i-1Hq; /1 Z·pcï) 

The following properties hold for all n and i satisfying OSn A 00< #·\fl. 

1.0 destore·A(n)i = destore·Ai 

1.la Aï Ç A(O)i 

Llb A(n)i Ç 4.(n+l)i 

Property 1.0 for n=O and property 1.la follow directly from the definition of A(O)i . 

Properties 1.0 for n>O and 1.lb are proven below. 

Proof of 1.0 

Let ni!O . Then: 

destore·A(n+ 1 )i 

= {def. A(n+l)il 

destore-(R·(y l!:I store·A(n)i-!l·(q; A Z·pcJ) 
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= {lemma 4.20a. prop. 4.l8a,b} 

R·y-('li Il Z·pci) 

= {notes 0 and l} 

R·y-('li Il Z·p;) 

= {lemma 4.20a. prop. 4.18a,b} 

destore·(R-(y \!! store·Ai-1H'li Il Z·pi)) 

= {Rl.2 for (qt ,r,p)} 

destore·Ai 

noteO 

true 

= { def. of pci} 

Z·pi 5 Z·pe; 

=> {monotonicity R·y} 

R·y·('li. 11 Z·pi) ç; R·y·('li. /\ Z·pc;) 

note 1 

Let x E N . Then: 

R·y·(Cli Il Z·pc;)-x ~ R·Y-C'li Il Z·p;)-x 

=> { definition 1.17 (R ·y)} 

(E y : y-y * ~ : cp·(<ii 11 Z·pc;Hx,y] 11 -icp·('li A Z·p;)-[x,y] ) 

=> {definition 1.14 (cp) and calculus} 

(E y,s,z : y·y * ~ 
: cp·(Cli Il Z·pc;Hz,y] Il cp·(Cli Il Z·p;)·[z,y] Il (en/\ Z·pc;)·s /\ -i(cn /\ Z·p;)-s) 

=> {from above: destore·Ai = R·y·((jj A Z·p;) } 

(B s,z : z E pn·s : (Aj•Z f 1'( { l,h})) /\ Z·pCj·S /\ .Z·pj•S ) 

=> { definition peil 
fälse 

o (end proof 1.0) 

Proof of 1.1 b 

The proof uses induction to n. 

Basis of the induction: 

true 

=> { definition of pc;} 

Z·p; 5 Z·pc; 

=> { monotonicity of R } 

R-(y \!! store·A(O)i-1H'li A Z·p;) ç; R-(y l'.!! store·A(O)ï-1H'li /\ Z·pe;) 

= {note 2 below and definition of ~(l)i 

A(O)i Ç A(l); 
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Step of the induction: 

A(n)H Ç A(n+ 1 );_1 

::} {def. 4.4 (store), using (from 1.0): destore.À(n)i-1 = destore·A(n+l)ï-1} 

store·À(nh-i Ç store·À(n+ l);-1 

::} {def. 4.~ (R)} 

R·(yl':l store·A(n);-1H'li A Z·pc;) Ç R·(y l':l store·A(n+l)i-1H'li A Z·pCj) 

= {definitions of A(n+l); and A(n+2);} 

A(n+l)i-1 Ç A(n+2)i-1 

~ 

true 

::} {Rl.2 for ('I',r,p), note 3, and def. of A(0);-1} 

(Ai= R·(y l':l store·Ai-i)·(qi A Z·pï)) 

A (Ax: Ai·x = ~: store·A(0);-1.·x = {l,h}) 

A (Ax: A;·x * ~: store·A(0);-1·x = store•Aï-1·x) 

=> {def. of A(O)io def. 4.6 (R), and calculus} 

A(O)ï = R·(y l:!.l store·A(O)i-1H'li A Z·p;)) 

~ 

true 

=> {Rl.2 for ('I' ,r,p)} 

(Ai: 00< #·'11: A; = R·(y l':l store·A;-1.H'li A Z·p;)) 

::} {def. R} 

(Ai: 00< #·'11 : store·A;-1 Ç Ai ) 

=> {def. 4.4 (store)} 

(A i,x: (00< #·'11) A N·x: (Aï·X = ~) => (AHx = ~)) 
=> {calculus} 

(A ij,x : (00< #·'11) A (~j< #·'!') A N·x: (A;·x = ~) = (Aj·X = ~) ) 

o (end proof 1.lb) 

From l.lb and the finiteness of NSTC follows that a natura!, say M, exists such that: 

(Ai: 00< #·'11: A(M); = A(M+l)i). 

From l.la.b follows: 

1.lc (Ai: 00< #·'11 : A; Ç A(M)i ) . 

Let il E .C*(STl) be defined by: 

(#·il = #·'!') A (Ai: ~i< #·Q : ili = (qi,A(M)j) ) . 
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For ~< #·!2 the following bolds. 

1.2 Let x E N . Then: 

Ai·X=~ 
=? {def. A(O); and 1.0} 

(A(O)rx = { l,h}) A (A(M)1·X E 1'({ l,h})) 

::} {1.lb} 

A(M)rx = {l,h} 

1.3 consistentO·A; 

= { def. 4.5 (consistentO)} 

consistentO·(destore· Ai) 

= { 1.0} 

consistentO· ( destore ·A(M)ï) 

= { def. 4.5 (consistentO)} 

consistentO·A(M); 

1.4 Let se SW. Then: 

.CA·'l'rs 

=? {def. 4.3 (CA), 1.0, 1.lc, and 1.2} 

.CA·D.1·s 

1.5 Let s e sw . Then: 

CA·'l';·s 

::} {prop. 4.19a} 

-igdO·Aï·S 

=? {prop. 4.19b} 

consistentO· Ai ·Qi+.1 ·s 

= { 1.3} 

consistentO·A(M)1 ·Qi+.1 ·s 

1.6 Let s e SW . Then: 

pc;·S > 0 

* {def. pci} 

(Pï•S > 0) A (TV·A;·s f 1'({/,h})} 

* { result part a} 

(TV·Ars * {L,H}) A (TV·A;·S f 1'({/,h})) 

::} { 1.0} 

(TV·A(M)i·s '* {L,H}) A (TV·A(M);·s f 1'({/,h})) 

= {calculus} 

TV·A(M);·s e { {L},{H}} 
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1.7 Let s E SW. Then: 

:PCi•S > 0 
::} { 1.6 and def. RRO (in introduction this appendix)} 

(Bx: x E pn·s: A(M)ï·X E { {L},(H}}) A (Ax,y: pn·s = [x,y]: Áï•X * Áï•Y) 

::} { 1.0} 

(Ax,y: pn·s = [x.y]: ACM>ï·x * A(M)ïy) 

1.8 Let s E SW . Then: 

(:PCi·s > 0) A C:PCi-rs > 0) 

=> {def. of pc} 

(:PCi·s = prs) A C:PCi-rs = Pi-rs) A (Pi·s > 0) A (pi-l's> 0) 

=> { def. RRl fm introduction this appendix)} 

:PCi•S = t>Ci-a•S 1 

1.9 Let s E SW . Theo: 

(:PCi·s > 0) A (pcï-rs = 0) 

::} {def. of pc} 

(:PCi·s = Pi•S) " (Pi·s > 0) " ( (J>H·S > 0) v (TV·Aï-i•S E ~{l.h}))) 

=> {def. RR2 (in introduction this appendix), 1.6, and 1.0} 

"'1lli-J.•S V (TV·Ars g TV·Ai-l·s) 

Using that (from part a) (A i: DY< #·"P : next3A·r·("Pitri>pû·("Pi+1.rï+i.Pi+1) ) , we will now 

prove that (Ai: DY< #·il : next3·y-(ilj,rï,pcû·(ili+1,ri+i.PCï+V ) . 

From 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, and RO.i for ("P .r.p) follows that (il,r,pc) satisfies RO.i. 

From the definitions of A(M) and M follows directly that (il,r,pc) satisfies Rl.2. 

From 1.3 above and R2i for ("P ,r,p) follows that (il,r,pc) satisfies R2.i. 

From RRO, RRl, and RR2 (defined in the introduction of this appendix) for ("P,r,p) and 1.6, 1.7, 

1.8, and 1.9 follows that (il,r,pc) satisfies R3.l, R3.0 and R3.2. 

The final results for il can now be acbieved easily. 

From (A î: OY< #·il : next3·y·(ili.ri>PiHili+i.ri+i.Pi+l) ) follows: 

FSL3·y.il. 

From LO, 1.3. and the definition of pc1 follows directly: 

(il E (CFL n cgdlL n FCAO n cstL)) => ("P e (CFL n cgdJL n FCAO n cstL)) . 

0 (end part b) 
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PART c 
In p8ItS a and b equality of the correctness criterion for initial behaviour in the model of eb. S 

and that in the alternative model are proven. Let the initial behaviour be correct. In section 5.0 

we have proven that the resulting states in the model from eb. 5 all are abstracted from stored 

values - equal to y* (th. 5.12). Using the constructions from part b , 2.0 below shows that this 

also holds for the resulting states in the altemative model. lt is easily seen that this means that 

all resulting states are stable. Evidently, stable3A·y = stable3 . 

2.0 Assume WM3·C·y Il CF·y* Il FSL3A·y·cf>. Let '1' and ll be as defined in part b. 

true 

::> {assumption and FSL3·y·ll, using th. 5.12} 

(Ai : ~< #·ll : destore·lli = y* ) Il CFL·ll 

::? {definition of ll and 1.0} 

(Ai : ~< #·'I' : destore·'l'i = y* ) Il CFL·'P 

::? { definition of 'I' and 0.5} 

(Ai : ~< #·cf> : destore·cf>i = y* ) /\ CFL·cf> 

PART d 

In part d we will explain why the straightforward definition of next3Ard.pd (i.e., a similar 

extension of next3A as in chapter 5 for defining next3 rd.pcV does not capture the notion of 

restricted pass-delays we want to model. Furthermore, we will argue - informally that 3.0 

below holds. The argument given can be formalised in a similar way as the proof in part b. 

3.0 (A C,y,D,(Il,rc,pc) : : WF3n·C·y·(I1,rc,pc)::} WF3AD·C·y·(I1,rc,pc) ) 

Consider the circuit depicted in figure CO below. Let the starting state be the top-most state in 

fig. Cl and let the new source-connection be HXo.{L}),(xi.'/J),(x2.'/J),(y,{H})} . Let the delays be 

restricted by: (rd·s1 = 0) /\ (pd·so = 2) Il (pd·s1 = 1) . The resulting state list in the model from 

ch.5 is given in fig. Cl (where for each switch the switch-state (left-most number) and the 

pass-delay counter are given). Using the straightforward extension for next3Ard,pd , the resulting 

state list in the alternative model is the one given in figure C2. In this list the pass-delay for the 

low source value {L} is 0 in switch s1. Note that it is intended to be 1. 

Yl~xoo 
XJ 

Yl 1 

x2 
figure CO 

so s1 xo x1 x2 y 

l 0 0 0 '/J fA. {h} {L) 
1 2 0 0 {L) '/J {h} {H) 
11 10 {L} {h} {h} {B} 
1 0 1 1 {L} {L} {h} {H} 
l 0 1 0 {L} {L} {L J {H} 

figure Cl 

SQ SJ XQ X l X2 J 

1 0 0 0 '/J fA. {h} {L} 
1 2 0 0 {L} 'I> {h} {H} 
1 1 1 1 {L) '/J {h} {H} 
1 0 1 0 {L) {L} {L} {H} 

figure C2 
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In order to model such pass-delay properly, the restrictions RRl and RR2 must be adjusted. 

Note that such an adjustment is not required in the previous parts since the pass-delays 

considered there are assumed to be arbitrary. 

Let C, y, D, and (II,rc,pc) be such that WF30 ·C·y·(Il,rc,pc). Let (rd,pd) E D and <I>, 'P E 

Coo(STl) be such that RSL3An:t,pd·y-(II,rc,pc)·<I> A RSL3n:t,pd·y-(II,rc,pc}-'P . Note that from 

lemma 5.26a follows that 'Pis, in the model from ch.5, the only resulting state list for (rd,pd). 

Let <I>i = (Q,ru and 'Pi= (q;,A;). Then: 

cgdl·II 

::? {def. 4.10 (cgdl), II= (Q0,ro). and II= (qo,Ao)} 

(As: SW·s: <ro·(g·s) * ~) A (Ao·(g·s) * ~)) 
::? {Rl.2 for <I> and 'P } 

(A i,s : sw ·S : <n·(g·s) * ~) A (Ai·(g·s) * ~) ) 
Consequently, disallowing pass-delays in cases where TV·ri·s E ({L,H} u 1'({1,h})) can change 

the next node-state in two ways: 

a a source-conflict occurs, i.e. (Bx: (Ai·X = {L,H}) A (r;·x * {L,H})) 

B a charge-conflict occurs, i.e. (Bx: (Ai·X = {/,h}) A (r;·x c Ai·x)) 

In c:- ,e a, -iCFL·"P holds. In case B, if the node is a gate node, -icgdlL·'P holds. Since (use 

assumption) CFL·'P A cgdlL·"P , case a does not occur and case 6 does not occur at gate nodes. 

Consequently: destore·ri = destore·Ai A (As: SW·s: (r;·(g·s) = Ai·(g·s)) A (q;·s = Q·s)). 

This implies: ('P E (cgdlL·"P n FCAI n CFL)) ;:} (<I> E (cgdlL·"P n FCAI n CFL)) . 

For the other correctness criterion (cstL) the argument is similar. 

We can now conclude WF3Ao·C·y-(II,rc,pc) . 

o (end part d) 
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NOTATION INDEX 

The page numbers refer to the definitions of the symbols, sets, and functions. Local notations 

from appendices B and C are not referred to. Restrictions Ri.j are listed at the end of this index. 

-! 14 bcp, cp 26 

14 consistent! , cocol 24,81 

B 14 RE NST-+SST-+NST 27, 77 

1(X) 14 stableO 28 

lr»(A) 15 nextO 29 

l*(A) 15 (nextO]+ , feasibleO 30 

#·L 15 WMO 31 

Li 15 SF 33 

cat·W·Ll 15 GOE SF 33 

*[L] 15 y* , y* 34 

(Al: R: E) 15 next0Go ,feasibleoo 35 

(El:R:E) 15 Gl e SF 38 

(u/:R:E) 15 Î*l. 'Y*1 39 

(nl: R: E) 15 nextOGl , feasiblem 39 

C = (N,SW,t,g,pn) , CIR 18 CF 41, 91 

{L.H} 18 cstO 42,91 

t E SW-+ { {L},{H}} 18 bniO , niO , siO 46 

gESW-+N 18 AO E CIR--tl8 46 

pn€ SW-+ B2N 18 PC , bnil , nil , sil 47 

B2N, [x,y] 18 Ale CIR _,Dl 47 

NST = N _, 1({L,H}) 20 re 58 

(NST, Ç) 20 DC .~ 59 

T, l 20, 173 nextl 59 

SST= SW-+ B 21 stabiel ,feasiblel 60 

(SST,~) 21 WMJ 60 
T,F 21 nextl id 66 

STO = SSTxNST 22 RD, stableiRD 67 

(STO, Ç) 22 feasiblelRD ,WMJRD 67 

gdO, cgdO 24,79 rdtt, rdL 67 

consistentO , cocoO 24, 77 CA 75, 76 
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[l)l} 75, 76 (MD, ~) , (MUT, ~) 143 
nst,NSTC,!;,Ç.l:!:J 76 (le) , mp, bpq, pq 144 
STl = SST x NSTC 76 hE MUT-+MUT 145 
(STl, !;;) 76 mpl 150 
store , destore 77 ML(u) 151 
next2 78 RSIA , WF4 , MLL(u) 152 
stable2 , feasible2 79 (y, imd) , md' 155 
gdl, cgdl 79 in, out, pis, phs, local 159 
FSL2 79 GLOBAL , cr , l(cr) 160 
FCAO, cgdlL 80 sof(G,o) , sof(o) 160 
WM2 81 OAS 161, 163 
next2m 92 PO,POL 161, 163 
RSL2rc1 93 RSn 162 
CFL , FCAl , cstOL 93 SOB 163 
WF2Rn 93 join, meet 173 
FCL 94 lub , sup , glb , inf 173 
pc 107 fix 173 
TV 111, 112 lfp. gfp 174 
next3, Z 112 
stable3 , feasible3 112 
FSL3, WM3 113 
cstl, cstL 117 

Km,pd 120 
next3m,pd 123 
D , stableJn ,feasible3n 125 The restrictions on state transiti.oos: 

FSL3n. WM3n 125 
RSL3m,pd 125 RO.O , RO.l , Rl.O 58 
WF3n 126 R2.0 , R2. l , R2.2 58 
wd 131 R2.2' 65 
(N,SW ,W ,t,g,pn} 132 R2.2" 66 
XCIR , XSST , ST2 132 R0.2 , R0.3 , Rl.1 78 
consistent2 , cst2 133 Rl.2 108 
VL, VH, Vt 138 R3.0 , R3J , R3.2 110 
MD,m,a. 140, 143 r3.0, r3.1 , r3.2 111 
mdn 141, 147, 150 R3.2" 118 
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SUBJECT INDEX 

Page numbers given in boldface refer to definitions. Por most of the generally used notions, only 

the definitions are referred to. 

abstractions of reality; see restrictions (a)-(e) 
aetive capacitance 75, 76 
active delays 58, 106 
ac:yclic circuits 11, 45-55 
ac:yclicness (general) 46, 52, 54, 55 
ac:yclicness ( w .r .l source-cmnectioo) 

47, 48. 52-55 
anti-monotonie 172 
anti-symmetrie 171 
assumptions on charge storage 74, 102 
assumptions on pass-delays 108, 109, 134 
assumptions on reality; see restrictions (a)-(e) 
arbitrary pass-delays 106-117 
arbitrary reactioo-delays 57-64 
asynchronous network 2, 4 

basic model 11, 17-44 
Boolean values 14 
bottom element 173 

capacitances 9, 72-103 
capacitance-strength 75, 98, 99 
circuit 18 
circuit states (STO) 22; (STl) 76 
chain 172 
charge sharing 1, 74 
charge storage 9-11, 17, 71, 73-103 
closures of relations 171 
compooentwise order 172 
conductÎilg path 25, 26 
conflict/conflictÎilg 5, 6, 20 
conflict-freeness 41, 64, 91. 93 
conservative model; see pessimistic model 
consistent (0) 7, 23-24, 77 ; (l) 7, 23-24, 26, 81 
continuous fuuction 173 
continuous transistor model 3-5. 169 
correctness criteria 6, 11, 17, 43-44, 70. 

116-117, 151, 161-165, 167-168 
correctness state transitioo (0) 41, 42, 64, 91, 

93, 117 ; (l) 116, 117 
countdowi1 fuuctioo 58, 59, 71, 107, 169 

delay counter, set of 59 
delays 8 ; see reaction-delays, pass-delays, 

and wire-delays 

design method 1, 5, 169 
discrete switch-level model 3, 12-14, 167-169 
dual order 172 
dynamic behaviour 5, 70, 103, 135 

feasible (0) 30, (35) ; (l) 00, 67 ; (2) 79 ; 
(3) 112, 125 

feasible state list (2) 79 ; (3) 113, 125 
fight; see conflict 
finiteness capacitance cootrol 78, 80, 93 
finiteness delays 78; see countdown function 
fixpoint 173 
fixpoint theorems 174 
flip· flop; see latch 
floating 6, 20 
functioo applicatioo (notation) 14 
functioo sets (notation) 14 
fundamental mode 2, 4, 12-14, 164-166 

gate defined (0) 5, 24, 79 ; (l) 79, 80 
gate node 18 
gate-level model 2-4, 169 
global state, set of 100 
global state transitioo diagram 160 
greatest element 172 
greatest lower bound 173 

Hasse diagram 172 
hazards 4, 5, 163 

imperfectness of switches 1, 5, 11, 137-157 
inconsistency of switches; see consistent 
infllllum 173 
initial behaviour 5, 43, 71, 102-103, 135, 168 
input functioo 100 
input-output mode 2, 4, 164,165 

Knaster-Tarski, fixpoint theorem of 174 

latch 55, 95, 96, 153 
lattice 173 
Lattice Theory 171-174 
layout-level 1, 5, 169 
least element 172 
least upper bound 173 
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linear order 172 
lists IS 

maximal (maximum) element 172 
minimal (minimum) element 172 
model-reality re1ation 0, 3, 4, 8, 11, 167-169 
moontooic 172 
multiple capacitance-strengths 98, 99 
multiple threshold voltages 156 
mutilated input si.gnaJs 155 
mutilaled si.gnaJs 139, 155 
mutilating power 137-157, 144, 150 
mutilation degree 11, 137-157, 147, 150, 169 
mutilation degree, domain of 143 
mutilation functioos, set of 143 
mutilation limit lSl, 157 

natural numbers 14 
network of components 1, 2 
network of transistors 3 
next-state functioo (0) 28-29, 35 ; (1) 57-59, 66 ; 

(2) 77, 78, 9'l; (3) 107-112, 123 
nodes. set of 18 
node-state, set of 19. 20, 76 
notatiooa1 conventions 14-16 

optimistic model 3 
order 171 
ooclllating 5, 19 ; se.e feasible 
output as speci:fied 161-163 

partially ordered set 171 
partial order 171 
partition of the node set 159 
pass-delay 8, 105-135 
pass node 18 
path quality 142-144 
perfect outputs 161-163 
perfect switch 10, 17, 137, 156 
pessimistic model 3, 1 ()8 

pointwise order 172 
poset 171 
powerset 14 
priority of operators 15 
proaf denotation 15, 16 
pull-down resistance 9. 100 
pull-up resistance 9. 100, 101 

quantification (notation) IS 

reaction-delay 8. 57-71 
reflexive and transitive closure 171 
reflexivity 171 
relative linllng/delays 1, 8 ; see delays 

resistaDces 9-10, 100-101 
response function Zl. 77 
restrictioos (a) - (e) 10. 11, 17, 167 
restrictioos on pass-delays 117-131 
restrictioos on reaction-delays 64-71 
restrictioos on state transitioos: 

see notation index 
resu1ting state 5, 20, 28-11; see feasible 
resu1ting state list (2) 93 ; (3) 11' ; (4) 152 
runt poise 4, 41--42, 163 

short cin;uit; see conflict 
smooth output behaviour 16.1 
source-connections 7, 18, 19 
sources 6, 19 
specification 1.2.4.11,159-166, l<iO 
specified output function l<iO 
spike; see runt pulse 
stable 5 ; (0) 19, 28 (3S) ; (1) <iO. 67 ; 

(2) 79 ; (3) 112. 125 
starting states 65, 70, 164 
states 7. 8, 22 
state transition; see next-Slalè function 
sta:ed charges 76 
successive llPJK'oxim.ation 174 
supremum 173 
switch 6, 7. 10. 18 
switches. set of 18 
switch function 33--40 
switch gate 18 
switch-level model J, 167-169 
switch pass node pair 18 
switch-state 21 
switch type 6, 18 
synchroooos uetw«k 2. 4 

threshold voltages 137-138, 157 
top element 173 
transistor model; see switch-level model 
transistor network 1 
transitive closure 171 
transitivity 171 
tran.spaiing 106 
trickle inverter 101 

undefined gates 1, 7. 21 ; see gate defined 
unknown state 12-14. 21 

well-functioning 6, 64, 70-71. 92-97; 
(2) 93 ; (3) IT/ ; (4) 152 

well-matchedness 6, 116 ; (0) 22-23. 10-31 ; 
( 1) (iO, 67 ; (2) 81 ; (3) 113, 125 

wire-delay 8, 131-135 
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SAMENV ATIING 

In dit proefschrift is een discreet switch-level model voor digitale CMOS circuits ontwikkeld. 

Het model beschrijft bet logische gedrag -zowel statisch als dynamisch- van transistor net

werken en van logische fouten ten gevolge van conflicts, imperfectheid van switches, hazards, 

charge-sharing en relatieve vertragingen. Een discreet switch-level model is bedoeld als een 

tussenliggend model -op transistor niveau- tussen (discrete) hoger-niveau modellen en 

(continue) lager-niveau modellen. Het kan fungeren als semantisch domein voor hoger-niveau 

modellen en calculi, als basis voor een switch-level simulator of een switch-level ontwerp

methode, of als hulpmiddel bij de vertaalslag van een switch-level ontwerp naar layout-level. 

Enerzijds worden de fysische aspecten van CMOS circuits bestudeerd en worden de begrippen 

geïntroduceerd die nodig zijn om (1) de fysische (in)correctheid van circuitgedrag te beschrij

ven, of (2) de relatie tussen gemodelleerd gedrag en gespecificeerd gedrag te formaliseren. 

Anderzijds, nadat deze begrippen zijn ingevoerd, is het model puur wiskundig, en worden de 

eigenschappen van de begrippen en de relaties ertussen bestudeerd. We concentreren ons met 

name op de wiskundige nauwkeurigheid van het model, op de elegantie van de formele presen

tatie, en op de analyse van het model, en niet zozeer op directe "praktische" toepassingen zoals 

bet ontwerp van een circnitsimulator gebaseerd op het model. 

Met betrekking tot de relatie tussen het model en de werkelijkheid is gestreefd naar een 

conservatief (pessimistisch) model. Dat wil zeggen dat correctheid van gemodelleerd gedrag ook 

correctheid van fysisch gedrag impliceert (maar niet noodzakelijk andersom). Uiteraard is 

gepoogd bet pessimisme van het model zo gering mogelijk te laten zijn. De reden voor de keuze 

van een conservatieve aanpak is dat we in eerste instantie correctheid en niet incorrectheid van 

circuits willen kunnen concluderen op basis van het model. 

In verband met de gewenste formalisering van de relatie met specificaties worden twee soorten 

gedrag bestudeerd. Dit zijn: (A) initieel gedrag, dat wil zeggen het gedrag van een circuit met 

stabiele invoerwaarden waarbij de vorige toestand van het circuit onbekend is, en (B) dynamisch 

gedrag. dat wil zeggen het gedrag van een circuit dat in een (bekende) toestand start wanneer de 

invoerwaarden veranderen. De twee centrale begrippen in het model met betrekking tot de 

correctheid van circuitgedrag zijn 'well-matchedness' en 'well-functioning'; de eerste is 

gerelateerd aan (A) en de tweede aan (B). 
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Vanwege de complexiteit van het fysisch gedrag van switch-level circuits gebruiken we in eerste 

instantie een aantal simplificerende aannamen over en abstracties van dit gedrag. Nadat de op 

deze wijze "gesimplificeerde werkelijkheid" gemodelleerd is in een basismodel. worden 

stapsgewijs de aannamen verzwakt en het model verfijnd. Deze aanpak stelt ons in staat om de 

verschillende aspecten van switch-level circuits in isolement te bestuderen en om grip te houden 

op de modellering. Bovendien is hierdoor een bestudering van de gevolgen van iedere verfijning 

mogelijk. Tengevolge van deze aanpak bevat dit proefschrift een hierarchisch geordende 

collectie van modellen. 

Een belangrijk resultaat is dat de effecten van vertragingen en charge st.o.rage geen invloed 

hebben op de correctheid van initieel gedrag. Dat betekent dat bij de evaluatie van de correct

heidscriteria voor initieel gedrag deze effecten buiten beschouwing kunnen worden gelaten. en 

dat hiervoor dus het basismodel met de in hoofdstuk 6 gegeven uitbreiding kan worden gebruikt. 

In geval van correctheid van initieel gedrag is er, als we abstraheren van stored values, slechts 

één resulterende toestand, die dan uiteraard stabiel is. Het totale correctheidscriterium voor 

initieel gedrag, dat in het algemeen niet effici~nt te bel'ekenen is, is voor acyclische circuitt die 

gedefinieerd zijn in hoofdstuk 2, wel efficit\nt te berekenen. 

De formalisering van de effecten van imperfectheid van switches zoals gegeven in hoofdstuk 6 

is verrassend eenvoudig en kan in de meeste switch-level modellen worden gebruikt, hetgeen 

dan leidt tot een algemenere en nauwkeurigere beschrijving van circuitgedrag. 

Zoals op verschillende plaatsen in het proefschrift is aangegeven (zie hoofdstuk 8 voor een 

overzicht), bezit het gepresenteerde model voldoende uitdrukkingskracht om generalisaties van 

en variaties op het model en de correctheidscriteria op eenvoudige wijze toe te laten. 
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1 
The formalization of the effects of imperfectness of switches proposed in this thesis, viz. by 

using the notion of mutilation degree, can be used in most existing discrete switch-level 

circuit models, and leads to a more general and more accurate description of switch-level 

circuit behaviour. 

lit: This thesis, chapter 6. 

2 
Pass-delays and wire-delays cannot, in general, be modelled as part of reaction-delays. 

lit: This thesis, section 5.1.2. 

3 
When verifying whether the initial behaviour of a circuit satisfies the correctness criteria 

defined in this thesis, the effects of delays and charge storage need not be taken into account. 

The dynamic behaviour of circuits, however, cannot, even for small and simple circuits, be 

described in a satisfactory way without considering delays and charge storage effects. 

lit: This thesis. 

4 
In view of correctness considerations, it is a good design philosophy to take care that the 

designed transistor network is acyclic with respect to all allowed initializing inputs. 

lit: This thesis. 

5 
Let RO and Rl be binary relations on set X , let RO* and Rl* be the reflexive and 

transitive closures of RO and Rl respectively, and let P be a predicate on X such that 

(A x,y : x€X f\ y€X : P·x A RO·x·y ::} Rl ·x·y ) . 

Let z be an element of X . Then: 

(Ay : RO*·z·y : P·y ) ::} (A y : RO*·z·y : Rl*·z·y ) . 



6 
At lower abstraction levels of circuits (e.g., switch-level), state-based arguments are much 

more convenient -in a sense more natura!- than the transition-based (algorithmic) arguments 

used at higher levels. A change of design rnethod, from transition-based to state-based. is, 

therefore, necessary in a design path of switch-level circuits. As demonstrated in [1], a 

calculus using production rule sets is a very suitable state-based design method. 

lit: [1] Wilbert H.F.J. Körver, Derivation of delay insensitive and speed independent 

7 

CMOS circuits, using directed commands and production rule sets, Computing 

Science Note 93/31, Eindhoven University ofTechnology, 1993. 

The number of transistors, although often used as such, is not a good size measure for CMOS 

circuits. 

lit: [1J above, section 1.4 'Costs measures for (C) MOS irnplementations'. 

8 
When modelling reality, the choice between pessirnism or optirnism of the model, which 

depends on the application in mind, should be made in as èarly a stage of the development of 

the model as possible. 

9 
Statements that go with Ph.D. theses often have the result that people form, completely 

unjustly, an opinion of a thesis without reading it. Statements should therefore be forbidden 

instead of required, and, if required, be formulated as cryptically as possible. 

10 
In contrast to statement 10, statement 9 is not a good example of statement 9 is not a good 

example of statement 9. 


